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THEOPHRASTUS epi Nopow. 

‘Omnium fere civitatum non Graeciae solum, sed etiam barbariae — a 

Theophrasto leges etiam cognovimus.” Cic. de fin, bon, et mal. v. 11; 
see Iv. 5, et de leg. m1. 14. 

1. JURA constitui oportet, ut dixit Theophrastus, in his 
quae émt 7d mwAcicrov accidunt, non quae é« mapaddyov. Dig. 

eo. 3. 
2. Td yap admrak 7 Sis, ut ait Theophrastus, wapaPaivov- 

ow ot vopobéra. Dig. I. 3. 6. 
3. “Odjtyor of ayabol viuwy Séovtar' od yap Ta Tpaypata 

mpos ToOvS VO“ouS, GAAG of VOuou mpos TA Tpayyata TiOevTaL. 
Stob. floril. 37, 21. 

4, QcopoGérav— re Sé tods vouous odor SudpOovy Kat 
éviauTov éxacrtov elpnxev Aioyivns te ev TO Kata Krnoipa@vtos 
Kal ©. év y Nowov. Harp. 153, 3 (Dindorf.). 

5. phar nis: — ey ToUT@, act, onpools TAaVvTES WLVUOV 
APnvaios Tov opkoy Tov 7dLacTiKdyv.—O, 8 év rots rep) Nopwv 
Syro? és watedérvto 7d 20s Todro. Harp. 57, 5; Suid. s.yv. 
*Apdyrrns ; Bekk. Anecd. 443, 26. 

6. EioayyeNta’ —@. dé &v TO Teraprep mept Népaw gnat 
ryevér Gat, Eav Tus KaTAAVN TOV Sfuov 4  PNT@P [4 TA apioTa cuUp- 

Journal of Philology. vou, v1. 1 
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Bovrevn ypjpata NapBaver’ 7) éav tis mpodid9d yepiov® } vads 
) Tweliy otTpatiay’ i) €av TIS Eis TOs ToAEmlovs adiKVATaL” avev 

Tod TeudOjvat Tapa Tod Syov 7 peToKyH® wap avtois } oTpa- 

Teuntat pet avteav Sdpa AauBaver*, Lex. Rhet. Cantab. 667, 

13. "Eyivovto 8& eicayyediat Kalb Kata Tév KaTadvovT@Y TOV 
Sjpwov 7) pyntopev py Ta dpiota TO Shum AeyovtT@v, 7 Wpos 
TOUS ToNEuiovs avev TOU TewhOnvar amedOovTwr, 7) TpodovT@Y 
gpovpiov 7) atpatsay 7 vads ws O. &v TS wept Nowov. Poll. 
VIII. 52. 

7. Karayetpotovia—bieEnrGe S€ wept ths katayeiporovias 
kat ©, év & Nopov. Harp. 172, 5; Suid. s. v. «ataxerpo- 

, 
Tovia, : 

8. Ipdotipov éxerto TO per) eTaXaBovte TO TéwTTov pmépos 
Tov Whpov, os ©. év wéuTTT@ wept Nouwv’ év Sé trois Snpociots 
aydow éCnuotyvto mpatov mpos atipiay @oTe wy e€eivar pijTe 
ypayacbat Trapavouwrv, unre paivew, unre tdnyetoOar Erevta 
Se mpos xpnpwata, @oTe ytdias oprtoxaveww (see Schol. on Dem. 
Xx. 3, and Harp. 102, 10), wai édv ypayapevos jury ereEXOn 
Gpoiws iv. Teps Sé THs eioayyedias édy pr) petaraBy Td méuartov 
pépos Tov Wydwr, oi Sixactai tiwdor. Lex. Rhet. Cant. 677, 8 
(Meier). 

Kairos ye 6 ©. torts pév dddXas ypadas yparrapévous yirias 

T oprdickave, eb Tod TéuTrTov TaV Yidwr py peTadraBotev, Kab 
mpocatimodabat, Tors dé eicayyédNovTas pn atipovcOar péeV, 
oprelv Sé ras yirlas. Poll. vit. 53. 

—  9<. Ei éddwoav ijrow waves of aptupes spevdouaptupiov 
H vrepnuloecs, éxpivero avobev 7 Sixn. ovx él ravtwv 88 Tov 
ayovev éylyvovto avadixot of Kpices, aXX’ ds dnot O. & C 

Nowa, éri povns Eevias cat Wevdouaptupidy Kat KAnpov. Sehol. 
on Plat. Legg. x1. 937 D. 

10. LKapnpopor'—Anynrpwos yodv év y Nopobecias dyolw 

1 ywpiov MS., gpovpiov Meier (in his 
edition of the Lex., Halle 1844), see 
Lys. xxx. 26. 

2 ddixvetrac MS., dgixrfrac dvev rod 
meupOjvac mapa tod Syuov Meier, cp, 

Poll. whence the addition is taken. 
3 yexoin MS. and Nauck (Lex Vindob. 

p. 338), olxoln Dobree, uioPopopp Meier, 

évoxy Schneidewin (Hyp. orat. duae 
p. 42), Dareste, nerouxg Lugebil, whom 

I follow; see Isocr. xvz. 12, xrx. 23; 
Lys. xxxt. 9; Lycurg. 1. 21. 145. 
44 bapa AavBdvy MS. Meier adds 

ért Brd87y Tod Sjzuov from Dem, xxt. 

113 ; but the law in which these words 
occur is spurious, 
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Bre mpocérartev 6 vopos Tois peToixous év Tals TomTais avTovs 
pev oxadhas dépewv, tas 5é Ouvyatépas adtav vdpeia Kal oKiad.a. 
Sieihextas trepi TovTwy Kat @. év « Nowwv. Harp. 275, 6. 

11. Ei pévroe wai ev BiBrXiw@ Twi totvoya thy atraptiay 
evpeitvy €0édous—evdpnoeis—xat wapa @. év TO Sexato Nowa. 
Poll. x. 19. 

12. Lvoroudtepov cxadyns'—®. yap &v TO Tepi Nowov 
eipno0at amd Tov Tovs petoixous "AOnvnaw év tais Snwotedéot 

Topmats oxapas pépovtas Toutevev Kal omote 5é éBovXovTO 
pétoixov SnrOoat } ocxadny Ereyov 4 cxadndoporv. Sia Se 7d 
arappyciacrov eivat cvotommtepov Toimncew atretdeiv cKadys. 
Phot. lex. 558, 9; Suid. s. v. 

13. “Ori 5é cal trav GdAXrwv dv Erpattov ot péroikos adeow 

eiyov ot icoredcis ©. elpneev év ta tTHv Nowy. ovtos 5é dyow 
Os éviayod Kal Toco brats Endifovto THY icoTédXetav *AOy- 
vaio, otrep OdvvOiows Te Kat OnBalors. Harp. 163, 5; Phot. 

115, 11. 

14. "Ort of adovres er “kovoiw Povo é£ovciav elyor eis 
Sioixnow tav idiwv AnpooBévys év TO Kat *AptotoKpatous 

(§§ 44, 45) droonpaives cai ©. ev TH vy’ TAvV Nopwv dnroi. 

Harp. 228, 1; Phot. 354, 26. 
15. "Edopla’ 1 émi tév tpwv yevopévn rpoayédpevars, as 

Anpoobévns SiSacxet ev TS kat "Apiotoxparous (§ 38) Kat O. 
év wy Nopwwv. Harp. 143, 7. 

16. Dappaxdvta’ — gore 5é hapyaxdv 6 bd Pappaxov 
BeBrappévos, ws kat ©. év te) Nouwv vroonuaive. Harp. 299, 

4; Phot. 640, 5; Etym. M. 788, 7; Suid. s. v. gappaxos gl. 2. 
17. "Ev ®pearrot—odvopacbas 8 gouxe 7d Sixactypiov amd 

tivos Ppeatrov hpwos, calla dyot ©. é&v is’ tav Nopwv. Harp. 
115, 19; Etym. M. 344, 25; Suid. s.v. Eudpearor. 

18. ‘Yxoddva ta éml hove Siddueva ypipata toils oi- 
xelos Tod dhovevOévtos, va wy éweEimow'—O. Nowov ig’, Harp. 

297, 9; Phot. 632, 17, Suid. s. v. 

19. @yct O. &v tH wep Nouov “TBpews Kai ’Avaideias 
mapa Tots “APnvainss elvas Bwpovs. Zenob. proverb. 4, 36. 

20. Ovcolas Sixn'—b.etrextas 5é rept rhs Sixns Kat ©, év uy’ 

mept Nouwv. Harp. 229, 15. 
21. Ot pév ovv bid KnpuKos KeNevoveL TWAEW Kali TpOKNpPUT- 

! 1—2 
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fs S ’ ? a z , 

Tew éx TreLovov Hucpwv. of S& map apyh Twt, KaBarep Kab 
\ \ fal \ / 4 \ , Hittaxds mapa Bacidredou Kal mputaver. évior dé mpoypadhew 
A a a x if f 

mapa TH apy ™po nuepov py EdatTTov 7 éEnxovta, KaBamep 
, a 7 

"AOnrnat, Kal Tov TpLamevoy ExaTooTHy TiWévar THS TAS, OTS 
n a , 

SiapdicBntioal te €&} Kat Stapaptipacba TS Bovropévg, kat 
ba a 

6 Sixalws ewvnuévos havepos 7 TO Téder. Tapa Sé Ticl WpoKy- 
, a a / ee 3 / a 

puTTEW KédEVoUGL TPO Tov KaTaKvpwOHvrat TEVO nuépas TUVEXGs, 
r fal x fal , 

el Tis EvioTATAL 1) AVTLTOLELTAL TOD KTHUATOS 7 THS oiKias’ Waav- 
tos 5é€ Kal él Tadv trobécewr, coTrep Kai év Tots Kubienver. 

e Oy \1 \ \ n , > a oe ee: a 
of S¢ Oouptaxol’ Ta pev Toradta Tavta adaipovaw, ovd év ayopa 

, vA vt. U \ / a a 

mpostatTovew, wamep TAXA, Sidovat Sé KENEVOVTL KOH TEV 
, a ’ en , e 

yelTOvVOY TOV eyyUTATw TpLol Vvopiowa Te BpaxD pynuns evexa 
a a > ¢ , 

kal paptuplas. avaryxatoy dyNovote, Tois wev Tas apyas vmevOU- 
a aa Sa \ , 2\ \ 1Q. - 5) G.: vous Troteiv, Tets S€ Tors yelTovas, éav pr) AaBwow 7H Sis Tapa 

a A a . > \ Tov avTod AaLwoy 7) EyovTes py Aéyoou TO EwvHpevp”. OV Xp?) 
ee | a ef e \ x e U \ a a & dyvoeiv, 6tt ai wpoypadat Kai ai mpoxnptEes, Kal OKws Oca 

\ tal ’ 

mpos Tas audisBntnoes eotl twavt 7 Ta TAEloTA Ou EdrEuy 
’ ’ lel , 

étépou vipov tiGetay Tap ols yap avaypagn Tav KTnMaTwV 
> ws \ aA , ’ ’ , > \ a > , éott Kal tav cupBoraiwy, é& éxeivwv eotl pabeiv ei édevbépa 

va ee 2 \ X € a A , 3 AN \ \ 
Kai avévapa, Kal TA avTod Tarde? Sixaiws’ evOls yap Kai peTey- 

U C3 ’ \ \ ' 

ypapes 7 apy Tov éwvnuévov. émet Sé Kal mpootacia® tives 
3 ~ \ A ’ a 3 / > fal ” 

wvovvTat Kal Twodow, ataddoTpLody éOédovtes, OpOds Eyer 

kal mpos Tavita vouobetetv, imep Kal Trolodol, Gua Ttaita Te 
, , \ \ 5 oN > a4 a o > a 

Bovropevor K@AVELY Kal THY wv7v éEuhavi* Torey, WOTEP EV TOLLS 

Aiviwy. Kedevovot yap, éayv pév tis oixiay mpintar, Ovew ert 
an? , An 3 / oe \ , ; a, * a U 

tov ‘AmodAwvos Tod émixwpaiov' éav b& ywpiov, émt THs Kans 
2 ’ a \°? , rn > a 
7) QvTos olKel, Kal Ouvvely evavTiov THS apxns eyypaphovons Kab 

3 \ ’ a a KOUNTOV TpLOV, 1) nv @vetobat Sixalws, wndév cvyKaxoupyotvta, 
/ , , A a \ Shit 

pente TEXVY NTE pNYavH pndewia’ Tov atrov dé TpoTrov Kal Tov 
lol fal > / a ‘ \ \ > a > ” , \ 

TWNOVVTA TwAELY AdOAWS' TOV Oé ur) OLKOULTA év aoTEeL QUEL TOV 
or n n % . Lal . 

Opkov émt Tod Avs Tov ayopaiou, thy dé Ovciav tév édaTTOveY 
3 ‘ 

eivat OurAnpacw, avev Sé TovTwv pr) eyypadelv Thy dpynv' adda® 
Soe na / 3 % ta ee 

Kat €v Te OpK@ TpocopKiley avTHY, éav wn Guviwar, unde eyypa- 

1 @oupraxot MS. © vproe Heyne op. 3 rpocractar MS. mpdpacw? Meineke, 
Acad. 11. 152 and M. Dareste. mpocracig (=dicis causa) Madvig. 

2 rav. avapévuy MS. rédv éornuévwv 4 rhv éugavf wr. MS. Meineke inserts 

Heyne and Meineke. 7G éwryuévy Mad- —drdrnv, Dareste xrijow, Madvig arqv. 

vig advers. critica 1. p. 721. 5 gua MS. dda Madvig. 
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pew THY @vnY. ovToL pev Oy pds aupdrepa, pakhov dé ™pos 
TAvTa Bovrovras mepuhay Pat, xabamep tows Kal Sel. Kupla 
b€ av) Kal mpiaaws els THY KTHOW, OTAaV k Tepe) 5007 Kat Tax 
TOV VO“wv ToInTwowWw, olov avaypadny 7 bpKov 7 Tots yelToot 

\ a 

TO yiyvouevov' eis Sé THY Tapadocwy, Kal eis avTO TO TeNX<E!), 
¢ a dtav appaBava AaB exeddv yap oUTws ot TOAAOl vopobeTodaLW 
> \ a s 2\ \ \ Ud > > GXXG TovTO TpocdiopicTéov, édyv un Tapa peOVovtos, pnd €& 
> n \ ‘ \ a > \ n 

opyns mndé piroverxias undé tapavoporvtos, ara dpovodvTos, 
\ 3 SE f a ? ° / a 3 / > Kat TO Odov Sixaiws brep Kaxet mpacbetéov, dtav apopifn map 

ov Sef avetcOat. gone yap ek Kaipod Ta ToLadTa Kai Talous 
, a a > > , S av \ BA \ 8d 

yiyvecOas Set S éx mpoatpécews’ oUT@ yap Ectat TO Sixatov. 
, 8e \ \ \ 29,0 a 4 8 tal Py 36 \ \ Tatrovet dé tives Kal Tov appaBava Técov Sei Sidovat mpos 7d 

TAHOos THS TYAS pepitovTes’ aToTrov yap éav SaxTUNov SO TaY 
déka Taravtov. édv dé AaBdv appaBava pun Séyntar tHy Tiny, 
* \ \ t 2 fel ec / f * a \ Re H Sods pu) KataBdry ev TO Gpicpévm ypdve’ Sei yap opicOat, 

, b] lal ’ \ x xe A n \ \ 

Kalarrep év tois Qoupiwy, tiv yey appaBdva Tapaypiua, Thy Oe 
Tiry avOnuepoy, of dé Kal trécious nuépas TievTar THs TeuHs, 
ta 3 € a v4 By ¢ t Es \ » &% / ¢€ f ot 8 amas boas dy iporoynowor TO 8 éitipiov éExatépy, 
TOTEpoV TO pev otépnots Tod appaBavos; oi'tTw yap ayeddv 
7 > » t \ € /, a \ \ , 

ol T ee Kedevovat Kal of Bovpiaxol’ TH Sé pr) Seyopuévy, 
v ? a le] PJ a“ 

éxticis Coov av amodétat; Kal yap tovto év tois Coupiar, 
% aucos Gyula’ ToddaTAacia yap 1) TLL TOD appaBadvos’ étL 

a \ \ 3 * ¢ ’ U ’ A e / 3 , 

dé nat Brarroir av 6 atrodcmevos adeis éxatépous, érrevd) Tis 
ép juépay piav opiceier* ovTw yap pada. évdéyetar’ trap’ 

éviows SedtxacOas* Kedevovot TH wy Seyouevp THY TYLHY. TOTEpOV 
3 a 7 

6& gas dv Kopicntat KUploy civat Tod KTN“ATOS; O'TW Yap oi 
Tool vomoleTovcw' 7) BoTEp Xapavvas Kal Ldarens ovToL 
yap mapaypyia Kerevovoe Siddvar kal AapBavewv, éav 8é Tis 
mistevon, pn evar Sixnv, avtov ydp aitiov elvat THs aducias. 
Stob. floril. 44, 22 (Meineke). 

22. Kara tiv ayopav awevdeiv.—O. yodv ev ois Teph 

Nouov dyno Svotv tottwv émipereicOar Seiv tors ayopaveuous, 
Tis Te €v TH ayopa evKoopias Kal Tod arrevdeiv py pCvov Tors 
WITPATKOVTAS, GANG Kal Tors @voupévovs. Harp. 170, 19; Phot. 

143, 14; Suid. s. v. 

23. ‘AmoBarns Kat aroBawew kal amoBatixol tpoyol'— 

1 Thus M. Dareste alters the punctuation. 
‘ 
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7a8 év abto (16 ayovicuati) ywepeva Syrot ©. &v TO x TOV 
Neépovr. ypdvtae 8, nol, ToT pdvot TaV “EXAjnvav “AOnvaior | 

Kat Bowwtoi. Harp. 45, 8. 
24, Tlapacknvia'—éorxe trapacknvia Kareiobat, ws Kai ©. 

év « Nouv trocnuaiver, 6tmapa thy oKnviy arrodederypévos 
rérros Tals els Tov aydva Tapacxevais. Harp. 239, 8. 

25. Annrot S€ 6 O. ev tots wept Nopwov. reyes yap bre 

Korvovaw of Tupiwv vouot Eevixods SpKous dpmvvewy, év obs pera 
Tiwev ad\d\ov Kab Tov Kadovpevoy SpKkov KopBay KatapiOpel. 
Joseph, c. Apion. 1. 22. 

26. °Emt rovrov (i.e. “LarepBorov) Se kai 7d os Tod dotpa- 
Klopov KaTeAvOn, as O.év Td rept Nowwv réyex. Schol. Lucian, 
Tim. p. 46 Jacobitz. 

27. ©. iotdpnxe Kal tis apyias vouov od Lorwv eye, 
Gra Ilewiotpatos, @ THv Te yepav évepyeotépay Kal TH 
TOW Hpewaorépav erroinoev. Plut. Sol. 31. 

28. Nowos kal odtos Meacadiwtikds, yuvaikas py opirely 
olve, GAN vdpoTrotely Tadcav yuvaikév nrLKiav' réyer SE O. 

kal mapa Murnciois tov vouov tovtov icyvew, Kal reiPecOar 
avT® tas Midnolwy yuvaixas. Aelian V.H. 11. 38. 

29. To yodv avOpwrobuteiv now 6 ©. év Td tepl Tuponvav 

matcacbat avtovs 'éXwvos tpocraEavtos. Schol. on Pind. Pyth, 
11. 3 (Boeckh m1. 314). 

30. KupBes-—elpntat 58 ard trav Kexopupdcbat eis bryos, 
) KatacKep@cba, ws "AmodnNodwpos. O. 8é ad tdv Kpntixdv 
KopuBavtwv. Tav ycp kopuBavtixay lepav olov avtiypada avtous 
elvat. Phot. 189, 24. 

The literature concerning these fragments is very. limited, - 
The editions, which profess to contain all that is left of 
Theophrastus’ works, give only a small number of the frag- 
ments discussed in this paper. The work epi Nouv has 
been dealt with by Prof. H. Usener and M. Dareste, The 
essay of the latter (printed in Revue de Legislation ancienne 
et moderne, frangaise et étrangére, N°. de Mai-Juin, 1870), 

did not reach me until this paper had been partly written; 
it gives with comments the text of all the fragments with one 
exception, but as my plan differs from his I venture to offer 

the reader a further’ contribution on the same subject, and 
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some matters arising incidentally. In my commentary I shall 
not traverse so much ‘of the ground, as is sufficiently treated 
by the writers of the various articles in Smith’s Dictionary 
of Antiquities, but I shall call attention to books and peri- 
odicals of a later date than that Dictionary, and give extracts 
from certain pamphlets which are not likely to have found 
their way to England. Prof. Usener in his Analecta Theo- 
phrastea (Teubner, 1858), re-edites Laert. Diog. v. 42—50, 

where there is a catalogue of all the works of Theophrastus, 
and he has collected on p. 6, 25 passages from different authors 
where epi Nouwy is quoted, but has not given the text of 
them. To these references may be added Etym, M. 344, 45. 
In the Rheinisches Museum (1861, p. 470 foll.), he explains the 
meaning of the words vépwv cata otovyetov Kd, as this work 
is entitled by Laertius. In his opinion the twenty-four books of 
the vowot were designated respectively by the twenty-four 

letters of the alphabet (e.g. the sixth book being numbered 
£, and the tenth «’), a way of numbering divisions of a work 

which was quite common with the Peripatetic school, as we 
are informed by the commentators on Aristotle; and he re- 
jects another interpretation, viz. that the contents were 
arranged in alphabetical order’, He says in effect that this 
latter supposition is improbable in itself, although it might 
seem to be supported by the following casual circumstance. 
There is a large fragment in Stob. floril. 44, 22 which is taken 

é€« tav Qeodpdotov repli cupBoraiwy according to the best 
MSS. of Vienna*. That this subject was treated in the 18th 
book of the Laws is made probable by the quotation of Harp. 
229,15. Now > is the 18th letter of the alphabet. But just 
from this considerable fragment rep) cvpBoraiwv we may see 

how Theophrastus arranged his enormous material. His work 
was intended to be a worthy pendant to Aristotle’s woduretat: 
nay, he tried to surpass this model, at least in so far as he did 
not content himself with collecting and presenting one after 

1 This is the opinion of Fr. Schoell, Phalaris, p. 265) was the first to attri- 
Geschichte der Griech, Litteratur u. bute this fragment to Theophrastus 

p. 194. rept Nouor, 

2 Bentley (diss. upon the Epistles of 
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the other the laws of the different Hellenic states under the 
heading of that state, but in the more important branches of law 

he compared the different ordinances made by those states under 
the heading of the subject-matter’. Under the heading epi 
ovpBoraiwy Theophrastus has treated of a number of subordi- 
nate and kindred subjects, which, if the alphabetical arrange- 
ment had been adopted, would have been discussed under 
separate headings of their own. Besides, our general notions 
of the development of literature ought to make us suspicious 
of an hypothesis which would make an encyclopaedist of 

Theophrastus. Our suspicion is quite justified by the exact 
quotations from this work, mostly to be found in Harpocration: 

hence we are enabled several times to show a direct connection 
of books following each other. In the first three books the 
legislative power must have been spoken of, or perhaps they 

formed together a general introduction; the 3rd book men- 
tions the duty of the thesmothetae of reviewing the whole body 
of the laws every year, and M. Dareste places next to this 

fragment that dealing with Ardettos (fr. 5). Books 1v.—vIt. 
relate to criminal procedure (fr. 6—9). Books x. and x1. re- 
late to citizenship; XIIL—xXVI. (no quotation from the 14th - 
book is given) to homicide; XvVIN. to dinar; xx. to public 
games and races.—We find sometimes quoted @echpactos év TS 
mept Nowy, or év tots tmept Nouwyv; but as Prof. Usener re- 
marks, there is no reason at all to think that those quotations 

were taken from ©. wept Nouwyv a’ which Laertius mentions 
v. 47. This single book is likely to have been the first or 
introductory book of the large work, and from this book he 
thinks were taken Dig. 1. 3 and 6, and Stob. floril. 37, 21. To 

prove this opinion he quotes Suid. s.v. cvctoudtepov oxadns* 
©. év 7d mepl Néwor, and Harp. 275, 6 ©. &  Néuor. I 
give instances even more striking; what Theophrastus has said 

about the accuser in the case of his not receiving as many as 

10, Fr. Neumann (Aristot. Rerum- trum leviter ea tangit, quae ab Aristo- 
publ. reliqu. p. 24) quotes from Boe- _ tele dicta ante cognovit, alias vero dili- 

thius Comment, in Aristot. de Inter- gentius res non ab Aristotele tractatas 

pret. p. 292: ‘in omnibus, in quibus - exequitur.’ See Cic. de fin. bon. et 

Theophrastus disputat, post magis- mal.1. 6, 

me 
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a fifth of the votes of the dicasts has been referred to in four 
places, but Poll. vim. 53 names Theophrastus only, Schol. on 
Dem. xx. 3 has ©. év Té wrepi Nouv, Harp. 102, 10 ©. & 
Tots wept Nouwr, only Lex. Rhet. Cant. 677, 8 év wéurr@ mepl 
Nouv. Or Poll. vu. 52 ©. év 76 wrepi Nowwy, and Lex. Rhet. 
Cant. 667, 13 év ré TeTAapt@ Tepi Nowwv; I think sometimes 
the numeral has dropped out. 

fr. 1—3. M. Dareste quotes Plut. Sull. 26, where Sulla 
is said to have seized a library which contained most of the 
works of Theophrastus and Aristotle, and that when the whole 

was afterwards conveyed to Rome the greater part of the 
collection passed through the hands of Tyrannion the gram- 

marian, and was published by Andronicus the Rhodian. Cp. 
Sir A. Grant, The Ethics of Aristotle, p. 6—K. Fr. Hermann 

(Abhandl. d. K. Gesellschaft d. Wissensch. Gottingen, 1849, 

p. 42) says, speaking of the Greek laws, that they are by no 
means drawn up in an orderly system, which, founded on the 
highest principles, professes to provide for every emergency, 

but they merely supply practical wants; he refers to Aesch. I. 
13. See Lys. xxx1. 27, and Lyc. 1. 8. 

fr. 4. Aesch. 11. 38: wn@ vets or els tocavTny atakiav 
Tov vowwy TpoBainte, oT nuéXnTaL TEpl TOV ToLO’T@Y TO 
vouwobétn TH THY SnuoKxpatiay KatactTncavTl, adrAa Svappydyv 

mpootétaxtat tois Oecpobétas Kal’ Exactov éviavtov Siopbodv 
év T® Snuw Tovs vouous, etc. Who is meant by 6 vopuobérns 
6 tHv Snuoxpatiav Kataotncas? H. Schelling (de Solon. lege. 

p- 53) thinks Solon was the lawgiver, and Grote (Hist. of 
Greece, Vol. 8, Edition 11. p. 324 n.) connects this passage with 

two others taken from Dem. xx. 89 foll. and xxrv. 18 foll. to 
show that Aeschines and Demosthenes were wrong in ascribing 
to Solon the formalities enjoined for repealing an existing law 
and enacting a new one, because they make Solon ordain that 
‘the proposer had to post up his project of law before the 

Eponymi: now the Eponymi were (the statues of) the heroes 
from whom the ten Kleisthenean tribes drew their names, and 

the law making mention of these statues proclaims itself as 
of a date subsequent to Kleisthenes.’ A. Westermann (Zcit- 
schrift f. Alterthumsw. 1844, p. 772), on the other hand, is of 
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opinion that what is called 6 zadais voyos (Dem. Xx. 89) 
originated with Solon, and that the duty of annually revising 

the whole code of laws was imposed on the thesmothetae at a 
later period. See Dem. xx. 91 and 92. K. Fr. Hermann 
(Staatsalterth. 131, 16) approves of this opinion, 

fr. 5. Harpocration says that all the Athenians swore the 
Heliastic oath at a place called Ardettus, but in after time at 
some other spot of which we are not informed; I need scarcely ~ 

remark that the dicasts only had to swear this oath (Etym. M. 
147,10). Regarding this oath Grote (u. p. 324) remarks; 
‘Demosthenes and Aeschines employ the name of Solon in a 

very loose manner, and treat him as the author of institutions 
belonging evidently to a later age: for example, the striking 
and characteristic oath of the Heliastic jurors, which Demos- 
thenes ascribes to Solon, proclaims itself in many ways as 
belonging to the age of Kleisthenes, especially by the mention 
of the senate of five hundred, and not of four hundred.” The 

date, therefore, and not the genuineness of the oath is called 
into question; see.also 111. 121, n. 1. I shall give the gist of 
three small pamphlets by A. Westermann (de jurisjurandi 
judicum Atheniensium formula quae exstat in Demosthenis 
oratione in Timocr., 1859), in which the latter is fully dis- 

cussed. The conclusion there arrived at is; ‘ea formula non 

solum contineri nonnulla quae ab ipsa re aliena esse videantur, — 
verum etiam non contineri omnia in quae judices Athenienses 
jurasse aliunde compertum habeamus, praetereaque ipsam 

etiam orationem non esse talem quae recte ubique procedere 

ac foro Attico prorsus convenire dici queat.’ The first sentence 

as far as 7evtaxog(wy is genuine, because the same words occur 

repeatedly in the orators, cp. Dem. xix. 179, to refer to one 

out of many passages, and from Aesch. Il. 6 we see that the 

oath began in that way. Yet this introductory sentence is not 
complete. See Dem. xx. 118 :—6ru viv duwpoxdtes Kata tods 
vouous Sikacev fhKete—Kal Tepit av av vouot pa) Oot, youn 
Th Sixatoraty Kpivew, and other passages. From this difference 
in the introductory sentence of the oath the conclusion has 
been drawn that there were two somewhat different oaths to 
be taken by the dicasts, the one which we are discussing at 
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the beginning of their year of office, and the other alluded to 
by Dem. xx. 118 before every exercise of their functions. 

Westermann rejects this opinion as not based on any good 
authority; for the words of Pollux do not justify such a con- 
clusion: he found in the books which were the sources of his 
information the mention of an oath to be taken at Ardettus 
by those who were appointed judges for the year, but mistaking 
Ardettus for a court of justice, and remembering that the 
plaintiff and defendant had to take an oath likewise, he mixes 

up all these things in the following manner: éuocdvtay 5€é Kal 
Sixalouévwv TO Tav éxadeito audiopxia (VII. 122). Yet ap- 

diopxia has quite a different meaning: it means the oath 
taken by the plaintiff and defendant at the preliminary inves- 

tigation of the case, and therefore before the case was brought 
before a court of justice, Besides other reasons, the words of 

Isocr. XV. 21, and xvill. 34 show clearly that the dicasts took 

one oath only, and that at the beginning of their year of office, 
Then follows to 1. 10’; ovr’ GAXov oddéva éaow, an enumeration 

of certain specified cases, which is superfluous after the solemn 
engagement contained in the first sentence, and cannot by 
any means have had its place in a Heliastic oath, as the courts 
of justice had nothing to do with most of them. The next lines 
(11—18) are objected to especially on account of their style: 
‘tam misere composita sunt, ut vix ciseipals semidocto, nedum 
legislatori Attico imputari queant; besides, the magistrates 
were under the control of the dicasts in many more points 

which the compiler passes by in silence, e.g. at the expiration 
of their term of office, etc. This objection, however, must not 

be understood, as though Westermann expected that all these 
cases were specified in the oath; he finds in their absence 
merely a proof that the oath as it is inserted is carelessly com- 
piled. The compiler strung together every bit of information 

he could get, without showing any skill in putting each in its 
proper place. He is right in saying that a dicast should be 
not less than thirty years of age (1.19), but he might quite as 

well have spoken of the other conditions of his eligibility, e. g. 

1 The lines I quote are those of Dindorf’s edition (Teubner). 
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that he should be in the enjoyment of his full franchise. His 
conditions were in all probability tested before he had been 

selected by lot. The next sentence is copied from a good 
source, exception is taken to dsayrndioduas only. Lastly, the 
compiler is mistaken in naming Zeus, Poseidon, and Demeter 

as the gods by whom the oath was sworn, see Dem. Lil. 9, 

Schol on Aesch. 1 114 ete.—Andoc. 1. 90: ti dudcavtes Suxa- 
ere: ‘xal od pvnoikakyow, ovdé Gro Teicopat, Whdiodpar Sé 

KaT@ Tovs KELLevous Vowous, Westermann remarks regarding the 
first part of this passage: ‘apparet post renatam Ol. xctv. 2, 
rempublicam Atheniensium verba ista ad judicum jusjurandum 

accessisse. Nihilo minus, quod ea non recepit, recte, opinor, 

fecit auctor formulae. Nam sine dubio per breve tantum 
tempus duravere’.’ 

fr.6. I shall be very brief on the eicayyedia here, as I 
dealt with this form of procedure in a former paper printed in 
this journal (No. 7, p. 72—112). Theophrastus’ statement is 
corroborated by Hyp. m1. 22. 23, yet neither quotes the law at 
full length, Hyperides citing it only to the passage which applies 
to the case in hand. A passage from an inscription (Boeckh, 
Staatshaushaltung d. Ath. 11. p. 540) supplies us with a further 
clause: eivas 6¢ Kal eicayysdiav avtav eis Thy Boudknv, kaBarep 
€av Tis aducn mept Ta év Tots vewpiows; and from the title of a 

lost speech of Dinarchus cata [lu@éou trepi tav Kata TO éu7rd- 
ploy eicayyedia and other passages I think we may conclude 
that a clause of the vowos etcayyeAtexos was directed against 
offences committed against the commercial laws. Yet the eis- 
angelia was not confined to the crimes specially mentioned in 

the law; any crime might be proceeded against under this form 
of procedure, but then the crime must be construed in its 
general results as one of the crimes enumerated in the law and 
proceeded against under that head; e.g. the adulterer. Lyco- 
phron was proceeded against by an eicayycAla Katadicews Tod 
dnpov, see also the above quotation from Boeckh, ‘That an eis- 

1 Socrates says (Plat. Apol. Socr. would have been required, if the word 

35c): Kal dudumoxer (6 Sixacrys) ob xapi- had occurred in the oath. Besides, 
etaOat ols dv Soxy air@, adda dixdoew see Lys. xiv. 22, 40, ete. 

kara& rovs véuous; but wh xa-celoOa 
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angelia was resorted to in many instances, where it ought not 
to have been, we see from Hyp. 111. 19, and Lex. Rhet. Cant. s.v.: 
éviot SE TOY PyTopwv elwecay KaNelv KaL TA 7 Eyada adcK?)- 
pata eicayyediav ; whence may have arisen the notion that the 
elaayyedia Was Kata Kawév kal aypadov abdicnuatov. Nor do 
I think that Hyperides, in the part of the law he quotes, gives 
us the exact wording of the law; he particularises éay tis Tov 
djpov tov ’A@nvaiwv Katadyn by adding 7 cvvin tou émi Kata- 
Avoet TOD Syuov (cp. Din.1.94) 7 érarpixdv cvvayayn (cp. Isocr. XVI. 
6), whilst Pollux and the Lex. Rhet. Cant. merely mention «ata 
TOV KaTadudvTwy Tov Sjwov and éav Tis KaTadUy Tov Sjyov; the 

latter, on the other hand, specify mpodocia: éav tis els Tovs 
Toreuious apixvyitat avev Tod meupOjvat Tapa Tod Symou ete. 
Hyperides himself adds to the clause of the law referring to the 
orators in a later passage of the same speech (c. 39) cal Swpeds 
Tapa TOV TavavTia TpaTTovTa@Y TO Onuo’. 

fr. 7. Among the cases to which the wpoSod7 was applied 

are generally mentioned complaints against those who worked 
the public mines clandestinely and those who were guilty of 
peculation or embezzlement of the public money; and as an 

instance of a mpo8oAy brought against a person charged with 
embezzlement, the case of Aristophon is quoted, Dem. xx1. 218, 

ovd watep “Apiotopav atrodov’s Tovs atepavous EdXvaeE THY TpO- 
Boryv. According to the Scholiast Eubulus brought a wpoBom} 
against Aristophon for having kept in his hands certain tithes 
out of which some crowns had to be bought, and Aristophon in 
order to stop the prosecution gave up the crowns without delay. 

1]I might as well mention here a 
curious passage from the Schol. on 

Aesch, 111, 159 (F. Schulz, p. 342). 
After the capture of Thebes Alexander 

sent a letter to the people of Athens 
demanding some of the leading anti- 

Macedonian orators and generals; dif- 

ferent opinions have come down to us 

as to whom he demanded. (Cp. my 
Quaest. Hyperid. p. 30.) Demades was 
appointed by the people to appease 

Alexander; 6 5é rodro eirav émreicev Gre 

elacev adrovs “A@nvnoc pyropix@ Oavdry 

dmro@avety. From this saying we may 
learn that the life of an orator was in 

great danger at Athens in ease his 

proposals turned out a failure, the 

Athenians holding their counsellors 

answerable for the result. Thus when 

the news of the failure of the Athenian 

arms in Sicily was conveyed to Athens, 

the people threw the blame on the 

orators who had counselled the expe- 

dition, domep ovx atrol Wndioduevor, 

Thucydides adding appropriately (v111. 

1), 
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That is all we know of the case. K. Fr. Hermann (de probole 

p. 15) thinks the case of Chaerephilus (Hyp. fr. 183—193) to 
have been a mpoSodnv ‘quam orationem quum Harp. s.v. cata- 

xetpotovia cum Midiana conjungat, quamvis in causa mercatoria 
tamen et ipsam ad poor spectasse credibile est.’ The 
opinion that a mwpo8ory could be resorted to in case a person 
was charged with clandestine working of the public mines, rests 
on a single passage taken from the Lex. Rhet. Cant. 676, 24; 
MS. mpoBorn pavepod pév Tivos, NavOavovtos 5é pnvucis’ Kar- 
Kidvos S€ dnow evar hv Kata Tav Snuoowa péradra TropuTTOY- 
Tov atropépovar etc.; Meier writes: mpo8odr wey havepod Twos 
adiknpatos, pacts dé NavOavovtos pyvvots’ Kacxidsos 5¢ pac 
gnolv eivas etc. This correction—for dacvs may have easily 
been overlooked before ¢yow—is confirmed by passages like 
Bekk. Anecd. 314, 16: g¢aous’ pnvvows mpos Tods dpyovtas Kata 
TOV VTopuTTOVT@Y TO wéTadXov etc. Poll. vit. 47 etc. Hyp. I. 
44 mentions a gdaovs laid by Lysander against the mine of 
Epicrates ‘that the cuttings had been worked beyond the 
boundaries,’ see Prof. Babington’s note to the passage. 

fr. 8. As to the penalty of the prosecutor consequent upon 
a failure to get a fifth part of the votes év rots Snwoctows ayaow 
in general ‘our authorities for the most part agree; not so as 

regards the prosecutor who had resorted to an etcayyedla: Lex. 
Rhet. Cant. of Sicacral tiywdot, Poll. un atipodcOar ev, orciv 
dé tds xiAias; and Harp. 104, 15 distinguishes two periods: 

xirias éxtiver’ TO 5€ Tadatov Kai odTot werovws éxodafovro, OF 
this heavier punishment, which according to Harpocration await- 

ed the accuser at a time before the penalty was fixed at 1000 
drachmae, no mention is made by the orators; nay from two 
passages in Hyp. II. (c. 7 and 10) we learn that the accuser in 

an eioayyedia at one time was subjected to no penalty what- 
ever. The fact is that at the time this speech was delivered the 
accuser was axivduvos and that afterwards the impunity was dis- 
continued Sia tovs padiws eicayyédXovtas Poll. 1. c.; and I think 
that from Dem. xvii. 250, we can draw the conclusion that at 

that time, when he was assailed by prosecutions of the most 

various form and colour, viz. in the period following the disaster 
of Chaeroneia, the impunity had been discontinued. Prof, A. 
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Schaefer (Jahn’s Jahrb. 1853, p. 28) supposes that the case of 
Lycophron came on shortly before Ol. 107, 4; I was inclined to 

put it some years later (Quaest. Hyp. 74. 75), but I agree now 
with Dr Blass (in a critique of my pamphlet, Philolog. Blatter, 
1870) that with our scanty information the exact date of the 

speech can scarcely be fixed. So much is certain that after the 
peace of Demades the informer was subject to a penalty in the 
event of his not obtaining the fifth part of the votes, and that 

he continued to be so, we may gather from Lye. 1. 3 (Leocrates 
was impeached by Lycurgus in 330) and from the absence of 
any allusions in Hyp. 11. (delivered about the same time) 
similar to those made in his speech written for Lycophron. 
According to Meier and Schoemann (Att. Proc. p. 260) he who 
prosecuted an individual by means of an azroypagy, if he failed 
to obtain the votes of one-fifth of the dicasts, would probably 
incur a modified aripia, i.e. a restriction from bringing such 
actions for the future. That this was certainly the case we 
learn from Hyp. 1. 43, 44. 

fr. 9. If the witness in a cause gave false evidence, the 

injured party was at liberty to bring an action against him 
(Sinn yrevdouaptupiov), and after the conviction of the witness 
an action might be maintained against the party who suborned 
him to give false evidence (d/«n kaxoteyvidv), to recover com- 

pensation. In some cases only the Athenian law allowed the 
party upon the conviction of the witnesses to obtain a new 
trial, as we are informed: in cases of inheritance, dé«n yevdo- 
paptupiay, and ypady Eevias—but in no other instances. The 
correctness of this statement has been doubted and with good 
reason; for many similar instances may be conceived, in which 
the recovery of damages cannot be considered an equivalent 
compensation for the injury suffered. The Scholiast says 
that it was necessary to convict more than half the number of 
the witnesses; but these words are not taken from Theophras- 
tus; they refer to Plato: dav taév Towitey vrép Nutocv paptu- 
pidv katadixacOadat tives etc. Prof. A. Schaefer (Demosthenes 
und s. Zeit. 111. B 83. 196) distinguishes two kinds of Si«au wev- 
Souaptrupiay, as it were: the injured party rebuts the evidence 
of all the witnesses or at least of most of them, and thus gets 
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the former award annulled ; or he brings an action against one 

or more witnesses and recovers compensation for the injury he 
or they have done. But I do not think that in all cases, even 

upon the conviction of all the witnesses or of most of them, a — 

new trial could be obtained; although, as I said before, I do not 

believe that this remedy was confined to the cases mentioned 
by the Scholiast, yet I think that it was confined to those cases 
in which the recovery of damages from the witnesses cannot be 
considered as compensation for the injury they have done. 
Prof. A. Schaefer remarks, when we survey the course of the 
speech of Demosthenes against Aphobus, it seems as though 
Demosthenes feared lest the verdict in the previous case given 

in his favour might be reversed, which, Prof. Schaefer says, was 

not possible upon the conviction of one single witness. I look 
at this case in the same light as Mr G. A. Simcox does (the 

Orations of Dem. and Aesch. on the Crown xxx.): ‘if Aphobus 
had gained his verdict ’—and I beg leave to add, if he had con- 
victed Philippus also—‘he would not have been legally en- 
titled to a new trial. Perhaps he could have recovered from 

Phanus; certainly the conviction of Phanus would have dis- 
credited the former verdict enough to create’a serious prejudice 
against Demosthenes in any future attempts to enforce it.” I 
need scarcely mention that in such an action it was not only to 
be shown that the evidence of a witness was false, but also that 

this false evidence had procured the verdict. The conviction of 
one witness only may have been sufficient in some cases. Thus 
in Isaeus Or. v., as Dicaeogenes was slain in a sea-fight without 
leaving any children, Proxenus, the father of the defendant who 
was also called Dicaeogenes, produced a will in which his son 
was adopted by the deceased and appointed heir to a third part ; 
the rest went to the four sisters of the deceased. Twelve years 
later Dicaeogenes asserted that he was appointed heir to the 
whole and gained a verdict. One of the nephews of the de- 
ceased began a prosecution against those who had sworn that 
the deceased had appointed Dicaeogenes heir to his whole 

1 Demosthenes had produced three pyoe rabra pera rév dd\\ww xxtx. 15), 

witnesses: Aesius, Aphobus’ brother Phanus, and Philippus; Aphobus pro- 
(ds viv wev tEaprds éori—rére 5 éuapré- secuted Phanus first. 
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estate, and convicted Lycon, whom he first brought to justice, 

of perjury. Frightened by the conviction of Lycon, Dicaeo- 
genes made a compromise with the plaintiff. § 14 we read 
ered) of waptupes Eadwoay, although one only had been con- 
victed; this conviction discredited the evidence of the other 
witnesses called for the same purpose. See [Dem.] xtvir. 1; 
Suid. s.v. Sienv' 7) Tdv paptipwv addgvtav rpevdopaptuptar (cp. 
Hesychius s.v. avad:cor). Isaeus x1. 46 xereves 8 6 vopos éav 
GX®@ Tis Tév Yevdouaptupiav, Tadiv €E apyns elvat Tept avtav 
tas Anes, cp. V. 17; this refers to the AnEs only. I avail 

myself of this opportunity to call attention to a discussion of the 
ypapy Eevias especially in its relation to the dcayrndiots by Dr 
A. Philippi in his Beitraige z. einer Gesch. d. Att. Biirgerrechts, 
p- 38 foll. He rejects the opinion of Platner (Beitrage, p. 195) 
that the latter has developed itself out of the former, by show- 
ing that they existed one by the side of the other for a period 

of at least 50 years, dating the dcayyndiois mentioned by Dem. 
LV1I. 60, 62, in 370, and the last instance of a ypady Eevias 
being that of Dinarchus against Pytheas. Meier (de bon. dam- 
nat. p. 94, etc.) says'a ypadn Eevias could be brought against those 
only whose father and mother both were aliens, quoting Harp. 
211, 10: Kpartepds yodv év 76 8 trav Whpicpatav pyaiv’ éav bé 
tis €€ audoiv Eévow yeyovds dpatpitn, SidKew eivat TH Bovdo- 

pévm “AOnvaiwv. Dr Philippi connects this passage with the 
legislation of the year 404/3, in which Aristophon proposed the 
law: ds av pay €& doris yévntar vcOov eivar (C. Miiller, fragm. 
Hist. Gr. Iv. p. 358). Nicomenes, to deprive it of its ex post 
facto application, inserted the amendment: pydéva tév per 
Evcnreidnv dpyovta peréyew Tis ToAEws, av pr cudw Tods yovéas 
aorovs éridelEntat, Tos b€ pd EvxrelSou dveEetactous adeia Pat 
(Schol. on Aesch. 1. 39). Dr Philippi points out that in the 
law of Aristophon the father must have been supposed to be an 
Athenian, that therefore the amendment of Nicomenes could only - 

direct that the children of Athenian citizens by foreign mothers, 
born before the archonship of Euclides, should be admitted to the 
franchise. To this he adds the passage taken from Craterus, 
which ordained that, with regard to those whose father and 
mother both were aliens, proceedings might be taken against 
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them as usual by a ypadn Eevias. It does therefore not say 
that in general a ypady Eevias could be resorted to against those 

only, whose father and mother bath were aliens; a -ypadgn fevias 
was confined to that class under these particular circumstances 
only, since by the amendment of Nicomenes those who were born 
before the archonship of Euclides by an alien mother were ex- 
empted from all inquiry. The first instance of a ypa¢y) Eevias, 
which is mentioned by Arist. Vesp. 717, belongs to the year 422, 
but the institution must be supposed to be of older date. That of 
those born after the archonship of Euclides only those possessed 
the franchise who had sprung from the marriage of citizens with. 
the daughters of citizens we learn from Isaeus vitl. 34. Then 
Dr Philippi discusses the dsayndiors ; it was not a judicial act 
directed against a definite person, but an exercise of corporate 

self-government borrowing the form of an action at law. If the 
Lexiarchic register of a demus was lost, or destroyed, or tam- 
pered with, care was taken in composing the new one that the 

names of none should be recorded but those whose claims were 

approved of by the demus. This might cause the names of 
some to be struck off the list; if they acquiesced in the sen- 
tence which had been passed, the only punishment’ which was 
imposed upon them was the degradation to the rank of aliens, 
On the other hand, any citizen might at any time institute a 
ypady) Eevias against a person who unlawfully usurped the rights 
of citizenship. When a person tried on this charge was ac- 
quitted by any species of bribery, he was liable to be indicted 
afresh by a ypady Swpofevias ; if condenined he was to be sold 
for a slave. The judgment however was arrested if he brought 
a dixkn Yevdouaptupiay against the witnesses who had procured 
his conviction, and during such proceedings he was kept in safe 
custody to abide the event. The proceedings were the same 
when a person whose name had been expunged from the regis- 
ter appealed from this decision to a court of justice. 

fr. 10. Theophrastus dealt with the metoecs in the 10th 
book; they had to perform certain services to the Athenians at 
the Panathenaea. The men had to perform the cxadndopia; 
according to Demetrius their unmarried daughters had to carry 
parasols (cxadnpopia), and vessels with water (‘8piadopia), 
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whilst we learn from Poll. 111. 55, that their wives were called 

vdprapopot, amo Tov épyov. Aelianus (Var. Hist. vi. 1) has 
another distribution: tas yodv mapQévous Tév peToiKwy oKLAdn- 

dhopety nvayKagvov tais éavTav Kopats, Tas 6é yuvaixas Tais yuvarki. 
Prof. A. Mommsen (Heortologie, p. 180 foll.) remarks in regard to 
those services that they were based upon the attachment of a 
metoec family to the family of an Athenian citizen, and that 
the services required and given depended entirely upon the 
numbers and status of the two families respectively. 

fr. 11. Cp. araptiov mpoypagey to put up goods to public 
sale Plut. Cic. 27. 

fr.13. arédeav MS., icoréXevav Bekker. Meier (de prox- 
_ enia, p. 20) approving of Bekker’s conjecture remarks: ‘nonnun- 
quam non singularibus peregrinis, sed universis civitatibus id 
datum muneris esse, sic accipiendum est, ut civitatium, quae eo 

essent donatae munere, omnibus civibus, qui Athenas sedem 
domiciliumque transferre vellent, id esset privilegium, ut non 
alia vectigalia penderent quam cives.’ Boeckh (Staatsh. I. p. 

121) retains the reading of the MS., and expresses some doubt 
as to whether it signifies a general immunity or an exemption 
from protection-money and liturgies, in case Thebans and Olyn- 
thians should come as denizens to Athens. M. Dareste follow- 
ing Bekker refers to Egger, Etudes historiques sur les traités 
chez les Grecs et chez les Romains, a book which I have not 

been able to consult. 
fr. 14—18. Irefer the reader to a paper by Dr Philippi, 

der Athenische Volksbeschluss von 409/8 (Neue Jahrb. f. 
Phil. und Padag. 1872, 577—607), in which this important 
inscription is fully discussed in its bearing on the laws referring 
to homicide inserted in Dem. xxttr., and the speech against 
Macartatus [Dem.] xt, and which affords other valuable infor- 
mation. As far as [Dem.] xLItI. 57 is concerned, we learn that 
the subject-matter is genuine, although it is put forth in a 
different order from that of the inscription. The text of the 
latter runs as follows: aidécacOat & éav pev Tatip 7 1 aderpds 
} vieis, &tavtas 7) Tov KwdvoVTa Kparetv...other relatives and the 

oath ([Dem.] xLviI. 72) were probably mentioned here...éav 6é 
, X - Uj \ wv fel be e , ‘ kg ToUTwWY pNdels 7, KTEVN SE AKWY, YVOoL OE OL TEVTNKOVTA Kat Ets 

a e / TiN 20/ 

of ébérau dxovta xteivat, éoécOwv 5é of dpatepes éav eOérwoe 

2—2 
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Séxa, TovTous Sé of wevTnKovta Kal els apiotivdny aipelaOav. Kal 

ol mporepoy KTeivavtes év THE TO Oop eveyécOwv. TpoeTeiv TO 
Krelvavte ev ayopa évTos aveliornTos Kal averidv. cuvdidKeww 5é 
Kal dveiods kal aveidv Tmraidas Kat yauBpods Kal mevOepods Kat 
dpatepas. With regard to the first eight documents inserted in 
the speech against Aristocrates, Fr. Franke (de legum formulis 
quae in Dem. Arist. reperiuntur) has shown that they are com- 

piled from the quotations from the documents read, which the 
speaker recited after the clerk,supplemented occasionally by more 
or less infelicitous conjectures. Dr Philippi endorses this opinion 
on the whole, and defends it against Dr Ulrich Kohler (Hermes 

11., p. 27 foll.), who thinks that where the documents differ 
from the words of the speaker, the inscription agrees with them. 
Dr Philippi reads that part of the inscription in the following 
way: éav 5é Tis Tov avdpopovoy Kteivn 7 altios 7 povov, ameyo- 
pevov ayopas épopias Kal dOr\wv Kal iepdv audixtvoviKay, @oTrEP 
tov “A@nvaiov xtetvavta év Tots avtois éevéxer Oar, SiaywooKew Sé 

tors édéras (38rd document, cp. § 38, 39). todvs dé avdpopcvous 
éfetvat atroxteivery Kat atrayew év TH nwcdaT7, AvpaiverOar Sé 
He) end atrowvav (part of the 2nd document, ep. §§ 29—35). xara 

TOV évdetKYUVT@Y TOs avdpopovous, Eav TIS KaTin OrroL pn eEEOTL, 
Sixas povov py eivae (5th docum. cp. § 51, 52)"...dpyovra yeupav 
adixwy (cp. § 50)...there is not room enough to insert here a 
third-law about dixatos govos (the 6th docum.) even with the 
omission of those words of it which are not recited by Demos- 
thenes in §§ 53—55; therefore Demosthenes must be sup- 
posed to have had before him a law different from that of 
the inscription®...cat éav dépovta } ayovta Bia adixws edOds 
dpuvomevos KTeivyn, vnTowel TeAvavas (7th docum. ep. § 60)... 

ds av adpyav 7) iSuditns aitios 4 Tov Oeopdov cvyyvOjvat tovde 
) pmetatrolran avtTov, atimos éotw Kal of Taides Kal Ta éxelvou 
(8th docum. cp. § 62). The 4th document (cp. § 45 foll.) 
is supposed to have been written on another stone pillar.— 

1 The only letters visible on that 
part of the stone are Oll; Dr Kohler 

reads 4 Surdody ddelhew Goov dv Kara- 

Pr\dWyn; yet these words are not likely 
to have been in a law about homicide. 

2 Thus Grote says ‘the enumera- 

tion of the different admitted justi- 

fications for homicide, which we find 

in Dem. c., Arist. p, 637, seems rather 
too copious and systematic for the age 

of Draco ; it may have been amended 

by Solon, or perhaps in an age subse- 

quent to Solon’ (11. p. 333, n.). 
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As to the situation of the courts of justice for the trial of homi- 
cide, see Prof. E. Curtius’ Erlauternder Text d. 7 Karten z. 
Topographie v. Athen, p. 55.—Dr Philippi is inclined to be- 
lieve the ephetae to be older than Draco, and the Areopagitic 
senate to have been created by Solon (Rhein. Mus. 1873, p. 12). 

fr. 19. Theophrastus speaks of the two stones or stone 
platforms on which at a trial of murder before the Areopagites 
the plaintiff and the defendant respectively stood, that of the 
plaintiff being called 6 Ai@os dvacde/as, and that of the defendant 
5 AiBos UBpews, cp. Pausan. 1. 28, 5. Theophrastus did not use 
the term AiOos, but Bwyds, and this gave rise to the mistake of 

Cicero de leg. 11. 11, ‘nam illud vitiosum Athenis, quod expiato 

Cylonio scelere Epimenide suadente fecerunt Contumeliae fanum 
et Impudentiae.’ Favorinus explains Bwyuds’ ov povoyv éf’ av 
GOvov, adXrXa Kal KTicpa TL aTABS Kal avacTnwa, ep od éoTL 
Bivat te Kat tePnvat—Bwpots' Babuots. Prof. Forchhammer 

(Ind. Schol. Kiel 1843/4), who illustrates this passage in this 
way, adds ‘AdO0s avaideias non est impudentiae lapis, sed impla- 

cabilitatis sive negatae veniae.—qui vero accuset, is jam se 
nolle ostendit veniam dare, atque vel eam ob causam debet ex 
avatdeias lapide perorare.’ 

fr. 20. On ovcias dixn see Smith’s Dictionary s. vv. éuBareia 

and évoskiov dixn, and Boeckh, Staatsh. 1. 496 n.h. I will give 

here the outlines of a small pamphlet. by Dr Philippi (Symbolae 
ad doctrinam juris Attici de syngraphis et de avoias notione) in 
which the meanings of ovcia gavepa and ovcla ddarys are 
investigated. Property is called gavepos when it cannot be 
secreted or denied (Isaeus XvI. 43); out of this another meaning 
arose: davepos was said of ready money as opposed to money lent 
on interest, which could not easily be valued (Isocr. xvu. 7); and 
as those Athenians who did not wish to pay taxes and perform 
public duties in proportion to their means used to turn their 
property into money for the purpose of secreting it (which was 
called agaviferv), davepa ta dvta KataoThvat (Isaeus VII. 39) 
was said of those who returned all their property. The author 
sums up: ‘ovcia davepa apud Atticos dicitur primo loco quid- 
quid ita quis possidet, ut se possidere negare nequeat, deinde 
pecunia quatenus To daveiopati opposita est, denique ea bono- 
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rum pars, de qua tributum conferendum est.’ Since the intro- 
duction of the general register of property, the census not only 
comprehended lands and houses, but all unemployed or employ- 
ed ‘capital, slaves, raw and manufactured materials, cattle, house- 

hold-furniture, in short all money or money’s worth: see Dem. 
xxvil. 9 foll. The usual division of property into res immobiles 
and res mobiles (according to Roman law) can therefore no 

longer be maintained for Athens. 
fr. 21. On the tax of a hundredth upon sales cp. Boeckh, 

Staatsh, 11. p. 348. The same writer remarks (I. p. 663) that it 
cannot be proved that at Athens the debts upon landed pro- 
perty were entered in a public book; we hear of registers of 
debts in Chios (Arist. Oecon. 1. 2, 12) and at a later period in 

Aphrodisias (C. I. Gr. 11. 537 foll.). M. Dareste says the passage 
from Plato alluded to is Leges x1. 915; see also vin 849 E: 
ev TovToLs GAXaTTETOaL VOomiopUAa TE XYPNUAToV Kal ypnuata vomic- 

Paros, 7) Tpoiguevov AAXov ETépw THY adAaynv' 6 Sé Tpoéuevos 
OS TlaTEVWV, Eady TE KOMionTaL Kai av pr, oTEpyéTW Os OUKETE 

dixns ovens Tadv TolovTwv wépt cuvvarrakewu. That this law 
was not in force at Athens we may see from Lysias fr. 1: ody 
ol ev KaTTNAOL Of eyyds OiKovVTEs, Tap OV Tpodocets AawBavev 

ovK aTrodiéwat, Sixafovtat avT@ cvykrEloavTes TA KaTrnreEla. 
fr. 22. See Dem. xx. 9, and Plat. Leg. vur. 849 A. 
fr. 23. Dion. Halic. vu. 73 remarks that. the Romans had 

preserved two very old races; érepov Oé (émerndevpa) 6 Tov 
mapemBeBrANKCTwY Tols Appact Spopuos.. OTav yap TéAoS ai TOV 
inmov aida: AaBovtas, atoTndavtes amd Tov appatav ot 
Tapoyovpevo, Tols vioyols, os ot mointal pév twapaBatas 
Karodaw, "A@nvaior é arroBatas, 76 ctadiatoy duidr@vTat Spouov 
avTol mpos adkAnAovs. From this account it might seem as though 
the race of the apobates began after that of the chariots was 
over; yet we know from Bekk. anecd. 426, 30 (part of the 
passage is corrupt) that they jumped from the chariots and 
mounted them again Oeovtwy tav immwv. A similar race, called 
KaX1n, is described by Pausanias Vv. 9: jv 5é 1) wév OnreLa Lrzros, 
kal am avtév atoTndavtes éTi TO ExxaT@ Spouw cuvebeov of 
avaBatat Tots immo eiAnupévor TOV yadwvav. Pausan. calls 

them dvaBata:; Hesych. admoBaivovtes' avaBaivovtes. See 

2" 
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Boeckh, Kleine Schriften v1. p. 396 (=Annali dell’ instituto 
1829, fase. I. IL). 

fr. 24, The exact meaning of rapacknvia has not yet been 
settled: it first occurs Dem. xx. 17 ta tapacknya dpattov 
mpoonrar, etc., and the Scholiast interprets it ai émi THs cxnvis 
elcodoe (cp. Didymus), whilst Theophrastus explains it 6 rapa 
THY OKNYHY aTrodEdEevymévosS TOTTOS Tais els TOV ayOva TapacKevais. 
The latter explanation seems to be the correct one; it suits the 
words of Demosthenes and one may easily see how the other 
explanation arose out of them. It is not necessary to suppose 

that the Scholiast differed from Theophrastus on this point; 
he did not so much intend to bring forward an explanation of 
his own, as to explain how the blocking-up could have been 
effected: one may conceivably say ¢patrew of rooms which had 

doors leading to the stage, and mpoondov is added by way of 
explanation. See Fr. Wieseler, Griechenland Iv. p. 222 (Sepa- 
ratausgabe aus Ersch and Gruber’s Encyclopadie). . 

fr. 25. j2 7 means offering, vow. It is not the formula 

for-a judicial oath but that customary in sanctioning a vow, as 
I have been kindly informed by Prof. T. Theodores. 

fr. 26. Meier (Ind. Lect. Halle 1835/6) is of opinion that 

the statement of Theophrastus that Phaeax and not Nicias was 
the rival of Alcibiades, when Hyperbolus was ostracised (Plut. 
Nic. 11), was contained in zrept Nowwyv. In another work of 
his, Theophrastus is said to have stated that Theseus was the 
first who suffered ostracism, Suid. s. v. dpy? Xxvpia!—Dr Luge- 
bil (4. Supplementband d. Jahrb. f. Philol. 1861, p. 119—175) 
discusses all the questions connected with ostracism, referring 
occasionally to the parliamentary customs of England. Grote 
(v. p. 185 n.) says: ‘the practical working of the ostracism 
presents it as a struggle between two contending leaders, ac- 
companied with chance of banishment to both.’ Dr Lugebil, 
who professes to differ from Grote, and quotes 11. 132, where 

the aim of the ostracism is explained, arrives at about the same 
conclusion, but maintains that ostracism never was anything 
else but what the practical working of it presented it to be. 
He holds the opinion that the minimum of 6000 applies to 
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the votes given in all and not to votes given against any one name, 
and maintains that ostracism was introduced after the year 496. 

fr. 27. Some say that Draco enacted this law and that 
Solon retained it; others that Solon borrowed it from the 

Egyptians, and according to Theophrastus it was Pisistratus 
who first introduced it. Draco is said to have ordained death 
(see Lys. fr. 35; Plut. Sol. 17), or according to Poll. vir. 42, 
disfranchisement as the penalty; Solon modified the penalty 
and inflicted a fine of 100 drachmae for the first conviction, and 

disfranchisement only when a person was convicted a third time 
(Lex. Rhet. Cant. 665, 22"). From the scarcity of our material 
it is impossible to determine who was the first to give the law: 
it may be a very old one and enacted by Draco; Solon may 
have modified it in the way mentioned above, and Pisistratus 
may have subjected it to a further modification, as to the 
nature of which we are not informed; that his legislation 
tended in that direction we may assume from Plut. Sol. 31. 

fr. 23—30. M. Dareste is of opinion that these fragments 
as well as fr. 27 belong to aepl Nouv. Fr. 27 might as 
well have been contained in wept Nowoferov; as to fr. 30 I am 
more doubtful. The Scholiast on Arist. Av. 1354 has: «ipBes 
—aTro tov KopuBavtav. éxeivey yap eipnua, ds dnot Ocorop- 
mos év T® Tept evoeBelas (cp. Tzetz. Chil. xm. 406), where 
Ruhnken (Hist. Critica Orat. Graec. p. 88 ed. Lugd.) writes 
@cdppactos, who, as we know from Laertius, had written a 
book rept evceBeias. As to the etymology of «vpBeus see Prof. 
G. Curtius, Principles of Greek Etymology. Grote (m1. 322) 
and Prof. E. Curtius (Greek Hist. 1. 342) distinguish between 
xvpBes and a£oves, so that on the former the laws respecting 
sacred rites and sacrifices, on the latter the regulations respect- 
ing matters profane were placed; this distinction does not rest 
on good authority ; see Dr Philippi (Neue Jahrb. f. Phil. 1872 - 
p- 583 n.). With fr. 28 ep. Athen. x. p. 429 A. 

I will add a few words regarding the legislation of Solon. 
Prof. Schoemann maintains that the nomothetae were insti- 

1 @dvarov ovx dploas (Zd\wv) Wowep Meier reads éay rpls dd@ tis, but édy 
éxetvos, GAN druudav, édy Tis GX@ Tpls, Tis is distinctly written in the M§.; 
dv & amak, gnucodcOa Spaxuds éxardy. after dd@, twat or something like it. 

ee 
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tuted by Solon, and defends his opinion against Grote in his 
‘Die Verfassungsgeschichte Athen’s nach Grote’s History of 
Greece, 1854, and against Bake (Scholica hypomn. v. 239) in 
his Opuscula Acad. 1. pp. 247—59. Prof. Ad. Schmidt in an 

essay on Pericles (Epochen und Katastrophen p. 43) considers the 
appointment of such a body as one of the reforms of Pericles. 

From what Grote (11 342) says about Solon’s law, which 
enacted that at the time of internal troubles every citizen 

should choose his side, we may conclude that it was repealed or 
fell into disuse after the revolution of Cleisthenes. That at a 
later time it was no longer in force we can see from Lys. xxxI. 
27: axovw & avrov réyew ws, ef Te Hv adixnua TO py Tapa- 
yevéobar ev exelve TO Kaip@, vo“os av Exerto Tepl avTod Siap- 
pnonv, Oorep Kal Tepl THY AArAWY adiKNnLATOD. 

Grote (11, 339) and the writer of the article xaxnyopias Sinn 
in Smith’s Dictionary, seem to have followed Platner (Process 

I. p. 192), who thinks it- probable that the law of Solon for- 
bidding evil-speaking in a temple, or before judges, &c. on 
pain of a forfeit of three drachmae to the person aggrieved, 
and two more to the public treasury, was altered, and the 
heavier fine of 500 dr. substituted in the place of the smaller 
sum. Yet the law mentioned first and that which inflicted 

a fine of 500 dr. had different aims and neither could supersede 
the other: in the one case the sanctity of the place or occasion 
was impugned, in the other the personal honour of the party 
was concerned. Meier and Schoemann (Attischer Process, 481 
foll.) make the following remarks: in the first place it was 
forbidden to use certain contumelious epithets (azéppnra), 
specified in the law, at any time or in any place; the defendant 
if convicted had to pay 500 dr. probably to the plaintiff (Isocr. 
xx. 3; Lys. x. 12), and when Midias was fined 1000 dr., this is 

to be explained by supposing that Demosthenes brought two 
actions xaxnyopias’. We do not know all the aroppnra; from 

1 j.e. as Hudtwalcker (Diaeteten, p. tion was brought against Midias and 

150) supposes, one on his sister’s and another against his brother. Prof. 
his own account, and one on account Schaefer (Dem. und s. Zeit m. 86n.) 
of his mother. Westermann (Quaest. suggests that the fine was doubled, 

Demosth, 111, 19) thinks that one ac- because ladies had been slandered ! 
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Lysias it follows that avdpopovos, piracmis, tatpadoias, wnTpa- 
Nolas belonged to this class, but it is evident that they were 

not the only ones; see Dem. LVII. 30, 31: of (vopor) KéeXevovow 
&voyov elvar TH Kaxnyopia Tov THY épyaciav thy ev TH ayopa 
9 TOV TOALTOY 1) THY TodTiOwY oveLdiGovTa TL, 

Secondly, the law forbade absolutely evil speaking with 
respect to the dead, and allowed the nearest relations, i.e. the 
heirs of the deceased, to bring an action against him who did so 
(Dem. xx. 104; x1. 49; Plut. Sol. 21); what penalty was 

inflicted on the defendant when convicted we do not know*. 
In the third place the law forbade to speak evil and use 

bad language to a person either in a temple, or before judges 
or archons, or at any public festival. The offender had to pay 
three dr. to the person aggrieved and two more to the public 
treasury (Plut. Sol. 21; cp. Plat. Leg. x1. p. 935). 

Lastly, if an individual abused a magistrate, no matter 

where, when, or by what words, he incurred atiuia (Dem. XXt. 

32, av mév Tolvuv idv@Tnv OvTa TWa avTay UBpion TIS 4) KaK@S 

ely, ypapny UBpews Kal Sixnv Kaxnyopias idiav dhev&erat, éav 
Sé Oecpobérny, atimos Eota xaOurra€), unless the magistrate 
was pleased to inflict a fine only. When we read, Lys. rx. 7, 
TOD vOm“oU aTayopEvOVTOS, Eav TLS apyny ev cUVEdpio AoLdopH, and 
§ 9, rod vouou Siappydnv ayopevovtos Tovs év TH cuvedpiw Aot- 
Sopovvtas fnuscodv, the speaker by an advocate’s trick con- 
founds the 3rd and 4th clauses. K. Fr. Hermann (Symbolae 
ad doctrinam juris Attici de injuriarum actionibus) puts a dif- 
ferent construction on these passages ; in his opinion if a person 
used one of the azroppnra to a private person, he was fined 500 dr.; 
but if he did so to a magistrate, he became driwos—on the 
other hand if he used foul language in general (not one of the 
aTréppnta) to a magistrate in his place of office, the magistrate 

was empowered to inflict a fine?; a person might use foul 

1 See Hyp. fr. 108 (Lex. Rhet. Cant. 
671. 8): édy ris xaxds ely Twa TOY 

Karoxonévey, kav bd Tay éxelvov raldwy 

adxovon Kakes, Tevtaxoolas kaTadcxacbels 

Gpre TO Snuooly, rprdxovra 5é 7G licadry. 

*‘Yrrepeldns 5é év TH kata Awpodéou xirlats 
bev SnusodcOa ef rods KaTorxouévous Ka- 

Knyopnocarvrds gyot, wevraxoglas dé ef 

tovs ¢svras. Schol. on Aristoph. Pax, 
647, ov« e&qv reOvynxéras kwuwieiy, TI 

need not quote passages to show that 

this law, if it ever existed, was not 

observed. 

2 By English law spoken words are 
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language to anyone not holding a public office anywhere, 
except in a temple, court, or at a public festival; if he did so in 
these localities, he was fined five dr., which were disposed of in 
the way mentioned before; 7d yap undapod Kpateiv opyis atrai- 
Sevtov Kal axodaotov, TO S& TavtTayod yareTov, évious Sé adv- 
vatov, Plut. Sol. 21; see Arist. Eth. Nic. 1v. 8,9: ot 5€ vopobéras 
évia Rovdopety KwAVovot. According to English law a man 
cannot with impunity slander another, even though the slander 
be true, but at Athens it appears to have been otherwise ; 
see Lys. x. 30; Dem. xxu1. 50, and Dio Chrys. xv. 8. 

The name of the author of the first clause is not mentioned, 

Isocrates speaking of of OévtTes ayuiv Tovs vouovs; as regards 
the law against abusive language about trade-matters, this we 
may believe was ordained by Solon, who encouraged artisans 
and industry. The second and third clauses are ascribed to 
Solon by Demosthenes and Plutarch. 

The bulk of this paper was written in Manchester, where 
there is no large library. I have to thank Professor John E. 
B. Mayor who allowed me the use of his private library for 
some days, and was also kind enough to procure me the permis- 

sion of Mr Bradshaw to look at the MS. of the Lexicon Rheto- 
ricon Cantabr. 

HERMAN HAGER. 

August, 1874. 

not in general punishable as acrime, xxix. 14, édv wév Tis dpxovra Kkaxds ely, 

but there are a few exceptions, e.g.if peydda ra émirlma, dy 5é Tis ldudryr, 

uttered to a magistrate in the execu-  ovdév. 
tion of his office. See Arist. Problem. 



THE LAST ELEGY OF THE THIRD OR SECOND 

BOOK OF PROPERTIUS. 

IF any one will turn to the various editions of Propertius, - 
~ he will see that our elegy and others in this book are num- 

bered in so many different ways that, to make sure of a 
reference being found, he would have to give at least six or 

seven distinct notations: for many single verses even this 
number would not. suffice. The inconvenience has arisen in 
part from the second ‘book being usually divided into two 
since the time of Lachmann’s first edition; but still more 

from the strange confusion which prevails in the manuscripts 
with regard to the beginnings and endings and the arrange- 

ment generally of the separate elegies; so that in many places 
it seems impossible to make out what the drift of the poet’s 
purpose is. This confusion and obscurity I attribute in a small 
degree only to his manuscripts which, as in the case of so many 
other Latin authors, are all of them derived from a single 
archetype that survived the wreck of the ancient world and 
seems to have lurked unknown till the age of Petrarch. Far 

be it from me to praise our extant authorities for the text 
of Propertius ; but one or two of them appear to be honest 

attempts to reproduce what was in the original, being of course 
unintelligible where it was illegible or corrupt; and I believe 
that few, if any, plausible emendations have been made which 
depart very far from the traditional reading. 

The more I study Propertius, the more convinced I am 

that the huge disorder we find in this book generally, as well 
as in our particular elegy, is due for the most part to the 
state in which the poet left his works at the time of his early 
death, and in which they were subsequently given to the world, 

pee 
ee 
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whoever their editor may have been. Propertius could scarcely 

have been more than thirty-four when he died about B.c. 15. 
Ten years at least before this time he must have published his 
first book, his Cynthia Monobiblos, by which he became known 
to Rome as one of its great elegiac poets. This book we now 
have in a quite intelligible and satisfactory shape; the style is 
peculiar and all his own, distinct from that of Tibullus on the 

one side and of Ovid on the other; and on the whole I prefer 

it decidedly to any of the later books. This early composition 
he often refers to; but I know of no passage in his or others’ 
works to shew that any of the later books were published by 
him, at all events in the form in which we now have them. 

Separate elegies no doubt, perhaps whole books in some shape 
or other, were known to his friends, Ovid among others, and it 
may be to the general public; but our present elegy for exam- 

ple I feel convinced he kept altering and adding to, especially 
in its most interesting parts, until his premature death pre- 
vented him from ever finishing it. 

Many causes may have fostered this backwardness. Clearly 
he was no ready writer as his friend Ovid was. Ovid, who was 

a few years younger than Propertius, had already at a very 
early age mastered that marvellously facile style, so unrivalled 

in its own peculiar way, which exercised so great an influence 
on all subsequent Roman poetry. He tells us himself that he 
was intimate with Propertius who used to read to him his love- 
poems. The latter would feel keenly the points in which he 
was inferior to his friend, not so strongly perhaps the many in 
which he surpassed him; and no one will dispute the great 
influence which Ovid’s manner has had on all the later deve- 
lopments of Propertius’ style, who ill-satisfied with himself may 
have gone on altering and correcting, until death stayed his 
hand. 

Thus to come toe our present elegy, the first thirty lines or 

so and the last ten are consecutive and have probably assumed 
the final shape intended by the poet, while the middle and 
most interesting portions are in such a state of disorder, as in 

their present form to defy all rational interpretation. These 
portions it seems to me Propertius went on altering and adding 
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to, and the copy which he left behind him was not fully under- 
stood by those who undertook to publish it. Much of the 
poem may I think be so rearranged as to assume a satisfactory 
and intelligible shape, though the poet may not have com- 
pleted his final revision: some of the lines in the part about 
Virgil are manifestly incomplete and fragmentary. How Hertz- 

berg can find in the elegy as we now have it a perfect and 
well-digested whole, is to me a marvel; but, much as I admire 
his industry and research, I will not conceal my opinion that 

in every critical and exegetical difficulty his editorial skill 
almost invariably breaks down. Once however, Iv (11) 7 (6), 

22, he has made a brilliant and in my judgment certain emen- 
dation: ‘Argynni poena Athamantiadae.’ Lachmann in that. 
very early work, his larger edition of Propertius, has made 
several transpositions of verses, one of them true so far as it 
goes and properly adopted by Mueller, the others all unsatis- 
factory. In his mature critical edition of 1829 he has design- 
edly abstained from all such attempts. 

I will now print the greater part of our elegy as it is found 

in the manuscripts, tacitly adopting such corrections by former 
editors as appear to be certain, and marking with an obelus 

those about which I have something to say. I will then ~ 

shew what I think may be done for the right understanding of 
the poem by transposition and other methods, whether of 
emendation or of interpretation. The first 22 verses, in which 
the poet reproaches his friend Lynceus for attempting, when 
heated with wine, to abuse his confidence and gain favour with 

Cynthia, I need not print: I will only say that in v. 1 amico 
for amort seems a necessary correction: that I do not see why 
in v. 14 Mueller and Paley should demur to tantwm te modo 
tolle for tantwmmodo te tolle, such separations being found even 
in prose: Quintilian in 112 5 has guodam tamen modo, though 

he elsewhere writes guodammodo as others do: Cicero says 
magnoque opere; Lucretius saepe est numero factum; Virgil 
hac Troiana tenus, and the like: in 19 meae...wmbrae would 

not be a harsh correction for the strange accusative, as the s of 
solus might have attached itself to meae; and the singular is 
the common usage for a man’s own shadow. 
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sed numquam vitae fallet me ruga severae : 
24 omnes iam norunt quam sit amare bonum. 

Lynceus ipse meus seros insanit amores: 
26 —_solum te nostros laetor adire deos. 

quid tua Socraticis tibi nunc sapientia libris 
28 proderit, aut rerum dicere posse vias? 

aut quid Erechthei tibi prosunt carmina lecta? 
30 _ nil iuvat in magno vester amore senex, 

tu satius t memorem musis imitere Philetan 
32 et non inflati somnia Callimachi. 

nam cursus licet Aetoli referas Acheloi, 
34 = fluxerit ut magno ft factus amore liquor ; 

atque etiam ut Phrygio fallax Maeandria campo 
36 errat et ipsa suas decipit unda vias ; 

qualis et Adrasti fuerit vocalis Arion 
‘38 ~~ tristis ad Archemori funera victor equos. 

tnon Amphiaraeae prosint tibi fata quadrigae 
40 aut Capanei magno grata ruina lovi. 

desine et Aeschyleo componere verba cothurno, 
42 desine, et ad molles membra resolve choros. 

incipe iam angusto versus includere torno, 
44  inque tuos ignes, dure poeta, veni. 

tu non Antimacho, non tutior ibis Homero: 
46  despicit et magnos recta puella deos. 

sed non ante gravi taurus succumbit aratro, 
48  cornua quam validis haeserit in laqueis, 

nec tu tam duros per te patieris amores: 
50 = trux tamen a nobis ante domandus eris. 

harum nulla solet rationem quaerere mundi, 
52 nec cur fraternis luna laboret equis, 

31 

nec si post Stygias aliquid trestabit erumnas (restaverit undas) 
54 nec si consulto fulmina missa tonent. 

aspice me, cui parva domi fortuna relicta est, 
56 nullus et antiquo Marte triumphus avi, 

ut regnem mixtas inter conviva puellas 
58 hoe ego, quo tibi nunc elevor, ingenio. 

me iuvet hesternis positum languere corollis, 
60 quem tetigit iactu certus ad ossa deus, 

Actia Vergilium custodis litora Phoebi, 
62  Caesaris et fortes dicere posse rates, 

qui nune Aeneae Troiani suscitat arma 
64  iactaque Lavinis moenia litoribus. 

cedite, Romani scriptores, cedite Grai: 
66  nescio quid maius nascitur Iliade. 

tu canis umbrosi subter pineta Galaesi 
68  Thyrsin et attritis Daphnin harundinibus, 

utque decem possint corrumpere mala puellas, 
70 missus et inpressis haedus ab uberibus. 
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felix, qui viles pomis mercaris amores! 
72 —huic licet ingratae Tityrus ipse canat. 

felix intactum Corydon qui temptat Alexin 
74. agricolae domini carpere delicias! 

quamvis ille sua lassus requiescat avena, 
76 =‘ laudatur faciles inter Hamadryadas. 

tu canis Ascraei veteris praecepta poetae, 
78 quo seges in campo, quo viret uva iugo. 

tale facis carmen, docta testudine quale 
80  Cynthius impositis temperat articulis. 

non tamen haec ulli venient ingrata legenti, 
82 sive in amore rudis sive peritus erit; 

+ nec minor his animis aut si minor ore canorus 
84 anseris indocto carmine cessit olor. 

haec quoque perfecto ludebat Iasone Varro, 
86 Varro Leucadiae maxima flamma suae. 

haec quoque lascivi cantarunt scripta Catulli, 
88 Lesbia quis ipsa notior est Helena. 

haec etiam docti confessa est pagina Calvi, 
90 cum caneret miserae funera Quintiliae. 

et modo formosa quam multa Lycoride Gallus 
92 mortuus inferna vulnera lavit aqua! 

Cynthia quin etiam versu laudata Properti, 
94 hos inter si me ponere fama volet. 

The first few of the above verses are plain enough: he has 
his revenge on his elderly friend Lynceus, a philosopher and 
poet, for the wrong he had done him; as Lynceus has now 
fallen hopelessly in love. Of what avail now his philosophy 
or his study of Aeschylus. In the next verses, 31—38, he 
advises him to imitate the Aira of Callimachus, and these 

might seem to be in their proper place; but I think a still 
better place may be found for them. 39 is corrupt and no 
correction or explanation that I have seen connects 39 and 40 
in a satisfactory way with what precedes and follows. For in 
41 he bids him cease to write in the style of Aeschylus too ; 
but in 29 he had asked him of what use to him now was the . 
reading of the plays of the Athenian old man, that is Aeschylus 
as I maintain. Paley on 29 says the objection to his being 
Aeschylus is this v. 41. And with the present order this is a 
fatal objection, and Lynceus has accordingly been made into an 
epic as well as a tragic poet, and many strange conjectures 
have been devised: Cretaei, Crethei, Lucreti, epe Chii, ete. 
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But I believe that a better arrangement will prove that 
Aeschylus is the Athenian old man. Next in 43 and 44 he 
urges him to write love-poems and approach at length his 
flame; and then in 45, 46, he tells him he will be no safer 

than Homer and Antimachus, both of whom according to the 
story he follows suffered from hopeless or unfortunate love: 
surely not the way to encourage Lynceus at this point. Then 
47—50 connect themselves at once with 44; but not with 

45,46. Then in 51 what does harum refer to? Lachmann in 

his first edition saw that this has reference to the puella of 46 
and that 51—54 should join on to 46; and in this he is rightly 
followed by Mueller. But nerther his nor Mueller’s arrange- 
ment does more than set right this single point. 55 and what 
follows ought to come immediately after 50. I will now print 
the whole of these verses, 23—58, arranged in the order which 

I think they ought to have and with the corrupt passages cor- 
rected. I will next attempt to give a coherent explanation of 

them; and then go on to the remainder of the elegy. 

sed numquam vitae fallet me ruga severae: 
24 omnes iam norunt quam sit amare bonum. 

Lynceus ipse meus seros insanit amores: 
26 —solum te nostros laetor adire deos. 

quid tua Socraticis tibi nunc sapientia libris 
28 proderit, aut rerum dicere posse vias ? 

aut quid Erechthei tibi prosunt carmina lecta? 
30 nil iuvat in magno vester amore senex. 
45 [tu non Antimacho, non tutior ibis Homero: 
46 — despicit et magnos recta puella deos. | 
51 [harum nulla solet rationem quaerere mundi, 
52 nec cur fraternis luna laboret equis, 

nec si post Stygias aliquid rest arbiter undas, 
54 nec si consulto fulmina missa tonent. | 
41 [desine et Aeschyleo componere verba cothurno, 
42 desine, et ad molles membra resolve choros :] 
39 [Amphiaraéae prosint tibi fata quadrigae? 
40 aut Capanei magno grata ruina Iovi?] 
31 [tu satius Meropem musis imitere Philetan 
32 et non inilati somnia Callimachi., 

nam cursus licet Aetoli referas Acheloi, 
34 — fluxerit ut magno fractus amore liquor; 

atque etiam ut Phrygio fallax Maeandria campo 
36 errat et ipsa suas decipit unda vias; 

Journal of Philology. vou, Vt. o 
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qualis et Adrasti fuerit vocalis Arion 
38 tristis ad Archemori funera victor equos. | 
43 [incipe iam angusto versus includere torno, 
44 — inque tuos ignes, dure poeta, veni.| 
47 [sed non ante gravi taurus succumbit aratro, 
48 cornua quam validis haeserit in laqueis, 

nec tu tam duros per te patieris amores:- 
50 trux tamen a nobis ante domandus eris. | 
55 aspice me, cui parva domi fortuna relicta est, 
56  nullus et antiquo Marte triumphus avi, 

ut regnem mixtas inter conviva puellas 
58 hoe ego, quo tibi nunc elevor, ingenio. 

23 foll.: ‘I will never be cheated by an affected austerity 
of life, like that of Lynceus, for all now, he included, know 

the blessings of love. My Lynceus late in life plunges madly 
into love: I rejoice that you, sole recusant, are becoming’ a 
votary of our gods’—For that seems to me to be the force of 
solum te, with a reference to omnes iam: Paley’s explanation 
I cannot quite catch the meaning of: znsanit amores is a cognate 

accusative, like Horace’s insanire errorem, and sollemnia. 

27 foll.: ‘Of what avail now your wisdom learnt from the 
writings of the Socratic school, or your power to describe the 
course of nature? Or of what avail your study of the Athe- 

nian’s poems? your aged favourite helps not in violent love’. 

The ablative Socraticis libris I will speak of afterwards: as the 
two best Mss. have, one of them Lrethei, the other Erechti, 

Erechthet may be looked on as the real Ms. reading, and it 
suits, as we shall see, the context admirably, when the verses 

are arranged in their proper order. It is enough that Lynceus 

should be a natural and moral philosopher and a tragic poet, 
without making him an epic poet as well. Mueller’s epe Chit 
will satisfy I fancy few but himself: epe indeed might well 

have been used by Propertius, as Lucretius twice has mele, a- 
nearer parallel than cete, pelage or tempe which he cites; but 

epe Chii, carmina, form a meaningless apposition: vester, the 

favourite of you and your circle. Then 45, 46 follow most 
appropriately: ‘why should you, philosopher and poet though 
you be, hope to be safer in love than the very greatest of 
poets, Homer and Antimachus, who both suffered grievously 
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from love: a straight-limbed girl scorns the gods themselves’, 

Hermesianax of Colophon, the favourite pupil of Philetas of 
Cos, would naturally be an authority with Propertius: there 
is along fragment of his quoted by Athenaeus, p. 597,in which 
he depicts the woes which the greatest poets and philosophers 
had suffered from love, among them Homer and Antimachus. 

46 recta: so Catullus 86 ‘Quintia formosa est multis, mihi 

candida, longa, Recta est’: Horace sat. 1 2 123 ‘Candida 

rectaque sit’: Hertzberg’s explanation of recta, though adopted 
by Paley, strikes me as very odd. 51 foll.: ‘Much less then 
will any of these care for you and your philosophy: why the 
moon is in travail by the default of her brother’s horses; whether 
beyond the waters of Styx an awarder of doom is in truth a real 
thing; whether providence sends the thunder’. Of the abla- 
tive fraternis equis I will speak by and bye: of 53 I must 
say something now: five years ago I gave in this journal, 
vol. 2 p. 143, the same reading that I now offer; yet Mr Paley 
attributes to me aliquis re est: Wassenbergh’s restabimus undas, 
followed by so many, gives an excellent sense; but does not 
represent the Ms. reading as mine does: the best Ms. N has 
restabit, the end of the line being lost, as in 83: the next best 
have restabit erwmnas and restaverit undas, readings easily 
‘explained by rest arbiter wndas : rest (i.e. re est) was not familiar 

to the copyists who nearly always corrupt this enclitic st; 
they therefore first wrote restabit and the other corruptions 

followed at once: arbiter was read by Jacob, but his aliquis 
sedet has no probability: with the sentiment compare IV (III) 
5 39 ‘Sub terris sint iura deum et tormenta nocentum’; and 

with the expression aliquid re est compare Propertius’ own 
‘Sunt aliquid Manes: letum non omnia finit’; Ovid's ‘Omina 
sunt aliquid’; ‘Aut sine re nomen deus est’; Cic. nat. deor. 
111 58 ‘qui hos deos ex hominum genere in caelum translatos 
non re, sed opinione esse dicunt’. Mark the indicative est in 
a dependent clause between the subjunctives of the preceding 
and the following verse: exactly the same occurs in vv. 34, 36, 
37; fluxerit, errat, decipit, fuerit. It is a curious feature of 
Propertius’ style that he deliberately prefers in such cases to 
mix indicatives and subjunctives and clauses without a verb: 

3—2 
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compare especially Iv (11) 5 (4), 25—46, where, as here, he 
is speaking of natural phenomena: there we find eleven 

dependent clauses with indicatives, seven with subjunctives 
and as many without any verb, all mixed together without any 

apparent reason for such diversity: thus in 33 ‘Aut cur 
Perrhaebi tremuere cacumina Pindi, Solis et atratis luxerit 

orbis equis’: 40 ‘Tisiphones atro si furit angue caput’ much 

resembles our present verse. 
To proceed, 41, 42, 39 and 40 now come in admirably to 

the purpose: your ethics and physics go for nothing with 
women, your tragedies will serve you just as little: ‘cease 
likewise to match words to the Aeschylean buskin, and unbend 
rather your limbs in the soft dance’: this will help you more 
than your strutting and fretting in the stiff buskin: would 

the writing an Aeschylean tragedy on the fate of Amphiaraus 
and Capaneus help you to win your lady’s love?—Now that the 
verse has its proper sequence, my correction of 39 seems very 
simple; the expulsion merely of the unmetrical non and making 
the sentence interrogative: when the line lost its proper con- 
nexion and a question seemed out of place, this non would 
naturally be appended to give an appearance of sense. 

Though 31—38 might, independently of other considera- 
tions, seem in place where the Mss. put them, they are, if 
I am not mistaken, still more appropriate here: if you must 
write verse, abandon your pompous tragedies and take to 

elegy: ‘far better for you to imitate with your muses the 
Coan Philetas and the dream of Callimachus, so free from 

Aeschylean bombast’. If you must have mythical themes, 
leave Aeschylus and go to the Aetia or ‘ Causes’ of Callimachus, 
revealed to him in that famous dream: there you may select 
for imitation any subject you like, heroic or divine: choose, 
if you please, the loves of Achelous, or the windings of 
Maeander, or the famous victory won by Adrastus’ speech- 
endowed horse Arion at the funeral of Archemorus, when the 

chiefs founded the Nemean games: 7A péya Bartiadao codod 
mepinvotov ovetap, H p’ éretv Kepawy, ovd €dépavtos Ens’ Tota 
yap dup &pnvas, at ov mapos avépes idpev, Audi te aBava- 
Tous audi te 7ptOéovs x.7.r. (Anthol. Pal. vir 42). Of these 
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Aetia or Causes of Callimachus, once so famous, of which 

hardly a trace now remains, a very copious discussion is given 
by Schneider in his edition of Callimachus, vol. 2 p. 35—140. 
They must have been a long and tiresome poem, though to the 

taste of Propertius, as we may infer from his style generally, as 
well as from his professed imitations of them in his last book. 
Martial, who in his likings had so little in common with Proper- 
tius, speaks of them, in x 4, as the model of a frigid unreal 
poem. It is not easy to guess why Propertius should have 
selected these topics out of the great mass, as only the first of 

them seems to have much connexion with love: perhaps he 
pitches on Archemorus, Arion and the Nemean games, as a 
fitting subject for Lynceus’ elegiacs on account of their close 

mythical connexion with Amphiaraus and Capaneus, whose 
story he took for a tragedy: if he will choose such subjects, 
he may treat of them in elegy as well as tragedy. Paley I 
think gives the right construction of 37 and 38, though perhaps 

Tristia should be read with Broukhusius. Hercules would 
perhaps be the hero of the first two narratives, in his relations _ 

to Deianira and Iole: in 34 Heinsius’ tactus may be the true 
reading, but I prefer fractus. With the position I have as- 
signed to 31, Bergk’s brilliant emendation Meropem for the 
unmeaning memorem is all that is needed to restore this verse: 
Philetas is preeminently the Coan poet: at the beginning of 
the next elegy we find Cot sacra Philetae and Ovid calls him 

Cous poeta: the learned MJeropem is just in Propertius’ manner; 
and thus Meleager calls himself aarov Mepérwv: musis too now 
assumes its proper force: compare Statius silv. Iv 4 87 ‘Nunc si 

forte meis quae sint exordia musis Scire petis’, and Horace’s 
‘Pindaricae Ceaeque et Alcaei minaces Stesichorique graves ca- 
menae’: the poet is supposed to create his own muses: IV (III) 
1 9 ‘a me Nata coronatis musa triumphat equis’; and Virgil 
ecl. 8, 1 and 5 ‘Pastorum musam Damonis et Alphesiboei... 
Damonis musam dicemus et Alphesiboei’: Mueller has shewn 
that satus imitere can be said for satius est tmitari or ut imitere. 

43, 44: Delay no longer, ‘begin even now your elegiac 
distichs, and approach your flame, harsh tragic poet’: on in- 

cludere torno see Hertzberg and Paley: I do not think that 
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Horace’s male tornatos incudi reddere versus should be made 
to recommend incudere here: on the dure poeta too in opposi- 

tion to the mollis poeta of elegy see Hertzberg; but the durus 
here is said of the tragic not the epic poet.—But (47—50) as 

the bull must first be broken in before he will submit to the 
yoke, so you will not of yourself submit to a love so cruel: 

‘however restive, you will first have to be tamed by me’. 
The tam duros amores of 49, the tuos ignes of 44, and the 

seros insanit amores of 25 are all in close connexion.— Well 
then (55—58) look on me, who after the confiscations of the 
civil wars have but a small property left and who can boast of 
no ancestral triumphs, and see how at the feast I am king 
among the ladies through this. very genius, for which you make 

- so light of me now, before you have been broken in’.—Of the 
ablative antiquo Marte I will speak by and bye: with miztas 
inter puellas compare Virgil ecl. 10 55 mictis lustrabo Maenala 
nymphis. 

I have thus endeavoured to explain one portion of our 
poem which had always presented insuperable difficulties to 
my mind, until I thought of the method of transposition, for 

which I have given above what strikes me as a natural ex- 
planation. With these transpositions all in a moment became 

clear to my mind. It is probable; nay from the nature of the 
case almost certain, that some of the lines were added by the 
poet at very different times, and 39, 40, 31—38, and perhaps 
47—50, might all for instance be struck out without much 
damage to the general argument of the elegy: the poet too 
may have meditated further changes; but with no other dispo- 

sition can J make a consistent whole out of the verses we have; 
and this result I think I have attained by my present arrange- 
ment. The changes too made in the actual words of the 
Mss. are of the very slighest, but four I think in all, two 
corrections of my own, two after others, of most manifest cor- 

ruptions. I now go on to examine the remainder of the elegy, 
a large portion of which, the lines I mean in which Virgil is 
eulogised, has evidently been left unfinished. For observe 
how in v. 67, without the slightest connexion or gradation of 
language or thought, the poet passes from the Aeneid to the 
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eclogues, from the third person to the second ; then back again 
to the third; and once more in 77, with. the same entire 
absence of connexion and gradation, to the second person and 
to the georgics, while v. 81 has no reference to what imme- 
diately precedes. This part also of the elegy I will first print 
in the shape in which, as it appears to me, it may have been 

left by the poet; and will then offer such explanations as may 

seem advisable. 

me iuvet hesternis positum languere corollis, 
60 quem tetigit iactu certus ad ossa deus, 

Actia Vergilium custodis litora Phoebi, 
62 Caesaris et fortes dicere posse rates, 

qui nunc Aeneae Troiani suscitat arma 
64 iactaque Lavinis moenia litoribus. 

cedite, Romani scriptores, cedite Grai: 
66 nescio quid maius nascitur Iliade. 

[tu canis umbrosi subter 77 [tu canis Ascraei veteris prae- 
pineta Galaesi cepta poetae, 

68 Thyrsin et attritis Daphnin 78 quo seges in campo, quo 
harundinibus, viret uva iugo. 

utque decem possint corrum- tale facis carmen, docta tes- 
pere mala puellas, tudine quale 

70 missus et inpressis haedus 80 Cynthius impositis tempe- 
ab uberibus. : rat articulis. | 

felix, qui viles pomis mercaris amores! 
72 _ huic licet ingratae Tityrus ipse canat. | 

[felix intactum Corydon qui temptat Alexin 
74 —agricolae domini carpere delicias!] 

quamvis ille sua lassus requiescat avena, 
76  laudatur faciles inter Hamadryadas. 

_ 81 non tamen haec ulli venient ingrata legenti, 
82 __ sive in amore rudis sive fidelis erit; 

nec minor his—(animis haut, si minor ore)—canorus 
84  anseris indocto carmine cessit olor. 

haec quoque perfecto ludebat Iasone Varro, 
86 Varro Leucadiae maxima flamma suae. 

haec quoque lascivi cantarunt scripta Catulli, 
88  Lesbia quis ipsa notior est Helena. 

haec etiam docti confessa est pagina Calvi, 
90 cum caneret miserae funera Quintiliae. 

et modo formosa quam multa Lycoride Gallus 
92 mortuus inferna vulnera lavit aqua! 

Cynthia quin etiam versu laudata Properti, 
94 hos inter si me ponere fama volet. 
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59 foll.: He now quits Lynceus and turns to Virgil and 
others who have sung of their loves: the transition itself 

though sudden and abrupt has nothing incoherent in it. Be 
it for me, he says, to lie exhausted, crowned with the chaplets 
of yesterday, for Virgil to tell of the victory of Actium, Virgil 

who is now singing the fortunes of Aeneas: ‘ay, something 

greater than the Iliad is at its birth’, above all Greek, above 

all Roman fame.—So far good; but in what follows Hertzberg 

alone I fancy, who can see his way through any words, could find 
symmetry and coherency. Paley may well say ‘there is some 
truth in Lachmann’s complaint that the sense is incoherent’; 
though Lachmann’s transpositions only make matters worse. 
For the poet to pass suddenly from the third to the second 
person is quite in his usual manner; and he intended no doubt 

that 67—80 should in some shape or other follow 66; but 
surely not in the shape and condition in which they now are: he 
must have meant to connect in some way the thought and the 
expression with what goes before. 67—80. then I believe to 
be in a fragmentary state, never properly welded by the poet 
into one mass with what precedes and follows. Many of these 
lines may have been composed before the preceding verses on the 
Aeneid, perhaps when the eclogues and georgics had not been 
long published. For I feel most strongly that these verses are 
in Propertius’ first manner, in the style of his first book. ‘You 

sing’, he says, ‘beneath the pinewoods of Galaesus of Thyrsis 

and Daphnis on your well-worn pipes, and how ten apples can 

seduce the girls, and a kid sent from its dam’s unmilked 
udder’. We. have no cause to question what Propertius says 
of Virgil’s writing some of his eclogues near Tarentum, as he 
had better means of knowing than we can have, and Virgil 
himself (georg. Iv 125) speaks of having been at Tarentum, 

and the meminz vidisse would seem to imply a time somewhat 
distant. I should like to know where the villula Sironis was, 
where Virgil (catal. 10) speaks of himself and his father taking 

refuge: they must have been away from Andes during at least 
a part of those terrible years when they and other Mantuans 
lost and regained and lost again their lands. WhenI was at 
Tarentum some months ago, it struck me how much better the 
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scenery, flora and silva of those parts suited many of the 
eclogues than did the neighbourhood of Mantua. As we how- 
ever as well as Propertius possess the eclogues, the allusions to 
them need not be taken on trust. 

In the eclogues nothing whatever is said of ‘the sending a 

kid taken from its dam’s unmilked udder’, which 70 records. 

As to 69 again, apples are sent by Virgil to a boy, not to a 
woman: this might seem a natural oversight, if the poet did 
not himself in the next lines emphasise his mistake: ‘happy 
you who can so cheaply buy your love with some apples! to 
such a cruel one Tityrus himself well may deign to sing’: to 

one at heart so simple and disinterested that a few apples can 

win her, in contrast with the rapacious Cynthia and the Roman 
ladies generally: For this looks like a pointed reference to his 
own words in I (i) 7 (16), 15 ‘Ergo muneribus quivis mer- 
catur amorem? luppiter, indigna merce puella perit...Atque 
utinam Romae nemo esset dives...Numquam venales essent ad 
munus amicae’, Tityrus at the worst will lose nothing. The 

poet’s general drift seems plain enough here: Tityrus is at the 
same time Virgil’s representative shepherd and Virgil himself 
as bucolic poet; though I believe that Propertius had dimly 
before his mind, together with this, some vague- recollections 

of Galatea in the first eclogue, but so vague as not to influence 
much the general turn of his thought: nay even the ‘ingratae’ 
of 72 may be a wrong impression and false reminiscence of Vir- 
gil’s ‘ingratae premeretur caseus urbi’. The next two lines are 
much more distinct in their reference, though the motive of 
Feliz is not so clear: Corydon’s passion was both violent and 
utterly unsuccessful. Propertius however may have been 
thinking of the poet rather who sang, and also of the same or 
another Corydon of a later eclogue, victorious and triumphant, 
who sings of the same or another ‘formosus Alexis’. At the 
same time the two verses do seem to interrupt the connexion 
of the poem ; for the ille of 75 is very harsh, if it do not refer 

to Tityrus of 72, who represents as I have said Virgil himself. 
‘Though he rest weary from his oaten pipe, he has fame among 
the kindly Hamadryads’, the woodland goddesses, patronesses 

of bucolic song, for there is no ‘allusion to the georgics’ here: 
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the Hamadryads inhabit the wild mountain-forests, the great 

pasture-grounds of Greece and Italy. In the two other pas- 
sages where they are mentioned by Propertius, they are roaming 

in the hill-pastures of Bithynia and Ida: see too the 10th 
eclogue itself, where in v. 55 we find ‘mixtis lustrabo Maenala 
nymphis’, and then in 62 ‘ Iam neque Hamadryades rursus nec 
carmina nobis Ipsa placent: ipsae rursus concedite, silvae’, re- 
ferring, as Conington says, to the nymphs of 55, and this is the 
only place in Virgil where the name occurs; and when the 
‘cessit’ of 84 is taken into consideration, there is little doubt 

that Propertius had this passage in his thoughts; for this v. 76 
is in immediate connexion, as we shall see presently, with 
81—84: ieee is perhaps a reminiscence of the ‘faciles nym- 

phae risere’ of ecl. 3. 
But this connexion is broken by the ce abrupt intro- 

duction of 77—80: in this Journal, vol. 2 p. 142, I wrote five 
years ago ‘the way in which the poet passes to and fro from - 
the third to the second person, and then from the second to 
the third, then back again to the second, and still once more 

to the third in addressing Virgil, is intolerably harsh even for 
him. And after asserting in vv. 77—80 that the georgics are 
as perfect a poem as Apollo himself could compose, it is quite 

ludicrous to go on to say that yet this poem will not be un- 

welcome to any reader, whether new to love or not. Why, 
what more in the world would a reader have, and what have 

the georgics to do with teaching love?’ I added that much of 
the absurdity would disappear, if with Professor Ribbeck we 
put 77—80 between 66 and 67. This I still think true as far 
as it goes; but it would cure but a small part of the mischief; 
and I now look upon the lines on the eclogues and these on the 
georgics as two unfinished fragments which Propertius at his 
death had not yet welded together with what precedes and 

follows. As 77—80 however so manifestly interrupt the se- 

quence and sense of the poem, I have printed it as a separate 
fragment side by side with the lines on the eclogues; though 
I believe that in a final revision Propertius would certainly 

have put them before these. It may be remarked that Pro- 
pertius touches only on the themes of the first georgic and of 
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a portion of the second: had he read the last two when he 
first wrote down these verses ? 

81—84 then are in close connexion with 76, and ullz legenti 
is emphatic and in contrast to faciles: the kindly Hamadryads 
do I say; ‘nay, to no reader will these poems of love, the 
eclogues, come unwelcome, whether he be a tiro, or a veteran in 
love’. The force of tamen here is the same as that which I 

have abundantly illustrated in my note on Lucretius v 1177 Et 
tamen omnino: some of the passages there given have been 
tampered with by eminent critics from their not perceiving 
that when tamen is thus used, something must always be sup- 

plied in thought. Then of 83, 84 Mueller says ‘haec nondum 
cuiquam expedire contigit’. Hertzberg, who will construe 
through any given combination of words, finds all plain, and 
says that his animis=horum carminum animis ‘trita nostro 
pronominis demonstrativi enallage’: as if, because dlla fides 
ean be said for dlius rei fides, hic dolor for huius rei dolor, 

-and the like, therefore his animis can mean horum carminum 
animis: put the singular hoc animo for horum carminum animo 

and the absurdity will be patent: next he makes cessit carmine 
the same as cessit carmini! indeed his whole explanation con- 
veys to me no meaning. With haut for aut, (scarcely to be 

called a change, as I have observed that in four out of six 
other instances one or other or both of the chief Mss. give the 

more familiar aut for the rarer haut,) all seems to me clear: 
his in its very emphatic position, preceded by one haec with 
the same meaning, and with three other haec’s, with precisely 
the same force, at the beginning of the three following distichs, 
can surely stand alone: ‘and not inferior in these poems to 

what he is in the Aeneid and georgics—(in their high spirit 

not, if may-be less lofty in tone and language)—the melodious 

swan has not taken himself off with the unskilled song of a 
goose’: has not in his eclogues, now complete, turned out a 
goose instead of a swan, as he himself playfully intimates: of 

course, as all have seen, a manifest reference to the ‘Nam 

neque adhuc Vario videor nec dicere Cinna Digna, sed argutos 
inter strepere anser olores’; and the carmine makes it probable 
that he too saw in Virgil’s words a sarcasm on the poet Anser. 
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Here the plural animis has its usual force when said of a 
single person or thing: thus Propertius has elsewhere ‘animi 
venere Deci’, ‘I nunc tolle animos et tecum finge triumphos’, 
and ‘animos Carthaginis altae’: Virgil is very fond of thus 
using it; and Ovid says ‘ Non oblita animorum, annorum oblita 
suorum’. There is probably an allusion in this ‘animis haut, 
si minor ore’ to ecl. 6 3 ‘Cum canerem reges et proelia, Cyn- 
thius aurem Vellit et admonuit: Pastorem, Tityre, pinguis 
Pascere oportet ovis, deductum dicere carmen’; and perhaps to 
4 1—8: cessit has its primitive sense, concessit, discessit, abs- 
cessit, as in Cic. pro Mil. 93 ‘ego cedam atque abibo’, and in 
Propertius himself more than once: I 20 31 ‘Iam Pandioniae 

cessit genus Orithyiae’; 1 3 1 ‘Qualis Thesea iacuit cedente 

carina cet.’ after Catullus 64 249; and v 9 53 ‘lucoque abscede 
verendo; Cede agedum’. In this verse therefore he repeats in 
another fourm the ‘ille sua lassus requiescat avena’. 

I have now to say something of the ablative ‘indocto car- 
mine cessit’ and of six other ablatives in our elegy: Propertius 
on this head goes perhaps farther than most writers: thus the 

simple ablative here has the force of cum carmine, or comitatus 

carmine: so in v. 59 ‘hesternis positum languere corollis’ has 
the force of cum or coronatus hesternis corollis: so 1 7 26 

‘Saepe venit magno fenore tardus amor’ i.e. auctus or cum 

magno fenore, and probably Iv (1) 22 13 ‘Qua rudis Argoa 
natat inter saxa columba...pinus’ has the sense of comitata or 
cum Argoa columba: Virg. ecl. 10 24 ‘Venit et agresti capitis 
Silvanus honore’ closely resembles our ‘hesternis languere co- 
rollis’ and Juvenal 11 106 ‘clipeo venientis et hasta’ is like our 
other passage. - 

Propertius greatly extends too the use of the instrumental 
or modal ablative in five passages of our present elegy: 
27 ‘Socraticis tua nunc sapientia libris’ i.e. quae 8.1 parta 
est; 52‘ Nec cur fraternis luna laboret equis’ i.e. fraternis 
equis terra interceptis: perhaps like Virgil’s ‘Cum placidum 
ventis staret mare’ and similar passages: 56 ‘Nullus et antiquo 
Marte triumphus avi’ i.e. Marte partus, resembling the ablative 
of 27; 75 ‘sua lassus requiescat avena’ i.e. posita sua avena is 
like the ablative of 52. -Harsher perhaps than any of these is 
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the instrumental ablative of 91 where ‘formosa Lycoride’ de- 
pends on ‘vulnera’ i.e. quam multa vulnera per (or propter) 
formosam Lycorida accepta: ‘and how many wounds from the 
beauty of Lycoris has Gallus now dead just bathed in the 
waters of the nether world’: it is absurd to join the ablative 
with ‘ Mortuus’ and make Gallus die for Lycoris, when at the 
moment this was written the world must have been ringing 

with the cause and manner of his death; nor must ‘ Gallus’ be 

tampered with: the last ten lines of the poem gain much of 
their point by each of the five hexameters closing with the 

name of the poet celebrated: Varro—Catulli—Calvi—Gallus— 
Properti; and this effect is enhanced by the female names, 
Lesbia—Helena—Quintiliae—Cynthia, each beginning or ter- 
minating a line, and by the junction of ‘ Varro Leucadiae ’— 
‘Lycoride Gallus’. In the part of the Tristia, from which we 
shall cite presently other imitations, Ovid concludes similar 
verses with Catullo—Calvi—Lycorida Gallo. 

I have already remarked how much emphasis is given to the 

haec of 81 and the his of 83 by the ‘Haec quoque—Haec quoque 
—Haec etiam’ which commence the three following distichs. He 
mentions here Varro Atacinus before his more renowned con- 
temporaries Catullus and Calvus, who also became famous some 

years earlier, because there was.a more exact parallel between 
him and Virgil: Virgil has completed his love-poems, the 
eclogues, and is now engaged on the Aeneid; while Varro first 
finished his epic, or Argonautics, and then wrote love-poems 
about Leucadia. The only other passage where these love- 
poems are spoken of seems to be Ovid trist. 11 439 ‘Is quoque, 
Phasiacas Argo qui duxit in undas, Non potuit veneris furta 
tacere suae’, a reminiscence of Propertius, as a few lines before, 
‘Sic sua lascivo cantata est saepe Catullo Femina, cui falsum 

Lesbia nomen erat’, he is clearly imitating the two next verses 
of Propertius. We may perhaps infer that Varro’s love-poems, 
like Virgil’s, were written in hexameters. He then mentions 
in order his three celebrated predecessors in the elegiac love- 
poetry, Catullus who has made his Lesbia more fare than 
Helen, Calvus who mourned the death of his wife Quintilia, 
and Gallus just dead. Tibullus, a few years older than himself, 
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he does not mention, as he was still living, and except in the 
case of one so preeminent as Virgil, ‘praestantia candor Nomina 
vivorum dissimulare iubet’: perhaps too he scarcely then knew 
Tibullus or his writings, as Tibullus belonged to the circle of 
Messalla, Propertius to that of Maecenas. He modestly con- 

cludes by saying that Cynthia too has won praise by the verse 
of Propertius, if fame shall see good to place him among his 
forerunners. These words are of themselves sufficient to refute 
many old and recent commentators who refer the haec of 81 to 

Propertius’ own verses: in that case he would say there that 
his poems will be welcome to every reader whatever, while here 
he doubts whether he will attain to fame. The symmetry too of 
all this part of the elegy would be destroyed by such an inter- 
pretation which for many other reasons it appears to me im- 
possible to accept. 

I may seem to have dissected our elegy with unnecessary 
prolixity ; but I could not explain my views in a way to satisfy 
either myself or others without going into very considerable 
detail. If the line of criticism which I have followed up should 
turn out to have any value, it will apply I feel sure to many of 
the other poems as well. Propertius is one of the obscurest 

and most difficult of Latin writers; but much of the blame 

which he has had to bear for incoherent and unintelligible 
language, may thus be removed from the poet’s account and 
put to the score of unpropitious circumstances. It will be seen 
that the corrections which I have made, either of myself or 

after others, in the text as transmitted by the manuscripts are 
of the slightest and simplest kind. The perplexities therefore 
which we encounter on all hands I attribute for the most part 
not to them nor to the single archetype from which they all 

come nor to any predecessor of that archetype, but mainly to 
the unfinished and fragmentary state in “which the poet left 
his writings, when overtaken by a premature death, and to the 
unskilful and careless way in which these writings were first 
given to the world. The logical and grammatical want of con- 
nexion which we meet with in the transmitted text has too 
much of method in it to have arisen from an accidental dislo- 
cation of verses in a manuscript. 
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I will take this opportunity of discussing some other pas- 
sages of Propertius: 

Ls I6 31—384 

At tu, seu mollis qua tendit Ionia seu qua 
Lydia Pactoli tingit arata liquor, 

seu pedibus terras seu pontum carpere remis 
ibis, et accepti pars eris imperil. 

In the elegy from which these lines are quoted Propertius 
refuses to leave Cynthia and follow in the suite of a friend 
Tullus who had received some imperium, to enable him it 
would appear to settle the disorders of the province of Asia, 
then in a disturbed and disorganised state. Most of the editors 
old and recent whom I have consulted with the exception of 
Hertzberg and Paley look upon the last of the lines quoted 

above as certainly or probably corrupt. Lachmann and Mueller 
condemn it unreservedly: the older editors who deem it a duty 
to explain such words as they have before them doubtingly 

suggest that pars may be for particeps, or imperti may be for 
imperantium, and accepti may be grati or a te accepti. Hertz- 

berg, free from all misgivings, says ‘corruptum locum omnes 
existimaverunt: frustra; nam pars eris imperii idem est quod 
unus imperantium...acceptz autem est grati.’ And this expla- 

nation is adopted by Paley; who at the same time is ready to 
admit the other interpretation, ‘accepti a te.” Such explana- 
tions convey to my mind hardly any meaning: I have met 
with ‘imperia, potestates, legationes’, the abstract for the .con- 

crete; but ‘pars imperii’ for ‘unus imperantium’ is to me 
inexplicable. Mr Palmer in the Hermathena, vol. I p. 157, 

while taking ‘pars imperii’ in this sense, says of accepti ‘Mr 
Paley’s explanation is inconsistent with pars: at least he should. 
have explained how a man can be said to form a part of an 
office received by himself. The same objection applies to Hertz- 
berg’s interpretation’. He thinks that accept means ‘accepti a 

sociis’: ‘you will form one unit in the governing class received 
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(or welcomed) by our allies’; and cites Juvenal 8 87 ‘ Expectata 
diu tandem provincia cum te Rectorem accipiet’. But as 
Tullus had not yet left Italy, (the first line of the elegy is ‘Non 
ego nunc Hadriae vereor mare noscere tecum, Tulle’,) the poet 

ought then to say something to this purpose ‘ pars eris imperii, 
quod, cum venerit, socii accipient.’ Now to say nothing of the 

. omission of all reference to the soci, surely if tenses have any 
distinctions whatever, accept: imperit should mean ‘a govern- 
ing staff which has been received or welcomed’ not ‘ which will 
be received or welcomed’: any attempt to get over this difficulty 
will only bring us back to the discarded gratz. 

In truth the whole expression is to my mind almost mean- 

ingless; and I feel sure that but for this verse no one would 
have maintained that Tullus, whoever he was, was only some 
subordinate of bis uncle or of some other imperator; for 19 
‘Tu patrui meritas conare antire secures Et vetera oblitis iura 
refer sociis’ seems to imply that he was> to endeavour, as 
supreme governor, to surpass the glory won by his uncle 
formerly in some similar office and to restore law and order 
among the provincials. I entirely agree therefore with Lach- 
mann that the verse is corrupt: he reads ‘et accepti sors erit 
imperii’: Mueller not without reason says that something is 

still wanting and reads ‘ut accepti sors erit’. This is so wide a 
departure from the Ms. reading as to make the chances against 
it very great; nor does this correction in itself much commend 
itself to me. 

When consulting the Mss. of any Latin author, I nearly 
always find that they have a great tendency to substitute 
for par the somewhat more familiar pars ; and many years ago 
it struck me that we should read ‘et acecepto par eris imperio’: 
when par became pars, the dative might easily become a geni- 
tive. But afterwards it occurred to me that a much better 
and more probable correction would be ‘et acceptis par eris 
imperil’, transferring the s of pars to accepti: ‘and will prove 
(as I am sure you will) equal to the debts, the obligations, 
which your imperium lays upon you’: in receiving such a 
dignity, you have incurred a deep obligation which I am sure 
you will discharge like an honourable man. This metaphor 
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seems a very natural one: Cic. Laelius 58 ‘hoc quidem est 
nimis exigue et exiliter ad calculos vocare amicitiam, ut par 
sit ratio acceptorum et datorum’: in the case of friendship, 
yes; but in discharging a high duty the data must at least 
equal the accepta: phil. 1 55 ‘omnia denique quae postea 
vidimus (quid autem mali non vidimus?)...uni accepta refere- 
mus Antonio’: for par compare Pliny epist. 1 17 2 ‘exime 
hune mihi scrupulum cui par esse non possum.’ 

The very day after writing the above I turned to Passera- 
tius’ copious commentary and met with these words ‘an leg: n- 
dum acceptis par eris imperiis, id est, non impar tantis imperiis 
invenieris, ut Tacit. ann. XVI [18] ‘vigentem se ac parem 
negotiis’, But I much prefer my own reading and me- 

taphor. 

2. I 8 17—20. 

Sed quocumque modo de me, periura, mereris, 

sit Galatea tuae non aliena viae, 

ut te felici praevecta Ceraunia remo 
accipiat placidis Oricos aequoribus. 

The purport of these verses is plain enough: the poet, 

though angry at her intention of deserting him and going to 
Illyria, relents at the prospect of her danger, and wishes her a 

safe voyage past the Acroceraunian cliffs into the calm waters 
of the port of Oricos. But the third line is corrupt as prae- 

vecta should be praevectam: this the commentators generally 

admit, the older ones proposing violent and improbable conjec- 
tures, though they timidly suggest that it is a vocative for an 
accusative. Lachmann in his first edition sees the absurdity 
of this and reads 

vites felici praevecta Ceraunia remo; 
accipiat placidis Oricos aequoribus. 

This introduces a clumsy asyndeton and ellipse of te; but 
there is a still more fatal objection to the reading: praevectus 
of course has the meaning of praetervectus; compare praefluo, 
praenavigo, and the like: Mueller says with reason ‘vehe- 
menter displicet participium praeteriti adhibitum pro praesen- 

Journal of Philology. vou. V1. 4. 
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tis’. This objection is indeed confirmed by the very passages 
which Lachmann cites for this sense of praevehor, from Lucan 
and Tacitus: ‘plagas Bacchi...Praeveheris’ and ‘qua Germa- 
niam praevehitur’: comp. Livy’s ‘ praetervehens equo’ ‘riding 
past on horseback’ (the participle of the active having to serve - 
in default of a present participle passive or deponent) with 
Cicero pro Cael. 51 ‘quoniam emersisse iam e vadis et scopulos 
praetervecta videtur oratio mea’: the words would therefore 
signify ‘may you clear the Ceraunians after you have already 
rowed. past them’. MHeinsius proposed ‘post victa’, Mueller 
reads ‘post lecta Ceraunia’; neither of which corrections 

strikes me as very plausible. Hertzberg as usual finds the 
course all smooth and the edge of the Acroceraunians as plain 
sailing as the bay of Oricos: ‘quantas tamen lites insolentior 
vocativi usus interpretibus moverit ut perspiciatur, coniecturas 
hic ponimus. Itali enim per saeva’ etc. etc...‘ At proximum 
nostro et paene par exemplum Ovidius habet metam. v 269 
nist te virtus opera ad maiora tulisset, In partem ventura chori 
Tritonia nostri’: that is to say,a future participle is almost the 
same as a past participle, and the poet, when he addresses 

Cynthia, who has not yet quitted Rome, as ‘O thou who hast 
already been rowed prosperously past the Ceraunians’, means to 
say ‘O thou who by and bye wilt be rowed prosperously past 
the Ceraunians’! and yet Paley follows him in all this and 
quotes as parallel such vocatives as ‘unde datum hoe sumis, 
tot subdite rebus ?’. 

In my notes on Lucretius I have suggested ‘Ut te prae- 
vectam felice Ceraunia remo’: the ce of felice was probably 

swallowed up in Ceraunia and the more usual felic? first sub- 
stituted for it, and then to make a verse ‘felici praevecta’ was 
read for ‘ praevecta felici’: even Cicero has felice, and Catullus 
infelice. 

3. II (11), 10 (11) (12) (15) (19), 29—32. 

Sic me nec solae poterunt avertere silvae 
nec vaga muscosis flumina fusa iugis, 

quin ego in adsidua mutem tua nomina lingua, 
absenti nemo non nocuisse velit. 
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I have given the different numberings of this elegy, which are 
found in the principal editions: there may possibly be further 
variations. The verses I have quoted exactly as they appear 
in the best manuscript: most of the later editors, among them 
Lachmann, Haupt and Mueller, give ne for non in the last 
verse, after some Mss.: then mutem in 31 is by many called in 
question. Haupt reads motem: Hertzberg before him suggested 
the same, unless mutem be, as he thinks it is, the same thing, 

coming equally from movito: Jacob proposes metuam: Paley 
marks the verse as corrupt, but suggests mussem: Mr Palmer 

in the Hermathena vol. I p. 177 says that this ‘was suggested 
by Palmer more than a hundred years ago’: I do not know who 
this Palmer was; but I do know that three hundred years ago 
one who was almost a namesake, Janus Mellerus Palmerius, or 

Palmier, of Bruges did make the same suggestion. 
The editors who read nemo ne appear to take it in the sense 

of ne quis, ‘lest some one’. That may be Latin, but it is an 
idiom utterly unknown to me; nor do those who with this 
reading also keep mutem, explain what sense this word then 
has, 

Metuam, I think, is at once to be rejected; for on every 
account I am quite clear that ‘in assidua lingua’ means ‘con- 
stantly on the poet’s tongue’, not ‘on the tongues of others’. 
The general sense of the elegy seems to require this; for when 
Cynthia was ‘ower the hills and far awa’ among the solitary 
forests, Propertius would fear less the general talk than when 
she was in Rome. Then the expression itself proclaims that 
this is the meaning: the verb being in the first person, ‘in 
assidua lingua’ can stand of course for ‘assidue in lingua mea’; 
but if the words did not refer to the subject of the sentence, 
you would require hominum or vulgt or something to be sup- 
plied; or at least we ought to have linguis: this I may exem- 
plify by a passage which will illustrate in other ways the force 
of our verse: Martial 11 5 4 ‘Iulius, assiduum nomen iin ore 

meo’: Iulius being the subject, meo is required to define the 
ore: had Martial been the subject, meo would more naturally 
have been omitted. Then the tone of this elegy and of elegiac 
poetry generally points to such an interpretation in an address 

4—2 
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to a mistress or familiar friend: compare Martial whom I have 
just cited, and Ovid and Tibullus quoted by different editors : 
“Nil nisi Leandri nomen in ore meost’, ‘Te loquor absentem, 
vox te mea nominat unum’, ‘ Nomen et absentis singula verba 
sonent’: above all a passage of Propertius himself, 1 18 31, 
which I hold to be in other respects a valuable support of the 
interpretation I am about to give: ‘Sed qualiscumque es, reso- 
nent mihi ‘ Cynthia’ silvae, Nec deserta tuo nomine saxa vacent’, 

The hnes then I take exactly as they are found in the best 
Ms.: muto, like auweiSew, has many senses; sometimes it means 
to pass from one place to another, as in Lucr. 1v 458 ‘ Conclu- 
soque loco caelum mare flumina montis Mutare et campos pedi- 
bus transire videmur’; and I have quoted in my note there 
from Seneca urbes mutare, ‘to pass from town to town’, and 
from Pliny ‘locum ex loco mutans’. But there is a passage in 
Sallust still more to my present purpose: Iugurtha 88 6 ‘ mobi- 
litate ingenii pacem atque bellum mutare solitus’, ‘to pass time 
about from peace to war, from war to peace’. In our passage I 

take tua nomina to be put for the ‘ Cynthia’ of the passage 
quoted above; and what the poet means is that he mutat, 
‘passes time about’ from the name ‘Cynthia’ to the words 
‘ Absenti—velit’, repeating again and again first one and then 
the other. I must however frankly confess that I do not under- 
stand the Sic of 29, and I am glad to find that the worthy old 
commentator Passeratius is in the same case with me: Set for 
Sic I could understand, and set is often corrupted in Mss. as 
copyists knew only the form sed. ‘I will join in field-sports, 
and will be with you in a few days’: (as I cannot éxplain Sic, 
I will translate as if we had Set): ‘but neither the lonely 
forests nor the vagrant streams shed from the mossy hill-sides 
will have power to divert me from having ever on my tongue 
time about “Cynthia”, “none but would choose to harm the 
absent” —“ Cynthia”, “none but would choose to harm the ab- 
sent”’, Certainly therefore mutem should not be tampered 
with; and just as little would I tamper with velit, as a past 

infinitive with this word instead of a present is so striking a 
feature in the Latin of all periods: see Draeger’s historische 
Syntax p. 230—232. 

~ oa See 
‘ ra 
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4, ut (11) 22 (23) (28) (29) (30), 19 20. | 
Num iam, dure, paras Phrygias nunc ire per undas 

et petere Hyrcani litora nota maris. 

I have but one slight suggestion to make here. The nota of 
the second verse, it is generally allowed, has no meaning: 
various conjectures have been made, nuda, nauta, Eoa: I pro- 

pose ‘litora rauca’: litora absorbed the ra of rauca, and then 
the unmeaning wea was changed into the nearest existing word 

that occurred to the scribe. With ‘litora rauca’ comp. Stat. 
Theb. Vv 291 ‘litore rauco’; vir 16 ‘raucae circumtonat ira 

Maleae’; Iv 800 ‘amne propinquo Rauca sonat valles’; Hor. 

od. 11 14 14 ‘ Fractisque rauci fluctibus Hadriae’; Lucan v 217 
‘pontus Rauca gemit’: the poet probably had in his mind 
Catullus’ ‘Litus ut longe resonante eoa tunditur unda, Sive in 

Hyrcanos’. , 

5. Vv (rv) 11, 37—41. 

Testor maiorum cineres tibi, Roma, verendos, 

sub quorum titulis, Africa, tonsa laces, 
et Persen proavi simulantem pectus Achillis 

quique tuas proavus fregit Achille domos, 
me neque censurae legem mollisse cet. 

The best Ms. fails us in these verses, which I have set 
down as they are given in the next best: they are from the 
last elegy, one of the longest and most important of the poems 
of Propertius, held by many to be not only his noblest elegy, 
but the ‘queen’ of all elegies: its merit I freely grant, but 
I do not admit that it represents by any means his very 
highest inspiration: to my ear and taste it has not a little 
of the forced and formal manner which generally belongs to a 
poem done to order, as is seen for instance in the Alcaic odes 

of Horace’s fourth book. 
The second distich in the passage here given is the most 

difficult and disputed in the whole elegy: corrupt it unques- 
~ tionably is in my opinion and in that of most of the recent 
editors: the older commentators are all quite helpless here, 
at least those of them whom I have consulted. Wratislaw 
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and Paley defend the manuscript reading; but let me explain 
at once why I must reject their defence. The former says 
‘there is no difficulty here if we bear in mind that Achille is 
voc. like Pertcle, Sophocle:’ yes, there is this very grave dif- 

ficulty that the e is inflexibly long as we are told by Priscian 
‘and can confirm by the few instances from the poets in which 
this can be tested: Ovid met. x 632 ‘A! miser Hippomené,’ 

and. Sen. Troad. 707 ‘error, Ulixé’ in an anapaest:—es in 
most of these Greek names is the ordinary vocative. The nega- 
tive argument is no less strong: if they could have employed 
an & we should have found in the elegiac poets the voc. Ulixé 
and Achilléin the latter half of the pentameter: Ovid would 
not eight or nine times have thrown away such useful words 
on the end of an hexameter. To strengthen my argument, 
we find in a wretched forgery, attributed to Nemesianus, ‘de 

aucupio, 1. 15, the vocative Palamedé. Paley’s remark is still 

more striking: ‘Achille is the vocative on the principle that 
Greek names in es (Pericles etc.) were inflected in Latin mostly 
after the o declension :’ indeed! I know that the older Latin 
genitive was Achillei or Achilli, Ulixei or Ulixi, even Perieli, ete.; 
but I should greatly like to see an Achillo, Achillum, Achillé, 
Achillo, or Periclo, Sophoclo, Periclum, etc. ete. The vocative 

therefore being Achillé, the reading cannot stand. Then look 
at Paley’s interpretation: ‘the construction may be either 
et (testor) Persen et ewm qui fregit etc. or et (testor) proavum. 
qui fregit Persen et tuas domos, Achille.’ But what a gulf be- 
tween two such explanations, and then how strange they both 

of them are! according to the first Cornelia says, ‘I appeal 
to our ancestors who vanquished Africa, and to Perses, who 
is affecting the spirit of his ancestor Achilles, and to him who 
crushed thy house, Achilles.’ How singular to appeal to 

Perses, and then not to appeal to him because he was con- 
quered by an ancestor of Paullus, but because he is now af- 
fecting Achilles’ spirit—and where? for simulans must refer to 
the same time as the verb ¢estor: the Latin language peremp- 
torily forbids its meaning ‘who formerly affected’ :—and then 
to turn from Perses to the ancestor ‘who crushed thy house, 
Achilles’: this being the Paullus who crushed Perses, now 
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affecting etc. The other interpretation shews Propertius as 
a strange master of style: see how it deals with the two proavi 
which one would suppose had some relation to one another. 
But no: now we have ‘testor tuum proavum, Paulle, qui fregit 
Persen, simulantem pectus proavi sui Achillis, et tuas domos, 

Achille :’ and what a jumble of words, more suited to the age 
of Charlemagne than to that of Augustus ! 

Conjecture therefore must be had recourse to, on behalf 
of sense and grammar and metre alike: Hertzberg reads after 
inferior Mss. in 40 ‘proavo fregit Achille domos’ which avoids 
the false quantity, but leaves a most harsh construction, if 
a construction at all: ‘et eum testor qui fregit Persen s. p. p. 
A. tuasque (o Persa) domos Achille proavo:’ it is intolerably 

harsh to go from Persen to twas without even adding the voca- 
tive ‘o Persa;’ and then the ablative is to say the least very 
singular, as the context would surely require its depending 
on fregit, not domos; though Lachmann adopts it in his first 
edition, but in 39 he reads after Santen ‘Te, Perseu, proavi 
cet.:’ thus the alterations are many, and the construction still 
remains almost insufferably harsh. Mueller marks the verses 

as corrupt past cure: Haupt adopts Lachmann’s first text. 
I will now develop my own views on the passage. Cornelia, 
daughter of P. Scipio, is addressing from the tomb her living 
husband, Paullus Aemilius Lepidus, the highly distinguished 

censor and nephew of the triumvir Marcus. In our verses 
she appeals, in proof of her never having disgraced him in 
his high office of censor, to their ancestors the Scipios and 
Aemilii Paulli. ‘I appeal’ she says ‘to the ashes of our an- 
cestors so revered by you, O Rome, beneath whose titles of 

honour, O Africa, you crouch with shorn locks’—and then 

follow those two perplexing lines, void of all sense, the second 
of metre as well. When I look into them, it forces itself irre- 

sistibly upon me that here too we have an example of that 
which is ever recurring in an ancient text resting on a single 
manuscript: a distich has dropped out, probably beginning 

with the same word e¢ with which the following one commences : 

the Scipios, including Scipio Aemilianus who was the son of 
Paullus Aemilius, had many triumphs to boast of in Africa, 
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Spain and Asia, conquerors alike of Hannibal, Antiochus and 
Numantia. It appears to me then almost certain that a distich 
has fallen out beginning with Et, probably with Zt qui, cele- 
brating some further triumphs of the Scipios: ‘and who’ we 
will suggest ‘conquered Numantia and Hannibal and Antiochus’: 
and then to come to our present distich—‘and Perses.” And 
here I may observe that there seems a special reason for laying 
so much stress on the victory over Perses. The Scipios were 
renowned alike for high birth and great deeds. The Paulli 
Aemilii Lepidi were their equals in illustrious descent, they and 

the Scipios being the very cream of Roman nobility before the 
supremacy of the Caesars; ‘that Lepidus of the triumvirate, 
‘a slight unmeritable man’, gaining his position solely by his 
birth. But their achievements, if we give Aemilianus to the 
Scipios, were far less brilliant. Now the dead Cornelia, or 

rather the living Propertius, addressing in her name the living 

Paullus Lepidus and his sons, would try to throw as much 
splendour as possible on the Aemilii Paulli; and the most 
transcendent feat of the family was the conquest. of Perses and 
Macedonia by L. Aemilius Paullus through firmness and good 
sense rather than genius; for it was his one great achievement : 
his campaigns in Spain had been anything but successful or 
glorious. The triumph over Perses was really an epoch in the 
history of the world, but the poet strives to exaggerate it by 
extolling the greatness and illustrious descent of Perses. After 

then saying, we will assume, in the lost distich: ‘and who 

conquered Numantia and Hannibal and Antiochus,’ he goes on 
‘and Perses affecting the great heart of his ancestor Achilles’ : 
—and then surely by all the laws of style and poetry, the 

proavus of the next line should be coordinate with the proavi 

of 39, their very positions in the verse being the same; and 
some other ancestor of Perses should be glorified. Then as 
every word of 39 seems sound and intelligible, and also every 
word in 40, except Achille which violates at least grammar, 
if not sense and metre as well, we should look for the cor- 
ruption in it: and the corruption is readily accounted for, if we 
assume that the Achillis, or rather Achilli as Propertius pro- 
bably wrote it, of 39 caught the copyist’s eye and he put it in 
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the place of the genuine name which would probably begin 
with an A: the natural construction of the words would there- 
fore be ‘and Perses, affecting the great heart of his ancestor 
Achilles and of that other ancestor who (eius proavi qui) crushed 
thy house and kingdom, O—’: who then are we to substitute 
for the unmeaning and unmetrical Achille? The poet, I repeat, 

addressing Paullus in the name of Cornelia, strove to invest 
with as much glory as he could the one surpassing achievement 
of the Aemilii Paulli by exalting Perses and his illustrious 
ancestry. Who then was this other proavus who in the Mace- 
donian Walhalla was worthy to take his place by the side of 
Achilles? Though we may have demonstrated that some other 

proavus was named here, it does not follow that we should be 
expected to tell who he was. However we will try: shall we 
say then, . 

mapa © avtov ’AréEavdpos dira eidas 
édpiae Ilépaaiot Bapvs Peds aionopitpacs : 

such a god of wrath to the mitred Persians as Achilles had 
been to the mitred Phrygians? If we assume this other 
proavus to be Alexander, two names suggest themselves to me, 
both names of women, as worthy to take the place of the mean- 
ingless Achille, though I decidedly prefer one to the other: I 
would read ‘Quique tuas proavus fregit, Atossa, domos’: women 
appear always to have had great influence in Persia over the 
reigning king, and we learn from Aeschylus and Herodotus 
alike the power and eminence of Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, 
wife of Darius and mother of Xerxes. The other name that 
occurs to me is ‘ Amastri’: two at least of the name Amastris 
were renowned in Persian history, one the wife of. Xerxes and 
mother of Artaxerxes, she too celebrated by Herodotus: the 
other, niece of the Darius whom Alexander conquered, and wife 
successively of Craterus, Dionysius and Lysimachus. No fault 
whatever can be found with the expression : domos in the poets 
can well mean the ‘house, family and whole dominions of 
Atossa’, ‘homes’ in the widest sense of the word: in fact if 

spoken of Perses or Achilles it has just the same force: compare 
Virgil’s ‘Graiugenumque domos suspectaque linquimus arva’: 
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‘ Aspice et extremis domitum cultoribus orbem Eoasque domos 
Arabum pictosque Gelonos’; and Propertius himself m1 (11) 10 
(1), 16 ‘Et domus intactae te tremit Arabiae’: Silius 1m 282 
ventures to say ‘ Massyli,...domus (i.e. populus) ultima terrae’ : 

Stat. Theb. 1v 387 foll. and vim 237 foll. might be taken to 
point to Alexander: ‘aut claustra novissima rubrae Tethyos 
eoasque domos flagrante triumpho Perfuris’; ‘Ceu modo gem- 
miferum thyrso populatus Hydaspen Eoasque domos,  nigri 
vexilla triumphi Liber et ignotos populis ostenderet Indos’. 
And if it be argued that Perses and his father Philip were de- 

- scendants of Antigonus and not connected in any way with 
Alexander and the old Macedonian dynasty, the objection is 
true in fact, and yet perhaps in nowise refutes our suggestion. 

For Polybius, our highest authority, a contemporary of Perses 
and his father Philip, says of the latter, v 10 10, that during 

the whole of his life he strove most zealously to prove himself a 
kinsman of Alexander and Philip, though he took no pains to 
emulate their actions. 

And yet so far from being satisfied with this conjecture, I 
am about to propose a totally different one, in which I do not 
hesitate to say, though a nemesis should follow, that I feel a 

very great degree of confidence. Propertius no doubt had his- 
torical grounds for his picture of Perses; and Perses would 
hardly perhaps have united in any manifesto so remote an 
ancestor as the Aeacid Achilles with a historical personage, 
comparatively so near his own times as Alexander. The old 
Macedonian kings, it is well known, were recognised in Greece 
as Greeks and not barbarians, because they were believed to 
have proved their descent from the Argive Heracleids or Teme- 
nids; and Plutarch at the beginning of his life of Alexander 
emphatically observes that it is an unquestioned fact (rép 
Tavu TeTicTevpéevov éort) that on his father’s side he was a 

Heracleid through Caranus, and on his mother’s an Aeacid 
through Neoptolemus. It is quite manifest that Perses and 
his father Philip were ambitious on personal and _ political 
grounds to maintain the same claims. The father of Philip, 
Demetrius 11, had married the daughter of Pyrrhus, so that, 

independently of Alexander, they were Aeacids on the mother’s 
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side, descended from Pyrrhus or Neoptolemus the son of Achil- 
les. And just as Propertius here speaks of Perses ‘affecting 
the great heart of his ancestor Achilles’, Silius xv 291 says of 
his father Philip ‘Hic gente egregius veterisque ab origine 
regni Aeacidum sceptris proavoque tumebat Achille’: it can 
hardly too admit of question that it is Perses whom Virgil 
refers to by his ‘Ipsumque Aeaciden, genus armipotentis 
Achilli’. 

Just as certain is it that Philip and Perses from policy and 
pride asserted their Heracleid and Argive descent on the fa- 
ther’s side: thus Livy, xxv 30, tells us that the Argives con- 
ferred on Philip the presidency of the Heraean and Nemean 
‘games, ‘quia se Macedonum reges ex ea civitate oriundos 
ferunt’; and that at Argos ‘mos erat comitiorum die primo 

velut ominis causa praetores pronuntiare Iovem Apollinemque 

et Herculem: additum lege erat ut his Philippus adiceretur’. 
Philip indeed in his vainglorious aspirations was resolved to 
have at least two strings to his bow: in the great majority of 
his extant coins we see on the obverse the head either of Her- 

cules or of the famous Argive hero Perseus, and the name of 
the latter he gave to his eldest son and successor, our Perseus 
or Perses. We can scarcely doubt then that he wished to 
maintain that his ancestor Antigonus, an Argive like the old 
dynasty, was descended from Perseus, and thus to clinch his 
Argive and Heracleid connexion ; for Hercules himself was son 
of Alemena, the daughter of Electryon, son of Perseus. And 
thus we get for another proavus, and a paternal as Achilles was 
a maternal one, an ancestor who was a stronger warrior than 

Achilles and a greater conqueror than Alexander, the mightiest 

of heroes Hercules. . 

We have then the other proavus; but what is the achieve- 
ment which the poet has singled out by which to denote him ? 
what but his last and greatest labour, the only one which 
Homer has seen fit to specify, his breaking by main force into 
Hades, dragging away Cerberus ‘Ipsius a solio regis’, and 
bringing Theseus back to the light of day. The eloquent rant 
of Seneca’s Hercules furens is a good comment upon this: now 
that he has stormed Hades, Juno is roused to make one more 
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effort to prevent him from storming Heaven as well: ‘nec satis 
terrae patent: Effregit ecce limen inferni Iovis Et opima victi 
regis ad superos refert...At ipse rupto carcere umbrarum ferox 
De me triumphat...quaeris Alcidae parem? Nemo est nisi 
ipse: (‘None but himself can be his parallel’) bella iam secum 
gerat’. Later in the play Hercules says himself ‘ noctis aeternae 
chaos Et nocte quiddam gravius et tristes deos Et fata vidi... 
Quid restat aliud? vidi et ostendi inferos. Da si quid ultra 
est’. And farther on the chorus says ‘ Derat hoc unum numero 
laborum Tertiae regnum spoliare sortis’s With no small confi- 
dence then I would read 

Quique tuas proavus fregit, Averne, domos. 

Every word in the verse thus constituted has its force and 
meaning: Hercules did not slink into Hades like the crafty 
Ulysses or the pious Aeneas; he broke into its mansions with | 
his strong right arm: ‘Effregit ecce limen inferni Iovis’ in the 
words of Seneca just quoted. Then the poets have a singular 
fancy for applying the word domos to the mansions and realms 
of the dead: in the Hercules furens of Euripides 610 Amphi- 
tryon says to his son "H\Oes yap dvtws Sduat’ eis” Avdov, téxvov: 

Tliad O 251 Sew ’AiSao: Odys. x 512 ’Aidew Sduov evpwevta: 
then we find in Virgil ‘Ditis Infernas accede domos’; ‘ Perque 

domos Ditis vacuas et inania regna’; ‘Lethaeumque domos pla- 
cidas qui praenatat amnem’; ‘Quin ipsae stupuere domus atque 
intima leti Tartara’: Lucan vi 514 ‘Nosse domos Stygias’; Val. 
Flaccus 1 781 ‘Stygiasque domos’; Silius v1 488 ‘Stygios ante 
intravisse penates’; Stat. Theb. vimt 48 ‘quid enim mihi nun- 
tius ambas Itque reditque domos’ i.e. Hades and Heaven. And 
lastly Propertius himself, Iv (m1) 12 (11), 33 ‘Nigrantesque 
domos animarum intrasse silentum’. Avernus gradually in the 
Latin poets took more and more the place of the Greek Tar- 
tarus, or Styx, or Acheron with which according to some it is 
etymologically connected. In the latest passage in which Virgil 
uses the word, Aen. vil 91 ‘imis Acheronta adfatur Avernis’, it 
has already completely assumed its new meaning: the Italian 

Averna or Avernus is now synonymous with the Greek Tartara 
or Tartarus. Seneca in his Hippol. 1201 (Phaedra 1210) para- 
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phrases by ‘Pallidi fauces Averni vosque Taenarei specus, Unda 
miseris grata Lethes vosque torpentes lacus’ Virgil’s ‘ Tartareas 
(Taenarias, in the georgics) etiam fauces, alta ostia Ditis, Le- 
thaeumque domos placidas qui praenatat amnem’; Hipp. 1147, 
of Theseus, ‘Ipsoque magis flebile Averno Sedis patriae videt 
hospitium’; Lucan vi 636 ‘Stygio populus pugnasset Averno’ ; 
Val. Flaccus 1 601 ‘Non ego per Stygiae, quod rere, silentia 
ripae, Frater, agor; frustra vacui scrutaris Averni, Care, vias’; 

Iv 700 of Hercules himself ‘discussa quales formidine Averni 
Alcides Theseusque comes pallentia iungunt Oscula, vix primas 
amplexi luminis oras’; Stat. Theb. m1 146 ‘nigri pater Averni’; 
Iv 457 and vit 193 ‘rector Averni’; x1 588 Charon is named 

‘pigri sulcator Averni’ i.e. Stygis: a legend indeed, as we see in 
Silius, had formed itself that the earthly Avernus was once 
named Styx: x11 645 ‘coetusque silentis Averni’; silvae v 1 27 
‘deis pallentis Averni’; 259 ‘reges tristis Averni’; Silius xv 
466 ‘abigat me frater Averno’; xv 76 ‘tenebris Avernis’; XIII 

601 ‘coniunx Iunonis Avernae’-which Stat. Theb. 1v 526 ex- 
presses by ‘Stygiae Iunonis’: at the opening of Theb. vit 
Amphiaraus comes tumbling in, horses and all, with as loud a 
clatter as Hercules, ‘ Letiferasque domos orbisque arcana sepulti 

Rupit cet.’ and then 34 Pluto asks ‘Quae superum labes ini- 
micum impegit Averno Aethera? quis rumpit tenebras?’ and 
So on. 

What follows will serve to give a notion of how I would 
reconstruct our passage : 

Testor maiorum cineres tibi, Roma, verendos, 

sub quorum titulis, Africa, tonsa iaces, 
fet qui contuderunt animos pugnacis Hiberi 
Hannibalemque armis Antiochumque suis, ] 

et Persen proavi simulantem pectus Achilli, 
quique tuas proavus fregit, Averne, domos, 

me neque censurae legem mollisse cet. 

We find associated in Horace ‘ Infecit aequor sanguine Punico 
...et ingentem cecidit Antiochum Hannibalemque dirum’. 

To illustrate what precedes compare the precise statement 

of Velleius m 6 ‘Caranus, vir generis regii, sextus decimus ab 
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Hercule, profectus Argis regnum Macedoniae occupavit: a quo 
magnus Alexander cum fuerit septimus decimus, iure materni 

generis Achille auctore, paterni Hercule, gloriatus est’: the 
antithesis here closely resembles the one we have found in 
Propertius; the mighty maternal ancestor Achilles is followed 
by the still mightier paternal one Hercules. It may be ob- 
served too that Horace’s ‘Perrupit Acheronta Herculeus labor’ 
is the precise equivalent of Propertius’ verse, Horace keeping 
to the Greek synonyme of Avernum which perhaps he would 
not have employed in its transferred sense before the Aeneid 
was known; while Ovid, so well acquainted with it, says in his 
met. V 539 ‘quem quondam dicitur Orphne, Inter Avernales 
haud ignotissima nymphas, Ex Acheronte suo silvis peperisse 
sub atris’, Acheron and Avernus being here synonymous: he 
had already in his elegy on Tibullus used the words ‘nigro sub- 
mersit Averno’; there too Avernus is synonymous with Acheron 

or Styx. 
Thus I seem to myself to have struck out something not 

wholly unworthy of Propertius, while the traditional text, twist 
and turn it as we may, and the corrections of previous editors 
produce results, as regards both the language and the thought, 
more worthy a poetaster of the sixth century than a poet of the 
Augustan-age. And this is not the only passage of our poem 
which Ms. corruptions and editorial comments have obscured or 

degraded: vv. 65 66 appear in our Mss. in the following shape 

6. Vidimus et fratrem sellam geminasse curulem: 
consule quo facto tempore rapta soror, 

Paley, ‘quem honoris causa nomino’, thus comments on the 

2nd verse: ‘if it be not a brief or rather a confused way of ex- 

pressing qui cum consul factus esset, eo tempore rapta est soror 
eius, (i.e. ego rapta sum), or, cutus consulatus tempore rapta est 
soror, we must understand tempore with Hertzberg as the abla- 
tive of the instrument, rather than with others for opportune’. 
Such a way of expressing oneself I should term meaningless 
rather than confused; nor has an instrumental tempore any 

‘locus standi’ here, and when a lady says of herself that she 
died ‘immatura’ amid the tears of husband and children, she 
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cannot mean that she died opportune, which contradicts at the 
same time ‘rapta’. And yet this elegy is called by Paley ‘the 
masterpiece of the poet’s genius’ and ‘a splendid composition’. 
Again Lachmann’s conjecture, ‘Consul quo factus tempore, 
rapta soror’, though accepted by many, has never commended 
itself to my judgment: the asyndeton between the two lines is 
most abrupt, the expression most clumsy and prosaic. It is 
more natural too that Cornelia should signify she died during 

the year of her brother's consulship; than that she should say, 
especially in such a helpless way, that she died at the time he 
was appointed consul. 

The whole corruption appears to me to lie in the word 
facto; and when I remember how Ovid, ex Ponto Iv 9 56, ad- 
dresses his friend Graecinus when he was consul and tells him 
that even in Pontus, ‘Hic quoque te festum consule tempus 
agam’, it strikes me that this would not be unworthy of 
Propertius, 

Consule quo, festo tempore rapta soror. 

As Hertzberg justly observes that the Mss. of Propertius so 
often confound factum and fatum, it is possible Propertius may 

have written ‘consule quo, fati tempore rapta soror’ (or rather 
‘fatist tempore’, since the enclitic st is such a fertile occasion of 
corruption): comp. Ovid tristia Iv 1 86: ‘Heu nimium fati 
tempora lenta mei’; but I prefer the other correction. 

7. he Strep SETLG. 
Te modo viderunt iteratos Bactra per ortus, 

te modo munito Neuricus hostis equo, 
hibernique Getae pictoque Britannia curru, 

ustus et eoa discolor Indus aqua. 

This passage I have selected on account of the ablative in the 
last line: can it be a locative abl. as Hertzberg asserts? or can 
it stand for ‘ad eoam undam’, as Lachmann maintains in his 

first edition? what his mature judgment may have been, I do 
not know. I have discussed above, p. 44, some of Propertius’ 
ablatives; but I know of none like the one before us either in 
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him or in any other Latin writer. In Draeger’s historische 
Syntax p. 458 many instances are given from Plautus, Cicero 
and other authors of the simple ablative in respect of towns, 
such as ‘N. Magius Cremona’ from Caesar, even ‘serve Athenis 
pessime’ from Plautus; but none that at all supports the use of 
‘eoa aqua’ for ‘ad eoam aquam’. The case therefore must be 
changed, and it is easy to see how Ustus might cause a copyist 

to introduce an ablative. But the noble verse is quite ruined 
to my mind by the expulsion of eoa aqua, whether we read Hoo 
equo, or eors equis, with so many of the editors old and recent: 

it is too bad to intrude Hoo equo into the most emphatic part of 
the pentameter, when muwnito equo had exactly the same posi- 

tion in the pentameter preceding. For discolor however decolor 
must be read, and this is scarcely to be called an alteration, as 
medieval Mss. seem to interchange the two words indiscrimi- 
nately: thus in each of the six places where Ovid uses decolor 
his Mss. appear to be divided between it and discolor. If we 
look into the two chief extant Latin geographers Mela and 
Pliny, we find what an important place in their dreamy concep- 

tions of India was occupied by what they term the eous oceanus, 
eoum mare or pelagus, and eoa litora: compare especially Mela 
3 61 (1 7) and Pliny vi 56: from these two passages, which 
evidently come from the same source, we learn that India was 
bounded on the east by this eowm mare, on the south by the 
Indicum mare and on the west by the river Indus. On the 
principle of the ‘omne ignotum pro magnifico’ and of distance 
lending enchantment to the view, the shores of this. eastern 
ocean, where the uttermost Indians dwelt, were looked on as a 

land of promise, of gold and of pearls. Catullus thus com- 

mences his stately, though half-ironical, eleventh poem 

Furi et Aureli, comites Catulli, 

sive in extremos penetrabit Indos, 

litus ut longe resonante eoa tunditur unda. 
‘The league-long roller thundering on the reef’. 

They had already heard the echoes of the tremendous surf off 
Madras. Seneca in his Oedipus, 113, partly imitates Catullus : 
‘tuus ille, Bacche, Miles extremos comes usque ad Indos, Ausus 
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eois equitare campis, Figere et mundo tua signa primo...Promit 
hine ortus aperitque lucem Phoebus et flamma propiore nudos 
Inficit Indos’. Arethusa therefore, exaggerating to the utmost 
the travels of Lycotas, carries him to this eastern sea in these 

words, as I would correct them, 

ustus et eoae decolor Indus aquae : 

‘and the Indian of the eastern wave burnt to a black dis- 
coloured hue’. The decolor ustus much resembles the phrase 
which Lucretius twice repeats in his sixth book, ‘nigra virum 
percocto saecla colore’: Seneca too in his Hippolytus (Phaedra) 
345 (353) and Medea 484 (487) has ‘India decolor’ and ‘ per- 
ustis Indiae populis’, With the phrase ‘eoae Indus aquae’ I 
would compare for more reasons than one Seneca Herc. Fur. 
916 (920): there the best Ms. gives ‘nobilis Dircenaq;’ i.e. ‘ no- 
bilis Dircen aquae’: this the next best Ms. not understanding 
corrupts into ‘nobiles Dirces aquas’, just as the Mss. of Proper- 
tius corrupt ‘eoae aquae’ into ‘eoa aqua’, thinking that ustus 
required an ablative. The latest editors of Seneca strangely 

corrupt their author by reading ‘nobilis Dirces nemus’. Still 
more like our verse in construction is Seneca Thyestes 602 
‘Phoebi propioris Indus’. 

Every careful student of the three elegiac poets will have 
observed how in the formation of the peculiar elegiac style one 
will catch up sometimes the thought of his predecessor while 
the language is different, sometimes his language while the 

thought is varied; sometimes both thought and language will 
be the same. Now the reading ‘ eoae decolor Indus aquae’ will 
I think gain much support, if we observe this mutual inter- 

change of language and thought. First we find in Tibullus Iv 
2 19 ‘Et quascumque niger rubro de litore gemmas Proximus 
eois colligit Indus aquis’: few will doubt that Propertius con- 
sciously or unconsciously had this passage in his mind when he 
wrote the verse we are examining. As certain is it that Ovid 
had Propertius’ language more or less consciously before him, 
when he penned the following lines: ars 111 130 ‘ Quos legit in 
viridi decolor Indus aqua’; met. Iv 20 ‘oriens tibi victus adus- 
que Decolor extremo qua tinguitur India Gange’; trist. v 3 24 

~ Journal of Philology. vou. V1. 5 
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‘Et quascumque bibit decolor Indus aquas’: for compare what 
precedes ‘sed adusque nivoswm Strymona venisti Marticolam- 

que Geten’, with what precedes in Propertius ‘ Hibernique 
Getae’. 

After what has been said I need hardly add that I cannot 
take Indus here for the river: Mela and Pliny after Erato- 
sthenes and others emphatically assert that the Indus was the 
western boundary of India: it can have nothing to do then with 
the ‘eoa aqua’. If too you read with Mr Palmer in the Herm- 

athena I p. 169 Vastus for Ustus, you must at the same time 
read eoae aquae, which makes the alteration, diplomatically 
considered, by no means so simple; and then how singularly 

vague the expression ‘the Indus of a different colour from the 
eastern water’, without one word to signify this meant that the 
Indus where it flowed into the eastern sea was of a different 
colour. Ifthe Indus could signify the river, for more reasons 

than one I should prefer ‘Mistus et eoa discolor Indus aqua’. 
But after what has been said, I need not add that this too in- 
my opinion is quite out of the question, 

8. III (II) 17 (18) (20) (25), 9—18. 

At me ab amore tuo diducet nulla senectus, 

sive ego Tithonus sive ego Nestor ero. 
nonne fuit satius duro servire tyranno 

et gemere in tauro, saeve Perille, tuo? 

Gorgonis et satius fuit obdurescere vultu ? 
Caucasias etiam si pateremur aves? 

sed tamen obsistam. teritur rubigine mucro 
ferreus et parvo saepe liquore silex: 

at nullo dominae teritur sublimine (sublumine) amor qui 
restat et immerita sustinet aure minas. 

I have printed these ten verses that I may be able to ex- 
plain better what my opinion is of the last line but one, which 
is generally looked upon as corrupt past cure, and of which as 
it stands in the Mss. no tolerable interpretation so far as J 
know has ever been offered. A just conception of this verse I 
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hold to be of the greatest moment for the right understanding 
of this most interesting elegy which exhibits to us Propertius in 
his most peculiar mood, the mood indeed which made him the 
poet he is. Bacon observes that ‘amongst all the great and 
worthy persons whereof the memory remaineth, there is not one 
that hath been transported to the mad degree of love’. True 
it is that its usual victim is a ‘curled Anthony’, not a baldpated 
Julius; but for the lyric poet, the poet I mean of the impas- 
sioned lyric of love and hate, ‘the mad degree of love’ occupies 
the first, the second and the third place in the roll of his 
virtues. Of this lyric Catullus is the greatest master among 
the Roman poets, and Propertius treads closely on his heels; 
for his love-elegies are as genuine lyrics as the stanzas of Sappho 
or the songs of Burns. Look at the verse which follows what 
we have cited: ‘Ultro contemptus rogat, et peccasse fatetur 
Laesus’, ‘scorn it meets with entreaty, and outrage by owning 

itself in fault’: have we not here in one verse the quintessence 
of love’s ethics, of all the legislation for the amour-passion, from 

the Provence of the twelfth down to the Italy of the eighteenth 
century? But to our text. 

To comprehend rightly then our 17th verse it must be 
clearly seen that dominae amor go together; that is to say ‘my 
love for my lady’, repeating in another shape what he had said 

above in 9 amore tuo, ‘my love for you’: the overlooking this 
point has occasioned many futile conjectures or explanations: 
amor, or still more the frigid amator of some editors, gives a 
most insipid and pointless sense. No length of days, he says, 
will divorce me from my love for you, though I suffer more 
cruelly than if I were in Phalaris’ bull, or had my liver devoured 
by the vultures of Prometheus. But for all that I will hold out: 
steel wears away with rust, hard basalt often by a little water; 
but love for my lady wears not away—: can the Ms. words 
stand? The interpretation of them given by Hertzberg, which 
I am sorry to see defended by Paley, and the explanations 
offered by many others seem to me preposterous. If sense is to 
be put into the words, they must be explained differently. The 
Latins could employ nzhil in the nom. and acc. for nulla res, but 

not in the other cases: the older prose writers therefore, in order 

5—2 
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perhaps to avoid ambiguity, did not use the neuter of nullus 
by itself, but said nullius rei, nulla re, etc. We find however 

this neuter occurring already in Celsus more than once, in 
both the Senecas, and Tac. ann. 11 15: nay even in Livy If 
59 8 ‘nemo ullius nisi fugae memor’: Bonnell in his Lexicon 
gives three examples of nullo from Quintilian; and it is not 

unknown to the older poets: Lucr. 1 242 ‘ubi nulla forent 
aeterno corpore’; Hor. ars 324 ‘praeter laudem nullius avaris’; 
Ovid met. I 17 ‘nulli sua forma manebat’; xv 242 ‘nulloque 
premente Alta petunt’. Can we then read ‘At nullo (=nulla 
re) dominae teritur, sub limine amor qui Restat’, ‘but by 

nothing whatever does love for my lady wear away: (though 

the door is shut against it), it stays close to her entry, etc.’.? 
this would recall Lucretius’ ‘At lacrimans exclusus amator 
limina saepe Floribus et sertis operit...et foribus miser oscula 
figit’. In Latin such expressions as sub muro are common 
enough, and it is true that limen means the lintel as well as the 
sill; and yet as we find in limine 500 times in Latin and no 
other example I fancy of sub imine, the latter must surely be 
looked on as more than doubtful: can hardly indeed be genuine. 

Would not the following conjecture well explain the subli- 
mine and sublumine of the best Mss. ? : 

At nullo dominae teritur sub alumine amor qui Restat cet. 
Beckmann in his History of inventions proves conclusively that 
‘our alum was certainly not known to the Greeks or the Romans, 
and what the latter called alwmen was vitriol; not however pure 
vitriol, but such as forms itself in mines’. To see what an im- 

portant part this a/wmen, the Greek otumrnpia, played in the 
Greek and Roman Materia medica, one need only consult the 
indexes of Galen, Celsus and Pliny: see especially Pliny xxxv, 
ch. 15, § 183—190: the various kinds of alumen seem to have 
been particularly efficacious in wounds, ulcers, inflammations, 
such distempers in short as might claim a metaphorical affinity 
with love: we find in Pliny ‘vis liquidi aluminis adstringere, 
indurare, rodere. melle admixto sanat oris ulcera, papulas pru- 
ritusque...combustum utilius epiphoris inhibendis, sic et ad 
pruritus corporis...summa omnium generum vis in adstringendo, 
unde nomen Graecis (i.e. orumTnpia)...putrescentia ulcerum 
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compescit’: in Celsus too it is among the medicines which 
rodunt, and exedunt. We get then this excellent sense: iron 
wears away with rust, basalt by the dripping of water; but by 
the power of no astringent, styptic, caustic, does love for my 
lady wear away: it abides, etc. The language too is precise in 
every point: as Propertius here says ‘teritur rubigine mucro 
Ferreus’, while Ovid, ex Ponto 1 1 17, has ‘Roditur ut scabra 
positum rubigine ferrum’, Virgil ‘Hwesa scabra rubigine pila’; 
so Propertius here gives us ‘nullo teritur’ sub alumine’, while 
Pliny tells us that ‘vis liquidi aluminis rodere’, and Celsus, 
that ‘alumen’ is one of the things which ‘exedunt’, and that 
among the medicines which rodunt is ‘alumen liquidum, sed 
magis rotundum’. Then an index of Celsus will prove that 
sub is a technical expression to denote the effect produced by 
a medicine, as in phrases like ‘si sub his inflammatio non con- 
quierit’, ‘sub quibus perveniri ad sanitatem potest’. And that 
though technical it is not unpoetical, may be shewn by a similar 
use of sub in Ovid met. v 62 ‘exhalantem sub acerbo vulnere 
vitam JDeploravit Athin’. The general antithetical turn of 

these four verses always brings into my mind Ovid trist. IV 
6 13 foll.; but Propertius himself precisely illustrates our meta- 
phor in 11 1 57 ‘Omnes humanos sanat medicina dolores: Solus 

amor morbi non amat artificem’. 

9. V (IV) 1 73, 74. 

Accersis lacrimis cantas: aversus Apollo ; 
poscis ab invita verba pigenda lyra. 

‘The corrections given by editors of the first verse, ‘Aversis 
musis’, ‘charisin’, ‘rythmis’, seem all of them unnecessarily 

violent: lacrimis strikes me as genuine, and I would read ‘At 
certis lacrimis cantas’: ‘why, you sing at the cost of certain 
tears: Apollo turns away his face; you demand of your re- 
luctant lyre words that you will sorely rue’: with lacrimis 
comp. 7 69 ‘mortis lacrimis vitae sanamus amores’. 

H. A. J. MUNRO, 
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THouGH the Tragedies which go under the name of Seneca 
appear to be now almost entirely neglected, in this country at 
least, they must during the seventeenth century have been next 
to the works of Virgil and Horace among the most popular of. 

Latin and therefore of all poems. This we must infer from the 
circumstance that during a portion only of that century at least 
twenty editions were published of Farnaby’s recension and brief 
notes; as well as from the fact that the literature of that period 

teems with imitations of his audacious hyperboles and telling 
commonplaces, which much resemble those which we find in 
the author’s prose writings: for that most, at all events some, 
of the tragedies are rightly assigned to Seneca I feel no man- 
ner of doubt. We have referred above to the ‘None but 
himself can be his parallel’ which appears to come from the 
Hercules Furens 84 

quaeris Alcidae parem ? 
nemo est nisi ipse: bella iam secum gerat. 

Again and again my ear seems to catch in Shakespeare 
some echo of a saying in Seneca. ‘Canst thou not minister to 
a mind diseased’ recalls 1261 (1268) of the same play ‘nemo 
polluto queat Animo mederi’, especially if we compare what 
precedes, 

cur animam in ista luce detineam amplius 
morerque nihil est. cuncta iam amisi bona, 
mentem, arma, famam, coniugem, gnatos, manus, 
etiam furorem, 

with what comes a few lines before in Macbeth ‘I kave lived 
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long enough:...And that which should accompany old age, As 
honour, love, obedience, troops of friends, I must not look to 

have’. Again ‘the dread of something after death, The undis- 
covered country from whose bourn No traveller returns, puzzles 
the will’, and ‘Ay, but to die and go we know not where’, have 

not a little in common with Herc. Furens 858 (862), Herc. © 

Oetaeus 48 and 1525 (1529): 

qualis est nobis animus, remota 
luce cum maestus sibi quisque sensit 
obrutum tota caput esse terra... 
sera nos illo referat senectus. 
nemo ad id sero venit unde numquam, 
cum semel venit, poterit reverti. 
quid iuvat dirum properare fatum ?— 

inde ad hunc orbem redi, 

nemo unde retro.— 
dic ad aeternos properare manes 
Herculem et regnum canis inquieti, 
unde non umquam remeavit ullus. 

The words of Cassius ‘how many ages hence Shall this our lofty 
scene be acted over In states unborn and accents yet unknown!’ 
are in sympathy with those of Pyrrhus and Agamemnon in the 
Troades 292 (301) 

nullumne Achillis praemium manes ferent ? 
Ferent, et illum laudibus cuncti canent 

magnumque terrae nomen ignotae audient. 

And the words of Atreus in the Thyestes 289 

regna nunc sperat mea. 
hac spe minanti fulmen occurret Iovi, 
hac spe subibit gurgitis tumidi minas 
dubiumque Libycae Syrtis intrabit fretum 

remind me of Hotspur: ‘methinks it were an easy leap, To 
pluck bright honour from the pale-faced moon, Or dive into the 
bosom of the deep, ete.’ Compare too Romeo and Juliet m 2 

26 with Manilius 1 713, a contemporary of Seneca and like him 

once more read than he is now: 
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thou art 

as glorious to this night, being o’er my head, 
as is a winged messenger of heaven 

unto the white-upturned wondering eyes 
of mortals that fall back to gaze on him, 
when he bestrides the lazy pacing clouds 
and sails upon the bosom of the air. 

utque suos arcus per nubila circinat Iris, 

sic superincumbit signato culmine limes 
candidus, et resupina fucit mortalibus ora, 

dum nova per caecam vibrantur (mirantur Bentl.) lumina noctem, 

Whether the contempt into which the tragedies of Seneca 
have now fallen be not as much beyond their deserts as the 

admiration was which they once enjoyed, I will not attempt to 
decide. There is much powerful rhetoric in them: the latest 
editors take for their motto the following words of Muretus, 
one of the best writers and judges of Latin that ever existed : 
“est profecto poeta ille praeclarior et vetusti sermonis diligen- 
tior quam quidam inepte fastidiosi suspicantur.’ 

If the tragedies of Seneca are ever again to be studied with 
more diligence, the latest edition, published by Teubner in 1867 
and edited by Peiper and Richter, ought to afford us some 
satisfaction mixed with a good deal of regret. It gives us to 
all appearance a most accurate collation of the best Mss. a 
matter of prime importance in the case of our author; but its 
utility is marred throughout by the singular method they pur- 
sue of cutting up the choruses and in many of the plays the 
dialogue as well into sections of various lengths, corresponding 
in ways the most fantastical-and marked by aa’ a’ bb’ b’ ce’ 
etc. etc. Now this, though at the best somewhat annoying as 
it spoils the appearance of the printed page, might perhaps be 
borne with as a harmless fancy, if it did not lead them, not 

once or twice, but many hundreds of times to carve and dissect 
passages of which the sense and grammar and metre appear to_ 
be unassailable, by transposing verses or parts of verses in the 
most gratuitous manner, pronouncing this line or sentence to 
be spurious, or marking a hiatus, where everything follows in 
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the most, logical order: then indeed ‘hae nugae seria ducunt in 

mala’. Their way of proceeding looks often like a reductio 
ad absurdum of this fashion at present so much in vogue with 
German scholars. In the chorus of the Hercules Oetaeus, be- 
ginning with v. 104, though it does not receive such hard 
treatment as many other portions of the plays, nevertheless 
within about 30 lines four quite unexceptionable verses are 
declared spurious solely in order to carry out this recondite 
system of aa’ b b’c' d’ etc. I cite this chorus in order to give 
what appears to me the right emendation of a passage which 
not only these editors, but I think Madvig too in his adver- 

saria II p. 125 has not well corrected: 121 following are thus 
given in the best Mss. 

nos non flamma rapax, non fragor obruit : 
felices sequeris, mors, miseros fugis: 

stamus nec patriis messibus heu locus 
et silvis dabitur lapsaque sordidae 
fient templa casae. 

The corrupt third verse may be thus simply corrected : Stamus; 
nec patriast: messibus heu locus Et silvis dabitur: ‘O death, 
you pursue the happy, fly the wretched: we therefore still 
stand erect, while our native city is no more: its place will be 
given up to crops and woodland, etc.’: a few lines further on 
they say ‘Quaeretur patriae quis fuerit locus’. All the change 
I have made is to read patriast for patriis, and this enclitic st 
is a perpetual source of corruption, and is often changed as 
here into is: see my note on Aetna 5. 

How do our editors proceed: this is what they say: ‘v. 122 
deleto lacunam aliquot versuum statui. proodum aut stropharum 

bb’ aut cc’ vv. 119 sqq. contineri sententia docet’. They ac- 
cordingly expel one of the most characteristic lines in the 
chorus, utterly destroy the connexion ; and read ‘Stamus. nunc 
patrius messibus heu locus, etc.’, stamus having now lost all 

meaning. The reading of Gronovius is very unsatisfactory: 
Madvig 1.1. writes ‘nihil est stamus, nec malum est messibus et 
silvis locum dari, nisi indignus tam humili usu datur. scriptum 
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olim erat: Fanis nunc patriis messibus heu datur cet.’: to me 
a most improbable conjecture. 

These editors are so occupied with their transpositions and 
omissions and commissions that they seem seldom to find time 
for a successful correction of the text. Thus, having their at- 
tention taken up with the interests of ff’, they make a perverse 
transposition and leave 697 (693) of the Herc. Furens, with the 

older editors, as follows: 

metus, pavorque, funus et frendens dolor, 
aterque luctus sequitur et morbus tremens: 

Madvig 1.1. p. 112 says that funus cannot be right: ‘subest 

adiectivum ; sed ex iis quae apta sunt pavori non reperio quod 
satis prope ad litteras accedat (foedus, falsus?)’ Long ago 
I wrote down ‘pavorque effrenus’: when the one e was ab- 
sorbed in the other, the corruption followed at once. 

In the same play 795 (791) foll., which our editors punc- 
tuate perversely in the interests of h’ and 7, we have 

ut proprior stetit 
Iove natus, antro sedit incertus canis 

et uterque timuit. ecce latratu gravi 
loca muta terret cet. 

As it was not possible that Hercules could feel fear, and as 
uterque interrupts the construction, the editors say with justice 
‘Et uterque wx sana’. But their conjecture ‘uteroque tumuit’ 
is not happy. Seneca, I feel sure, wrote ‘Teterque timuit’. 

Doubtless many easy emendations await any one who will 

examine these plays on the principles of common sense. In the 
Agamemnon 205 (204) we find in all editions 

victor venit 
Asiae ferocis, ultor Europae: trahit 

captiva Pergama et diu victos Phrygas. 

But the Phrygians had only just been conquered: surely we 
are to read ‘diw ivictos Phryges’, the in having been ab- 
sorbed in the preceding zu. 
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Herc. Oetaeus 1741 (1736) the best Ms. gives us 

ast ille medias inter exsurgens faces 
semiustus ac laniatus intrepidus ruens: 

Gronovius reads with inferior Mss. rubens for the corrupt ruens: 
Peiper and Richter rigens. Surely the right reading is struens: 
the st was absorbed in the preceding s: Hercules, burnt and 
mangled, without flinching arranges the burning logs to make 
them blaze more fiercely. 

Ib. 1854 (1849) it is said of Niobe 

deflevit aliqua mater et toto stetit 
succissa fetu bisque septenos greges 
deplanxit una. 

The ‘septenos greges’ cannot be right, as it was a flock of 
fourteen, not fourteen flocks, that Niobe mourned for; nor 

does our editors’ conjecture of rogos for greges strike me as 
happy. Did not the poet write ‘bisque septenum gregem’, 
septenum being the gen. plur.? ‘her flock of fourteen’: the 
reason why a transcriber changed gregem to greges is obvious. 

The metres in which the Senecan tragedies are written, 

or at least the iambic portions shew a great deal of technical 
power and skill. I think it likely that this peculiar verse, 
cultivated by Pollio and by Varius in his Thyestes, was still 
further improved by Ovid in his Medea, and that he may have 
given to the Latin tragic iambic its final shape, as he did to the 
Latin hexameter and pentameter. Perhaps the most marked 

feature of this verse, that which imparts to it its peculiar weight 
and massiveness, is the fifth foot which must be a spondee or 
an anapaest, and to make the contrast still more striking 

between its rhythm and that of the rest of the verse, nine 
times out of ten the accent of the word and the metrical ictus 
are in opposition, and this result is often produced by most 
violent elisions, such as seldom or never occur in the other feet 

of the verse. When it is said that the fifth foot must be a 
spondee or anapaest, the exceptions should be mentioned which 

perhaps confirm the law: among the many thousand iambics 
in these tragedies six have been pointed out which end in a 
quadrisyllable with a short first syllable: four of these are 
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Greek names, Phoronides, Polyxena, Promethei, Capherides, 

and all paroxytons in Greek: a careful reader of these tragedies 
will not overlook the point of this remark. Another instance 
is Medea 515 (512) ‘Phoebi nepotes Sisyphi nepotibus’: of 
four words, two of them Greek names, and many verses of 
Virgil and Ovid will shew what licence of rhythm Greek words 
permit. The only instance left is Troades 1090 (1080) ‘Hic 
alta rupes cuius in cacumine’, but in the thousands of verses 
there is not one instance of an iambus in that place, when the 
word containing it is an iambus or cretic or fourth paeon. 

This law is violated again and again by Madvig in the 
second volume of his Adversaria: of the 160 pages which are 
given to emendations of Latin poets from Plautus to Martial, 
a good share is devoted to these tragedies. Thus of v. 1294 
(1287) of the Herc. Furens, which in the Mss. runs ‘Mecum 
cremabo tota cum domibus suis Dominisque tecta,’ he says 
‘scribendum sine dubio est aut tota cum hominibus suis Domi- 

nisque tecta’, introducing this metrical solecism: other correc- 
tions have been given of the corrupt domibus: the whole 
passage I would confidently arrange as follows: 

- arma nisi dantur mihi, 

aut omne Pindi Thracis excidam nemus 
Bacchique lucos et Cithaeronis iuga 

mecum cremabo tota; cumve opibus suis 
dominisque tecta, cum deis templa omnibus 
Thebana supra corpus excipiam meum. 

Again in the Oedipus 715 (702) he errs in the same way 
by reading ‘omne quod pium est eat’: ‘omne quod dubium 
putat’ I believe to be right, but then quod is the conjunction, 

not the relative as it is taken to be by the editors: ‘ because he 
believes every thing unsafe’: the obviwm of the best Ms. seems 
to me to come from the od of quod being repeated, and dubium 
being written duwium; and it is possible that aestimat for 
putat would explain the @ eat of that Ms. 

Then of Medea 410 (407) 

quae ferarum immanitas, 
quae Scylla, quae Charybdis Ausonium mare 
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Siculumque sorbens quaeve anhelantem premens 
Titana tantis Aetna fervebit minis ? 

Madvig observes justly enough ‘Medea futurum suum furorem 
non cum aliis futuris rebus, sed.cum iis, quae umquam fuerint 
cognitaeque sint vehementissimae, comparare debet.’ But then 
he introduces another metrical solecism ; ‘debebat ferbuit (fer- 
vuit) quod et unum ad rem aptum est et facillime in fervebit 
transiit’; nay rather ferbuerit, which is nearer the Ms. reading, 

suits the sense better, and fully satisfies the metre. 
Tbid. 518 (515) 

(Ias.) Quid facere possum, loquere. (Med.) pro me? vel 
scelus. 

On this he observes ‘prorsus inane illud pro me? nec aptum 
in Medeae persona vel... nulla littera mutata verum nascitur : 

Tas. Quid facere possim, loquere; promé vel scelus’: 

once again this metrical solecism: ‘pro me? vel scelus’ of 
editions is not right; read ‘pro me vel scelus’: ‘what can 
I do’, says Iason; ‘for me even crime’: for me who have 

committed so many heinous crimes for you. 
On the other hand of Troades 1181 ene; which is thus 

given quite correctly by the Mss. 

mors, votum meum, 

infantibus violenta virginibus venis, 
ubique properas saeva, me solam times: 

he says ‘miror nihil dici de anapaesto tertiae sedis qui mani- 
festo versum vitiat, nihil de copula prave omissa Infantibus 
violenta, virginibus’: but infantibus is an epithet agreeing with 
virginibus ; and the anapaest does not vitiate the verse: in 
this very play there are seven other exactly similar cases of an 
anapaest in the third foot: 316 retinesque, 503 latuisse, 525 
referamus, 640 trepidasque, 914 sociosque, 952 miseranda, 

1158 miserantur; the fact that an anapaest in that place can 
hardly appear except with the above rhythm accounts for its 

comparative rarity. 

-Cobet in the epimetrum to his variae lectiones, p. 403, 
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speaks with high praise of the illustrious scholar’s Adversaria 
critica: ‘sunt palmariae et manifestae emendationes permultae, 
Latinae quidem quantum quidem iudicare possum omnes et 
Graecarum pars non exigua.’ Of the great critic’s unrivalled 
mastery over the classical Latin prose no one has a firmer 
persuasion than I have; but the omnes is far indeed from being 
true with regard to his emendations of the poets; and when 
Cobet adds ‘quam vellem poetas Graecos et praesertim Atticos 
non attigisset’, I should-be inclined to add ‘et Romanos’, Not 
only has he many gross violations of prosody and rhythm ; but 
even when these are avoided, his conjectures too often give 
token of a weakness which stands out in harsh contrast to the 
power and success with which he deals with Cicero or Livy. 
In p. 65 he gives pdr to Propertius, and makes the greatest of 
metrists Ovid write in p. 82 ndtasse, in p. 93 terricula: Accius, 
Lucilius and Afranius will vouch for terricula: in p. 98 we find 

‘scripsit sine dubio Ovidius pdletur’: to Ovid too in p. 86 he 
gives dh en: ‘interiectionem ah (a) ante en corripuit Ovidius, 
ut Vergilius o (o Alexi)’: but in the two or three instances in 
which Virgil, Horace and Catulius each leave, and the eleven 
in which Lucretius leaves a long monosyllable, or one ending 

in m, short and unelided, it is in every case before a short 
syllable, and the unelided syllable forms the first short syllable 
of the dactyl: a rhythmical ear feels this to be a necessary 
condition: Ovid never, I believe, avails himself of this licence, 

but in no case whatever would dh en be metrical. Again in 
p. 106 he makes Ovid write ‘te laedis: ille’, Once more in 

p. 102 he puts a rhythm into his mouth, which Lucretius 
would have rejected: ‘Thyrsus pulsat me, gustata est laurea 
vobis’. The line is from the ex Ponto 11 5 67 and has been 
maltreated by all editors in various ways: the best Ms. has 
‘Thyrsus sublestate’, which is clearly ‘Thyrsus ubi est a te’ as 
is given by another Ms, Ovid is addressing his friend Salanus, 
a distinguished orator, and says that their several professions 
have much in common. Moreover when he was young, he 
himself aimed at the laurea of the orator, at the same time that 

Salanus courted the thyrsus of the poet: I would therefore 
confidently write 
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thyrsus ubi est a te, gustata est laurea nobis; 
et tamen ambobus debet inesse calor; 

‘what time the thyrsus was essayed by you, the laurel was 
essayed by me; and yet (to make no account of this) there 
ought to be in both of us the same heat of inspiration’: e¢ 
tamen as so often implies an ellipse to be supplied in thought: 
see my note on Lucr. v 1177. 

In p. 164 he makes Martial, a metrist second only to Ovid, 
write ‘Nunc vivi necem uterque scit bonosque’, in which there 
are two great offences against Martial’s principles of rhythm: 
Schneidewin’s correction seems to me both elegant and certain: 
of his necuter Madvig says ‘nova voce non recte ficta’; but 
Lucretius uses both necuter and neque uter. 

Even where the externals of poetry are not violated, his 
emendations often offend against its inner spirit: thus in 

p- 147, of a line in Valerius Flaccus ‘Ergo opibus magicis et 
virginitate tremendam Iuno duci sociam coniungere quaerit 
Achivo’ he observes with justice ‘virginitas Medeam tremen- 

dam non sane faciebat, and conjectures ‘et virga atque arte 
tremendam’, Heinsius having already suggested et dira...arte: 
but how weak the three substantives, all signifying much the 
same thing! Read rather 

ergo opibus magicis, et origine et arte, tremendam ; 

‘awful in magic powers, derived alike through her descent and 
her own acquired skill’: she was daughter of Aeetes, niece of 
Circe, granddaughter of the Sun and great grand-daughter of 
Oceanus: Kipxn évrAoxapos, Sewn) Oeds avdjecoa, Avtoxacvyyytn 

chocgpovos Aijrao’ “Auge oS cnyeyarny dacoipBpotov "Hediovo 
Myrpos 7 é« Ilépons, tHv ‘Oxeavos téxe maida. 

H. A. J. MUNRO, 



EMENDATION OF A PASSAGE IN PROPERTIUS. 

Prop. 11. xxv. 11, 12., (ed. Paley). 

Ah quotiens quernis laesisti frondibus ora 

Mansisti stabulis abdita pasta tuis. 

In the first number of Hermathena I changed mansisti to 
mandistt from mando ‘to chew.’ I also (in “corrigenda”) ex- 
pressed my conviction that abdita was corrupt. I was since 
lent by the late Mr Henry Allen’ a most beautiful MS. of Pro- 

pertius (date 1467). I have the best grounds for believing that 
this MS. is the identical one used by Scaliger (liber Cujacianus): 
and it supplies us with the means of eliciting a beautiful and 

certain emendation of the above passage. For, instead of 
abdita it has clearly abbita, a vox nihili, under which lies the 

true reading arbuta. Mr Munro notices that arbuta was some- 
times written arbita, Lucr. Pref. p. 37, ed. 3. 

Read: MANDISTI stabulis ARBUTA pasta tuis. 

For the arbutus twigs, a favourite food for cattle, the reader may 
compare Virg Georg. 111. 300, 

iubeo frondentia capris 
Arbuta sufficere, 

and other passages. 

But the strongest confirmation of the emendation is to be 
found in Ovid Met. 1. 632, where, speaking of this same Io, 

he writes, according to the reading justly preferred by Heinsius, 

Frondibus arbuteis et amara pascitur herba.’ 

ARTHUR PALMER. 

1 The MS. is now in the possession of Mr 8, Allen, of Dublin. 



NOTES ON CERTAIN DERIVATIONS. 

I po not propose to illustrate the phonetic bearings of the 
derivations I am about to suggest as the correspondencies and 

changes are all in accordance with generally received analogies, 
I begin with the word aixadro, “to flatter,” or “fawn upon,” 

which Curtius considers an instance of metathesis, and connects 

his axiadd\w with axéouar.—It seems more probable that we 
have here a loss of the initial guttural tenuis before another 
guttural in the same word as in ya (Hesychius) for kiyda, 
oyyvn for Kéyxvn (Hesychius), éyAevacrat, most probably éxvos 

for xoxvos. (Curtius, 3rd ed. p. 660, &c.) xKatkadrw I take 
to have been an intensive frequentative form from root of xoAaé: 
cf, SavdakdXw. Another instance of this loss of initial « appears 
in the forms dcyxos, d0yn for KocKos, Kony: exactly correspond- 
ing to Skt. cakha, identical in meaning with the Greek. This 
account separates it, of course, from dos and pooyxos. 

One of my pupils again has suggested that dxrafw is for 
koxratw from the root kak; cp. Skt. root kuch, which Grass- 

mann recognizes in KkaurTw, kawmn, and Corssen in Lat. con- 
quimisco. With this I should connect xoyavn, Lat. coxa, and 
also Lat. conor. The primary meaning of “bending” is changed 
into that of “exerting oneself” in Lat. nitor. 

With regard to ézrippofos, it has occurred to me as possible 

that it is not the Homeric word which occurs Hesiod W. and D, 
560 tijwos Tomcv Bovoly, én’ avépi 5€ wréov ein ‘Appwarsis* 
paxpat yap érippobor evppdvas eioi; but that this word is con- 
nected with Bracrtos, &., from the root vardh, “increase.” 
However, Aeschylus Sept. cont. Theb. 360 may have had this 
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passage of Hesiod in his mind, and if so, can hardly have under- 

stood it as I suggest. 
I wish to point out that the Aeschylean tyap and the forms 

ixaw, ixaivw point to a root is which we find in Skt. in the form 

ish. The Skt. present base zchchha points to a form isk for issk, 
and therefore I think that the form icyavdw, “I desire,” may 

“be connected with the Hesychian iyaw, iyaivw, and tyap, all 
containing secondary forms of the root whence ‘orys, twepos. 

Koy, wodv Hesychius is connected by Curtius with the 
root of yéw, but on the other hand the Skt. adverb ¢agvat ‘“per- 
petually” corresponds exactly in sound and sufficiently in sense. 
The existence of xoyv then is a reason against Benfey’s connec- 
tion of das with eagvant. 

paprtw has been generally referred to the root vark; but 
I think this instance should be deducted from the small list of 
words in which m represents v: as we have the Skt. mrig, “‘to 

touch,” which, compounded with pard and pari, means “to seize.” 
Pars is generally connected with portio, 7opeiv, but the Skt. 

pat (with a lingual ¢) “to split, divide” probably for an earlier 

part seems to me to throw a doubt on the accepted derivation. 
The lingual ¢ can generally be analysed into r¢ or st. 

évoTrn and nrepo7revw are generally referred to the root vak: 
but compounds with digammated forms are comparatively rare 
in Homer, and I do not see why they should not be referred to 
the root sak. 

xapyn I think may be connected with our skirmish, O. H. 
G. skirm, skerm, “a shield,’ and yépa with Skt. ydma. 

C. A. M. FENNELL. 



ORIGIN OF THE WORD ‘GYPSY.’ 

Tue connection of the Gypsies with Egypt and the origin of 
their name has long been an insoluble, or possibly only an 
unsolved problem. It is absolutely certain, that they did not 

- come to Europe by way of Egypt, and that their connection 
with that country is simply nil. A new solution of this curious 
question has been proposed by Count Rudolf Wratislaw, of 
‘Mitrovitz, in his “Versuch einer Darstellung der Lebensweise, 
Herkunft und Sprache der Zigeuner im Allgemeinen und der in 

_ Oesterreich lebenden Zigeuner insbesondere,’ which was written 
at the request of the Archduchess Elizabetha Francisca Maria 
of Austria, and printed at Prague in 1868. 

The Gypsies appeared for the first time in Europe in 1417, 
in the country of Moldavia, in the 19th year of Alexander the 
Good, and thence spread rapidly over all parts of Europe. They 
uniformly gave themselves out for Egyptians, and their principal 
leaders claimed the title of “Dukes of Egypt.” In 1418 they 
appeared in Switzerland and in 1422 at Bologna in Italy. They 

reached the neighbourhood of Paris in 1427, 
Examination of their language has long proved them to be 

an Indian clan, and it is manifest, that they came round the 

Black Sea and entered Europe by the valley of the Danube 
without having the slightest connection with Egypt in Africa. 
But whence could they have obtained or assumed the name 
of ‘Gypsies’ and their leaders the title of ‘Dukes of Egypt’? 

Count Rudolf Wratislaw suggests, that there was an 
“Egypt” lying upon their actual route, from which the leaders 
might easily have taken their name and title. There was an 
“Aegypsos” near the mouth of the Danube, of which mention is 

6—2 
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made several times by Ovid in his Epistles from Pontus, which 
he wrote from a spot not far distant from that of the gypsies’ 
first appearance in Europe. In Ep. Ex. Pont. 1. viii. 11, he 
says, writing to his friend Severus: 

“Stat vetus Urbs, ripae vicina binominis Istri, 
Moenibus et positu vix adeunda loci. 

Caspius Aegypsus de se, si creditur ipsis, 
Condidit, et proprio nomine dixit opus.” 

And again iv. vii. 19, writing to Vestalis: 

“Non negat hoc Ister, cujus tua dextera quondam 
Puniceam Getico sanguine fecit aquam. 

Non negat Aegypsos, quae te subeunte recepta 

Sensit in ingenio nil opis esse loci. 
Nam dubium, positu melius defensa manuve, 

Urbs erat in summo nubibus aequa jugo.” 

And finally, 53: 

“Vincitur Aegypsos; testataque tempus in omne 
Sunt tua, Vestalis, carmine facta meo.”’ 

Now what could be more likely than that the gypsies should 

have settled temporarily in or near the remains of this Aegypsos, 
and that their leaders should have taken a kind of title from it? 
This is a part of Europe, which has not been much explored by 
travellers, and it would be an interesting object for a traveller 
to ascertain whether the name of Aegypsos still survives in or 
near the locality of the ancient town and fortress. Its existence 
there would go far to prove Count R. Wratislaw’s theory, 

while its non-existence would not absolutely disprove it. Fora 
name, which was current 450 years ago, might since then easily 

have disappeared and ‘left not a rack behind.’ 

A. H. WRATISLAW. 



ON THE WORD GLAMOUR AND THE LEGEND OF 

GLAM. 

In the Grettis Saga there is a wild legend how Grettir kills the 
ghost Glam who haunted Thorhall’s farm. There was a long 
and fierce struggle between them, but at last “Glam fell open- 
armed aback out of the house and Grettir over him. Bright 
moonlight was there without, and the drift was broken, now 
drawn over the moon, now driven from off her; and even as 

Glam fell, a cloud was driven from the moon, and Glam glared 
up against her. And Grettir himself said that by that sight 
only was he dismayed amidst all that he ever saw.” Glam 
then spoke to him as he was dying, “This weird I lay on thee, 
ever in those days to see these eyes with thine eyes, and thou 

wilt find it hard to be alone,—and that shall drag thee unto 

death.” (See Magnusson and Morris’ translation, p.109). The 
spell soon begins to work, for in the next page we read, “ herein 
he found the greatest change, in that he was become so fear- 

some a man in the dark that he durst go nowhither alone after 
nightfall, for then he seemed to see all kinds of horrors. And 
that has fallen since into a proverb that Glam lends eyes or 
gives glamsight (gl4m-syni) to those who see things nowise as 
they are.” Mr Magnusson has given me from the Sturlunga 
Saga a very interesting instance of glamsight which occurs in 
the description of a battle before daylight. 

En pa er ljést var ordit, gaf peim glamsyni, er til varu 

kvamnir, ok syndist peim sem menn fero hvaSaneva at peim; 
en par sdo peir torfhrauka ok stakkgarSa, bvi hélupoka var 
um myrarnar, ok mzendu upp or kollarnir. 

“But when it was daylight the sight of those who had 
arrived became glamour stricken, and it seemed to them as if 
they were set upon by men from everywhere; but what they 
saw were turf-ricks and stack-yards (winter shelter for horses), 
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the bogs being enveloped in rime-mist, and the tops (of the 
ricks and the stacks) standing out of (the fog or mist).” 

Glam, or in the nominative glamr, is also a poetical name 
for the moon. It does not actually occur in the ancient litera- 
ture, but it is given in the glossary in the Prose Edda (p. 96, 
ed. 1818) in the list of the very old words for the moon, 
“Tiangl; mani, ny, nid, Artali, mulenn, fengari, gl4mr, &c.” 

Vigfusson, in his Dictionary, says, “the word is interesting on 
account of its identity with Scot. glamour, which shews that the 
tale of Glam was common to Scotland and Iceland, and thus 
much older than Grettir (of the year 1014)’.” 

The ghost or goblin Glam seems evidently to have arisen 

from a personification of the delusive and treacherous effects of 
moonlight on the benighted traveller, 
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Quale per incertam lunam sub luce maligna 
Kst iter in sylvis. 

Now there is a curious old Sanskrit word glaw or glév, 
which is explained in all the old native lexicons as meaning 
‘the moon.’ It is given in the Unddi sitras, which are pro- 
bably older than P&nini, and we also find it in the Amara- 

kosha, Hemachandra’s lexicon, and the Medinf. It is derived 

by the native grammarians from the root gld, ‘to be disgusted’ 
or ‘wearied,’ and then ‘to fail, decrease.’ It might either be 
taken as ‘ waning,’ or with a causal sense, ‘obscuring.’ The word 
never occurs as meaning ‘moon’ in the old literature ; it occurs 
once in the Aitareya Bréhmana, I. 25, and once in the Atharva 
Veda, VI. 83, 3, but as meaning some kind of wasting sickness; 
but the consensus of the old lexicographers proves that it must 
have been found in some passage now lost. The St Petersburgh 
Dict. would connect the word with globus, glomus; but is it 

possible that this is an old word for the moon connected with the 

1 Mr Alex. J. Ellis writes in the 

Atheneum, Dec. 19, 1874, that Prince 

Louis Lucien Bonaparte informed him 

that the word gloam for moon is not 

yet extinct in the modern Shetland 

dialect. ‘‘During his stay in Scotland 

he obtained the word from three or 

four old men, who assured him that it 

was still used in certain phrases. The 

word is in the Prince’s MS. Shetland 
Dict., and in Mr T. Edmonstone’s 
Shetland Vocabulary, ‘printed by the 
Philological Society (London).” 
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Norse glam or glamr, and so mediately connected with the 
legend of Glam? ‘The following lines, from an early medizval 
poet’, Bhasa, will illustrate the deceptive character of moonlight 
from a Hindu point of view. The strong and wild Norse imagin- 
ation delights in what is terrible and gloomy; the Hindu loves 
to dwell on the milder and quieter aspects of human life. 
Bhasa is a poet who lived not later than the beginning of the 

seventh century of our era, for he is praised, as a dramatist, by 

Bana in his Harsha-charita (see Dr Hall’s Preface to his edition 
of Vasavadatta, p. 14). 

Kapale marjari paya iti karan ledhi Saginas, 
Taruchchhidraprotan visam iti kari sankalayati ; 
Ratante talpasthan harati vanité ’py amsukam iti, 
Prabhémattas chandro jagad idam aho viplavayati. 

“The cat laps the moonbeams in the bowl of water thinking 
them to be milk; the elephant thinks that the moonbeams, 
threaded through the intervals of the trees, are the fibres of 

the lotus-stalk. The woman snatches at the moonbeams as 
they lie on the bed, taking them for her muslin garment; oh, 
the moon intoxicated with radiance bewilders all the world!” 

A similar passage, no doubt imitated from this, is also 

quoted in the Sahitya-darpana. 

Mugdha dugdha-dhiy& gavém vidadhate kumbh4n adho val- 
lavah, 

Karne kairava-Sankayé kuvalayam kurvanti kanté api, 
Karkandht-phalam uchchinoti sgavarf muktaphalaékankshaya, 

Sdndré chandramaso na kasya kurute chitta- bhramam chandrik4. 

“The bewildered herdsmen place the pails under the cows, 
thinking that the milk is flowing; the maidens also put the 
blue lotus blossom in their ears, thinking that it is the white; 
the mountaineer’s wife snatches up the jujube fruit, avaricious 
for pearls. Whose mind is not led astray by the thickly clus- 

tering moonbeams?” 
E. B. COWELL. 

1 The lines are quoted anonymously directly quoted as Bhasa’s, in the 
in the rhetorical work, the Kdvya- Sdrngadhara-paddhati. 

prakdsa, book x., p. 342, but they are 
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HERACLITUS AND AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. — 

PRINTING has done much to make us ignore a kind of error to 
which ancient and medieval writers were constantly liable—I 
mean errors as to the area or limits of quotations in the books 
they read. It is evident that, in the absence of inverted com- 
mas, italics, marks of parenthesis, and similar devices, every 

one was left to his own resources in doubtful instances; the 

natural consequence being that a reader who lacked the sense 
of style or due acquaintance with literature, was as likely as 
not to draw the line at the wrong point, to curtail or enlarge a 
citation, and to transmit it in his turn to those coming after 
him in some new or modified shape. An account of such errors 
and of the misconceptions to which they have given rise, would 
probably be one of the most curious chapters of literary history. 
Some may remember that even in this critical age of ours an 
eminent scholar, Mr Wolfflin, gravely set about restoring Cae- 
cilius Balbus, the imaginary author of an imaginary book, the 
idea of which we now know (thanks mainly to Mr Reifferscheid) 
to have originated in a misread page of John of Salisbury. Late 

Classical writers, I suspect, abound in mistakes arising from the 

source here indicated: a careful criticism of their citations 
would perhaps lead to a conclusion somewhat disturbing to our 
scientific equanimity, namely, that not a few fragments of lost 
autbors (more especially of lost prose authors) appear in our 
received collections with worse than dubious credentials, As it 
is not always possible to expose these impostors, it may be 
worth while to trace the antecedents of a pretended Heraclitean 
dictum, in which a Leipzic scholar conceives himself to have 
discovered a genuine fragment. 
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The story is a short one: it begins with Plutarch, who in his 
treatise De cohibenda ira (c. 9) writes as follows :— 

"AvOpdrrav pév yap Kpaticat Kab yeipoot BeATiover vrrjpEe 
70 8 év Wuyh otncat Kata Ovpod Tpdrratov (@ yaXerrov eivat Sia- 

payeoOat, dnolv “Hpaxrertos* 6 tt yap av Gdn Woyns odveirar) 
Meyadns éoti Kai vientixhs ioyvos. 

Here we at once distinguish what Heraclitus said from its 
context, because our editors save us all trouble on this score 

by enclosing his words in a parenthesis; I need hardly observe 
that the extent of the parenthesis is not an open question, as 
the same citation occurs in what is practically the same form 
in Aristotle and elsewhere. Ammianus Marcellinus, however, 

- was not equally fortunate: he read the above passage and, 

strange as it may perhaps seem, succeeded in misreading it. 
Speaking of the unamiable character of the Emperor Constan- 
tius, he seizes the opportunity of throwing in a few general 
reflexions, among which occurs this choice specimen of the 

Latinity of the décadence ; 

Id Ephesius quoque Heraclitus adserens monet ab inertibus 

et ignauis euentus wariante fortuna superatos aliquotiens utros 
fuisse praestantes; illud wero eminere inter praecipuas laudes, 

cum potestas in gradu, uelut sub iugum missa nocendi saeuiendt 
cupiditate et irascendi, in arce uictoris animi tropaeum erexerit 
gloriosum (XXI. 16, 14). 

A comparison between this and the passage from Plutarch 

makes the situation as regards Ammianus pretty intelligible. 
In order to find a commonplace on resentment he had recourse 
to some gnomologium which presented an excerpt with a Hera- 

clitean citation parenthetically introduced: failing to see the 
limits of the parenthesis, he hastily assumed the whole excerpt 
to be Heraclitean ; and a singular perversity led him to make 
matters worse by the suppression of the very parenthesis which 
contained a familiar and indisputable fragment. Not content 
with thus mangling the excerpt and fathering it on the wrong 
man, he went further and proceeded to adorn his translation (if 

translation is an appropriate term for such a sorry performance) 
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with cheap flowers of rhetoric which are all his own’. In the 
final result, then, there is something of Plutarch (misunder- 
stood) and a great deal of Ammianus, but not so much as a 
vestige of anything that Heraclitus ever wrote or (if I may ven- 
ture to say so) could have written. 

Here, however, I come into collision with an authority on 

this subject, for I find that Dr Paul Schuster, author of a mono- 
graph on Heraclitus occupying no less than 400 pages of 
Ritschl’s Acta Societatis Philologae Lipsiensis, takes the oppo- 
site view—apparently without the doubts and misgivings which 
naturally suggest themselves, the moment one reads the passage 
from Plutarch. He must be quite clear that the words of Ammi- 
anus have the genuine Heraclitean stamp and ring about them, 
since he tries the bold experiment of “retranslating” them 
almost word for word into Greek, so as to restore the ipsissima 
verba of the great Ephesian. The original, it seems, was “some- 
thing like this:”— 

imo vobéwv kat Seithdv vienbévtes TUyNs EiKn KpaTeovons 
éotw OTe avdpes éyévovto yevvaior éxeivo Sé Siatpéres ev pe- 
yloros érraivoict, nv TO Kpatos év TédeL dv dOKwaTrep EEavdpaTro- 
ducbelons THS Tod adikéey Kal paiverOat Kal Ovuodtabar émi- 
Oupins év TH axpomrcder vevixnxdtos vdov tpotraiov avactncy 
peyancdo£ov. 

I still believe that the original is actually extant in Plu- 
tarch, and that it is not necessary to suppose Heraclitus to have 
written anything in the least like the above experimental resto- 
ration of the language of the "Iades Modcat. 

1 The literary demerits of Ammianus sion,” which is true, but by no means 
are great and notorious: Gibbon says the whole truth. Bernhardy’s criti- 
of him that ‘‘his love of ambitious or- cism is much more severe and search- 
naments frequently betrayed him into ing (R. L. p. 767, ed. 5). 
an unnatural vehemence of expres- 

I. BYWATER. 
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Horace. Sat. 11. i. 86. 

‘Solventur risu tabulae, tu missus abibis.” 

I THINK a very simple explanation will suffice to remove all 
the obscurity of this ‘locus difficilis’, as Orelli calls it. I believe 

three voting tablets were given to each judex at the commence- 
ment of a trial. Now it is surely reasonable to suppose that 

these were not given to him loose, but fastened together with 
packthread, string, tape, or something of the kind. At the 
conclusion of the trial the judices would naturally wnfasten 
these tablets for the purpese of recording their votes. I there- 
fore translate with great confidence: 

‘The tablets will be unfastened with a smile, you will 

depart acquitted.’ . 
In prose we should have found cwm risu rather than risu 

alone. . 

Eurip. Med. 297. 

xapis yap adAns ns Exovew apyias, 
POovov mpds dotav adpavovor Svopevt. 

I think dpyia simply implies abstinence from manual labour. 
In this sense one who worked with his head would be apyés, as 
compared with one who worked with his hands. ‘For over 
and above the abstinence from manual labour which they dis- 

play, such persons incur dangerous envy from the townspeople.’ 
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Ibid. 377. 

’ AN eS / a > lal I 

ovx ol o7Trola mpa@Tov eyxelpa pirat, 
TOTEPOV K.T.A. 

I think ozro/a is not the dative after eyxerps, but an adverb 
of the class of 3r7 and 6rn=60 émolas. ‘I don’t know which 

kind of way to make the attempt first.’ 

Ibid. 1052. 

TO Kat mpoécOat parOaxods royous hpevi (or Ppevds). 

Whether ¢pevi or dpevos be here read is immaterial to the 
remark Iam about to make. That is, that ¢pevl or pevos is 
surely mentally opposed to yAwoon or yAwoons, and that Medea 

is expressing her shame at uttering fainthearted language and 
meaning tt. She uttered padrOaxol Adyor enough to Jason 
yrwoon, adr’ ov dpevi, in order to deceive him. Compare : 
dpevobev y’ in Soph. Ajax 183. 

Aeschylus, Eumenides 581. 

\ > yy ov © eicaye 
e 3 b] / , , / orws T éricta THVdE KUpwaov SiKny. 

Compare this with 638 and 639: 
, Ud Ly € A \ TavTnv ToLavTnY Elrrov, ws SnxXO} AEds, 

domep TéTakTaLs THVde KYpdcat Sixny 

and we shall see that very cognate senses of xupow will satisfy 
both passages. | 

In the first place: ‘And do thou as archon or president, 
after avaxpiots or preliminary hearing, introduce this cause 

into court, as thou well knowest how, and put it on such a 
footing as to be finally decided, by making it «xvpiay in a court 
of final instance,’ 
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In the second place: ‘I have stated this woman to be such, . 
that the people may be rendered indignant, who have been 
appointed to settle this lawsuit as a court of final instance.’ 

Aeschylus appears to be insisting, for reasons of his own, 
upon the finality of the decisions of the Areopagus. And in 

_every passage of Aeschylus and the one passage of Euripides, 
in which k«vpdw occurs, the idea of finality appears included in 
and intended to be conveyed by it. It is El. 1069, tis @uya- 
Tpos mplv Kexupdo0ar opayas. ‘Before the sacrifice of your 
daughter has been irrevocably settled.’ 

Thucydides tv. 18. 

cappovav S avdpav ottwes tayaba és audiBorov acdadras 
&evto* Kal tais cupopais oi avtol evEvvetdtepov av tpoadpé- 
powTo’ Tov Te ToAEMov vopLicwor yn Kal’ bcov av TiS avTOD 

, / , Lal > J c a e , ’ tal 

Epos BovrAnrat, TOUT@ Evveivat, adXX @s av at TUXAL AVTOV 

HYNTwOVTAL. 

The difficulties in this passage are far more apparent than 
real, and will be found to vanish entirely under a careful 
analysis with a fair allowance for the seeming capriciousness, 
but real sensitiveness to shades of expression and meaning, 
which is characteristic of the Greek mind. Thus the change of 
mood from é@evTo to vouicwaor is to be accounted for by the 
writer proceeding after the quasi-parenthesis: xal tais cupdo- 
pais—dv mpoodépowvto as if éav tives had stood instead of 
oitwes. doris is followed by a distant subjunctive in a very 
similar manner in Soph. Aj. 760, 

dotis avOpwrou pic 

Bractov érevta pu) Kat’ dvOpwrov ppovy. 

Secondly, if we transpose the clauses yw xa@ dcov dy tis 
avTov pépos BovAntat and Tov’tT@ cuveivar, which stand to each 
other logically, though not grammatically, in the relation of 
relative and antecedent, we shall find that, by writing tw for 
TovTw and otros for tis, we shall have the equivalent to a 

@ 
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regular English sentence without the inversion, which exists in 
the Greek. Lastly, the above considerations will of themselves 
explain avr@y in the last clause, which manifestly refers to the 
persons implied by the indefinite tus. Rewriting the sentence 
for the purpose of explanation in accordance with these re- 
marks, we have: 

cwdppovev Sé avdpav oitwes Tayaba és aupiBorov achadas 
€evto’ Kal tais cvpdopais of atvtot edEvverétepov av mpoadée- 
powTo* tov te Trodeuov [éav tives] vouicwot tive Evvetvar, pr) 
xa@ Gcov av ovTos avTovd pépos Bovdntat petaxepifev, aA ws 
av ai tvxat avtav [Tay TorcMoUYT@Y] NYNTwYTAL. 

‘These come under the category of soundminded people, 

who, keeping on the safe side, set down their advantages in the 
doubtful column of the ledger—and the same persons will deal 
more intelligently with their misfortunes—and [so do those 
come under the same category] who consider that war does not 
associate with a man just according to the portion thereof 
which he wishes to take in hand, but as the fortunes of the 

belligerent parties shall lead the way.’ 

Ibid. Iv. 28. 1. 

tov "A@nvaiwv te vrobopuBncavtev és tov Kréwva Ste ov 
Kal vov Tr«e [éot], ef Padidv ye avT@ paiverat 

? P9 3 ra z 

This passage appears to me extremely awkward with the 
usual construction of 67: =‘ because’ or ‘that’. Removing the 
drt, it cannot be reduced to the oratio recta. They could not 
have said to him: ov xal viv mreis, ei padiov ye col daivetai; 
But if for é7: we write 6, 71, the indirect interrogative, we find 
the exact words, which the Athenians were likely to have used: 
Ti ov Kal viv Trelis, ef padiov ye col daivetat; There was no 
reason for blaming Cleon for not sailing; indeed he was nota 
general and had no authority to do so. When they gave him 
the hint, he took it, and made a good thing of it. 
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Ibid. vi. 11. 6. 

@oTe ov wept Tav év LiKeria Eyeotaiwy nuiv, avdpav Bap- 
, e472 \ > nr > 7 7 4 atm , 

Bapov, 6 ayav, ci cwppovodpev, GAN Ors Todw Su odvyapxias 

émtBovrevovcay o&éws purakopeba. 

It appears to me that the words 60 cdvyapyias are merely 

equivalent to the adjective ddvyapyixyjy, and that dia simply 
expresses ‘in a state of’, which is no uncommon meaning. Such 
prepositional expressions are common enough and unambiguous 
when an article is prefixed to them, but without the article 
they must always be more or less ambiguous, and are rather 
avoided than otherwise by careful writers on account of their 
ambiguity. I have attempted to shew that the difficulty in an 
awkward passage of the Epistle to the Romans (iii. 30) is only 
to be solved in a similar manner, 7.e. by taking wepitopny éx 
miotews as a compound expression =‘ believing members of the 
circumcision’, (Journal of Philology, 11. 256). In Herod. 1. 206 
we have 8” novyias eivat, ‘to be in a state of tranquillity’, and 
in Thucyd. vi. 59 6 “Im7ias dia hoBov 75n wadrrov ov, “ Hippias 
being now to a greater extent in a state of fear.” 

In Eurip. Med. 803 we have 
ws 3 by an \ a ” / ovr é€& éuod yap traidas oerai Tote 

Gdvras TO Nowtroy ovTE THS vEeokiyou 
wyppns Texvece. Taida. 

Here €& €wov zraidas is clearly a compound expression of which 
favras is a tertiary predicate. 

Ibid. vi. 16. 2. 

, \ 4 \ \ la! 3 Py \ fol p>) , \ 8 , vOwm wev yap TY) Ta ToLadTa, Ex Sé TOD Spwpuevov Kal dvva- 
fis Apa vrrovoeirat. 

The opposition in this sentence is clearly between vou and 
€x Tov Spwpévov. I think the latter expression refers to the 
practical result as opposed to recognized theoretical usage, and 
translate : 
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‘For such things are by recognized usage an honour, while 

practically power also is supposed to be in the background.’ 
Dale translates: ‘ For according to the usual view of them 

such things are a subject of honour, while from the practice of 
them an idea of power is also formed.’ Here, besides weaken- 
ing the antithesis, the translation draws xai away from its 
position before and connexion with dvvapts. 

Eph. vi. 2. 

iva > \ BJ ‘ , b] > Nd 
NTS EGTW EVTOAN TPWTN EV ETTAYYEALG. 

There is a good deal of difficulty in the expression mpory 
év émayyedia. Winer takes it as signifying ‘first in point of 
promise’, whereby he appears to understand ‘chief in point of 
promise’. He quotes no passage from any writer to support 
his view, but simply negatives the explanation which confines 
itself to understanding the 5th as the 1st commandment ‘ad- 

dita, annexA promissione’. I shall quote a passage from Thu- 
cydides 11. 29, which is so exactly parallel to the explanation 
rejected by Winer, that no doubt of its correctness remains in 
my mind. There it is said of Teres: Baoirevs te mpatos év 
kpater OSpuady éyévero. Here patos év xpateu clearly means, 
that Teres was the first powerful king of the Odrysians. Hence 

évToAy mpoTn év érrayyedia will mean ‘the first promissory com- 
mandment’ or ‘the first commandment with a promise.’ 

A. H. WRATISLAW. 



Duumviri and Triumviri. 

THERE appear to be two forms in which these words are 
written : duovirit duumvirt (duomvires Nom. Plur. in an inscrip- 
tion of the Sullan age C. I. L. 1. 1149) tresviri triumviri. Duo- 
virt and tresviri seem to be the usual forms in official docu- 

ments, duumvirt and triumviri in literature. The singulars 
duomvir and triumvir occur however in inscriptions: for the 
former see C. I. L. 1. 1107, and for the latter ib. 198, 16 (the 
Lea Repetundarum of B.c. 108). 

What are these forms duwm and trium? To take them as 
genitives involves a far-fetched and hardly Latin way of speak- 
ing. I venture to suggest that duwm and triwm are neuter 
substantives corresponding in form to the Sanskrit dvaydm and 
traydm = (in meaning) dvas and tpids. These words are used 
in Sanskrit at the end of compounds (as if we were to say a 
prpe-dozen for a dozen pipes) as the word gatdém (=a hundred) 
may also be. If therefore it be objected that in Latin duwm 
and ¢riwm are always found as numerals prefixed to a plural, 
whereas in Sanskrit they are always used as the last part of a 

compound, it may be replied that the use of centwm is similarly 
limited in Latin, while in Sanskrit ¢atém may be used both i in 
composition and as an ordinary numeral. 

Supposing duwm and trium to be neuter nouns used as 
numerals, this use as indeclinables with all cases would corre- 

spond with the use of the great majority of numerals in Latin, 
and especially with that of the two neuter nouns centum and 
mille, 

Saeculum. 

This word, as is well known, has two senses, one peculiar to 

Lucretius who uses it for race, kind (saecla ferarum, ad sua 

Journal of Philology. vou. VI. 7 

~ 
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saecla recedunt, &c.), and the other common to all Latin, the 
meaning, namely, of period of time. Biichler has connected the 

word with the base sd@ to sow, an idea which also occurred inde- 

pendently to the present writer. The difficulty in the way of 
this etymology is not the ending of the word: for although the 
ending -coluwm in Latin usually denotes the instrument by which 

an action is carried out (po-culum, everri-culum, fer-culum, &c.), 
this is not always the case, as is shewn by the instance of pert- 
culum (=a going through, a trial). So far, therefore, there 
would be no difficulty in making saeculum =a sowing, and thus 
a generation, either in the sense of a race ora period. The diffi- 
culty is rather that supposing saeculum to be connected with sd, 
we should expect in Latin either sdculwm or saeulum or seculum 
(compare sé-tus with sé-vi). Thename of the god Saeturnus (or 
Saiturnus) more commonly Saturnus has similarly been supposed 
to mean the god of sowing. But other etymologists have inclined, 
perhaps more correctly, to make Saiturnus = Saviturnus, and 
connect the name with the base su, to generate. If this be right, 
perhaps saeculum may be taken to stand for saviculwm (comp. 
caelum for cavilum), and to mean originally a generation: then 
either (as with Lucretius) a race, kind, or (as in ordinary Latin) 

the period during which a race lives. | 

Superstes, Superstitio, Swperstitiosus. 

From Plautus ap. Festum, p. 305 (Miiller), and Cicero 
Murena § 26, it appears that swperstes had, in old Latin, the 
sense of a witness (“Superstites testes praesentes significat” 
Festus 1. ¢.). It is equally clear that swperstitiosus in old Latin 
meant not superstitious, but prophetic, whether of seers or of 
their utterances. Plautus Amph. 1 1 170 “Illic homo super- 
stitiosus est vates”: Cure. 3 1 27 “ Superstitiosus hic quidem est: 
vera praedicat”: Rudens 4 4 94 “Quid si ista aut swperstitiosa 
aut ariola est atque omnia Quicquid insit, vera dicit?”’ Ennius 
Trag. 79 (Vahlen) “Missa sum swperstitiosis ariolationibus:” 
Poet. ap. Cic. de Div. 2 § 115 “Sancte Apollo, qui umbilicum 
certum terrarum- obtines, Unde superstitiosa primum saeva 
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evasit vox foras.” And with a sneer Ennius Trag. 356 “super- 
stitiost vates impudentesque arioli.” 

There are traces in Latin, I venture to think, which seem to 

shew that superstitio once had the sense of prediction. Cicero 
says (de Div. 2 § 129) “Utrum philosophia dignius, sagarum 
superstitione ista interpretari an explicatione naturae”, 2.e. by 
the pretended knowledge or foresight of wise women: and so in 
the concrete, of the instruments of such foresight, “his super- 

stitionibus non dubitasti etiam omina adiungere” (ib. § 83). 
Nor again are superstitio and superstitiosus even in other 

senses always words of reproach. In Cicero Har. Resp. § 12 
“quae tanta religio est qua non in nostris dubitationibus atque 
in maximis superstitionibus liberemur” superstitio seems to mean 

anxious thought, pondering over religious matters, so Virgil Aen. 
8 187 “Vana superstitio veterumque ignara deorum”, which 
implies that there might be such a thing as a vera superstitio: 
and in the concrete (of the Styx) Aen. 12 817 “Una superstitio 
superis quae reddita divis.” So superstitiosus may mean simply 
anxious, scrupulous in matters of religion: Cic. de Domo § 105 
“modum quendam esse religionis, nimiwm esse swuperstitiosum 
non oportere”: so the Stoic doctrine of divination (de Div. 2 

§ 190) is called “nimis superstitiosa.” 
Besides their ordinary senses therefore we find that these 

words connote two things: power of foresight, and anxious reflec- 
tion. This fact, I think, may be explained if we suppose that 

superstitio originally meant being present at (comp. superstes), and 
hence knowledge of a thing, or pondering over a thing. The words 
were determined almost exclusively to religious associations, 
before the formation of literary Latin as we have it. But even 
within those limits we see that swperstitiosus once had the 
meaning of wise, seeing. It seems probable that it must once 
have meant wise in general, and that this sense was subsequent- 
ly forgotten. The Greek émi-cta-yar, supposing it originally 
to mean to stand over a thing, offers a striking illustration of 

the etymology above suggested. 

H. NETTLESHIP. 

7—2 



ON DISLOCATIONS IN THE TEXT OF THE FIFTH 

BOOK OF THE [NICOMACHEAN] ETHICS. 

In [Nic.] Eth. v. 9 § 8, we read, éru & dv mpoeidopueba bv’ Eotw 
eimeiv, MOTEpov ToT adiKel 6 veimas Tapa Tv aklav TO TAélov H 
6 éywv, kal ef oti adtov avrov adixetv. The questions here 
proposed for discussion having been partially considered in the 
next five sections, §§ 9—13, four sections succeed which it is 
difficult to harmonize with their surroundings. A sense of the 
incongruity seems to underlie the following note in the com- 

mentary of Sir Alexander Grant : 
“1417. These sections contain remarks concluding the 

subject of justice. As they correct popular errors regarding its 
nature, they may be considered a continuation of the azopiat, 
with which the chapter commenced. The views which are 

here combated are (1) a shallow and external notion about 
justice and injustice as if they merely consisted in outward 
acts; (2) a sophistical opinion that to know justice merely 
consists in knowing the details of the laws, cf. Eth. x. ix. 20; 
(3) an opinion that justice implies its contrary, as if it were an 
art (Svvauis); see above ch. 1§ 4. This opinion,” &e. 

It will be observed that Sir A. Grant, though he has headed 
his note ‘14—17’, says not a word here about § 17, but in- 
stinctively leaves that section to be dealt with in a separate 
note, in which he rightly refers the reader to 1 § 9 as a parallel 
passage. 

Now on examination it will be noticed (1) that §§ 14—16 
belong to a preliminary review of popular notions about Sicaroy 
and déccov, such as that with which the book opens, rather 
than to a supplementary investigation of azopias in regard to 
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TO adixety; (2) that § 17, which limits the sphere of 7 xara 

Hépos Scxacoovvn* to human society, has nothing to do either 
with §§ 14—16, or with §§ 8—13; (3) that the sections now 
in question are succeeded in ch. 10 by an investigation of 
emvetketa and its relations to dccasoovvn, which is admitted on 
all hands to be wrongly placed, inasmuch as in ch. 11 the © 
subject partially discussed in 9 §§ 8—13 is resumed. 

Thus not merely ch. 10, as has been commonly supposed, 
but the whole passage, from the words of 8 dv@pw7ro in 9 § 14 

to the words érépa tis &€1s at the end of ch. 10, is intrusive: 
and furthermore the intruded passage consists of three frag- 
ments not connected, in thought or grammar, either with one 

another or with their present surroundings. 
Now in 1 § 38 and 1 § 9 there are places in which, as 

I think, the first and second of these three fragments may 
be appropriately introduced. In 1§8 the author states and 
accepts provisionally the popular notion of justice and injus- 
tice: he then proceeds in § 4, ovdé yap tov adtov Eyer TpoTrov 
emt Te Tov éemiotnuwv Kat Svvauewv Kal éml tov éewv. Does 
this sentence naturally succeed § 3? For my part, I think 
not. To say nothing of the harshness of the ellipse which 

Sir A. Grant assumes,—“ (and I have specified them thus) 
for it is not the same,” &c.—the introduction of a doctrine 

of the schools in § 4, for no better purpose than to justify 
the form in which the popular notion of § 3 has been expressed, 
is surely very strange. Here then, after the words tzoxelcOw 
tadta, I propose to insert 9 §§ 14—16. The text and the 
argument will now run as follows: 

3. dpapwev 82) mavtas tiv ‘We see that all under- 

totauTny é&iv BovdNopévous dé- 
, Ld Me 

yew Sicavoovvny, af is Tpax- 
x nr / bei 9 \ oe ed 

Tixol Tov Sixaiwy eial Kal ad 
A U 

Hs SuxacoTrpayovat Kat Bovdov- 
2 \ , ‘ \ Shaan \ ta” ta Sixaa’ Tov avtov oé 

. 1 That it is 4 xara pépos Sixacoovvyn 

which is here spoken of, is clear from 
a comparison of the first words of 

stand by justice a &&is ag’ as 
mpaktixol TOY SiKaiwy elot Kat 
ad Hs Siuxatompayodat cai Bov- 
Aovras ta Sixaca, and by in- 
justice a éfis ad’ fs adicobot 

this section with 1 $ 9. 

2 T have heard the use of the word 

BovAovrat instead of mpoapodvra: alleged 
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' a Re ’ 249 
TpOTov Kat Tept ad.iKias, ap 
nS aoiKodat Kab BovNovTaL Ta 
adixa. 810 Kal nuiv mp@tov ws 
év TUT@ UToKeiaOw TavdTa. 

oi 8 advOpwrot éf éav- 
Tots olovTas elvat TO abu- 

Cal x x \ / 

Kketv, 640 Kal TO Sixatov 
». ef A % > By4 clvat padsov. TO 8 ovxk €- 
oti cuyyevécOat mév yap 

TH) TOD yelTovos Kal Ta- 
Takat 

Sovvat TH yerpt TO apyv- 
plov pad.ov Kal éw avrois, 

‘\ 

TOV wWAnolov Kab 

adAd 70 Wd) Eyovtas Tad- 
Ta Tovey ovTE Padiov OUT 
ém avtois. 

Opolws Sé Kab TO yvo- 
vat Ta Sikata Kal Ta 
duxa ovdév olovtat codov 

” 
a= 

3 vA \ e e , 

eival, OT’ wept MY Ot VopmoL 
Néyouatv ov yadrerov Evv~ 

\& ’ : ’ n_? > \ 

tevat, ANN ov TAaUT éEoTL 
\ 7 3 ee \ 

Ta Sixkata GXN 7 KaTa oUL- 
BeBnxos, adda TAS TpaTt- 

TOMEeVa Kal TOS veuomeva 
Stxata’ tovtTo Sé mréov 
” a \ ¢ \ ? a 

Epyov 7 Ta Uytetva eidé- 
> an * 

val, €mel Kaket médt Kab 
olvov kal é€dXAéBopov Kat 

Kavolv kul Tounv eldévas 
x a a lal 

padwov, ara Tas Set vei- 
fas mpos vyletav Kal Tive 
kal TOTe, ToToUTOV Epyov 

as an indication of the Eudemian 
authorship of the book: but it is 

obvious that BovAovra: is striely ap. 

propriate, because the author is here 

recording a popular and superficial 
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kai Bovdovrat ta ddixa. This 

we may accept provisionally 
as a basis for our own argu- 
ment. 

Secondly, men conceive that 
ut rests with themselves advxetv, 

and therefore that it is easy 
Sixacov civar. This is a mis- 
take: for though it is easy and 
rests with ourselves to do a par- 
ticular act, it ts not easy nor 
does it rest with ourselves to do 
at in a given E£is. 

Thirdly, men assume that 
wt is a simple matter to know 
Ta Sixkata and ta abdixa, be- 
cause it is not difficult to ap- 
prehend what the laws ordain. 
But it 1s only nata cupBe- 
Bnxos that what the laws or- 

dain ts Sixavov; since, to be 
Sixata, things must be mas 
TpatTOmeva Kal Was ve“o-= 
peva, and the knowledge re- 
quired is therefore more dif- 
ficult of attainment than that 
of Ta vytetva, whilst even in 
the case of Ta vyteiva there 
is a great difference between 
knowing remedies, and knowing 

view, not his own doctrine, Cf. 5 

§ 17, where in recapitulating his re- 
sults the author is careful to intro- 
duce the words xara mpoalpeow, 
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4 > N 9 
Ooagov taTpov elLVal, 

> SAN ION a \ 8: avto 8€ todto Kat 
A / yy 3 TOD OtKkalov olovrTar eivas 

> a ovOév HTTOV TO adLKEty, OTL 
J \ © i / ’ 

ovGév HTToOv oO Sixatos ad- 
\ a ? Aa Kal madrov SvvatT av 

éxactov wpafat Tovtev' 
\ Kal yap ouyyevécOas yu- 

vatkt Kal mwatakat, Kal 6 
> n A ’ / > a 

avépetos tiv aowiba adei- 
\ \ > ’ i vat Kab otpagels €f oTro- 

rn , ’ \ \ 
TEPAovy TPEXELY. ANAA TO 

si ' A \ ’ an 

Sevhaivery Kab TO adsKety 
’ \ rn a 

OV TO TaUTa ToLety é€aTi, 
\ 

TmAnVY KaTa aupeBeBnKOs, 
° \ e nr 

G\Aa TO wt ExovTAa Tad- 
a A 

T2 Tovety, WoTEp Kal TO 
3 , 

tatpetery Kal TO vytalery 
>’ \ 

ov TO Témvely 1) fay) TéwveELy 
a , x \ 

) pappakevety n myn pappa- 
Ul > Vf ’ \ \ e , 

Kevely €oTiv, GAAA TO WOE. 
IAN \ \ > A ” 

4. ovdé yap tov avtov éye 
TpoTjov é€ml TE TaV eTLOTHU@Y 

* / x > er. a 

kal Suvawewv Kal ent Tov 
ee iz \ x \ &eav. Svvauis ev yap Kal 
émiatnun Soxel tTav évavtiov 
¢ 905 9 ’ 5; ean 33 
n avtn elvat, &&is S 7” évav- 

1 Or, as the paraphrast puts it, év 

larpexny éxovra. Cf. 1. 4 § 1 sqq. 
arophoee & dv tis, TOs Néyomev Ore det 

Ta pev Sikava mparrovras Sixatous ylvec- 

Oa, Ta 5& odppova oaddpovas’ el yap 
mparrovet TH dikara Kal TA cwppova, Hdn 

elol dixao. Kal cwppoves, Wamep ef TA 

ypapparixa Kal T& MmovolKd, ypappariKot 

Kal povorkol. 7 005’ éml Trav Texvav ov- 

Tus exer; evdexerar yap ypapparikdey Te 
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how and when and to whom 
they should be applied, in fact 
being a physician. 

Fourthly, not appreciating 
the above distinction, men sup- 
pose that 6 Sixatos can abi- 
Ketiv as easily as 6 ddtxos, if 
not more easily: thus he can 
commit an adultery or an as- 
sault, and the brave man simi- 

larly can act like a coward. But 
TO Sethaivery and TO adsKetv 
do not consist (except Kata 
aupBeBnKos) in committing 
the acts in question, but in com- 

mitting them in certain &£€ets 

[which €€ets cannot belong to 

the Sixatos and the avdpetos 
respectively]; just as tatpev- 
ety and vytatew consist, not in 
applying remedies, but in ap- 
plying them 68% [2.¢. tatpixds’ |. 
Now é€evs differ from émioty- 
pac and Suvapers, inasmuch 

as a Ovvapls or émiotnun in- 

cludes the knowledge of the 
opposite of its matter, whilst a 

é€is confers no power of doing 
what is contrary to its appro- 

moijoa Kal dwd TUXNS Kal Gov Urobe- 

pévouv. TOTe obv ora ypaupariKds, édv 

kal ypauparikdy TL twovjon Kal ypap- 

parikws* Totro 8 éorl TO Kara Thy év 

auT@ ypaypmariKxyy. 

2 Cf. Rhet. 1. 19: 4 yap airy du- 
vauus Tuv evavrlwy 7 évavTia, whence 

Spengel proposes to read 7 for 4 in | 

the present passage. I do not think 

the alteration an improvement, 
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priate acts: for example, a man 
with a healthy és cannot 
exhibit the symptoms of ill 
health’? 

olov 
° XA a“ € , ’ , 

amo THS Vylelas ov TMpaTTETaL 

A A 3 ‘ vw. 

TLA TWV EVAVTLWVY OU 

T& évaytia, GAA Ta vylewa 
povov' Reyouev yap vylewas 

Badifew, btav Badify ws av 

0 vytaivev. 

It should be remarked here (1) that a somewhat lengthy 
enumeration of popular views with accompanying criticisms is 
precisely what the author’s declaration in § 2, that he will 

proceed cata tiv avtiy uéBodov Tois mpoetpnuévors, has led us 

to expect at the outset of the enquiry, whereas the addi- 
tion of such an enumeration after the author’s own view has 

been stated is not only useless, but also contrary to his or- 

dinary practice ; and (2) that the doctrine of 1 § 4 is necessary 

to complete the argument of 9 § 16, as was seen by Michael 

Ephesius, who, though he does not suspect any displacement, ig 
nevertheless careful in commenting on the latter passage to 
quote the former. 

Having thus disposed of 9 §§ 13—16, I proceed to considey 
the remaining section of this chapter (§ 17). 

This section determines the kind of society in which 4 «ard 

pépos Scxacoovvyn can subsist, and has therefore no connection 

either with the sections which precede it or with the theory of 

emveixeca contained in ch. 10. On the contrary it is obviously 
connected in thought with 1 § 9. Accordingly I propose - to 

insert it after the words ta avdtois ayaa, though I cannot allege 

any better reason than a general sense of superior fitness for 
placing it here, after the parenthetical remark about prayer, 
rather than after twi & ov« aet. The text and the argument 

will now run thus : 

9. éwel de Kal wreovextns ‘And since the aicos may 
also be wdeovéerns [i.e. may 
exhibit aévxia in the particu- 
lar form of it called weove£ia], 

> y Dee ? 

6 dduxos, Trept Tayaba Eorat, ov 
, . XN ‘ a ’ , 

TavTa, AANA TeEpt OGa EVTVYIA 
\ >? / a 3 ‘ \ c a 

Kal aTUXia, G ETTL MEV ATTAWS 
m \ > ’ ’ f, e 

det ayaa, Twi S ov« aei'—oi 

‘1 This critical review of existing 
opinions in regard to dixaccy and ddikov 

he will be concerned with those 

is continued to the end of § 11, as the 
phraseology shows. 
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8 avOpwrrot Tadta Kal evyovtat 
lal > ’ 

Kat Sioxovow" Set S ov, arr 
vw Nene red N ee a 3 \ 

eVyec Oat péev TA aTr@s ayaba 
kal avtois aya0a eivat, aipel- 

~~ \ ic tal ? oe 

aOat dé Ta avTois ayaba— 
” \ \ if > A 

éote b€ Ta Sixata év Tov- 
TOLS ols METETTL TMV ATABS 
’ a 4 ? ¢ 

aya0av, éxovat 8 v7ep- 
Bory év Touvtots* Kal ér- 
ewer’ Tols wév yap ovK 
éotuv wvmepBorn 
otov taws tots Oeots, Tots 

S otdév poprovy wpérspor, 

3 lal 

aUTOY, 

a a 3 \ 
TOS GVLATWS KaKOls, AAAG 

Bramtet, tots 8é 
, A, \2 Cig 

méxpt tov d1a® tobT ap- 
, 

Opwmivov éatty, 

TavTa 

10. 6 8 dédiuos ovK ael Td 
/ e an 

TAEOV AlPELTAL, K.T.r. 
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goods on which good and ill 
fortune depend, which goods, 

though always good a7)ds, 
are not always good tii ;—(not 
seeing this, men pray for and 
pursue these goods, whereas 
they should rather pray that 
Ta aTA@s ayaba may be good 
for them, and choose those 

things which are good for 
them;)—and relations of jus- 

tice of this sort subsist among 
those who can enjoy Ta aTras 
ayaéa, but may have too much 

or too little of them ; t.e. not on 
the one hand among gods who 
cannot have too great a share of 
aTvwr@s ayaba, nor on the 
other among the incurably bad 
who cannot have too small a 
share of them: hence this jus- 
tice ts peculiar to human society. 
But the unjust man does not 
always choose To wAéov’, &e. 

On the position of ch. 10 I shall have something to say 
hereafter, when I come to speak of another fragment, which 
must in my judgment be associated with it. For the present 

I assume that it is set aside, so that 9§ 13 may be followed 
immediately by 11 § 1 to the evident advantage of both these 

chapters: for I cannot admit that ch. 11 is superfluous. 

1 I think that the words éy rovros 

should be omitted. They do not ap- 
pear in K® and L’, the MSS to which in 

this book Rassow attributes the great- 

est importance (Forschungen iiber die 

Nikomachische Ethik, p. 7). For the 

omission of the relative of, see Mad- 

vig’s Greek Syntax, $104. If the words 

in question are retained,the clause must 

be construed as though it were éy ols 6” 

éxouct (sc. Ta GrAGs ayubd) brepBorny 

kal @Devyiv; or év Tovros must be 
taken in a new sense. 

2 Should we read 6:6 instead of ia? 

At present ¢orivy has no evident sub- 

ject. 
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I turn now to 6 §§ 1—3. These sections, as is acknow-- 

ledged by nearly all the scholars who have attempted to 
unravel the perplexities of this book, seriously interrupt the 
argument. As the text stands, 5 § 19 declares that the inves- 
tigation of Sscatocvvn, adixia, Sixavov and déixov regarded 
xaQonrov is now complete; while 6 § 4 begins an investigation 
of the kinds of Sicaov called respectively odstixov, Seotro- 

TLKOV, TATpLKOV, olKovouixoy; and the introductory sentence— 
det 5é ur) NavOavewv Ott TO Entovpevov éote Kal TO ar@s Sixavov 
kal TO TroduTixov Sixatov—carefully marks the connection of this 
inquiry with the inquiry concluded in ch. 5. Any intervening 
sentences must be either explanatory of the previous discussion, 
or explanatory by anticipation of 6 § 4 sqq., or, if purely paren- 

thetical, complete in themselves. Now it is impossible to connect 
§§ 1—3 either with 5 § 19 or with 6 § 4: and when we consider 
them by themselves, apart from the context, we find that the 
author (1) in 6 §§ 1, 2, starting from the new assumption that 
6 ddixav is not necessarily dé.xos, asks a question, demurs to 

the form of it, and alleges examples in justification of his 
objection, but does not restate the question or proceed to 

enunciate his doctrine, although in the words adn’ ov dia tpo- 
atpéoews apynv he has implicitly established a basis for it; 
and (2) in 6 § 3 introduces a reference to a former discussion, 
which reference is irrelevant not only to 6 §§ 1, 2, but also to 
5§19 and 6§4*. I conceive then that the passage does not 

occupy its proper position, and that it consists of two distinct 
fragments, one of which, §§ 1, 2, belongs in thought, as Trende- 
lenburg (Historische Beitrage zur Philosophie, m1. 421) has 

pointed out, to ch. 8, whilst the other, § 3, contains at first 

sight no hint of its origin. I proceed to deal with these frag- 
ments separately and in detail; and first with §§ 1, 2.. 

I have already said that the distinction between 6 dd:nov 
and 6 décxos, which is introduced as though it were familiar to 
the reader, is here imported into the discussion for the first 
time. I may now add that, whereas the words ov did mpoaspé- 

1 In the Latin version of Averroes’ margin of the Venetian edition of 
commentary no notice is taken of 1550. Michael Ephesius paraphrases 
§§ 1—3, as is expressly notedin the  §§1, 2, but not § 3. 

4 
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-cews apy) adda Sia wabos read as though the distinction 
between 7d é« mpoarpécews and ta $a maos had been already 
enforced, that distinction has not been brought before us in 
connection with the present subject. It has also been stated 
that the author after asking the question 6 moia adunpara 
adicav Hon abdikds éotiv éExadotnv adixiay; objects to the form 
of the question, prepares to answer it in its spirit if not in its 
letter, but strangely stops short and drops the matter. Now in 
ch. 8 we find (1) that wpoa:pera and azpoaipeta (i.e. dca dua 

Ovpov xat adda taf) are carefully distinguished in 8 § 5; 
(2) that the distinction between 6 ddiedv and 6 déduxos is 
introduced, apparently as a novelty, in 8 § 8; and (3) that the 
very question asked in 6 § 1, not having been restated in the 
interval, is declared answered in 8 § 11, upon the principle 
hinted at but not distinctly enunciated in the former passage. 

Hence I infer that the fragment 6 §§ 1, 2 is to be inserted in 

ch. 8. somewhere between ov pévtos ww abduxot Sid TadTa ovdé 
movnpot (§ 8) and av 8 ék mpoaipécews Bray, adiKel, K.T.r. 
(§ 11): and on examination of the region thus defined I decide 
to place it in § 8 after BAdBn. The text, with some changes in 

the punctuation and an addition of which I will speak in the 
proper place, will now run as follows: 

8. Otay 8 efdas péev py) ‘Thirdly, it is an adienua 
mpoBovurevoas 84, adiknua, olov 
doa te Sia Oupov kal ddd} 
maby boa avayxaia 7) dvoid 
oupPaive* Ttois avOpwrrois’ 
Tadta yap PBdramtovtes Kal 
dpaptavovtes adixotdar pév, Kal 
adicnpata éativ, ov pmévTor TH 
adicot Sid Tatta ovdé Trovnpor" 
ov ydp Sia poxOnpiav 7 BrAaBn. 
émel © €ativ abd.iKovvTa 
byiwe aoukov elval, 6 Tota 

1]I have expunged the commas 
after ray and duorxd, thinking that the 

second dca is the subject of cupBaive. 

when a man Sdramry another 
knowingly but not deliber- 
ately; for instance, harms 
done under the influence of 
anger or any other unavoid- - 
able or natural passion: when 
men do harm or wrong in this 
manner they adiKcodow, and 
the acts are aducnpata, but 
the perpetrators are not ne- 
cessarily dSuxoe or movypol, the 

If the first dca were the subject of 
cupBalver, ros dvOpdmros would be un- 
meaning and superfluous. 
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adtxnpata adixav On abi- 
KOS €OTLY EXAOTHY AdLKiaDr, 

2 , a A a 
otov KXETTHS H poLtyos 7H 

AnTTNS; 7 OVTW pwéev ovdEY 
Stoicet, €N*' oic KX ddiKia 
Kal TO AAIKEIN EN TOYTOIC 
2 2 \ \ > a ; 
EN OIC AE TO AAIKEIN OY 

TACIN AdIKIA; Kal yap av 

auyyévorto yuvatkt eidas 
TO 9, GAN ov Sta Tpo- 

la 2 A > ‘ \ 

atpécews apynv adr\a Sia 
, b] a ‘ ha ” 

maQos. adtket péev ovv a- 

duxos 8 ovK éaotiv, otov 
ov” krémrrns Exrewe 56, 

b] \ \ > , / 

ovdé poryos emoixyeuce 8é, 

6é xal éri trav 
9, drav 8 &« mpo- 

c / 

émolws 

arXrov’ 

1] have introduced these words 
from 6 § 4. Miinscher points out that 

they are wholly irrelevant to that 
passage, and proposes to place them 
after ért ray dd\Awy at the end of 6 § 2. 
They would make good sense in that 
place, but it seems to me that they 

are urgently required after diolce. In 
fact when I was paraphrasing these 
sections, before I had made up my 

mind to insert these words in the 

text, I found that I could not make 

the meaning clear without inserting 

an equivalent for them, as indeed 
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harmful act not being the re- 
sult of poyOnpia. But seeing 
that a man may be adexdv and 
yet not necessarily aduxos, what 
are the aduxnpmara, the com- 
massion of which makes a man 
necessarily &5iKos of some par- 
ticular aSvxia—for example, a 
thief, an adulterer or a brigand? 
lt may be doubted, however, 
whether the. distinction is in the 
acts, AND NOT RATHER IN THE 
AGENT HIMSELF, WHO, IF HE 
HAS AAlkia, AAtKEel, BUT IF HE 

AAIKEl, HAS NOT NECESSARILY 
ddikia. Thus a@ man may 
have intercourse with a woman 
knowing her to be his neigh- 
bour’s wife, yet not Sua mpoai- 
pécews apynv, but S0a wa- 
Qos. Hence a man may ab1- 
ketvy without being aéd«sxos, 
thieving, for example, yet not 
being a thief, committing adul- - 
tery yet not being an adulterer : 

Michael Ephesius has done. It will be 
observed that the structure of the 
sentence is improved, as ué finds 

its proper correlative in tle dé of the 
clause introduced. 

2 I have written od xAérrys on the 
authority of K> and P» (Vaticanus), 
Ovédé kAérr7s is hardly intelligible, even 
if with Miinscher we expunge ov¥dé pou- 
xds éuoixevce 5é so that ovdé may in- 
troduce an example supplementary to 

the one already adduced. As Bekker’s 
text stands, ovdé cannot bear its proper 
meaning. 
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GALPETEWS, AOLKOS Kab poVOT- 

pos. 

’ 

8:0 Kade@s TA ex Oupod ovK 
? \ 

€x mpovoias Kpivetat. ov yap 
a lel ’ ? ¢€ 

dpyet 6 Ouy@ mowwv adr Oo 
9O\ % 

dpyicas. 10. és Sé ovdé wept 
a , x \ ,’ 

Tod yeverOar 7 pn audicBn- 
na / . 

Téeitat GANA Trepl Tov SiKaiou 
: id \ LO 3 e 

emt gatvowéevn yap adiKia 7 
es b] 

opy) €oTw* ov yap womep év 
a ‘ a 

Tois ouvadraymact TEpL TOU 
lal Ae | 

yevécOas apdicByTovow, wv 
3 

avaykn Tov €repov éivat pmox- 
a as | 

—Onpov, av pr Sua AHOnv avTo 
a a \ Spada, ddd’ dporoyovrtes Trept 
n \ Le / 

TOU Tpayuatos, TEpl TOU TOTE- 
>’ a ¢€ 

pws Sixavov audisBytovow. o 

8 ériBovrevoas® ove ayvoei 
ef ¢ \ yy 10 a fA) @oTe 6 pev oleTaL adixcto Pat, 
e > bd 

6 8 ov, 

ll. av & é« rpoatpécews 
Bran, adixet* kai Kata tabt’ 

1 Sv has no antecedent. Should we 

read ov yap worep of év Tots ouvah- 

Adypace? 

2 dv py 5d AHOnr aird SpSow. These 

words are commonly understood to 

refer to the two parties concerned in a 

cwddd\ayua. If this interpretation is 

correct, the transition from the singu- 

lar rdv @repov to the plural dpéow is 

strangely abrupt. Itake the clause to 

refer to 6 dpyicas and 6 opyicbels, who 

do not dispute the fact unless they 
do it through forgetfulness, i.e. the 
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but when a man adixj é« mpo- 
atpécews, he is dédceos and 
pox Onpos. 

Hence ra é« Oupod are 
rightly held not to proceed 
€x mpovoias. For (1) it is not 
0 Ouu@ tordv who apxet, but 

the man who gives the provo- 
cation. Moreover, the question 
is one not of fact but of &- 
Katov, anger arising at ‘the 
appearance of aducia. Here 
the parties do not dispute the 
fact,—as they do in ovvadXay- 
pata, where one or other must 
be yoxOnpos,—unless they do 
it through forgetfulness; but, 
agreeing about the fact, they 
dispute on which side right 
lies (aotépws Sixacov). And 

(2) 6 émuBovdevoas, the venge- 
ful man, is obviously not ig- 

norant of the fact; but thinks 
he has been wronged, whereas 
the other denies it. 

But if a man harms another 
€x Tpoatpécews, he ddicet and 

forgetfulness which results from anger. 

3 Mr Bywater (Journal of Philology, 

v. 115) anticipates me in the remark 
that 6 ériBovretcas is to be explained 
from the ninth book of the Laws; 

where, as here, a distinction is made 

between 6 Oup@ mowy and 6 érBov- 

Aedoas, the cases of both being in- 

cluded in 7a éx Bupod. 

4 All the editions with which I am 
acquainted place a full stop or at 

least a colon after déixei, thus com- 

pletely destroying the sense. It ig 
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On TA GoiKn“aTa 6 adtKaY 
LAN iJ \ Ni fer ok a@*txos, 6Tav Tapa TO avadoyov 
a cK \ \. ¢ , 8e 
} ) jwapa TO icov, cpoiws Sé 
Kat Sixatos Orav Tpoedomevos 
Sixaorrpayy’, Sixasotrpayet dé 
dv povoy éxav TPAaTTH. 
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is Gdixos, provided that the act 
violates proportion or equality. 
In like manner a man is &- 
kaos When he mpoedduevos b:- 
KatoTpayn, whilst he 8Smato- 
mpayet if he is éxov but not 
T poedouevos.” 

The train of thought of §§ 6—11 is then as follows :—‘ The 

BdaBat which may occur in the several xowvwvlar of society are 
three—datiynpa (6Tav Tapadrdyws 7 BraABn yévynTat), dpapTnua 
(6Tav pb) Tapadoyws avev Sé Kaklas), adiknua (oTav eidads pev 
Hn TpoBovrevcas Sé). He who acts knowingly, but not of 

deliberate purpose, adzxceZ but is not necessarily duxos. What 
are the acts then the commission of which makes the agent 
adixos as well as adixav? 
acts done é« mpoaipécews (whence tad é« Oupod are rightly 
accounted adsenuata which do not constitute adseca in the 

agent, for 6 dpyioGels and 6 émtBovdevoas are eiddres but not 
mpocdouevot). Thus in this chapter dducov, adixnua, and 
adixnua implying adcvcia, are successively considered and de- 
fined. When the agent is not éxdv, he aduca mpdtre. When 
the agent is éxav but not mpoedduevos, he ddcxet and the act is 

*O/ an adicnpa. 

aoikcs €oTl. 

When the agent is mpoeddwevos, he adixet Kat 

It will be observed, (1) that the fragment inserted accounts 

clear from the parallel statement in 

regard to 6 Sixacos and 6 di«cacorpayav 
which succeeds, and indeed from the 

whole argument of the passage, that if 

a man mapa Td dvddoyov 7 mapa TO 
isov BAdwre. another éx wy, he ddixe? ; 

but if a man rapa 7d dvddoyor } mapa 
7d tcov BAdwre another mpoeddopevos, 
he dédcxe? kal ddixds éorw, Hence the 
words dduce? xal kara ratr’ 45y 7a 

Gixhpara 6 dducdy dédikos must be 

closely connected together, kata trait’ 

75n T& doduKhwara representing ay 

éx mpoatpécews BrAdYy, not bray mapa 

TO dvddoyov 4 # mapa rd tcov. These 
last words do not refer exclusively 
to ‘6 décxdv who is also &éxKos,’ 
and therefore cannot constitute the 

distinction required; but are part 
of the definition of rd év mépec décxov. 
Cf. 4 §§ 2, 3, where it is stated that ro 
ddixov 7d dvrixeluevov TE Staveunrix@ 

dixaly is mapa TO dvddoyor, and that 
TO év Tots cuvaddAdypacw doiixoy is dvicov 

kara TH apiOunrixny dvadoylay, i.e, 
mapa TO toor. 

1 T have here substituted a comma 
for a full stop. 

Not certain specified acts, but 
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for the transition from the plurals dé:eov, rovnpol in 8 § 8 to 
the singulars décxos, woxOnpds in 8 § 9; and (2) that the phrase 
Sia. trpoarpécews apynv in 6 § 1 leads up to the emphatic dpye 
‘in the last sentence of the second of these sections. These coin- 
cidences may seem in some measure to confirm my conjecture. 

So much for the first of the two fragments of which I sup- 

pose 6 §§ 1—3 to consist. It is more difficult to dispose of the 
second. We may however assume from the form of it—ras 
pev odv eyes 1O avtumeTrovOds pos TO Slkasov elpntar mpé- 
repov—that it is the beginning of a distinct paragraph, whilst it 

is evident that this allusion to the investigation of 7d avti- 
merrovOos would be specially appropriate at the beginning of a 
subsequent chapter upon an offshoot of justice. Indeed it is 
difficult to imagine any other circumstances under which the 
reminder would be required. I propose therefore to insert the 
fragment at the beginning of the chapter upon equity’. No 
inconsistency or awkwardness is created by the transfer. The 
opening sentence of ch. 10 will now run thus: 

TOS wey ovy eyet TO avTiTEeTOVOcs pos TO Sixatov 

elpntae mpotepov’ rept O€ émvetxelas Kal Tod evetKods, Tas 
éyes 4) pcv émietxera mpos Sixavocvynv To 8 e€rterkés pds TO 
Sixasov, eydpmevov éotw eirreiv’ ole yap ws TAUTOV aTABS OVO os 
&repov TO yéver faivetat oKoTrovpévols, K.T.rA. The question 
here arises—W here are we to place the investigation of érrieixeva 
together with the heading which I have prefixed to it?) In my 
opinion it should stand immediately before 11 § 10 at the end 
of the book. This arrangement justifies the distance of the 
reference to what has been said previously (sporepov) about 70d 
avtiteTrovOos, and is in other respects a perfectly natural one. 
It agrees at least as well as the received arrangement with that 
of the corresponding passage of the Magna Moralia. 

I think that when these changes have been effected the 
several matters discussed in the book follow one another in a 
natural and orderly sequence. In ch. 1, (1) certain popular 

1 According to Sir A. Grant, Spengel denbrand’s proposal to place 6 § 3— 

so far anticipates me as to placech.10 7§7 (with the omission of the word 

after 6 § 3. In his Aristotelische mpdrepov) between 5 § 16 and 5 § 17, 
Studien however Spengel adopts Hil- 
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notions about justice and injustice are stated, criticized, and ac- 
cepted, modified or rejected : (2) the relations of the just and the 
unjust, the just and justice are considered: (3) the just is shown 

to include the lawful and the equal: (4) the just in the sense of 
the lawful is subdivided into to xara rv 6Anv aperny and 7d 
TOUNTLKOY Kal HYAAKTLKOV THS Evdatpmovias TH TodTiKH KoWwwvia. 
In ch. 2 (1) our attention is directed to 1 év pépes dixarocvvn, 
the discussion of which is necessary to the completeness of our 
theory of the virtues: (2) 7 kata pépos Sixatocvvy is subdivided 
into 76 Ssaveuntexov and 76 dcopAwtixev. In ch. 3, distributive 
justice is shown to consist in that kind of equality which is 
attained by geometrical proportion. In ch. 4, corrective justice 
is shown to consist in that kind of equality which is attained 
by arithmetical proportion. In ch. 5, (1) commercial justice is 
shown to consist in that kind of equality which is attained by 
reciprocal proportion’: (2) the general investigation of Svcac- 
oovvn, adicia, Sixatov, and addixov is declared complete. In 

ch. 6, we leave 76 amas Sixavov and proceed to consider 7d 
monuTiKoy Sixaov together with ta xa’ dpordtnta Sixata, viz. 
Seomrotixoyv, TatpiKoyv, oixovouixcv. In ch. 7, two elements of 
TO TodtTLKOY SikaLtov, Viz. TO duoixdv and 7d vomtxov, are dis- 

tinguished. In ch. 8, we pass on to the investigation of justice 
and injustice in the individual, who (1) ev« adcxe? unless he is 
éxov, (2) ovK aduxds éotiv unless he acts é« mpoatpécews. In 
ch. 9 §§ 1—13 and ch. 11 supplementary dzop/a: in regard 
to aduxety and adccetoOar are discussed. Finally in ch. 10, 
érrteixera and its relations to justice are considered. 

To the question which at this point suggests itself—How 
did these dislocations arise?—I can give only a general answer. 
I conceive that in some ancient roll, from which all the extant 

MSS are derived, several columns were misplaced, one or two 
of these misplaced columns being also torn. How far the con- 
fusion so caused may have been increased by attempts to restore 
the true order, it is impossible to say. But in any case the 
amount of injury necessary to account for the supposed dis- 

locations is less considerable than might at first sight appear, 

1 See Journal of Philology, rv. 812 sqq. 
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It now only remains for me to tabulate my arrangement 
of the book as follows: 

1 §§ 1—3. epi d&—radra. 
9 §§ 14—16. of S—wdi. 
1§§ 4-9. ovdé yap—ayaba. 

9§17. éore dée—é€oruv. 
1§10—5§19. 6 &—xaéonrov. 
6§ 4. Sef dé—adixov. 
6§4—8§ 8. todto 5 —fraBn. 
6§ 1. érel—8ioice ; 
6§ 4. & ols 8—aéb:xia. 
6 §§ 1,2. Kai yap—darrov. 
8 § 9—9§13. Grav §8—éraBev. 
11 §§ 1—9.  wotepov—rovrois. 

6§ 3. mwas wév—rportepor. 
10 §$ 1—8. epi dé—€kis. 
11§10. wept péev—rodror. 

HENRY JACKSON. 

Journal of Philology. vou. v1. 8 



ON PSEUDO-ARCHAIC WORDS AND INFLEXIONS IN 

THE HOMERIC VOCABULARY, AND THEIR RE- 

LATION TO THE ANTIQUITY OF THE HOMERIC 

POEMS. 

(Continued from Vol. V. no. 9, p. 114.) 

I HAVE endeavoured to show at some length, in the Prefaces to 
Homer's Iliad and elsewhere, that the alleged antiquity of the 
Iliad and the Odyssey, at least in the form in which we possess 
them, is liable to grave doubts, for reasons which still appear to 
me to be based on plain and incontrovertible facts’. Indepen- 
dently of these reasons (the principal of which I shall now only 
briefly recapitulate), but strictly in confirmation of them, I pro- 
pose in the present paper to offer some arguments derived from 
the language of Homer. If I am successful in throwing a doubt 
on the genuineness of many of the forms found in these poems, 

and in showing that in the use of others a confusion and uncer- 
tainty is observable, such as might be expected in the working 
up of old materials in new combinations, I furnish, of course, 
an additional evidence of the compilation of them in a much 

1 Dr Hayman’s Preface to Vol. 11. 

of his Odyssey—though he says all 
that, perhaps, can be said on the side 
of the great antiquity of our texts, 

in which he agrees in the main with 

Mr Grote, Col. Mure, K. O. Miiller, 

and still more cordially, perhaps, with 
Mr Gladstone’s conclusions and con- 
victions—has failed to remove my 
difficulties in receiving the ordinary ac- 
count. Without being conscious of any 
special bias or any unfairness in deal- 
ing with this difficult question, I offer 

the following remarks simply as a 
literary contribution on the open field 
of friendly controversy. My views, 
in the main, of the composite nature 
of these poems are those of F. A. 
Wolf, except that I go further than he 
in detecting more general proofs of 
vewrepiouos. As the whole subject is 
necessarily far removed from the possi- 
bility of demonstration, I can only, 
of course, offer presumptive evidence, 
which will probably appear to differ. 
ent readers in very different lights. 

* Oe 
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later age than has commonly been supposed; an age in which, 
though much of the old spirit and genius of the epic bards re- 
mained, imitation had set in, and a large importation of words 
from the later dialects had impaired and corrupted the genuine 
old ballad literature that for a very long period had been indefi- 
nitely assigned to a poet called Homer. 

I am well aware that there are some who will not hesitate 
to refer any anomalies or inconsistencies in the Homeric lan- 
guage to the “interpolations of late rhapsodists.” They think 

this is an easy way to get rid of all verbal difficulties, while it 
allows the general bulk and even form of these long poems to 
be as ancient as they would fondly imagine, viz. B.c. 850. And 
I may say for myself, that I held to this theory, till further 
reasoning and a more careful research convinced me that it sig- 
nally failed to account for a large part of the evident modern- 
isms that seemed to me to pervade the whole structure of our 
Homeric texts. There are others, and those not few, who are 
averse to any investigations, and refuse to hear evidence that 
requires them to reconsider and perhaps to resign their long- 

cherished convictions. Some, again, seem little able to appre- 
ciate a series of cumulative arguments, though they will admit 
the force of this or that particular objection. Still there re- 
main some, as I apprehend, who will feel and acknowledge that 
it is a matter of no small literary interest to entertain the whole 
question honestly, and to reject reasonings upon it only if they 
appear to be unsound. From them I ask a fair hearing for an 
inquiry which cannot be deemed unimportant, since it affects 
intimately the whole subject of Grecian literature. 

I will begin by stating in a very few words the precise po- 
sition which I shall endeavour to maintain. It is simply this: 

that when, in a literary and writing age (from B.C. 450 to 400), 
the grander poems of the Iliad and the Odyssey had been ela- 
borated out of the old materials and under (perhaps) really old 
titles’, the genuine old poems out of which they grew,—the poems 

which Pindar and the Tragic poets alone knew of, and which 
they so extensively used, came to be regarded as secondary, drop- 

1 Tt will be observed that Iliad is turns mainly on the anger and subse- 

an inappropriate title to a poem which quent prowess of Achilles. 

8—2 
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ped comparatively out of notice, and so in later ages were 
referred to not as originals, but as supplements and imitations. 

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. 

The general considerations, which tend to throw doubts on ~ 
so remote an antiquity as B.c. 850, commonly assigned, on the 
sole authority of a statement of Herodotus (11. 58), to the Ho- 
meric poems as we have them, may be summed up as follows. 

1. In the age of Pindar and the Tragics the subjects and 
persons connected with the tale of Troy were very much more 
varied and numerous. The legends which they had and the 
materials which they used were certainly not taken directly 
from our poems, the allusions to which are at once scanty and 
dubious’. They were, as a rule, derived from epics which they 
must have regarded as their sole authority, or, in, other words, 
which they followed as the Homer of their day. And these 
epics we can identify, not with our Homer, but with other 

poems that are known to have constituted the earlier and later 
portions of the so-called Epic Cyclus’. 

2. Precisely the same remark applies to the vase-paintings 
of the same period, many thousands of which, mostly recovered 
from ancient tombs, and now open to the examination of all, 
are stored in the great public Museums of Europe. They only 
occasionally illustrate our Homeric texts, but very often the 
“Tale of Troy” as known to the Tragics. 

3. That the poets of the 

1 It is obvious, that if our Homeric 
poems were compiled by dtacxevacral 
from older materials, some episodes 

in them will be more or less closely 
coincident with the tragic accounts. 

But it is an illogical conclusion to 

assume that, because of such ocea- 

sional coincidences, the tragedies must 

haye been taken from ‘‘Homer” as 
we have him, e.g. because Thersites 

is mentioned in the Philoctetes of 
Sophocles, (442,) and the exchange of 

gifts between Hector and Ajax (Il. vu. 
303) in the play of that name, there- 

fore he must have had before him the 
accounts given in the Iliad; or that 
the allusions to the hackneyed dramatic 

Periclean age did not possess 

subject of Ulysses and the Cyclops 
in Aristophanes and Euripides are 
any proof that they knew of our 
Odyssey. On the contrary, the state- 
ment of Sophocles (Aj. 1030), that 
Hector was killed by being tied to the 

ear of Achilles by the belt he had re- 
eeived from Ajax, is quite inconsistent 
with Il. xxi. 397. 

2 An excellent epitome of the whole 
‘Tale of Troy” is given in Mr A. §. 
Murray’s Handbook of Mythology, 
pp. 283—307. Such portions of it 
as can be collected from Pindar and 
the extant Greek plays, I have given 
in the Preface to Vol. 11. of the Iliad. 

ee i 
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Homer in the same form in which we have it, is further shown 

by their entirely ignoring, as it were, those very scenes and epi- 
sodes which we regard as the chief beauties of the poet. 

4, Plato is not only the first writer who cites or appeals to 
our Homeric texts with any definiteness, but he is the first to 
speak of reading and writing in our sense of the words’. 

5. The Iliad and the Odyssey are composed throughout on 
the principle of slight allusions to incidents, of which the Tragics 

evidently had a full and detailed account”, And the way in 
which these allusions are made always presupposes the fuller 
story to be known to the reader or hearer. 

6. The few incidents which are common to our Homeric 
texts and the Tragics (e.g. the dragging of Hector round the 
walls of Troy, the firing of the Grecian fleet, the drawing of lots 
for the duel between Hector and Ajax, the capture of the steeds 
of Rhesus, the return of Menelaus and the other heroes) show 
a difference of treatment’ which is an evidence that both came 

1 As far as I know, the earliest men- 
tion of reading books is in Aristoph. 
Ran. 1114 (n.c. 405), BiBdlov. 7’ exwv 
tkacros pavOdve: Ta Seéid, where the 

practice is distinctly spoken of as a 
novelty. 

2 Thus the early edueation and 

adventures of Achilles, his raids in 

the Troad, his death by the hand of 
Paris, the detention of the fleet at 

Aulis, the judgment of Paris, the car- 
rying away of Helen, the wooden 

horse, the death of Memnon, the cap- 

ture of Troy, suicide of Ajax, murder 

of Agamemnon, disguise of Ulysses as 

a beggar, the envoy to demand Helen, 

&c., and very many other of the pri- 

mary Homeric stories current in the 
Periclean age, are only just touched 
upon in the lightest possible manner 

in our texts; while conversely many 

of the scenes which are primary in 
our poems, and have: given them in 

‘an especial degree their great cele- 

brity, are nowhere alluded to by 

Pindar or the Tragies, e.g. the meet- 

ing of Hector and Andromache (v1. 
395 seqq., where ‘Exropléns reads like 

a modernism), the lament of Andro- 

mache over Hector’s death, Ulysses 
with Calypso, the transformations of 
Proteus (probably adapted from the 

older story of the transformations of 
Thetis, i.e. of the ever-changing sea), 

the palace of Alcinous, the recognition 

of Ulysses by Penelope, the slaughter 

of the suitors, the quarrel of Achilles 

and Agamemnon, the combat of A- 

chilles and the river Xanthus, the 

funeral games in- honour of Patroclus, 

the Avds drdry in IL. xiv. (aremarkable 
episode, very peculiar in style), the 

interview of the Envoys with Achilles 
in Il. rx. &e. 

3 In the Iliad Achilles dragged Hec- 

tor érel didov yrop drnvpa, but in 
Soph. Aj. 1031, és 7’ drépvtev Biov. 
So the Aural of Thetis in Il. 1. 505 

differ from the petition in Pind. Ol. 
11, 80. 
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from earlier and variable sources, i.e. the unwritten “Homer” 
of the rhapsodists, rather than that the tragic account was 
derived directly from our Homeric poems. 

7. There are many evident repetitions of scenes and inci- 
dents (to say nothing of verses and passages) in our texts, which 
show a fluctuating ballad-literature from which our poems were 
made up. Thus, the deaths of Hector and Patroclus through 
supernatural agency, the funerals of Hector, Patroclus, and 
Achilles (in Od. xxIv), the lament of Briseis over the dead Pa- 
troclus (XIX. 282) and of Andromache over the dead Hector 
(xx1I. 477), the pedigrees of Glaucus (Il. v1. 145) and of Aeneas 
(xx. 208)’, the detention of Ulysses in precisely the same man- 

ner by Calypso as well as by Circe, the two cannibal giants 
Antiphates and the Cyclops, were probably due to the efforts of 
rival rhapsodists, and from them have found a place in the 
compilation of our texts, The transformations of Proteus, I 
have already remarked, seem a replica of the story of Thetis. 
And the celebrated description of the arms of Achilles in the 
18th book of the Iliad has no recognition in Pindar or the 
Tragics, the older and more genuine account, of which this is a 
repetition or imitation, being that of the arms given to Peleus. 

by the gods (Eur. El, 455—75, alluded to in IL xvut, 84, and 
taken by Hector from the body of Patroclus. 

8. The main topics, not to say the almost hackneyed 
themes, of the Tragics, occupy so subordinate a place (if indeed 
any place) in our Homer, that it seems impossible they should 
have looked to our poems as the source of their information®. 
It is abundantly evident (especially from the titles of the lost 
plays) that they had the whole Trojan story before them, while 
our Iliad is a mere incident in it. The building of Troy, its 

1 Compare especially yi. 150, 195, 

with xx. 185, 213, coincidences which 

demonstrate that both followed some 
common story in the earlier epics. 

21t has been argued, that the 

Tragics purposely avoided the field 

occupied by the immortal Homer. But 
why should three dramatic writers have 
agreed in following secondary and in- 

ferior poems? This was felt to be a 
difficult question by Aristotle himself 
(Poet. Chap, 23). K. O. Miiller says 
(Hist, Gr. Lit. p. 66) that the Cyclic 
poets “ built upon particular allusions 
in Homer, and formed from them long 

passages of their own poems.” This 

is a pure assumption, and one that is 
remotely improbable, 

ee 

hk ates —— 
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capture by Hercules’, the birth of Paris, his judgment of the 
rival goddesses, his building of the fleet and carrying off of 
Helen, the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, the oaths of the 

suitors, the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the consequent vengeance of 
Clytemnestra on Agamemnon and of Orestes on his mother, the 
capture and burning of Troy by Philoctetes and Neoptolemus, 
the woes of Priam, Hecuba, Andromache, Electra, the return of 

the heroes, the carrying off and disposal of the captives, the 
death of Neoptolemus,—these were the subjects of the “ Homer” 
of B.C. 450, whether we choose to call them “Cyclic” or 
“ Homeric.” 

9. Conversely, if the Iliad and Odyssey have frequent allu- 
sions to the stories more fully worked out in the tragedies, it is 
natural and reasonable to suppose they were made up from the 

same sources as the tragedies themselves”. 
10. It is nearly certain that no written Greek literature 

existed before, or much before, the middle of the fifth century 

B.c. And as so many other poems on Troy unquestionably co- 
existed, and were orally recited 

1 Alluded to in Il. v. 640, xx. 145. 
2 In the time of Thucydides, circa 

B.c. 410, “Ounpos began to be applied 

distinctively to the author (or authors) 
of the Iliad and Odyssey, while the 

older bards, who were no longer, as 

they had been in the time of Herodo- 
tus, called by the same general name 

of Homer, were classed anonymously 
as of mocnral, or of madatol Ty Toinrur, 

a term which Thucydides uses several 

times (1. 5. 10. 11. 13. 21, vi. 2). In 
later ages, when the ‘ Cyclus,’’ in- 

cluding both of our Homeric poems, 

was arranged by (as it is generally 

thought) Alexandrine compilers, dis- 
tinctive names were found, perhaps 

from local traditions, for those ‘ Cy- 

clic” poets whom we have been 
taught to consider post-Homeric and 

inferior imitators. We know that in 
the time of Herodotus all the ballad- 
poetry relating to the war of Troy as 

as the works of a bard called 

well as to that of Thebes went by the 
general name of ‘‘Homer.” There is 

every probability that the “‘ Catalogue ”’ 

in the second book of the Iliad was 
taken directly from the Kuzpia én, 
which seems to have been kar’ éfoxnv 
the Homer of antiquity. The ‘ Cata- 

logue” was clearly the composition of 

a poet who was not an Asiatic, but 

was intimately acquainted, as a wan- 

dering bard might well be, with the 

geography of Upper Greece. Nothing 

can be clearer than that the compiler 

of the Odyssey made large use of the 

poem of the Nécro. Indeed, the very 
words in Od. 1. 326, 6 6’ ’Axady 

vocrov dedev, seem to point to this. 

The Agamemnon of Aeschylus is com- 

posed from the Kimpia érn, and the 
Noorot and the "INov zépors, but has 
no special allusion to our Homeric 

texts, the murder of Agamemnon, &c., 

being a commonplace of the older epics. 
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“Homer,” the preservation of two special and primary poems 
(supposing them, against all mternal evidence, to have then ex- 
isted as such,) for four centuries, genuine and unmixed with the 
rest, is as nearly an impossibility as we can conceive anything 
to be. And this, of course, is a question independent of the 
mere powers of human memory to recite a certain number of 
verses. 

11. When a demand for a written literature grew up 
with the increased facilities for writing and reading shortly 
before the age of Plato, an epitome or compilation, in a con- 
tinuous and dramatised form, was made from the older epics, 

the name of Homer being, as a matter of course’, retained for 

the author, and probably the names of older poems* being 
selected as the titles—the primary subjects of these compila- 

tions being the adventures of two heroes, Achilles and Ulysses*. 
And in the time of Plato these two long written poems had 
entirely become the textus receptus,—the Homer of the Greek 
world, as they have ever since remained. 

12. In order that these two poems should maintain their 

claim to a remote antiquity, 

1 They would have had no chance 
of success if they had not been put 

forward as ‘‘ Homer,” and, this being 
the case, few cared to inquire—for it 

never became a serious literary ques- 
tion, in the absence of any other 
written poems on the Troica,— who 
was the real compiler. Every rhapso- 

dist, probably, had been, in a sense, 

his own Homer, and the latest and 
most fully developed form of the poems 

was ‘‘Homer”? still. 
2 Herodotus (if the passages are 

genuine, which has been doubted), 
mentions once an Iliad and twice an 
Odyssey by name, 11. 116, 117, rv. 29. 

3 Representing, in their remotest 

origin as Aryan legends, the sun in 

his mid-day splendour, and the setting 

sun (Sdcero & Hé\tos, x.7.r.). Thus, 

Achilles is the son of Thetis, because 

the sun is born, as it were, out of the 

on which their literary credit 

eastern ocean, and the descent of 
Ulysses into Hades is the setting of 
the sun in the west. The treatment - 
of the poems however is purely hu- 
man, not to say consciously historical, 
The scenery and minute descriptions 
of animals and natural phenomena 

prove the author of the Lliad,—some 

poet or rhapsode of transcendant 
genius,—to have been an Asiatic. 
Equally strong indications lead me to 
infer that the compilation of the 
Odyssey was made in Magna Graecia, 
or by a Graeco-Italic bard, who re- 
garded as a local and national litera- 
ture the legendary adventures of 

Ulysses on the western coast of Italy, 
and the western islands of Greece,— 
lands probably almost unknown and 
viewed only as the ‘‘dim west” by 
much earlier rhapsodists who had sung 
ef the westering sun-god, 
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depended, it was necessary that they should preserve an archaic 
style and character, presenting the most marked differences 
from the dialects of the day*. Nevertheless, the descriptions 
of the armour, the war-chariots, the chariot-races, the details of 

the ships, the walls, the trenches’, &c., are in the main those of 

the age of Pericles, as can be shown by abundant existing 
records and monuments, So that, if the descriptions are really 
as old as B.C. 850, we are driven to conclude that a warlike 

and enterprising nation had made no advance or improvement 
in any of these matters for four centuries®. 

13. The ewphemistic language with which Helen is always 
spoken of in our poems, contrasted with the execration of her 
name commonly found in the Tragics, indicates that the super- 
stition mentioned by Plato in the Phaedrus (p. 243) in con- 
nexion with the blindness of Stesichorus, was strongly prevalent 
when our poems were compiled *. 

14. The minute and technical anatomical nomenclature in | 
the Iliad seems to show that the writings or teachings of Hip- 
pocrates were familiarly. known to the compiler of that poem, 

who appears to have been both a countryman and a contempo- 

rary of his’. 

1 It is very important here to re- 
mark, that Greek art affected anti- 

quity in vase-paintings, sculptures of 
Athena with her aegis, Gorgon-heads, 
inscriptions written Boverpognddv, and 
especially in oracles, Hence a spuri- 

ous Homer, so far from being,.as many 

think, a literary impossibility, is quite 
consistent with habitual Greek decep- 
tion. The epics attributed to Orpheus 
are certainly spurious. The detection, 
of course, is difficult just in proportion 

to the skill of the compiler in the art 
of deception. 

2 Compare the towered wall and 

fosse in Il, vit. 3838—41, with the de- 

scription of Thucydides of the cir- 
cumvallation (which he seems to have 

mistaken for the city wall) of Plataea 
in Book 11. 

3 The description in Il, xxur. 517, 

of the closeness of a horse’s tail to 
the chariot-wheel, exactly coincides 
with, and indeed, curiously illustrates, 
the sculptured horse-cars on the frieze 

of the Parthenon. The accounts of 

the chariot-race in the above passage 

and in the Electra of Sophocles are as 
nearly as possible identical. But So- 
phocles merely described the custom of 

his time, and nowhere gives us reason to 

suppose he knew the Homeric account. 

4 That it was a popular superstition, 

is shown by the Helena of Euripides 

(s.c. 415), which turns on the well- 
known story, introduced by Stesi- 
chorus, of the eféwrov ‘EXévys. In the 

Cypria, Helen was represented as the 
daughter of Zeus and Nemesis (K. O. 
Miiller, Hist. Gr. Lit. p. 68), and the 

Tragics clearly followed this account, 
5 Thus in I. v. 305, &0a re wnpos 
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15. The language of our Homeric poems, though in the 
main archaic, is replete with words and idioms, not to say verb- 
forms, of the muddle Attic period, which the influence of Athens 
on the Asiatic coast in the age of Pericles will sufficiently 
account for. And the violations of the now well-ascertained 
laws of the digamma are so frequent and so glaring, that no 
attempt to emend can satisfactorily remove them. They are 
due to the unskilfulness of rhapsodists in times when the 
digamma had become wholly disused, and was omy tradition- 
ally retained in imitation of the genuine old epics’. 

16. Allusions occur, as it would seem, to historical events 
in the 5th century B.C., e.g. to the destruction of Mycenae by 
the Argives in 468 (Il. Iv. 53), and the building of the Erech- 

theum on the Athenian Acropolis*. 
Against these, and indeed several other minor, yet not less 

valid arguments’, it is pleaded, 
1. That Herodotus expressly says “Homer lived 400 years 

before himself*,” 

loxlm évorpéperar, KordAnv 5é ré vw 

karéovow, the subject to Kxadéovow 

must be of réxvnv éxovres, not of mode- 

potyres. But shall we say that human 
anatomy was a Téxvn as early as B.C. 

850? Let the student thoughtfully 
examine the following passages; II. 

v. 67. 73. 806. 579; vit. 325; x1. 424; 

xm. 546. 569. 651; xvu. 315; xxir. 

325—8. Can we believe that such a 
phrase as Syuds émivedpidios (xxi. 204), 

‘*the fat on the kidneys,” belongs to a 
primitive form of language? To these 
might be added certain astronomical 

passages, as xvil1, 486—9, xx11. 29, 

which might seem to reflect the teach- 

ing of Anaxagoras, but that Hesiod 

might be quoted in evidence of an 

early astronomical nomenclature. 

1 Precisely the same partial use of 

the digamma is found in Theocritus, 
Apollonius, and other late epic poets. 

In fact, this affectation of a digamma- 
use, very imperfectly as it is carried 

out, is to me one of the most decisive 
proofs of pseudo-archaism. 

2 Od. vit. 81, atrap ’AOjvn diver 

*EpexOjos muxivdv Souov, where the 
~ epithet ruxwor, ‘ built of closely-fitted 
stones,’ perhaps indicates a contrast 

with an earlier and much ruder temple 
of the masonry known as ‘‘ Cyclopian,” 
See also Il. 1. 547. The references 
in Il. rx. 881, 405, to the wealth of 

Orchomenus, Egyptian Thebes, and 
Delphi, can hardly be earlier than 
Herodotus. 

3 Summed up in my paper on 
“The comparatively late composition 

of the Iliad and the Odyssey,” in 
Vol. x1. of the Cambridge Philosophi- 
cal Transactions. 

4 To which it may be fairly objected. 
(a) That the statement is a mere 
guess, and in accordance with the 
fondness of the Greeks for giving pre- 
cise dates, and for claiming a great 

antiquity. (b) That his placing Hesiod 
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2. That the language generally as well as the syntax is 
evidently very archaic. | 

3, That the scant mention of riding’, of working iron; the 
non-mention of laws, of writing, of slaves (SodAoz)*, of coining, - 
of cock-crowing®; the primitive descriptions of heroes’ tents, 
their meals, the palaces of the chiefs, the small knowledge of 
any geography but that of the Asiatic coast, the allusions to 
Phoenician traders and Phoenician arts, all point to a really 
great antiquity. 

4. That the generally chaste and virtuous manners de- 
scribed in our Homer are evidences, not of a philosophic and 
ethical conception of character, but of a real primitive inno- 
cence such as the “Juventus Mundi” may actually have ex- 

Tliad and Odyssey. 

hibited. 

5. That no record of any compiler, other than the general 
name of “ Homer,” has come down to us as the author of such 

great and celebrated poems as the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
This, it is said, is quite incredible in itself* 

The primary object of the present paper is to show that the 
second argument,—a very important one, of course,—derived 
from the archaic forms of language, 7s deceptive. I shall maintain, 

in the same category goes very far 
indeed to show that he really knew 
nothing about it. (c) That the asser- 
tion on the passage, that ‘‘ Homer and 

Hesiod composed the theogony for the 
Greeks, and gave names to the gods,” 

though it may suit the Kvmrpia én, 
certainly does not fall in with our 

K. O. Miiller 
(Hist. Gr, Lit. p. 68) remarks that the 

Cypria ‘‘had much of a rude attempt 
at philosophising on mythology,” 

1 Tl, xv. 684; Od, v. 371. 

2 But dvipamddecor occurs in Il, vit. 
A475, dudes and Suwa in the Odyssey. 

3 Prof. Geddes, on Plat. Phaed, 

p. 265 (note v). 
4 I see no great improbability in a 

suggestion I formerly made (though I 
lay no stress upon such a mere guess), 

that Antimachus of Colophon, a con- 
temporary and countryman of Herodo- 
fus, (whose language presents such 
marked and numerous affinities to the 
language of the Iliad,) and whois known 
to have been an ‘‘editor” of Homer 
(Wolf, Prolegom. § 39), was the real 

diackevacrhs or SiopOwrhs of the liad 
in its presentform. That some verses 
of Antimachus are preserved as dis- 
tinctively his, proves nothing. It is 
evident that no compiler would allow 
the work to bear any other name than 
‘¢Homer,” The editorial name would 
have been eclipsed by the greater 
name, and become, as it has become; 

irrevocably lost, though a dim tradi- 
tion of Antimachus (as afterwards of 

Aristotle) as ‘“‘ editor” of Homer has 

survived. 
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that a very old and almost infinitely versatile epic vocabulary, 
and even old verses and old episodes, with some modifica- 
tions’, could very easily be re-combined, re-adjusted, altered, 

enlarged, added to, and even altogether re-modelled, by a set 
of professional men, characteristically called “fitters” and 
“botchers,” faryredol and téxtoves tuvwv’, even up to the age 
of Plato. 

That these epic reciters. made not merely a boast of, but a 
trade and a livelihood by, their memory and skill, is no matter 
of guess, but is distinctly attested by Plato and Xenophon. We 
know also, not only from the clever imitations of the oracles 
and of Homeric verses so frequently composed in joke by 
Aristophanes, but from the works of the late epic poets, e.g. 
Apollonius Rhodius, Quintus Calaber, Musaeus, &c., that an 

archaic jargon (not to use the term in a disparaging sense) 
existed, of so varied and flexible a kind as to form at once 

a ready and an inexhaustible store of word-material to epic 
reciters and composers. It was so essentially a verse-dialect, 
that, like the pieces of coloured glass in a kaleidoscope, turn it 
which way you would, it fell into shape, and produced patterns 
that easily passed for antique in a wholly uncritical age*. Now 
this dialect, though in its general character archaic, was un- 
doubtedly subject to the same general laws which govern all 
language; it was liable to endless modifications by constant 
accretion and additions. It was the “Homeric” dialect; and 
as such, ie. as an old verse-dialect distinct from the more 

1 e.g. the long stories told by Nestor 
in Book x1. and elsewhere, that about 

Meleager in the ninth Book, &c. 
These were old Achaean ballads, to- 

tally alien to the general tenour of 
the Iliad, but worked into it by the 

compiler to vary the interest. The 

constant reference to the birth and 

adventures of Hercules clearly comes 

from the same sources. 

2 Pind. Pyth. m1. 113. Plato, Ion 
(passim). Xen. Conviv. ur. 6, and 
Memorab, tv. 2, 10. On the &a- 

oxevacrat, or ‘‘revisers’’ of the Homeric 

texts, before the Alexandrines, see 
Wolf, Proleg. § 34. 

3 It is difficult to read the later epic 
poets without strongly feeling this. 
Apollonius and Q. Calaber show mar- 
vellous versatility, and had they lived 
at a much earlier age, their language, 

as we have it, would never have been 
questioned, but accepted as truly 

archaic. This being granted, we must 
admit how easy it was for the Homeric 
pavwsot to assert the genuineness of 
long episodes, composed, in fact, by 

themselves. 
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modern prose-dialect’, or the language of current literature 
and conversation, it had a separate existence in a sense, 

but it was not therefore wnalterable during some hundreds of 
years. So long as Homerids and Rhapsodists lived and sang, 
the language they used was in effect a living, though an old- 
fashioned language. 

Now, if it can be shown (as I think it can) that some of 
these Homeric forms were partially misunderstood, and that 

a not unfrequent misuse and confusion of them may be detected 
by a critical examination of the language of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey; then this fact, combined with the large admixture of 
apparently late words and idioms, and the frequent misuse of 
the digamma, will go far to shake our confidence in the alleged 
vast antiquity of our Homeric texts. The question of their 
genuineness will have to be reconsidered; and all lovers of plain 
truth will be called upon to make a decision, founded not on 
sentiment’, but on sound logical induction. 

Let us first appeal to common sense, and put this plain 
question. Is it possible to conceive that poems so long, so 
complex, so comprehensive in their plan, as the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, should have descended to us pure, separate and dis- 
tinct from the numerous coexisting epics on the same subjects 
and the same heroes, though for at least four centuries (if there 
is any truth in the date assigned by Herodotus) none of these 

1 The old prose dialect, as we see in 
Herodotus, and indeed in Thucydides 
as compared with Demosthenes and 

even with Plato, had a large admix- 
ture of poetic forms, inflexions, and 

phrases. 
2 The weight of mere authority over 

ordinary minds is something well- 

nigh irresistible. Even now, when 

inquiry on almost every subject is 
rife, and philology has made such 

great advances, it seems to many a 
plain literary heresy and a heartless 
scepticism, not to say an unwarrant- 

able presumption, to call in question 

the genuineness of poems which no 

one has expressed any serious doubts 

about for more than two thousand 

years! We may however feel certain 
that no critical examination of the 

Homeric language was made before 

the age of the Alexandrines, who were 

prepossessed with a reverential con- 

viction that Homer was Homer. We 
know that even in Plato’s time (Phaedr. 
p. 252 B) rejected verses, dré0eTa ery, 

were in circulation; and the editorial 

liberties taken long afterwards by 
Zenodotus and Aristarchus, as fre- 

quently recorded in the Venetian 
Scholia, prove beyond a doubt how 
late was, at least, the formation and 

redaction of our Homeric texts. 
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poems existed in writing at all? Is it possible to conceive that 
half a dozen rivers should flow into a lake, and yet the waters of 
two of them,—the largest, it may be,—should pass through 

unmixed with the rest? The very fact, known to us from 
Herodotus, that other epics than those which we possess (viz. 
the Epigoni and the Cypria) were in his time attributed to 
Homer, leaves us not a hope that such a separation could have 
continued, and that too in all the cities of “sporadic” Hellas, 

and with all the rhapsodists of Asia, Italy, Attica, and the 
Peloponnese. For there does not seem to have been with them 

any critical separation of Homeric from non-Homeric, which was 
a figment of later times, due entirely to the absorbing popu- 

larity attained by our poems’. 
The Homeridae’, we know, were a class or clan of pro- 

fessional rhapsodes who pretended to an hereditary knowledge 
as well as claimed the sole custody of the Homeric poems. 
Were there no impostors among these men, or no rival geniuses? 
Was pseudo-archaism in vase-painting wholly unknown? Was 
‘there no false antiquity assigned to oracles and inscriptions on 
ava@npata at Delphi and elsewhere? Is then the mere pre- 
-tence and assertion of a great antiquity of any high value in the 

face not only of strong improbability, but of combined internal 
and external evidence® in the opposite direction ? 

Or, to take another line of inquiry,—is there no charm in 
novelty itself? Is it not conceivable that, as Chaucer and 
Shakespeare worked up old tales and traditions, so the Troica 
were recombined and reproduced in countless forms, and that 

(by what we have learnt to call the law of natural selection) the 
best, even though the latest, of these came uppermost and 
finally put out of existence the rest ? 

This view indeed derives some support from the language of 

1 The ‘Little Iliad,” said to have Néoro, regarded them all as *‘ Homer.” 
-been composed by Lesches, was attri- 2 ‘Ounpliar, parrady éréwy dordol, 
-buted by many to Homer (K. O. Pind. Nem. 1. 1. 

Miiller, Hist. Gr. Lit. p. 66). There 3 Viz. the coincidence of apparent 
can be no question that the Tragics, modernisms in the language, and the 
who borrowed very largely from this silence of Pindar and the Tragics. 

poem, as from the Cypria and the . 
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the Odyssey itself. In a verse which not only directly violates 
the law of the digamma, and therefore cannot be very ancient, 
but contains a Platonic adverb, probably of the later Attic 
dialect, (Od. 1. 10,) the Muse is thus invoked,— 

Tov apobev ye, Gea Ovyatep Atos, eiré Kal nyiv. 

The only reasonable interpretation of cat piv is, “tell it to us 
also, as it has been told to others before.” And with the same 

kind of consciousness on the part of the writer that novelty had 
its charms, we read in Od. I. 351 

THY yap aolonvy padrov emikrelove’ avOpwTrot, 
NTIS aKovovTecot vewTaTn aupiTrénnTar. 

A full examination of the Homeric language would possibly 
require a volume as large as Buttmann’s Lexilogus*. All that 
I can hope to do in a brief space is to point out such incon- 
sistencies and anomalies in the Homeric vocabulary as tend to 

show that much at least of what we have is, in the main, the 

later work of a pseudo-archaic compiler. 
I shall pass over at present a rather large class of words 

which I consider characteristic of the fully-developed language of 
the Periclean age, and to have no pretension whatever to belong 
to the archaic or heroic period. They are such words as we 
find in familiar colloquial use in the time of Aristophanes, and 
seem, for the most part, of Attic rather than Ionic stamp. Such 
are, mammatewy compared with the Aristophanic watepifeu, ‘to 
say Papa’; Kéds, ‘a riding-horse,’ Kernrigery, ‘to ride on horse- 
back, mAicoecOar, ‘to amble as a mule, yutrAodcAa (xyuT- 

Aagew Arist.), ‘to anoint at the bath,’ yot£, ‘a corn-measure, 

petokrale (dxrad/as Arist.), ‘to rest alternately on one knee,’ 

édcov, ‘a meat-tray, nuepis, ‘a cultivated vine,’ xuxewy, Epavos, 
evayyédtov, TKOTLOS =Vd00s, Setal, taedae, Kvjotis, ‘a cheese- 

knife,’ 60s, ‘a mortar, the use of arp for ‘air’ (as distinct from 

1 A large part of the Lexilogus is The idea does not appear to have oc- 

taken up with the endeavour to recon- curred to him. The view I have ad- 

cile and explain inconsistencies of vocated furnishes, of course, a short 

usage. Buttmann never seemsto have and ready way out of the verbal laby- 

-been troubled with any serious doubt rinth in which he found himself 
‘about the genuineness of our texts. (sometimes hopelessly) entangled. 
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‘mist,’ Il. xtv. 288, Ar. Pac. 750), oyifat, ‘pieces of split wood,’ 
of audit Tpiapor, ‘Priam and his friends,’ 111. 146, eavov, ‘a bar 

across a shield,’ and ‘a stick’ used in weaving (vil 193, XXIII. 

761, Ar. Thesm. 822—5), dvOpaxia, ‘a heap of embers,’ texraive- 
oa, ‘to plan and plot,’ zrepiddcar tives, ‘to wager,’ ur) @peArE 
yevéc Oar, Sevrveiv év Spy, ‘to take an early dinner,’ éxefvos, ‘the 
other side,’ ‘the enemy’ (XVHI. 188), cadmuy£, omdyyos, yoavos 
(yoavn), Tpoxcs KEpapuKos, O7rds, ‘Verjuice, Aros, ‘a pleasure- 
ground,’ éan£is, ‘a battlement,’ the stadium end and the 
terminal pillar (XXIII. 332), émidodvas (émidoars), ‘a free gift’ 
(XXIII. 559), worvBdaiva (worvBSos), Képapou for ‘wine-jars’; to 

which may be added, the minute description of the parts of a 
chariot with wheéls of exght spokes and iron axle, in v. 722—30, 
the offering of the Peplus to Athene, vi. 90, the writing é 
mivak TTUKTS, VI. 169 (whatever the nature of the writing may 
be supposed to have been), xpivac@ai dveipovs, ‘to interpret 
dreams, &c. It may always be said, and some will think with 
force, that we cannot prove that such words did not belong to 

the archaic vocabulary of B.c. 850. For this reason I shall also 
dismiss without further discussion, and simply record as sus- 

pected, a class of philosophic words, implying mental states, and 
very much used by Plato and Aristotle, e.g. dbpaiverw, Seinaive, 
Hwpaiverv, yarerraivery, kpoaive, Brepeaivery, wapyaiveww, Spai- 
vel, Oppaivery, Oavpaivew, peveaiverv, xvdaivew. I shall not 
dwell further on the numerous anatomical terms, to which I 

have already alluded, nor collect all the examples of Atticisms, 
such as 6ré pev, ore S€ or aAdorTe, = éviote, érritndes, apwober, 

oTrovon = ods, aikas for deikds, evval for ‘soldiers’ quarters,’ 
elxewv for éoixévat,—of adjectives of frequent occurrence in the 
Attic writers, as yevvaios, adXoios, teumraios, Gooa for & twa, 
or of such forms as 6 autos, ‘the same, dcaxis, quotiens, djcev 

for édéncev (Il. xvi. 100, Ar. Ran. 265); such futures as decid, 
KTeplovat, érraydaicioOat, Kpewow for Kpewacw, éddwor for édact, 
avtidwv for avtiacwy, which seem to represent, in a pseudo- 
archaic form, the Attic €A@, oxedd, Saya for Sauace. In Il. 
XXIII. 361, peuvéwro is like a pseudo-epic imitation of the Attic 
optatives weurynuny and KexrAnynv, and so Bidaro (Il. XI. 467) is 
suspiciously like the Platonic @egro and aitiéro. I cannot believe 
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that such forms as devxicoacOa or ératpiocacOat or éroLpac- 
Gavto or ounyupicacbat or bracacOai Tiva, ‘to take one as a 
comrade, were part of the vocabulary in use four centuries 
before the time of Herodotus, and two or three centuries earlier 

than the smallest scrap of a Greek inscription has ever been 
found. I feel morally certain that a long list of words in -afw 
and -if@» (active and middle) was the coinage of quite a late 
period, and adopted from their expressiveness and metrical con- 
venience,—accretions, as it were, to the old epic vocabulary. 
The following will suffice as specimens; rrwoxafew, ‘to play 
the beggar, mpouayifev, mpomrodifewv, moreuibew, mereulCeww’, 

krearivew, woxGifev, meipntivew, xepaivew, evapivew, xatrviferv, 
Oapifew, aitivew, dapifew, dyrlfew, aorrlfev, orpohariferw, 
Svorraniferw, éyyvariter, waxaplfew,—words of sound, formed by 
onomatopoeia, as xovaPifew, wavaylfew, mwuplfev, Kpotarifev, 
xpeueti€erv, avaxvuSartabew,—ethical words, like areylfer, 

abepifew, dtifew, éparifev, and the medial forms of the like 
kind, agomdtferOat, wAnktiferOat, petatpotrariler Oar, Kaxi- 
fecbat, oiviferOar, aiviterOat, vepeciferOar, dmiverOar, érarpi- 

ferbat, weyariler Oar, aexalecOat, aryraterOat, wryalecOat, youva- 

fecOat. There are almost as many forms in -dfw, e.g. cxomatev, 

puyvale, puotalew, icalew, Edxvotalew, Sixalew, vevotavery, 
aviatew, purtalew, aBpotater, Treipatew, advocate, nynratery, 
oivoTrorate, eiharrivdtev. Not one of these verbs, as it seems 

to me, has any pretension to be really archaic. But the Homeric 
language is so largely interspersed with them that, if the words 
are modern, we must conclude the whole text was recast and 

remodelled in late ages, i.e. not very long before the time of 
Plato. And this theory is perfectly compatible with a general 
archaic vocabulary and style of composition: the materials of 
our Homer, as well as a great part of the language, may really 

be very ancient, though the poems were wholly recast in order 
to make them intelligible at all to the Greeks of a literary age. 
To take a single instance; no one doubts for a moment the 

1 That a few such words occur in antiquity of four centuries earlier, 

Pindar, as pwpaivew and dpyaivew occur especially as applied to a class of 

in Aeschylus, is obviously no answer words, and not to isolated examples. 

to an argument brought against an 

Journal of Philology. vou, VI. 9 
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genuine antiquity of such a phrase as FevAlzrodes FédcKes Bods. But 
its use in Od. 1. 92 ignores the digamma, w7r’ adwa chafover Kal 
eidltrobas Edtkas Bods, and is therefore a more recent adaptation. 

Such unpoetic phrases as wapaBadr<eobar >Wvyy, “to expose 
one’s life to danger,’ Il. 1x. 322, rroveio Par maida, ‘to adopt as a 

son, 2b. 495, are much more like the language of the rheto- 
ricians; while the syntax él depwy épyeo, ‘go, while gifts are 
to be had, 1x. 602, wayns émt, ‘while the battle lasted, xvi. 

368, is almost peculiar to the Attic orators’. In connection 
with the tradition that an éxdocous of the Iliad was made by 
Aristotle, we may note two remarkable Homeric words casually 

occurring (i.e. without the least appearance of quotation) in the 
writings of Aristotle’s pupil Theophrastus, wy pw damoyuidens, 
Il. vi. 265, and Grav ye tovs xa? &va arroyuidon, Char. XIX. 
(Aanta); and Cwporepov te xépare, J]. 1X. 203, compared with 
Cwpotepov muciy in Char. XIV. (a@ypouxia)*. The number of 

words of a peculiar kind, common to Homer and the 

Alexandrine poets, (especially to Nicander,) in itself proves 
nothing; but it is a fact to be well considered, in determining 
the amount of innovation possibly introduced into our Homeric 
texts in the Alexandrine period. 

The shortening of the long vowels, in accordance with the 
ancient practice, would easily give rise to many words that 
passed as genuine, e.g. écav for cay, Tapecar, tpdecay, avecar, 
éotacav for éotncay (Il. Iv. 334), drépBacav for trepéBncar, 
&rerat for adyntat, &c. Still more clearly are such forms as 
écrate, €xtnte, Eotacav (analogous to éotas), éxOeire (Opt.), @&e 
for wike, eixos for éo1xas, words of the Attic vocabulary. Again, 
such contractions as avoppnyvics (plural), dawito for Sawtorto 

(Il. xxiv. 665), remind one of fevyviow for evyvdacr (Eur. El. 
1323) and Scacxedavvdras in Plat. Phaed. p.77,B. The strange word 
toiadecot seems formed in imitation of the Attic vuvi, odroai, 
éxewoal, &c., engrafted on the familiar Ionic inflexion yetpeocot, 
merayeorot, &c. The use of mu» with the indicative, as a form of 

1 See, for instance, Dem. Mid. p. 757. So droSddX\ew, ‘to -interrupt,’ 
515, 2; 523, 28, rhv éwl rv ldiwy &- IL. xrx. 80, Theophr. Char. xrx. ; évdpwr 
KGv meoveglay. Also 528, 44; 537, 70, émiBaddduevos, Il. vi. 68, ‘eager for 
Thy él rob Bonbetvy drodiddvar xdpu. spoils,’ an Aristotelean usage. 

2 edgwpov uéOv occurs in Eur, Ale. 
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oath, e.g. in Il. x. 330, ux) pev trois tro avip éroyncetat 
dddos, and Xv. 41, ur 80 éuyy lornta Tloceddwv évocixybov 
anpuatve. Tpeas, is, as far as I know, peculiar to Homer and 
Aristophanes’, and is much more likely to be of late than of 
early origin. The same remark applies to xIx. 258—61, totw 
Zevs—pn pev eyo xovpyn Bpionlde yeip’ érevetxat, followed im- 
mediately by ovte—ovre. There are two remarkable uses of 

#) with a participle and optative, so similar that both would 
seem to have been derived from some common verse; Od. Iv. 684, 

ba) pynotevoavtes pnd adrd0W opirnoartes 

votata Kal mupata viv évOade SevTrvncear, 

and ibid. x1. 618, 

fn TexVnTdpevos pnd adAO TL TEXYHTALTO, 
Os Keivov TeAapadva Ef eyxaTOeTo Téxyvy. 

Such an idiom too as Od. xt. 290 seems more like the advanced 

Attic use, 
ovdé Te Nyrevs 

T@ €did0v, Os pn Edikas Boas evpupeTdtrovs 
é€x Purakns éAacee (quit non egisset). 

Much might be said on the mixed use of the article, which 

is partly demonstrative (the “Homeric use,” as it is called), 
partly after the more refined and subtle Attic use, e.g. 9 Te 

KOmn TO TE €l00s, III. 55, 6 yépwv I piapos (XXI. 526), éué Tov 
dvoTnvov (XXII. 59), Tov éov, swum, XXII. 295, wedlov 76 Tperxor, 
(x. 11), medlov 7d ’AXnuov (VI. 201), Muppsddvev tov dpiotov 
(xvil. 10), 0 KAuTOs ’AyiAXrEvs (XX. 320). Such anomalies as 
oUTE TA TeVYEa KAA, XXI. 317, Tov Ecivoy SVaTHvor, Od. xvit. 10, 

6 poxrds édaivos, ib. IX. 378, Ta pHdra Tavaitroéa, ib. 464, re- 

sulted, perhaps, from a pedantic and incorrect imitation of the 
archaic style’®. 

I may add to the above a play on words and names which is 
very characteristic of the age of the drama’, e.g. vyjaau vijas, 

1 Keel. 1000, Av. 194, Lysist. 918. 

2 In Il. 1. 340, we should perhaps 

punctuate cal mpds Tov, Bacidjos dmr7- 

veos, Where the two last words are in 

apposition. In 1.11, rov Xpiony jri- 
pagev dpnrijpa, the syntax appears to 

involve a later use of the predicate, 

‘he had slighted Chryses in his ca- 

pacity of priest.’ 

3 T have given many examples from 

Euripides in the Preface to Vol. 1. of 

my edition. 

9—2 
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anrat IInrdudda perinv, ddao0at Kata rediov 7d *Adnuov,” Exrwp 

from éyew (XXIV. 720), ’Odvaoceds from odtcacbat, IIpwreciiaos 
(11. 702) from mpa@ros &dXeoOar or éoadrec Oat, Tuyios from 
TevyoV, VII. 220. 

All the above uses are either really ancient, and were repro- 
duced in the Attic period, or they are later developments of 
language introduced in the compilation of our Homeric texts. 
No one, of course, can assert which view is the true one. It is 

a question only of probabilities, and it is given but as a con- 

firmatory argument, not as in itself decisive. 
If we may judge by the really early vase-paintings, i.e. those 

as early as B.C. 500, the old names were not MevédAaos and ’AyiA- 
Aevs, but Mevéras and ’Axsrevs. Here therefore metrical inno- 
vation may fairly be suspected, and the more so, as Pindar pre- 

fers the older forms. 
There are two adverbial forms which appear to be almost 

certainly late corruptions or developments. One is éya, in the 

not unfrequent combination dy’ dpicros, the other is bréppyopa 
(Il. 11. 155). It is very conceivable that there was an old epic 
termination é£oy’ dpioctos, ‘prominently and conspicuously 
brave.’ For metrical convenience in other parts of a verse, 

é€oya was afterwards clipped down to éya, a word absolutely 
unmeaning’; for, as Buttmann remarks, “take away the é€, 

and you deprive the word of its significant part.” 
As for vréppopa, it follows the formation of the late Attic 

nouns 6 TapaXoyos, 6 avadoyos, 6 peTapedos, and their ad- 
jectives and adverbs avadoyov, avaddyws, &c. They were, of 
course, at first prepositional clauses, that is, some act was done 
ava or Tapa Aeyor, according to or against reason. Thus vzép 
Ldpov, vmép aicav (XX. 30) were the old terms; but t7éppopa= 

vmeppopws reads very like a late forgery. 
Such words as éSavds in Il. x1v. 172, déedros or SéeXoy in 

x. 466, and the occasional interchange or confusion of others, 

similar in form but quite distinct in origin, e.g. és or nds 
‘brave,’ éd5 or ds swus, edre and nure (II. 10), further support 

1 The attempts to connect it with two formulae of different origin, é£ox’ 

éxupds are clearly wrong, since it is adpicros and 6x’ dporos. 

incredible that there should have been 
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and justify the charge of pseudo-archaism. Some late rhapsode, 
in describing the fragrant oil with which Hera anointed herself, 
called it auBpdcvov and éSavdv, He seems to have thought 

that, as j7oav was often écav, &c., he might use a form of dvs 

(oFad) after the analogy of fuyedaves, jreSaves, ovtiSaves, with 

the 7 changed to é. It appears certain from the context that 

7d is the sense required; and so Hesychius explained éSavdv 
by evades, dv. But it is not less clear that éSavds is a false 

form of the word. Buttmann (Lexil. inv.) is quite perplexed by 
it. That édavds should be a by-form of dvs he allows to have 
no analogy in its favour, because the root-vowel is a, not e. He 
then suggests that it may represent éds or éds ‘good, —an old 
epithet which he recognises in the probably genuine, but obscure 
archaic phrase @eoi dwthpes Edwv. But at the end, in a kind of 

despair, he comes back to the theory that, after all, ddavos may 

have become édavos. But what are we to think of déavds, a 

purely imaginary word, as a synonym of dvs"? 

It will be sufficient here to remark, that zrasdds éjos, éjos, 
€ofo, are over and over again confused, as the senses of ‘brave 
son’ or ‘his (her) son’ seem to predominate. A careful perusal 

of Buttmann’s article in the Lexilogus on these words will show 
that the compiler of our text knew no clear distinction between 
them. 

The passage in I]. x. 466 seems to me a curious example of 

evident “botching.” It refers to Ulysses making a mark of a 
handful of reeds and twigs in order to recognise a certain tree 
on which he had hung up a war-spoil. The words are obscure, 
déerov 7 érl ofa 7 eOnxev, where the grammarians took déedov 
to mean Seopor, ‘a tie,’ as if from déw. It is probable that some 
earlier verse had expressed “he put a plain mark on it,” but 
5}Aov, through its archaic form déeXov, was mistaken for a noun. 

There is, in the Iliad especially, an uncertainty, and ap- 
parently a confusion, in the forms of verbs, which can hardly be 
accounted for on any other theory than that of compilation 

1 Not less difficult is éref x’ éduev from the same or a closely cognate 
moéuor0, ‘when we are tired ef war,’ root as 76s. Hardly less strange 

in x1x. 402. This is probably formed seems the form dmeva, xxi. 70, appar- 

on a false analogy as from dw, satio, ently intended to represent daduevac. 

connected with anv, adfatim, doas, 
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(Svacxevacis) from old and imperfectly understood materials. 
Thus, we have efcac Oat, ciaapevos, éevrapevos, from a root Fie or 

Fd, confused, by the spurious addition of F, with the root I, ‘to 

go, e.g. xataFeicato yains, XI. 358, “Extwp 8 adr’ Alavtos 
éeicato, XV. 415, Td pév eeucacOny, XV. 544, No philologer, I 
suppose, pretends to account for a digamma in éévas ‘to go’; and 
in fact we have pela petetodpevos and ob myn xpods elcato in 

XI. 90,191. So too, if éwneravds (ériFetavds) is right, then 
évretTnotos, Od. Vil. 118, is wrong. Similarly, both émwadpevos 

and éziFadpevos occur (Fad or oFad, salio), both idety and 
Fidety, amrevtrety and azoFereiy, Il. xix. 35, 75, ékaotos and 

Féxaotos, O05 and Fndds, dvaé and Favak, Ouyatépa jv (oF, 
suam) and mpos dv peyadntopa Ovpor, both todsdelcaytes and 
umedeioecay (V. 521), where the 6 is not merely doubled in arsz, 
but is due to an F or y, as in Oeovdis for GeodeF 7s (Lexil. p. 355, 
Peile, Etymol. p. 299, ed. 1). If Feo is the root of the verb ‘to 
clothe, then Adwov ooo yit@va in 111. 57 must be a modernism. 
If épvw is Fepvw (compare Lat. verw), as shown by the form 

avépuoayp (1. 459) for dwFépvcar, then such verses as Il. Iv. 492, 
véxuv étTépwo epvovta, I. 141, vija wédawvay épvocoper, XVIL. 635, 
nuev OTS TOV VeKpov épvocoper, XXIII. 21,” Extopa Setp’ épvcas, 
must also be modernisms like those ending with 1dé0¢ oivov, 
KAKA TON EriodvTa (XXII. 61), éevwradiws écideoxev (Od. XXII. 

94), and the like combinations, which are far too numerous to 
need dwelling further upon in this place. 

Buttmann has written at considerable length on the numer- 
ous forms and varieties of meaning from fvopuas and épv@ (Lexil. 
in épvec@ar), such as piaOat, puto, eipvacaro, cipicao, eipvarat, 
elpuvro, &c. The most probable account of pw and épiw, as it 
seems to me, is that the latter is shortened, on the principle of 

compensation, from Fpvw = Fepva, like piyos, frigus, podop, F pddov 
(Bpcdov), paxos and Fpaxos (braccae). The primary sense of 
both was drag, draw, or pull away, from which those of deliver- 
ing, rescuing, protecting, keeping or observing, are easily de- 
rived, The naturally long syllable in pverOar might, perhaps, 

be shortened by its open position; but picauny (Il. xv. 29) 
seems wholly indefensible’; and when Buttmann says (Lexil, 

1 Thus Adw, Odw, diw, sometimes an aorist as édvoa or égiea is contrary 
have j in the present tense; but such — to analogy. 

eee ee 
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p- 308) “that the Attics afterwards used ficacOar long, is an 
“usage which originated with them,” he seems to me clearly 
trying to struggle out of a difficulty caused by his unquestioned 
acceptance of our Homeric texts. I think also that he is wrong 

in regarding the anomalous forms épito and épva8au (Od. v. 
484) as syncopated from épvero (imperf.) and épvecOar (Lexil. 
p. 309), which he compares with épvra: used by Apollonius, II. 
1208. All these may have easily resulted from an uncritical 
confusion between piw, piw and épiw, épvw. Probably épvcbar 
was intended for an epic aorist with the augment retained, as in 

écovpevos, €orrwvrat, Od. xil. 349. 
There are not a few forms which seem to have been im- 

perfectly understood by the rhapsodists, and so were referred 
now to one verb-root, now to another, in quite a different 

sense. This is a most important evidence of lateness; but I 
cannot do more -here than indicate the chief instances that 
I have noted. It will be found that avéradro and some similar 
forms were referred sometimes to d\Xec Oat, sometimes to mado 

(1. xv. 645, xx. 692—4) ; tapmjvat to tép7o and Tpér@ (XIV. 

314), Béouas to Bidvar and Bivas (XV. 194, XXII. 431), dvécas to 
eloa and ine’, Ercas to éXavvw and eidéw, wedyoetar to dévw and 

daive, kexadorto and Kexadjcopuas to roots xd and yad, icyavav 
to éyw and tyap (Il. xv. 723, xx111. 300), dvaro and evocayny to 
ovivnus and ovomat (XVII. 25, 173), while oredro in Od. x1. 584 
and mpoOéovow in Il. 1, 291 seem figments from supposed 
archaic presents of fornus and ti@nust. There was a like uncer- 
tainty as to épyw, elpyw, and épyafouar. Thus, yépupas éep- 
yuévat evidently mean “artificial mounds” or embankments, in 

1 Some nouns of the rhetorical and 
philosophical period, e.g. épecis, cive- 
ois, dveows, imply an aorist of tnm 
with the ¢ and not the x. And there 
are compounds of iéva, e.g. é&eoinv 

é\Geiv, ‘to go on an embassy,’ cvveacs, 

‘a union,’ which might be cited in 
support of the common Homeric et- 

cova, eloaro. and its compounds. 

Perhaps therefore eu: ibo, equally 

with eiul sum, has lost an original co. 

But in x111. 657, és dippov & dvécavres, 

the sense unmistakeably points to 

eloa, colloco, while in Od. xvii. 265, 

ovK of’ et Kév pw’ avécer Geos, and Il. xx1. 

537, of & dvecdy re wUNas, it must bea 
compound of imum. In Il, x1v. 209, 

eis etvhy dvéoayu, it might be referred 

to either verb, The late aorist dvé@n 

in Acts xvi. 26 may be compared with 

dvecav, maperay, 
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Il. v.89. Perfect tenses were changed into secondary presents’, 
as elxw from etka, éotxa (whence the Attic e’€aou and mpoontEat), 
mehevyw (mehevyot, Il. Xx. 609), advaywo (aveyoumt, XTX. 206, 
dvokw, XV. 295), wedpadw (medpados, Il. xv. 335), and aorist 

infinitives, as ypaispeiv, idetv, Tuyeiv, wemBeiv, évtorreiy, were 

treated as present verbs in -éw, whence ypaicpnoa, idnow*, Tu- 

Xow, weTIOnow (XX. 223), éviornow (Od. V. 98), eidjo from 
eidévas (1. 546)*. The epic aorists from the distinct roots Xéy 
and Aéy were identical in form, \é£opas, EXéyunv, NExTO, Néypevos, 
r€évOat, and this gave occasion, it would seem, to an intentional 
play on these two senses in Od. Iv. 451—3, 

macas 8 ap émexeto, Aéxto 8 apiOuov. 

éreita S€ A€xTO Kal avTds. 

But, if I mistake not, Aé«ro from Aey was a figment of the 
later rhapsodes. In I]. 1x. 67, dudaxripes (pudAaxtipas, Aris- 
tarchus) 6 &acro: A\cEacOwv Tapa tadpov, there is an ambi- 
guity between ‘ choosing’ and ‘reclining’: in vii. 519, AéEacdat 

clearly has the latter sense. 
I now come to some examples of words which seem to 

involve positive error in their use. The old attributive or 

descriptive epithet of seals, vézrodes, ‘footless’ (i.e. having unde- 
veloped fore-paws or ‘flippers’), is used in the Odyssey (Iv. 404) 
for ‘brood’ or ‘progeny’—a late use found also in Theocritus, 

1 A frequent Alexandrine use, as 

mepuxw, Sedoixw, in Theocritus. Such 
forms as BeBAjKo, remolOys, BeBpwlas, 
are perhaps also to be regarded as 

present, rather than oblique moods of 

the perfect. 

2 Also a form used by Theocritus. 
3 Though such forms as 0704, oT}ow, 

éornxa, naturally enough suggested 

oxhow, éoxnxa, as if from cyxéw, re- 

sulting from an aorist cxeivy, and 
épAjow, SpArAnxa, from d¢deiv, it is 
remarkable that these, which seem 

Ionic forms, should chiefly appear in 

the later dialect of Demosthenes. With 
regard to reduplicated aorists, like 
dyaryeiv, wemBeiv, Kexameiv, it is evident 
that their metrical convenience might 

have induced later rhapsodists to mul- 

tiply them indefinitely, as regidécOa, 

AedkaBécOa, teraprécOat, wervbécOat. 

Such an aorist as 7pca from dpw, apto, 

Il. x1v. 167 (whence dpcavres in Il. 1. 
136, Od. 1. 280, in the sense of dpé- 

cavres, dpOuov roujcayres), Seems UNn- 

like the archaic language. One might 
fairly doubt if raddocar=rrAFvac is 
really an old aorist, though the roots 

TaX and ro\ may be traced in other 

forms. Itseems formed by an expan- 
sion of the imaginary rAdwinto tarde, 
and inflecting it like omdw, omdcw. 

Similarly jefe, ‘to be remiss,’ from 
a present idw=tyu, and @xnxev from 

olxéw, Il, x. 252. 
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and possibly confounded with the early Italian word nepotes’. 
The accusative of yépns, ‘a handicraftsman, was wrongly made 

a synonym of yepe/ova, and constructed (Iv. 400) with a geni- 
tive; and 7déas, ‘full’ from an old word 77s, was mistaken 
for a syncopated form of wAe«iovas (Il. 11. 129). The genitive of 
ayyerin was wrongly supposed to be a nominative, 6 ayyedins 

(Il. 111. 206, xi1r. 252, xv. 640), and Buttmann does not seem 

able to disown its existence in our texts. The word tédAgos, 

whatever be its true sense in Il. x11. 707, certainly does not 

mean 7éXos, as it is made to mean in XVIII. 544, 
e tin AL , € ’ , > , 

oi © omdre otpévravtes ixoiato TéAgOV apoupns, 

and 7b. 547, 

iéwevot vetoto Babeins téXcov ikécOat. 

A considerable number of words occur in the Homeric texts 
which seem dialectic importations from cities not truly Hellenic ; 
such, for instance, as might come from Magna Graecia, Alexandria, 

Macedonia, or from some of the Greek islands. But I am well 

aware that I am here treading on very delicate ground. I am 

suggesting what I cannot possibly prove; but I think that 
even a feeling may sometimes be worth recording in those who 
have spent a life in the study of Greek. Two words especially 
excite my suspicion as mere inventions ; wuvyot (Od. xxi. 111), 
and Aawv (ib. XIX. 229). The first is explained by Hesychius 
mpopaceowy, ‘excuses. I cannot doubt that it was coined from 
a false notion that auivvey meant “to act promptly and without 
excuse,” in reference to a well-known Attic proverb, cxpruv 
ayoyv ov déyerat. As for AXdwyv, and Ade, which some interpret 
‘seeing’ and some ‘holding,’ and which Donaldson (New Crat. 
§ 451) refers to a common root AaB or dAaF, I have as little 
doubt that it was in like manner supposed to be the verb from 
which dads and its derivative adawoev had been formed. 

Among late (Alexandrine?) forms I should place such par- 
ticiples as cuvoywKas, joXuppévos, pepvTT@pévos, wELOpUYpLEVOS, 

1 This suggestion may seemrather ¢éprpoy, feretrum, xvill. 236, with 

startling to some. But the strange which compare ¢épre in 1x. 171, and 

word elpepos in Od. vit. 529 seems to ouudeprh in x11. 237. So dvadros re- 

be a Magna Graecia form of the sembles altus (alo), uidea pwrds are 

Latin servitus. A similar word is  viri media, &c. 
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such medial aorists as yypato, foato, unvato, and the oft-used 
elcato=net: the perfects jpuxe (XVII. 295), Kexomr@s (XIII. 60)’, 
the strange compound catadnuoBopjcat (XVI. 301, where the 
xara has the peculiar Attic sense that it bears in catampododvat, 

KatayapiverOat, &e.), oxéTTEO (XVII. 652), lot@ pur) eyo érrevetixat 
(XIX. 261), owvdvat mpos Saipovos (XIX. 188), medevryou (XXII. 

609), émidotvat mpotka, a Demosthenic law-phrase, rx. 148, 

teOaponkact (IX. 420), TeTounwecOa (XII. 310), bred xpacl 
(x. 152), cuvedpea (X11. 381), Evvero (Od. Iv. 76), ériBeivar Own 
(Od. 11. 192), €OeXovTHpes (tb. 292), avaEacbar=avaxta yevés Oar 
(Od. 111. 245), wvOcicOas amd (dro) cxo7rod (a Platonic phrase, 

Od. x1. 344), aywéd0ev, a Platonic adverb, futures like eidjow 
and idjow, which follow no sound principle of formation, elev, a 

secondary present formed from the Attic exds and mpocerKévat, 

AvKaBas, ‘a year, Od. xiv. 161; aBaxnoay, Od. Iv. 249; daca, 
‘eyes, Od. xvi. 15; Setavnotos, ‘dinner-time,’ 7b. xvi. 170; 

oxnpintecOa, tb. 196; dedevrvnxew, ib. 359; mpoodmara, tb. 
Xvi. 192; AeAdvTO, for AeAupéva ein, ib. 238; éxmeraTay- 
pévos, 1b. 327; SaxpuTrdev, Od. XIX. 122; Kroromevev, Kat? 
avtnotiv, tb. XX. 387; éEeciny érGeiy, ib. XXI. 20; dyxcor, tb. 61; 

povnot, tb. 111; pvyoirartos, tb. 146 ; dxopiorin, 1b. 284; ecidecxer, 
Xx. 94; ayvdoacke, ib. 95; edAnpa, lora, Il. xxu. 481; 
xpopasos, tb. 688; évduva, viscera, ib. 806; jywv, ‘skilled in 
shooting, 7b. 886; évrumas, wb. XXIV. 163; déprpor, feretrum, 
ib. XVII. 2363; KeXevtidwy, ib. XIII. 1253; viwvds, ib. 207; 

ouphepty, tb. 237; OpeEa, as an aorist of tpéyo, ib. 409; 
dpevnvoov, ‘to weaken,’ ib. 562; ciddovdv, ‘to blast with dis- 
ease, XIV. 142. Such words as anOécoew for anOns eivas, 
aTiwvocelv, aedTrely, vnKovoTety, atéovres, (if genuine at all as 
poetic words,) seem to reflect the age and language of Herodotus. 
Such compounds too as afapaptoetns, akNoTpécarnos, ddnvi- 
oxos, apueTpoeTns, ampotivacros, can hardly belong to the 
genuine early epic. Among false (pseudo-archaic) words I 
should (of course, as a suggestion only) be inclined to. enumerate 
the following: dmntlunoe (XIII. 118), dsrotpapyewv, BAGBewv, Tewewv, 
iein and ippevas (cévar),. gous for eins (IX. 284), dbpetv = agpitew 

1 Some may call this a reduplicated aorist, as Plato has xéxopa for the 
perfect of xérrw. 

a 
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(XI. 282), such questionable Ionicisms as déyatar, épyarat, 

épxato, ém@yarto (XII. 340), for plural forms’, and such forms of 

epic aorists as dpOat, Br«io, épOat, TAadrTO, Séypevos = Tpocbo- 
K@v (IX. 148); a£ovto (al. dEavro) (VI. 545), Egovpas (xu. 79), 
axndecev (XIV. 427), KAnpw Teradacbat, EeXoat, TEANoKED, uynY 
EKATTUGCEY, UTEMINUUKE, EEApMEVOS, EeoTO, OTLVas and OtLVa for ovs 

Twas, & Twa, Gov for ov, 6 Tis for bs Tis, Papcivos (formed, per- 
haps, like yn@ootvos, but questionable by the side of @apavva), 
veoin = vedTns, XXII. 604), repidéc Oar, XedaBécOar, TeTapTéc Bat, 

éxzrewy, ‘to cause to hope’ (Od. 11. 91), efpw = dyyi (Od. 11. 162), 
KvOe (aor. of xevPw, Od. 111. 16), Kexv@woe (Od. VI. 308), TeTu- 
keiv (tb. XV. 77), eépyvu (tb. X. 238), apav, vrAaGv, and vay for 
ante, vAaKTewv and vdaivey, éBidcao (vivere fecisti, Od. VIII. 

468), difvoas, yevérxeto, neidn = 751, efuata eltat, KaTaeivucay 
(Il. xx. 135), rerevyds factus (Od. x. 423), épyatowvto 1b. 
XIV. 15, dpywata=arapypuata or atapyal ib. 446; deddacOat, 

ib. XVI. 316; xaotopvica, tb. XVII. 32; ovddv for oddv, rb. 196; 
amoQeatos for amdGeros (like adadpactos, avovtaatos), ib. 296; 
Brnertat, tb. 472; epéwpar, tb. 509; aema@vin, 1b. 555; arcotépa, 

tb. 572; ayouas, vewor, Od. XVIII. 256; ovK abet, non sine deo, 
ab. 353; mpoBdrAwoKéuev (= mpoponretr), tb. 25; eicOa rbis, rb. 69 ; 
Kéxacoat, tb. 82; Kéoxeto for Exerto, ib. XXI. 413 elputo dac- 
yavov = eipuae, tb. XXII. 90; Terevyncbat armatos esse, ib. 104; 
KTéwpev = KTelvoper, tb. 216; advoxave, tb. 350; Onvov = Béeror, 
ib. 493; dOéwo1, 1b. XXIV. 437; adaprepos, Il. xxur. 311; 
mapoitepos, tb. 459; mpoccober, ib. 533; idéw yapuy (as if from 
eidévat), Il. xiv. 235. 

I have said,—and this is an argument of primary weight 
and importance,—that a remarkable characteristic of the Iliad 
and the Odyssey is the frequent allusion in brief to incidents 
fully treated of in Pindar and the Tragics. If my view is true, 
our Homer was compiled from the older sources which they 
used ; if the commonly alleged date of our Homer be main- 
tained, then all these tragic stories are later developments of a 

1 Such terminations as olyolaro and = ofxarai, or rUrraro, olyaro? This form 

TiWéact are legitimate, the v of the couldonly be explained by the omission 

plural being represented by a. But of the vocalising syllable between the 

could any Greek have used rizrara:, termination and the root. 
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few verbal hints. This latter view, maintained as it is by K.O. | 
Miller and others, I hold to be utterly improbable, and indeed, 
wholly inconceivable. Was the famous story of the arms given 
by the gods to Peleus based on the bare mention of them in 
IL xvir. 195, xvi. 84? Was the acquaintance of Achilles with 
Patroclus at the house of Menoetius, and the appointment of the 

youth on the chief’s military staff (Pind. Ol. 1x. 70—80), an 
expansion of XVII. 325, or XXIII. 85? Were the raids and adven- 

tures of Achilles in the Troad (which we know were celebrated 
in the Cypria), or his earlier life in the island of Scyros’, or his 
education by Chiron the Centaur, based on IIL x1. 832, or 625, 
or XIX. 296, 326, or xx. 92,192? Were the capture of Troy by 
Hercules, the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, the judgment of 
Paris, the story of the Wooden Horse, and many other themes 

most popular with the tragic writers, and most frequently repre- 
sented by the vase-painters, developments of the few words in 

Il. xx. 145, xxiv. 29 and 62? The arrival of the Amazons 

(which we know was a “Cyclic” subject) is mentioned in a 
single verse in Ur. 189. The building of the fleet and the 
carrying off of Helen (. 71, 111. 444, vi. 292), the embassy of 
Ulysses to Troy to negotiate for her restoration (m1. 206); the 
very frequent mention of the earlier exploits of Achilles in the 
Troad (vi. 415, 1x. 188, 328, 668, x1. 625,)—all these hints 

about well-known and hackneyed stories clearly imply a dis- 
missal of them in brief; and it seems most perverse in K. O. 
Miller to argue (p. 69) that “the Cypria referred altogether to 
the Iliad for the completion of its own subject.” I maintain 
that “the Iliad refers altogether to the Cypria (and the kindred 
early poems) for the subjects which furnished matter for these 
allusions.” How indeed, except on the theory of compilation 

from the poems popular in the Periclean age, shall we account 
for clear references even to the Thebaid, in Il. xx. 346 and 

678, also in IV. 377, Vv. 804, and in Od. x1. 271? In a word, was 
the major taken from the minor, or the minor from the major, 
—the allusion from the full and popularized legend? Common 

sense must give the verdict in favour of the latter view. 

1 Kur, Andr, 210, Soph. Phil. 970. 
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Knowing, as we do, from Proclus, the general summary of the 

subjects treated of in the early poems attributed to Arctinus, 
Stasinus, Lesches, and Agias, we are able to compare with them 
most carefully (and this is what I claim in the study of very many 
years to have done) the accounts of Pindar, the dramatic writers, 

the vase-painters and our Homeric texts. And I must state, 
that not a shadow of doubt now remains on my mind, that our 

texts are a compilation from the very same sources which they 
possessed, and that the proofs that they possessed or knew of 
our texts at all, are very few and altogether unsatisfactory. 

This is the more remarkable, from the contrasted certainty 
with which we can identify our texts with the citations and 
allusions (and they are extremely numerous) in Plato and 
Aristotle. With a few exceptions, they are all found in our 
Homer. 

When therefore we read in K. O. Miiller’s History of Greek 
Literature, passages like the following, we are inclined to express 

astonishment that a view which appears so far-fetched, and even 
so impossible to some, should still commend itself to others, and 

those scholars of learning and good sense, if not men of inde- 

pendent research. 
“Tt is credible” (he says, p. 64, chap. vi.) “that they” (the 

Homeridae) “were Homeric rhapsodists by profession, to whom 
the constant recitation of the ancient Homeric poems” (he 
means the Iliad and the Odyssey) “would naturally suggest the 
notion of continuing them by essays of their own in a similar 
tone.” “From a close comparison” (he adds) “of the extracts 
and fragments of these poems, which we still possess, it is 
evident that their authors had before them copies (!) of the 
Iliad and Odyssey in their complete form.” Again, “notwith- 
standing the close connection which they made between their 
own productions and the Homeric poems, notwithstanding they 
often built wpon particular allusions in Homer, and formed 
from them long passages of their own poems, still their manner 
of treating and viewing mythical subjects differs so widely 
from that of Homer, as of itself to be a sufficient proof that 

the Homeric poems were no longer in progress of development 
at the time of the Cyclic poets, but had, on the whole, attained 
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a settled form, to which no addition of importance was after- 
wards made’.” 

One may fairly grant that the Odyssey existed as a separate 
poem in the Periclean age’; but that does not show its present 
form to be as old even as that. On the contrary, in the very 
interesting epitome of that poem given in Cassandra’s pro- 
phecy, Eurip. Troad. 431—43, there is a remarkable omission 

of Calypso*®; and though the last verse seems to refer to the 
suitors, and perhaps to 1x. 535 of the Odyssey, nothing is said 
of their death by the hand of Ulysses. 

dvoTnvos, ovK old ola viv péver Tabeiv" 
as ypuods alto Taya Kal Dpvydv Kaka 
me > 4 : , \ > , ” 
ofe. tor eivar’ déxa yap éxtAnoas ern 

mpos totcw évOad, i€erar povos watpar, 
bs \ \ , v , ov 51 otevoy Siavrov @xictas TréTpas 

Py \ 3-4 , 5 b ee eat 3 , 

ewn XadpvBbois, @uchpwv 7 éemiotatns 
Kikroy, Auyvotis & 1 cvdv popdotpia 
Kipxn, Oaracons & admupas vavayia, 

AwT0d T Epwres, ‘Hrlov & dyval oes, 
ra) , , dA f 

at capka dwrnecoay noovalv Torte, 
eat An ig fee \ r 

miuxpav ‘Odsvacel yjpuv' ws S€ cuvTéwo, 
Gav ela’ és “Aidnv, caxdvyodv ALluvns tdwp 

Kak év Sdpotce pupi’ evpnoer porwr. 

1 p. 65. The great mistake in the 
reasoning here is, that the author 

confounds the fixedness of tradition 

with the fixedness of certain poems, 

the antiquity of which he assumes. 

The whole argument is based on a 

petitio principit. 

2 Sophocles wrote a play entitled 
Navoixda, and Thucydides mentions 
the dangerous current of Charybdis, 

tv. 24, the celebrity of the Phaeacians 
in the naval art (1. 25), the réuevos 

of the hero Alcinous (111. 70), and the 
Cyclopes and Laestrygones as indige- 

nous inhabitants of Sicily (v1. 2), 

whereas in the Odyssey Laestrygonia 

is placed in the west of Italy. 

3 She is first mentioned by name, 
I think, by Aristotle; the passage in 
Hes. Theog. fin. being clearly spuri- 

ous, and of late date. (But perhaps 
it is fair to lay some stress on ws dé 
cuwréuw in the passage of Euripides.) 
The name Kaduyo, ‘‘ the Coverer,” her 

residence in the ‘“ dark isle,” vyow & 

wyvyin (Od. xx111, 333, the Celtic ogof 
and goaf), may be thought genuine 
names of the mythological period, 

descriptive of the supposed effect of 

sorcery and witchcraft on the sun 
and moon. Even in the time of 
Horace, a witch could ‘‘ turn the moon 

into blood.” Sat. 1. 8, 35. 
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In the same manner we may, to a certain extent, bring the 

Iliad, as we have it, to the test supplied by Thucydides. We 
shall find that in his time the making of the Grecian camp was 
one of the first operations of the war’, whereas in our text it is 

narrated as a work of the ninth year, in Book vil. We shall 

find him referring to the oaths of the suitors? as one of the 
reasons of the expedition ; an event recorded in Euripides (Iph. 
Aul. init.), but not alluded to in our Iliad. We shall be forced, 

I think, to conclude, that he had a full account of the raids in 

the Troad (so often alluded to, but never described, in the 
Iliad), and to other more peaceful means adopted for the main- 
tenance of the Grecian troops during the early years of the 
war®. We shall observe that he quotes a verse from the 

second book under a title which makes it at least probable 
that in his time Zeymtpov mapadocrs was, like Avopydeos api- 
ovein in Herod. 11. 116, the title of a scene or separate portion 
of the action that had been adapted from the Cypria. It is 
remarkable that the first book of the Iliad contains many 
marks of vewrepicyds*, and so far as I know, it is nowhere 
alluded to in any passage of Pindar or the Tragics®. For the 
petition of Thetis, 1. 505, that Zeus will do honour to her 

son, which is again mentioned in XV. 76, in a way that shows 
design and continuity in the plan of the Iliad, was very pro- 
bably altered from the older, because more strictly mythological, 
account of the Avtai in Pindar. The sea, the mother of the 

sun, wishes the sun to be transferred in glory to the bright 
western sky; in human language, Thetis beseeches Zeus that 
Achilles may be brought an immortal hero to the isles of the 
blest®. The whole point of the petition in Il. I. is, that the 

ce te 
iru. 
31. 11, galvovrac 8 ov8 evraiba 

wdoyn TH Suvdwer xpnodpevor, adda 
mpos yewpylav ris Xepoovncov tpad- 
pevor kat Aynorelav THs Tpopys arroplg. 

The cultivation of land in the Cher- 
sonese must have been mentioned in 
the ‘Troica’ in the time of the his- 
torian. 

4 As ed & olkad’ ixéoOa, Lu 19, red 

Kpiyvov elas, 106, émerndés, 142, eid7- 

cev, 546, via péd\away épvocomev 

(without F), 141. 

5 In Ar. Nub. 1056 there is a cita- 

tion of Avyds IlvAlwy d-yopyrys, perhaps 
from Il. 1, 248. 

6 Ol. 1.80. The ’AxfAXeLos Spdpos, 

or Xevxh adxr) near the Euxine, was 

the sun’s glorified apparition in the 
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Greeks may find that they cannot afford to alienate Achilles, 
or hope to succeed without his prowess. 

The original Iliad may, as has often been suggested, have 
been an Achilleid ; certain it seems, that as we have it, it 

carries large and palpable accretions, made up from the old 
Achaean stories about Hercules, the Aetolians and Epeians, in 
books 1x. and x1, besides endless episodes of the long and 
sometimes monotonous fights between the heroes on both sides. 
The avayvepiois of Glaucus and Diomede (book VL), the 
Doloneia (book X.), and probably the Acés amarn (book Xtv.), 

seem to me not older than the fifth century B.c. The tenth book, 
indeed, was regarded as interpolated even by the Alexandrine 
critics. The wayn taparotauios (book XXI.) is not only ignored - 
by writers of any antiquity, but it is founded in part on an 
incident which we happen to know was narrated in the Cypria, 
the capture of Lycaon by Achilles’ (35 seqq.). 

The death of Hector is certainly ancient, and it probably 

formed a genuine part of the poem in its oldest form’. But in 
reconstructing these many and often incongruous materials into 
one continuous poem in a dramatised form, in the Periclean or 
“writing” age, it seems to me nearly certain that a great deal 
that was very modern was worked up with much that was very 
ancient. No person, by the exercise of the most subtle critical 
skill, can possibly demonstrate precisely what is genuine and 
what is spurious, or separate with absolute certainty the really 
archaic from the pseudo-archaic additions. But to maintain 
that the Iliad, and perhaps too the Odyssey, have come down 
to us from B.C. 850, or even that Pisistratus introduced Homer, 

as we have him, three centuries later into Athens, is so con- 

far east, where he is compared to a 
giant running his race. 

1 To the original story, as I sup- 
pose, rather than to that in the Iliad, 

may be referred a vase-painting sup- 

posed to represent Lycaon and A- 

chilles, which Dr Hayman endeavours 

to force into his service, Pref. to 

Vol. 11. of his “ Odyssey.” 
* Such verses as Il. v1. 47, “Exrop 

vlé IIpduoro, and xxtr. 363, Auroio’ 
dviporjra kal 78yy (if this, and not 
ddporjra, be the genuine reading), and 
Téws and ws pronounced refos and elos, 
point to a very archaic kind of verse, 
if not to differences in the forms of 
words in a remote age. Such an aorist 

as yévro, which is often used for @\ero, 
though it may be only dialectic, is 
probably a very old form. 

SE ee eT ee 
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trary to the conclusions I have reached from a very special 
study of Homer for a number of years, that I despair of ever 
being brought to see the probability of it. 

Not one of the arguments here brought forward against the 
antiquity of the Homeric texts has been noticed by Mr Grote, 
though he has written at great length and with much learning 
and research upon the question, in Chaps. xx. and xxI. of 
Part I. of his history. Although he believes the Iliad to differ 
from the Odyssey in this, that the former is a composite, the 
latter one a continuous and uniform poem, he still assigns to 
them both,—apparently on a general opinion of the archaic 

state of society represented,—the commonly received date. 
“To place the Iliad and Odyssey at some periods between 
850 B.c. and 776 B.C., appears to me more probable than any 

other date,” he says; and again, “On the whole, the balance 

of probabilities seems in favour of distinct authorship of the 

two poems, but the same age, and that age a very early one, 
anterior to the first Olympiad’.” Nevertheless, he is evidently 
perplexed by the difficulty of the preservation intact of such 
long poems unwritten; and he labours to show (what never 

can be shown, and what is opposed to all that we know on the 
subject) that they “first began to be written before the time of 
Solon.” Aware too that MSS. imply readers of them, he does 
not scruple to speak of the “ probability” of the formation of a 
narrow reading class as early as B.C. 660 to 630’—a mere guess, 
which I must venture to call a clumsy expedient invented to 
get rid of a difficulty. Misinterpreting the well-known state- 
ment of Diogenes Laertius (I. 57)—in itself too late to be of 
much value as evidence—that Solon ordered the poems of 
Homer to be recited é& toBorzjs, to mean “by prompting,” 
he goes on to argue that “a prompter implies the existence of 
MSS. professedly complete*.” He goes so far as to say that 
“the first positive ground which authorizes us to presume the 

1 Vol. 11. pp. 135, 204, ed. 12mo, too, by Diogenes himself, olov dzrov 
2 p. 149. 6 mpGros e\ntev, éxeiOev dpxerOar Tov 
3 Pp. 154. The words ef broBoryns,  dpxduevov,—where it is evident that 

‘taking up one part after another,’ ov éxduevoy should be read. 

are rightly explained, and very clearly 

Journal of Philology. vou. V1. 1Q 
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existence of a MS. of Homer, is in the famous ordinance of 

Solon with regard to the rhapsodes at the Panathenaea; but 
for what length of time, previously, MSS. had existed, we are 
unable to say’.” Thus he is led “to reject the idea of compila- 
tion by Peisistratus, and to refer the present state of the Iliad (!) 
to a period more than two centuries earlier*” And with these 

preconceived convictions—which, I contend, are totally incap-— 
able of any proof, and are in themselves opposed to all reason- 

able probability—but without the least critical inquiry into 
the phenomena of the Homeric language, he makes the follow- 

ing summary, which I quote at length, because it seems to me 
a singular instance of a petitio principw throughout, in a mind 
eminently logical and usually distinguished for the calm and 
impartial weighing of historic evidence. 

“The whole tenor of the poems themselves confirms what is 
here remarked” (viz. that any changes in them must be earlier 

than Peisistratus or Solon). “There is nothing either in the 
Tliad or Odyssey which savours of modernism, applying that 
term to the age of Peisistratus; nothing which “brings to our 
view the alterations, brought about by two centuries, in the 
Greek language, the coined money, the habits of writing and 
reading, the despotisms and republican governments, the close 
military array, the improved construction of ships. Everything _ 

in the two great Homeric poems, both in substance and in 

language, belongs to an age two or three centuries earlier than 
Peisistratus. Indeed even the interpolations (or those passages 
which on the best grounds are pronounced to be such) betray 
no trace of the sixth century before Christ, and may well have 
been heard by Archilochus and Kallinus—in some cases even 
by Arktinus and Hesiod—as genuine Homeric matter. As far 
as the evidences on the case, as well internal as external, enable- 

us to judge, we seem warranted in believing that the Iliad and 
Odyssey were recited substantially as they now stand (always 
allowing for partial divergences of text and interpolations) in 
776 B.C., our first trustworthy mark of Grecian time®.” 

I have elsewhere remarked, that whatever may be the 
value of the traditions about Solon and Peisistratus in their 

1p. 144. =i) Yui aN UF 3 p. 160, 
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relation to the Homeric poems, there is not a particle of evi- 
dence that the two isolated poems that we have learned to call 
“Homer”, or either of them, were meant, since all epics on the 

Troica were alike attributed in ancient times to that author. 

But Mr Grote makes one important admission, in which I 
fully agree with him, “Tf,” he says, “the Iliad was made up, 

as. Wolf believes, from ballads composed by different authors, in 
the time of Peisistratus, then he or his associates must have 

done more than transpose and interpolate here and there; 
he must have gone far to rewrite the whole poem’.” And again, 

“the transposition from smaller songs to a combined and con- 
tinuous poem forms an epoch in the intellectual history of the 

nation. Nor is it to be imagined that the materials pass 
unaltered from their first state of isolation into their second 
state of combination. They must of necessity be recast, and 
undergo an adapting process, in which the genius of the organ- 

ising poet consists*.” 
I believe that the most reasonable account that can be 

conjecturally given of the origin of the Iliad is the following. 
It is one which fully and easily satisfies every difficulty that 
can fairly be raised: and that, I think, is saying a good deal. 

Some time in the fifth century before the Christian era— 
probably in the time of Pericles—a desire arose to commit to 
writing the hitherto oral and ever fluctuating literature which 
passed under the name of Homer*. Such portions of a vast 
subject as related mainly to the adventures of the chief hero, 
Achilles, were taken down from the mouths of rhapsodists by 
some unrecorded person—possibly, as I have hinted, none other 

than the reputed “editor”, Antimachus of Colophon. These rhap-. 
sodists, living in such late times, had so remodelled and inter- 

polated their “parts”, that a great deal of modern diction had 
crept in, along with the general use of the much older voca- 
bulary. Some of the episodes, I am convinced, were hardly if 
at all older than their own generation, although, of course, they 
were represented as handed down verbatvm from the remote 
antiquity in which Mr Grote and others have avowed their 
belief. Well, then, these episodes about Achilles, Hector, 

2 psA78: 2 p. 175. 3 Wolf, Proleg. § 36. 
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Diomede, and others, were written down, under the very 
inappropriate title of “The Iliad”, with such continuity and 
uniformity, and with such skill in selection, as the genius of the 

transcriber could adopt, and thus became the first written 
Homer’. And thus we understand the constant allusions to 
the older stories which the tragics knew and used. We can 
understand too how the rhapsode who contributed the Euro- 
pean (not Asiatic) poem of the “Catalogue”, or our second 
Book, took it from the Kuwpsa én, which he, like his con- 
temporaries, as affirmed by Herodotus, attributed to “Homer”, 

The mass of Troica excluded from the Iliad did not cease 

to exist. It, in turn, became a written literature in the “Cy- 
clus”, in Alexandrine times; but as “Homer” had then got to 
mean the Iliad and the Odyssey, the names of other poets, real 
or fictitious—the anonymous oi wadatol taév ToinTay, it may 
be, of Thucydides,—were assigned to them, Ultimately, as in 
the time of Horace, the “scriptor cyclicus” had become a term 
of disparagement, simply because “the divine Homer” had 
bequeathed nothing but a necessary inferiority to all other 
epic bards. 

1 That it underwent further revision § 43. He does not hesitate to say (ib. 
under Zenodotus and the Alexandrine § 39) that ‘‘accuratior forma Homeri 
critics, is shown by F. A. Wolf, Proleg. prodiit tandem e Museis Alexandrinis.” 

F. A. PALEY, 

Vv 



NOTE ON ISATAH VII—<X. 

THE concluding verses of the eighth’ chapter of Isaiah have 
caused the greatest perplexity to commentators, since they 
contain a description of hopeless gloom and distress from which 
it is apparently not easy to pass by-a natural transition to the 
light and triumph which characterise the opening of chapter 1x. 
Attempts have accordingly been made to extract from the 
actual verses in question an intimation of the coming change ; 
but I doubt whether any such internal point of transition can 
be found without violence to their structure and rhythm, unless 
we agree to introduce some sort of alteration into the text 
itself. The expedient of emendation is indeed justifiable as a 

last resource, but, it may be asked, have all other methods of 

solving the present difficulty been fairly tried? As a practical 
answer I shall propose for consideration a view which occurred 
to me several years ago as a result of my own examination of 
the passage, but for which*® I am now able (1873) to quote no 
less an authority than Ibn Ezra*, by whom it is proposed with 
apparent confidence and without the least show of hesitation. 

The main point is to determine the relation of the disputed 
verses to the whole passage: 

viii. 5—8. The LorpD spake also unto me again, saying, 
Forasmuch as this people refuseth the waters of Shiloah that 
go softly, and rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah’s son; now there- 
fore, behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them the waters of the 
river, strong and many, even the king of Assyria, and all his 

1 Verses 21, 2, which according to 2 But in part only. See p. 159. 

the A. V. conclude the chapter. 3 Cf. also the Targum (p. 153). 
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glory: and he shall come up over all his channels, and go over 
all his banks: And he shall pass through Judah; he shall 

overflow and go over, he shall reach even to the neck ; and the 
stretching out of his wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, © 
O Immanuel. ; 

viii. 9—20. Associate yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall 
be broken in pieces; and give ear, all ye of far countries: gird 
yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces; gird yourselves, 
and ye shall be broken in pieces. Take counsel together, and 
it shall come to nought; speak the word, and it shall not 
stand: for God is with us. For the LorpD spake thus to me 
with a strong hand, and instructed me that I should not walk 
in the way of this people, saying, Say ye not, A confederacy, to 
all them to whom this people shall say, A confederacy; neither 

fear ye their fear, nor be afraid. Sanctify the Lorp of hosts 
himself; and let him be your fear, and let him be your dread. 

And he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling 

and for a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, for a gin 
and for a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. And many 

among them shall stumble, and fall, and be broken, and be 
snared, and be taken. Bind up the testimony, seal the law 
among my disciples. And I will wait upon the Lorp, that 
hideth his face from the house of Jacob, and I will look for 

him. Behold, I and the children whom the Lorp hath given 

me are for signs and for wonders in Israel from the Lorp of 
hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion. And when they shall 
say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and 
unto wizards that peep, and that mutter: should not a people 
seek unto their God? for the living to the dead? To the law 
and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, 
it is because there is no light in them. 

viii. 21, 22. And they shall pass through it, hardly bestead 
and hungry: and it shall come to pass, that when they shall be 
hungry, they shall fret themselves, and curse their king and 

their God, and look upward. And they shall look unto the 
earth ; and behold trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish ; 
and they shall be driven to darkness. 

ix. 1—7. Nevertheless the dimness shall not be such as 
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was in her vexation, when at the first he lightly afflicted the 
land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, and afterward did 
more grievously afflict her by. the way of the sea, beyond 
Jordan, in Galilee of the nations. The people that walked in 
darkness have seen a great light: they that dwell in the land 
of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light shined. 

Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not increased the joy: 
they joy before thee according to the joy in harvest, and as 
men rejoice when they divide the spoil. For thou hast broken 

the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder, the rod of 
his oppressor, as in the day of Midian. For every battle of the 

warrior is with confused noise, and garments rolled in blood; 
but this shall be with burning and fuel of fire. For unto usa 
child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall 
be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful, 
Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince 

of Peace. Of the increase of his government and peace there 
shall be no end, upon the throne of David, and upon his 

kingdom, to order it, and to establish it with judgment and 
with justice from henceforth even for ever. The zeal of the 
-Lorp of hosts will perform this. 

For the sake of simplicity I shall first state the proposed 
interpretation, and afterwards consider a little in detail the 
ordinary interpretation and its difficulties. 

The general meaning of the paragraph viii. 5—8 is plain. 
It is only needful (1) to call particular attention to the words 

italicised in ver. 8, corresponding to the Hebrew: MVS BDI) 

72) ROY, and herein especially to the two words (a) ATV, 

(b) ay), and (2) to bear in mind that the subject of AY is 

UN bb, the King of Assyria, or )T)33 bs, all his glory. 

The paragraph viii. 9—20 contains many difficulties in 
detail which need not here be considered. Suffice it to say 
that in general it is of the nature of a digression—a going off 
at the words Immanu El, God with us. The enemy shall 

sweep the whole place like a flood: the stretch of bis wings 

shall be the full breadth of thy land, O God with us. But that 
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name is a tower of strength. Though the nations take counsel 
together it shall come to nought, for God is with us. Comp. 
Mic. iii. 11. The prophet goes on to reproye the people for 
want of trust in God: “Let him be your fear, and let him be 
your dread.” 

The verses viii. 21, 22, referring back to ver. 5—8, predict 

the fall of Sennacherib. It had been said that “he shall pass 
through Judah” (ver. 8); but “they shall pass through it hardly 
bestead and hungry” (ver. 21). They shall curse their hard - 
‘fate and be hurled headlong in the gloom. The words italicised 

do not exaggerate the degree of closeness with which verses 
8, 21 correspond, for although the expression pass through in 

the one case represents Hon and in the other DY, yet the 
word “JAY itself occurs, as we have seen, in verse 8, where it is 

rendered go over. Thus the English Version fairly represents 
the degree of correspondence between the two paragraphs, or 
rather understates it, since instead of “they shall pass through 
it’’ (ver. 21) we should rather read in the singular, he shall pass 
through it: : 

: ayn) nme p3 rma 73y) 

the subject being the same as in the DY) of ver. 8. 
The paragraph ix. 1—7 describes the consequent triumph of 

the oppressed : the sun of Asshur has set, but “The people that 
walked in darkness have seen a great light...For thou hast 
broken the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder, 
the rod of his oppressor, as in the day of Midian.” 

Closer examination confirms the view that the destruction 
of the Assyrians is described in the verses: 

2ep) AXPHI) AVI "2 MY ay AvP? AB wap) 
may MET. BNR PS Oe ApyED mp rina izoDa 

M3 “y)] These words are by Rashi referred back to 

viii. 11: and instructed me that I should not walk in the way of 
this people; their “way” being to forsake God and seek help 
from Egypt. 
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In like manner the 3ST AND refers MI to the practice of 

necromancy. 
The N55 WS'3 understands that, “they all of them 

know this ‘ word’ and transgress it.” 
But all such renderings are confessedly forced. None of 

them are so simple as those which refer "3 to the land. Com- 
pare R.D.K. and Ibn Ezra, who will be quoted below. Com- 

pare also the Targum NY NI sopn ty"). But we should 

expect that the land would be explicitly mentioned somewhere. 
Accordingly it has been suggested that the 72 has a proleptic 

reference to ver. 22: “and they shall look wnto the earth.” 
‘But, to waive other obvious objections, it is probable that this 

ys does not mean the country, but rather the ground in 

‘contrast with mbynd, thus, whether they look upward or 
downward, distress shall meet them on every side. If however 
ver. 21, 22 be read in connexion with ver. 8, everything 
becomes clear: 3 necessarily refers to Judah, the land of 

Immanuel: AY is no longer without a subject, and the most 
appropriate meaning is assigned to “AY, which here applies 

better to foreigners who sweep across and over the land, than 
to inhabitants of the land who are regarded as cooped up 

within its limits. For this use of the word compare inter alia: 

UDI Wy (x. 27); Wy" *3 AIL DOW (xxvii. 15, 18, 19; 

Dan. xi. 10); Lev. xxi. 6; Num. xxi. 21; Ezek. xv. 17. 

The collocation of ver. 8, 21, appears not less natural in the 
Targum : 

poe sy sip Smo sy mest xy oy) 
> Ss yoy syne onnp xdp ammwp py omy top 

* * * * * * 

IY NT IBD) NPY NY Noa adn yy 
sdyS amy atmyer mane ow vam ed mp) 
syoy 3 Sy xy em onnnnt ona ype tyapd 
spy Tow) ID Npy my ony oN ya NON can 

rama bap 
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ay) Mep3] These expressions may be taken literally. 
There is indeed a paronomasia JY", “AY, but this does not — 

prevent us from taking AY to mean literally hungry. It is 

upon 3Y4 thus rendered that Ibn Ezra rests his interpretation. 
“Some say, Lo days are coming when the passer through the 

land of Judah, being himself of Judah, shall be hard bestead 
and hungry because of the host of Sennacherib, and when he 
sees that his king and his idol cannot save him then he will 
turn upward to pray to the God of heaven. But in my opinion 
it refers to the host of Sennacherib which will pass through the 
land of Judah, it being evident that a great host would be 

hungry. His king, is the king of Assyria, and when he turns 
upward or downward he will see everything darkness.” 

The Targum is favourable to the literal rendering. It 
represents the passer through the land as famished and begging 
food from its inhabitants. R. D. K. speaks clearly to the same 
effect. Having said.that "J means yoSa, referring to ys 3 

(ver. 18), he observes that the passer through the land will be 
py nep (Job xxx. 25) and hungry, not finding anything in the 

land to eat because of its devastation by war. 

ytbyen} ysbn boptl This has been compared with Rev. 

xvi. 11: cal éBrachnunoay tov Oedv Tod ovpavod éx Tav ToveV 
avtav, but it seems best, with the Targum, &c., to understand 

by Elohim an idol, or idols. Assuming this, I think it rather” 

more natural that “his gods” should mean the gods of the 
Assyrian than that it should mean-“the gods” of the Jews. 

As regards the construction, elsewhere we find, bbpn xb pbs 

(Exod. xxii. 27), bbpn bs so (Eccl. x. 20), bere bop is 

followed by a es accusative. It is followed by 3 pr 

means to curse by in the passages: “3! TAN mwosr bbpn 

yea (1 Sam. xvii. 43), and % pw3 pobpy (2 Kings ii. a 

a ay ie bye myn i135\] Whether he looks upward or 
downward he sees only darkness: “Terrors shall make him 
afraid on every side” (Job xviii. 11). Compare Eccl. xii. 5, 

m5 mbax) ps Ny!) This difficult clause is variously 
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interpreted. Some make MJD agree with PNY, and under- 
stand that the darkness is either (1) scattered or spread over 
the land, or (2) dispelled. But M39 is certainly most 
applicable to the person who is the subject of the preceding 
clause. Many authorities understand that “he is driven into 
darkness,” but we may take M739 absolutely and understand 
that, being in darkness, he stumbles and falls headlong, in 
accordance with Jer. xxiii. 12. 

CHAPTER IX, 

al aa) Ny) ‘3] or or but &e. After the fall of the 

oppressor the recovery of the oppressed is described. They are 

“no longer in a land of nyaby ; it 18 he who has fallen in the 

darkness. This to a certain extent simplifies the emphatic b 

(Targ. nad) the “9p of ver. 2. But whether we adopt the ™"p, 

or the 3'fN5 taken relatively, or read ba Maw with Pro- 

fessor Selwyn’, it is clear from the context what the clause 
means, or ought to mean. 

It would be beside my present purpose to add more about 
mere details. Enough has been said to shew that there is good 

reason for adopting the proposed rearrangement of the passage 
in general, which (i) accounts for the verbal correspondence of 

‘ver. 21 with ver. 8; (ji) applies a definite subject to “BY; 
(iii) explains the reference of J; (iv) gives to AY its most 
natural application; (v) interprets Jy 4° in an appropriate, if 
not the most appropriate, way; (vi) refers the expression ren- 
dered “curse...their God” to heathens; (vil) and prepares the 

way for the contrast in ‘}) ay x a; 

It is a moot point in what way the destruction of Sen- 
nacherib’s host was brought about, since the historical notice in 
2 Kings xix. 35° gives no more specific intimation than that “ it 
came to pass that night that the angel of the Lord went out 
and smote in the camp of the Assyrians an hundred fourscore 

1 Reifman in Hascuacwar, Oct. 1870, vest” (ix. 8) is intended to be signifi- 
p. 64, reads non. cant. 

2 Perhaps the contrast “joy inhar-. 3 Cf. 2 Chron. xxxii. 21. 
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and five thousand: and when they arose early in the morning, 

behold, they were all dead corpses.” 
There is reason to think that the final stroke which destroyed 

the Assyrian power was led up to by famine, which is so often 

mentioned amongst divine judgments in the phrase “ the sword, 
the famine, and the pestilence.” The interruption of field 
labours leads to famine which affects the whole country: “Ye 
shall eat this year such things as grow of themselves, &c.” 
(2 Kings xix. 29); and in particular a vast army would find 
difficulty in obtaining provisions, according to the remark of 

Ibn Ezra, given above. 
Very significant in this connexion is the action of Hezekiah. 
“He took counsel with his princes and his mighty men to 

stop the waters of the fountains which were without the city: 
and they did help him. So there was gathered much people 
together, who stopped all the fountains, and the brook that ran 
through the midst of the land, saying, Why should the kings of 
Assyria come, and find much water”? (2 Chron. xxxii. 3, 4)— 
a proceeding which is indeed condemned in some passages of 
the Talmud Babli, as shewing a dependence upon human means : 

“Our Rabbis have taught, Six things did Hezekiah the 
king, for three they praised him, and for three they praised 
him not. He hid the book of medicines and they praised him ; 
he broke the serpent of brass and they praised him; he trailed 
the bones of his father on a bier of ropes and they praised him. 
And for three they praised him not. He stopped the waters of 
Gihon and they praised him not; he broke off the doors of the 
temple and presented them to the king of Asshur and they 
praised him not; he intercalated Nisan in Nisan and they 
praised him not” (7. B. Berachoth'10 b and Pesachim 56 b) ; 
but in the Aboth de R. Nathan II. a stopping of the waters 

of Gihon is mentioned amongst four things which Hezekiah 
king of Judah did, and in all of which “his mind accorded with 
the mind of the Most High, for it is said, Hezekiah stopped the 
upper watercourse of Gihon...and Hezekiah prospered in all his 
works” (2 Chron, xxxil. 30). 

There is a suggestive passage bearing on this point in 

Blunt’s Undesigned Coincidences: ' 
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“Tsaiah was to go forth to meet Ahaz, at the end of' the 
conduit of the upper pool (Isai. vil. 3); to go forth—the conduit 
of the upper pool therefore was without the walls, open to the 
use of the enemy. Ahaz, therefore, we may conjecture, was 

employed, as we know, though not from Isaiah, Hezekiah 
under similar circumstances afterwards was employed, with a 
number of his people, in providing a defence for the city by 
stopping the fountains, of which the enemy might get posses- 
sion,” 

Tn later times a siege of Jerusalem was actually prevented 
by similar measures : 

“And Saladin heard that the Franks were preparing to 
come against Jerusalem in great force, and he sent and gathered 
his forces and prepared for war, and he strengthened the walls 

of Jerusalem, and destroyed all the reservoirs of water that were 
without Jerusalem. And when the Franks were prepared to 
come against Jerusalem, the king of England dissuaded them, 
for he said ‘The district of Jerusalem is a dry district, and 

the Arabs have destroyed all the water that was round about it, 
and the river is more than a parasang distant, and think not 
that Jerusalem is like Acco, believe (me), but for the sea we 
could not have encamped two days against Acco.’ And they all 
acquiesced in his counsel, and they removed to Gaza.” 

(Bar Hebreei Chronicon Syriacum, text pp. 421, 2, 
ed. Bruns et Kirsch). 

It is possible that Isaiah may be alluding to actual priva- 
tions which the enemy was to endure in the verse: “It shall be 
even as when an hungry man (AY, ef. ay) mwp3) dream- 

eth, and, behold, he eateth; but he awaketh, and his soul is 
empty: or as when a thirsty man dreameth, and, behold, he 
drinketh ; but he awaketh, and, behold, he is faint, and his soul 

hath appetite: so shall the multitude of all the nations be, that 
fight against mount Zion” (Isai. xxix. 8); and again in an 
expression of peculiar difficulty at the end of x. 27: 

spay Syn wbyy qoow Syn wbap oto 
wer apm Sy Sam 

on which Hitzig writes : 
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“Diese Worte sind von jeher missverstanden worden. Nach 
Gesenius und dem Syrer bedeuten sie: Der fette Stier werfe muth- 
willig werdend das Joch ab... Vielmehr ist die Meinung: das 
Joch, dem friiher magern und unansehnlichen Stier umgethan, 
wird dem immer fetter werdenden allmahlig zu eng, indem der 
Hals immer mehr Fett ansetzt, und berstet endlich.” But this 

also is, I think, an improbable interpretation ; for (i) the signifi- 

cance of this fatness is quite different (Deut. xxxii. 15; Jer. 
v. 28; 1. 11; Ezek. xxxiv. 16, 20. Notice also Isai. vi. 10); 
(ii) the ox itself would be injured by a yoke which grows 
“allmahlig zu eng”; (iii) this deliverance is never ascribed 
to the strength or “fatness” of Judah, but is represented 
as coming from above; (iv) under the circumstances it is 
inconceivable that the “Stier” should grow “immer fetter,” 
Both sides were rather in danger of starvation owing to the 
desolation of the land: “Therefore shall the Lord, the Lord of 

hosts, send among his fat ones (}*J5W3) leanness” (x. 16), 
see xvii. 4, &c. The following interpretation better suits, I 
will not say the words, but at any rate the external circum- 

stances :—take [I¥% ‘5/9 in the sense “owing to (lack of) oil,” 

comparing wD (Ps. cix. 24 [Symmachus* has dd avndevrlas, 

and Apolinarius vécdguv édaiov]), and a>) (Jer. xviii. 45, in 

Rashi and the 3 MNS). It was the custom to anoint 
shields (Isai. xxi. 5; 2 Sam. 1. 21) since otherwise they would 
become brittle. In like manner a yoke might grow brittle if 
not anointed*. The “yoke” in Isai. x. 27 is the Assyrian power, 
which was to become attenuated by privation and at length be 

destroyed: im this sense the yoke was to be “broken” or 
marred literally through (want of) you. 

In conclusion I must ask the reader to consider the two 
main points of this article as far as possible independently. 
We may reject the theory that certain allusions to famine have 

1 See Field’s Origenis Hexaplorum compare the negative use of the piel in 
que supersunt. some verbs. Thus 2)D means “ lapi- 

2 “ Computrescet jugum, i.e.jugilora, dibus purgavit” in Isai. v. 2, although 
[Jer. v. 5] defectu olei” (Sanctius). For it has the positive meaning “‘ lapidibus 
the implied but not expressed negative, petiit” in 2 Sam. xvi. 6. 

gle 
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a literal application, and yet admit that YP) in vill. 21 has 

the same subject as T2y) in vii. 8, and that 2 in the one 

verse corresponds to a3 in the other. This verbal corre- 

spondence is the basis of my argument, and the reference to 
Sennacherib in ver. 21 suggested itself as a corollary. Ibn 
Ezra on the other hand seems to start from his literal interpre- 
tation of ay), and he makes no explicit allusion to the occur- 

rence of 3)) with the same subject in ver. 8. 

C. TAY LOR. 



NOTE ON A PASSAGE OF PLATO SOPH. 262 p. 

\ 

Elév. ovtw 6) xabaTep Ta Tpaywata Ta pev aAdHAOLS 
ul a a 

npwoTTe, Ta Sé ov, Kal wept Ta THS Hovis av onucia Ta pev OvY 
e an 

appotrel, Ta 5é apwoTTovTa avTaV AOyov aTretpyacatTo. 

From the use of the Imperfect ; z pHOTTE it would seem that 
the Eleate is in this passage using a comparison that has already 
been made and is well known to ane respondent. I have how- 

ever searched the dialogue in vain for any notice of rpayypata 
appoTtovTa; but in pp. 252 5, 253 a, &c., where the Com- 
munion of Kinds is discussed, an example is introduced of the 
combination of letters, of which some will combine and others - 

not; and in p. 261 D is an exact parallel to this passage... 
Kadamep évwi Tov eidav Kal TAY ypappaTov edéyope?, 
mTept TOV OvomaTav ad...émickewopeba...Kite mwavTa 
GrAnros Evvapportes cite wydév, elite Ta pev eOéReL, 
ta 6é ov. [For other examples of this illustration vid. Theaet. 
202 E, Polit. 277.] 

Considering that for some pages mpatreiv, wpakts have 
been used of the action of the verb, in which sense mpaypa 
itself is used a few lines lower, and that rpaypara with this 
meaning is here quite irrelevant, I cannot but think that for 
TIPATMATA we should in this passage read TPAMMATA, 
which is in perfect accordance with the line of argument pur- 

sued from p. 261 D. 

EDMUND ARBLASTER. 

Clare Coll. 
te a ie it 
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THE HASTAMALAKA. 

THE poem, of which I give the text and translation below, is one 
which is very well known in India, but has never been printed 

in Europe. Most educated natives know it by heart, and it 
is universally considered as one of the best summaries of the 

Vedanta doctrine. Its authorship is uncertain; but there are 
_ two commentaries upon it, each of which curiously enough 

is ascribed to ‘Sankara ‘Acharya, the celebrated Vedantist 
teacher of the eighth or ninth century. Dr Hall, in his ‘ Biblio- 
graphical Index, ascribes the poem to Hastémalaka. The 
twelfth stanza is quoted in the Veddnta-saéra (the only quo- 
tation which I have noticed from the work), and Hastémalaka 
is mentioned as the author in the Vidwan-manoranjini Com- 
mentary on the Vedanta-sdra, by Rématirtha-yati. Hastéma- 

- laka is celebrated as one of ‘Sankara’s earliest disciples; and 
he is afterwards said to have founded a modified form of 
Ved4ntism recognizing Vishnu as the supreme Brahma. It 

is probable, however, that the title of the poem has no re- 

ference to any author, as hastémalaka may simply mean ‘a 
myrobalan on the hand,’ and thus be used metaphorically to 

signify something very plain and obvious, as the round fruit on 
the open palm. The phrase is thus used in the Vajrasachi 

Upanishad (Weber’s ed. p. 213. 10), where the true Brahman is 
Journal of Philology. vou. vt. ll 
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described as ‘the contented man, free from desires and passions, 

who sees everything as visibly before him as a myrobalan on 
the palm of his hand’ (karatalémalakam iva’); and this is the 
interpretation which one of my Pundits in Calcutta gave to the 

title. . 
‘The ultimate identity of the individual and the supreme 

soul is the great tenet of the Vedanta. ‘That art thou’ (fat 
twam as?) is the first lesson of the neophyte, and the last vision 
of the perfected mystic. The one supreme soul alone exists ; 
all the separate consciousnesses of individuals are but the 
reflection of the one soul on the multitudinous ‘internal 
organs’ which are the creation of ‘ignorance’ or illusion. 
To reach reality we must strip off the successive veils— 
the waking world first (where the soul is disguised by the 
gross effects), and the world of dreams next (where it is 
disguised by the subtil effects), till we reach that of sound 
sleep. Here for the time the individual soul does attain its 
real nature, but its inherent delusion remains latent, and is still 

capable of being called out into actuality. Only the know- 
ledge of the highest truth, as taught in the Veddnta, can abolish 
ignorance, and so destroy personality in its germ”, 

The soul’s real nature, as identical with Brahma, is always 
described as ‘essentially existent, intelligence, and joy’; but 

though defined as essentially intelligence, this intelligence is not 
exercised on any object, as all objects, as well as the internal 
organ or ‘mind’ which cognizes transient perceptions, are pro- 

duced by ‘ignorance,’ and therefore unreal. There is a striking 
verse of the Yoga-vdsishta’: 

“As would be the pure nature of light, if all that is illu- 

mined by it, as space, earth, and ether, were annihilated, such is 
the loneliness of the pure-essenced spectator (soul), when all 
objects, as I, thou, and the three worlds, have passed into non- 
existence.” 

1 Cf. also Vijnéna-bhikshu, Comm.  avrovs pdvous eldévar Boaxwdvas éyovet, 
on Sénkhya §. p. 96. 2 infr. did Td dropplar povous THy Kevodotiay, & 

2 There is aremarkable passage in éort xirwy Tis Puxis Eoxaros. 
Hippolytus’ Philosophumena, 1. p. 29: 3 Quoted in Vijnéna-bhikshu’s j 
Todo 5¢ TO pas 6 pact Adyor Tov Ocov, Comm. on Sdénkhya Sétra, p. 97. 
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“am firtt we gat s fa wer 

fa ara a a qa araat s fa | 

UaeE a aa gufayg 

aaiaa Wifafeaiar s fe uta 

ae Haat a WY Zaaey 

a aTgVafaaaanz: | 

a waa 4 We avat 

firge wre fasatereg: 8 

fafa aaagufeuat 

facanfeairafacratrveq: | 

tfaatatsifafad wat a: 

a faaroefq@ent s warait ti 2 i 

qarqra faa yas 

aaqquetaaqraraatta | 

waa wie frawaa 

a faaiqafafqeut s- eaTaT Wt 8 tl 

qararaat Tt Pwarat 

qgarquay aaa Tq | 
11—2 
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fagtaraat wg Mat s fa aga 

a faaroafaqedt s earair iy ti 

qat TUUTATA Wareerat 

aq faga aaartaaaa | 

aut wWifaara facraraant a: 

a faaroafayqeut s wart i & Ii 

wraquetaga: wa at 

aayqueaaaguie: 

HATA S TTATE: 

a faaroefarqeqt s earTat i © I 

a uat fanfa aa: wyyat: 

vatqa@ent s fa avaa Wy 1 

UUTATHAT AIT WTACH: 

u fratoafareent s varat i = il 

aararaag: vata Ufa 

RAW WaTMactfa waTaa, | 

saat frat aqaanary: 

a faaronfaq@eut s waTat ti & i 

17. O. Lib. MS. reads Siddhachet4h. 
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faaamauld wat suad 

uyetfa ataraad faaara, | 

qql wla wraraaquaan: 

a fagiuvafsqeut s warait i re tl 

aut qe wal § wWaagqura 

facrauaafquraaes: | 

wate ufwatg Weaa wa 

a fagioafarqeut s wATmT I 2 I 

WA RAg esa QA 

aa faut aaa wifiaqe: | 

aut agagifa at aes: 

a faaroafareent s warait il w | 

aaay Taya 

waatfa qaafa a a ynfa | 

faaga, wet WgaTed 

a faaroafireeut s warat il v2 ll 

1 ananvak=prithak. Comm. 
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suey wat Feat wawtai 

aut deat gfgaty a s fa 

qa wxatat wa wae 

am waad aate far i we tl 

1. ‘Who art thou, my child, and whose, and whither goest 
thou? what is thy name, and whence art thou come? Tell me 
all this clearly to gladden me,—thou fillest my heart with 
gladness.’ 

2. ‘I am not a man nora god nor a demigod, no br&éhman, 
kshatriya, vaisya, nor Sidra; no student, nor householder, nor 
anchorite, nor religious mendicant; innate Knowledge am I. 

3. ‘That which is the cause of the action of mind, eye, and 

the rest, as the sun is the cause of the movements of living 

beings, but which itself is void of all conditioning disguises, like 
the infinite ether,—that Soul, essentially eternal perception, 
am I. 

4, ‘That which being itself one, unmoved and essentially 
eternal knowledge (as the fire is essentially heat), is the sub- 
stratum which bears, as they act, the mind, eye and the rest, 

which are mere Ignorance’,—that Soul, essentially eternal 

perception, am I. 

* 5. ‘The reflection of the face seen in the mirror is nothing ~ 
in itself as separated from the face, so is the personal soul in 
itself nothing, the reflection of Intelligence on the internal 
organ,—that Soul, essentially eternal perception, am I. 

6. ‘As the reflection vanishes when the mirror is not, and 

the face remains alone, apart from all delusion, so that Soul 

1 The MS. Comm. takes it different- as they act, the mind, eye, and the 
ly: “that which being itself one, un- rest, which are mere ignorance, —as 

moved and essentially eternal know- the fire is the substratum that bears 

ledge, is the substratum which bears the heat,—that Soul, &c.” 
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which remains without a reflection when the understanding is 

not, that Soul, essentially eternal perception, am I. 

7. ‘That which abiding aloof from mind, eye, and the rest, 
is itself mind, eye and the rest to mind, eye and the rest, and 

whose nature mind, eye and the rest cannot reach,—that Soul, 
essentially eternal perception, am I. 

8. ‘That which, being one, shines forth self-manifested, 
possessing pure Intelligence, and itself essential Light, and 
which yet appears as though variously modified in various in- 

ternal organs, as the one sun shines reflected in the water 
of different vessels,—that Soul, essentially eternal perception, 
am I. 

9. ‘As the sun, illumining countless eyes, illumines at the 
same moment the object to each, so that Soul, the one intelli- 

gence, which illumines countless internal organs,—that Soul, 
essentially eternal perception, am I. 

10. ‘As the bodily sense illumined by the sun grasps the 
form of the object, but when unillumined grasps it not, so that 
by which the one sun must be itself illumined to illumine the 
sense,—that Soul, essentially eternal perception, am I. 

11. As the one sun seems many in the agitated waters, 
and even when reflected in still waters must be yet recognized 

as really separate, so that which, though really one, seems many 

in the restless internal organs,—that Soul, essentially eternal 
perception, am I. 

12. ‘As he whose eye is covered with a cloud thinks in his 
delusion that the sun is clouded and has lost its light, so that 
Soul which seems bound to him whose mind’s eye is blind,— 
that Soul, essentially eternal perception, am I. 

13. ‘That which, being in itself one, is strung through all 
things, and yet with which nothing ever comes in contact, and 
which, like the ether, is always pure and uncontaminated’ in its 

nature,—that Soul, essentially eternal perception, am I. 

1 The printed Comm. explains achchha as amértta, the MS. as samsargarahita. 
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14, ‘As the pure crystals appear different by the presence 
of a disguiser’, so thou too appearest different by the diversity 
of individual minds; as the moonbeams appear to be tremulous 
in water, so thou too, O Vishnu, appearest to flicker in our 
world !’ 

Of the two different commentaries on the Hast&émalaka, 

ascribed to ‘Sankara ‘Acharya, one was printed at the end of the 
Calcutta edition of the Veddnta-sdra, in 1853; there is a MS. of 
the other in the India Office Library, belonging to the Guikwar 
collection, and copied Samvat 1563 (4.D. 1506). Both profess — 
to claim ‘Sankara ‘Ach4rya as their author; but both, especially 

the latter, are far too diffuse to vindicate their claim to have 
been written by the greatest philosophical author that India has 

produced. As a specimen of each, I subjoin the introductory 
passage, in which each professes to explain the origin and object 
of the poem. Neither gloss comments on the two first stanzas, 
as found in our present text; both begin their explanations 
with the third. . 

The Commentary in the E. I. Library (MS. 2532) thus 
opens: “a certain student, who had attamed supreme know- 
ledge and who had assumed the last body before absolute eman- 
cipation, having been ejected from home by his relations be- 
cause he seemed obstinately dumb, was pointed out by his 
father, and accordingly asked by the author of the Commentary 
(on the Veddnta-sitras, i.e. ‘Sankara), ‘who art thou?’ De- 
siring that others also might have a dignity like his own, he 
proceeded accordingly to describe his own pre-eminence, and to 
declare himseif in the following stanzas (i. e. beginning with the 
third’).” 

The other Commentary opens with the following intro- 
duction : 

1 As the China rose reflected in it. bhévam prakatayann ‘anyeshém apy 
2 Kasgchid utpanna-jndni dvirbhfita- anubhdvo bhtiy4n madvad’ iti manvdno 

charamadehah swajanena mikatwena yathdvad d4tmdnam dchachakshe ‘nimit- 
vahishkritah pitré pradargito bh4shya- tam’ ityddibhir dwddagabhih Slokaih. 
kridbhih ‘kas twam’ iti prishtah swanu- 
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“ All beings here have an instinctive desire to obtain happi- 
ness and to escape pain; now a certain person, possessed of a 
pre-eminent amount of merit, and considering worldly happiness 
as only so much pain from its inseparable connection with pain 

and from its transitoriness, becomes thoroughly disgusted with all 
mundane existence, and in his disgust he strives to escape from 
its bonds; and his teacher, telling him that the ignorance of 
the soul’s nature is the cause of all mundane existence, and the 
knowledge thereof the cause of its abolition, instructs him ac- 

cordingly in the knowledge of the individual soul.”’ 

‘Neither of these opening paragraphs gives any hint as to the 
author or the real circumstances of the composition of the poem. 
A Bengali translation inserts a curious legend, that ‘Sankara, in — 

the course of his wanderings as a religious reformer, met one 
day in the road a certain beautiful youth, whom he addressed 
in the words of the first verse, and who repeated the remainder 
of the poem as his reply ; but there seems no authority for this 
story. 

There is a curious parallel to the Hast4malaka in an ode of 
the great Persian mystic Shamsi Tabriz, quoted by Erskine in 
the first volume of the Bombay Literary Society’s Transactions. 

“What advice, O Musalmans, as I do not know myself; 

I am neither Christian nor Jew, nor am I a fire-worshipper 
nor Musulman. 

I am not from the East nor the West, nor am I of ead or 

fire, 

I am not from the country of Irak, nor am I from the land of 
Khurdsan. 

I am neither of water nor air, nor am I of fire or earth; 
I am not of Adam or Eve, nor am f of the inhabitants of 

paradise. 
My place is no place, my sign is without sign : 
I have neither body nor soul,—what is there then? I am the 

soul of my beloved.” 

E. B. COWELL. 



CONJECTURAL EMENDATION OF THE SAMARITAN 

TARGUM ON GEN. xiv. 5. 

‘In Gen. xiv. 5 the Hebrew D'X5‘ is represented in the printed 
text of the Samaritan Targum, as given in Walton’s Polyglot, 
by xntav2x4 sulapeyya, which Castell in his Lexicon renders _ 

gigantes, connecting it with the Chaldee pydp, absorpstt, 

deglutivit. Now by a slight change of two very similar letters. 

we get xmaw2xA sultaneyya, ‘powerful ones, a word which, 

though not found in Castell, has a much stronger warrant for 
its existence in the cognate Arabic root, as well as in the 

Hebrew rows , than the word which stands in the printed 

text. 

W. A. W. 
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I. ‘TO SAVE APPEARANCES.’ 

[Read before the Cambridge Philological Society 20 May 1875.] 

THis. phrase has not, so far as I know, been traced to its 

source. J am now able to carry it up to a date many hundred 
years older than that which I assigned to it seventeen years 
ago. In a passage, otherwise also of great interest, Plutarch 

says de fac. in orbe lunae 6 § 8 p. 923°: 

kal 6 Aedxwos yedacas, ‘udvor’ citer,‘ Tav, 4) Kpiow nyiy 
3 , > }- cf ’ / ” a / 3 doeBeias érrayyeiAns, @otrep Apictapyov @eto Seiv KXeavOns tov 
Samiov aceBeias mpockareicGat tos"EXAnvas ds KwodvTa TOD 
Kocpov THY éoTiav, bTt TA hatvdpeva oowCery [*d sauuer les 
apparences’ AMYOT' avip éreipdro, pévery Tov ovpavor vrroTi- 
Oéwevos, e&edittec Oar Sé Kata NoEoD KUKAOU THY yh, Gua Kal Tept 
Tov avTns a&ova Sivovpévnv.’ 

The lax modern acceptation of the words is perhaps not 
older than the sixteenth century. Littré indeed (s. v. apparence 
n. 2) cites’no earlier authorities than Moliére, Bossuet, Massillon, 

Fénelon, Balzac. Add Bayle (Agesilaus n. H) “ce sont, générale- 

“ment parlant, les maximes de tous les états; la différence des 
uns aux autres n’est que du plus au moins: les uns sauvent 
mieux les apparences que les autres.” But Tommaseo s.v. 
apparenza un. 7 alleges the concetti politict of Fr. Sansovino, pub- 
lished in 1575. 
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In England the phrase owes its popularity no doubt to 
Milton. I therefore make no apology for reproducing here a 
note which I printed in Notes and Queries 21 Aug. 1858 (2nd 
Ser. V1 n. 188 p. 143): 

I do not find that the commentators have pointed out the 
source of the singular lines in the Par. Lost vil 82, 83. Yet 
no one who considers the strong attractions which the bold and 
eloquent History of the Council of Trent must have possessed 
for the author of Areopagitica, and observes the exact verbal 

correspondences of the two passages cited below, will doubt that 
Milton was indebted here to Father Paul :— 

‘ ; . or if they list to try 
Conceace: he his fabric of the heav’ns 
Hath left to their disputes, perhaps to move 
His laughter at their quaint opinions wide 
Hereafter, when they come to model heav’n 
And calculate the stars, how they will wield 

The mighty frame, how build, unbuild, contrive 

To save appearances, how gird the sphere 
With centric and eccentric scribbled oer, 

Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb.” 

“F4@ da alcuni faceti detto, che se gli astrologi, non sapendo 
le vere cause de’ moti celesti, per salvare le apparenze, hanno 
dato in eccentrici et epicicli, non era maraviglia, se volendo 

salvare le apparenze de’ moti sopracelesti, si dava in eccentricit& 
@ opinioni.”—Hist. del Conc. Tid. Lond. 1619 p. 222. 

The allusion is well explained in “The life of Samuel 
Fairclough” p. 184 (printed in Samuel Clark’s Lives of Sundry 
Eminent Persons, Lond. 1683 fol.): “He could never expect 
to see or find peace on earth amongst men, until the spirits of 
men were so acted by the Spirit of God, as the spheres are said 
(in the old philosophy) to be acted above by angels, where all 
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the little smaller epicycles and circles of every particular orb do 
all give themselves up wholly to the conduct and motion of the 
larger and greater spheres; and truly (said he) it is this, which 
(according to that hypothesis) doth make the sweetest music in 
heaven.” [Bossuet also (Variations xv 81 cited by Littré 
s.v. sauver n. 9) has made use of Father Paul: ‘Les anciens 
avaient imaginé je ne sais combien de cercles différemment 
entrelacés les uns dans les autres, par lesquels ils sauvaient 
toutes ces bizarreries. Mr Wright reminds me of Bacon’s 
Essay XVI, which was no doubt known to Milton, but he also 
knew and cites elsewhere Father Paul. Bacon says: ‘It was 

gravely said, by some of the Prelates, in the Councell of Trent, 
where the doctrine of the Schoolemen bare great Sway; That 

the Schoolemen were like Astronomers, which did faigne Eccen- 
tricks and Epicycles, and such Engines of Orbs, to save the 
Phenomena; though they knew, there were no such things: And, 
in like manner, that the Schoolmen had framed a Number of 

subtile and intricate Axiomes and Theorems, to save the prac- 
tise of the Church.’ 

Since the above was in print I received from the Rev. G. - 
Wheelwright a specimen (8 pp. 4to. FA—FACE) of the new 
English dictionary promised by the Philological Society. Here 
under fabricate I found a reference to Burton’s Anatomy of 
Melancholy p. 2 s. 2 m. 3, where is much curious learning 

respecting epicycles and eccentrics. In p. 159 col. 2 (ed. 
1676) all the editions (I have had the advantage of consulting 
Mr Wright’s collection with his aid) read: ‘ Maginus makes 
eleven Heavens subdivided into their Orbes and circles, and all 

too little to serve those particular appearances,’ where I should 
not venture upon the correction save. Elsewhere the true | 
reading salve has been in the first and several other editions 
displaced by solve. Thus p. 160 col. 2: ‘To avoid therefore 
these impossibilities, they ascribe a triple motion to the earth,... 
and so solve all apparences better than any way whatsoever.’ 
Yet a few lines lower down salve has kept its place: ‘to salve 
those ordinary objections of Parallaxes and Retrogradations of 
the fixed stars.’ Solve occurs again by mistake p. 162 col. 1: 
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‘But to avoid these Paradoxes of the earths motion (which the 
Church of Rome hath lately condemned as heretical, as appears 
by Blancanus and Fromundus writings) our latter Mathema- 
ticians have rolled all the stones that may be stirred: and to 
solve all appearances and objections, have invented new hypo- 

theses, and fabricated new systems of the World, out of their 
own Dedalwan (sic) heads.’] 

II ‘IN PURIS NATURALIBUS,’ 

The history of this phrase affords a striking instance of that 
degeneration of abstract philosophical terms, which Hegel, if I 
remember right, as cited in Guesses at Truth, supposed to be 

characteristic of England, pointing to the very material sense 

attached by our chemists and grocers to such a word as essence. 
I have myself heard a dignitary charge materialism on the 
Athanasian Creed because of its use of the d6uoovcvor. 

In puris naturalibus, we all know, now means ‘stark 

naked’; man in puris naturalibus, as our late Public Orator 
wittily put it, is to us man before the grace of the tailor. 
But in scholastic divinity pura naturalia are opposed to 
supernaturalia, man’s unaided powers to his powers quickened 
and guided by Divine grace. See Jo. Duns Scotus in 11 sent. 
dist. 29 (not 39, as Cotta says) qu. wnica, where in p. n. several 
times occurs. Tho. Aquin. swmma p. 1 qu. 95 art. 1 ‘qui posue- 
runt hominem non esse creatum in gratia, sed in naturalibus 

tantum’; ibid. prima sec. qu. 109 art. 4 tit. ‘utrum homo sine 
gratia per sua naturalia legis praecepta implere possit’; ibid. 
ad fin. ‘praeceptum de dilectione Dei non potest homo implere 
ex puris naturalibus. Cotta has appended a learned note 
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(Iv 248—250) to Jo. Gerhard’s loci theol. 1x ‘de imagine Dei 
in homine ante lapsum’ § 46, in which many authorities are 

cited. See especially Bellarmine de gratia primi hominis c. 5 
(opp. Colon. 1619 Iv 23°) ‘Quare non magis differt status 
hominis post lapsum Adae a statu eiusdem im purts natu- 

_ ralibus, quam differat spoliatus a nudo; neque deterior est 
humana natura, si culpam originalem detrahas, neque magis 
ignorantia et infirmitate laborat, quam esset et laboraret in 
puris naturalibus condita.’ Cf. c. 7 col. 36”, 37%, 38°, 39°. 

JOHN EE. B. MAYOR. 



NOTES ON THE AJAX OF SOPHOCLES. 

399, 400. . 

” \ lal / vs e 4 ote yap Oedv yévos ol dpepiov 
at vv / > v > , 

ér akios Prérrew eis dvacw avOpwrer. 

I cannot see why eis dvacw should not be taken adverbially 
here, = ‘to advantage, i.e. profitably. “For I am no longer 

worthy to behold the race either of gods-or mortal men advan- 
tageously to myself.” 

Compare Soph. Phil. 111; 

a a > , ’ ? a 7 dtav te Spas és Képdos, ovK Oxvely mpéret. 

449. 

ovK av TroTeE 
Sixnv kat addrov datos bd eydicay. 

Why cannot wWndifm here have its proper meaning ‘to 
count’? -“They would never have thus cownted wp [the votes 

in] a law-suit to the detriment of another man.” Cf. infr. 1135: 

TET. «rémrrns yap avtod Wnhdotro.ds evpébns. 
ME. éy tois Suxactais, ov enol, 76d éoparm. 

The persons who counted up the votes would have especial 
opportunities of manufacturing surreptitious ones. And such a 
repetition of Ajax’s complaint against the Atride by Teucer 
gives a greater unity to the action, than the interpretation, 
which makes Teucer the originator of this special accusation. 
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465. 

yunvoyv pavévta THY aptotetwy aTep, 
ay avTos axe, oTépavoy eUKrElas péeyav' 

T cannot assent to any explanation of a double genitive, that 
I have seen, in the second of these lines. It appears to me that 
dv is simply the direct object of érye, attracted to its ante- 
cedent taév dpictelwv, while orépavoy everelas péyav is in 
apposition with @, the proper object of éryev, implied in the 
attracted dv. Compare 967, 968; 

av yap npacOn tuyeiv, 
> la > ¢ fal , - 7 v éxtncal? avt@, Gavatov dvirep 70eXev. 

, th"; ” < . ; *,? 

where @avatov dvrep 70edev is a mere exegetical apposition to 
av npacOn Tvyeiv. 

556, 557. 

érav © ixn pods todo, dei co ——Orws matpds 
deiEeus ev eyOpois obos €& brou 'Tpadns. 

I think the hypothesis of an aposiopesis from agitation after 
Se? o”, and then a change of construction, is preferable to any 
method of forcing Sci o into syntactical union with S7ws 
deiEecs. 

730. 

Kore@v epvata SierrepawOn Eidn. 

The proper meaning of Siamepaidw is ‘to cause to pass 
across’. Why can it not mean here: ‘swords, drawn from 
sheaths, were crossed’? It would then be vividly descriptive of 
the attitude of persons proceeding in a quarrel as far as possible 
without actually striking a blow. Or perhaps, as ézrepai#On is 
the intransitive aor. of wepasdw, SverreparwOn would be better 
translated simply “crossed.” 

Journal of Philology. You. V1. 12 
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803. 

ot "yo, dirot, mpocTynT avayKaias TUyNS. 

If we analyse the word mpdctnrte, we arrive at once at the © 

meaning ‘stand in front of’. Adding the idea of motion with a 
view to standing in front of, we obtain the meaning ‘get in 
front of’, i.e. ‘be beforehand with’. Thus, although Iam not - 
aware of any similar use of the word, we arrive at exactly the 
meaning required by the context; ‘ Alas, friends, be beforehand 
with fate!’ 

1083. 

TavTnv vouile THY TOA YpdvV@ TrOTE, 
3 : ee a > \ a 

€E ovpiwv Spapodcav, és BuOov receiv. 

With regard to ef ovpiwy, it is surely as legitimate to refer 

to such passages as Alusch. Eumen. 147: 

€& dpxiov wértaxev olxetar § 6 Onp, 

as to é£ odpias wei and similar expressions, which usually 
abound in the notes of commentators. And the former refer- 

ence brings out an easy and vivid sense, which is not Bi’ 
apparent in the latter. 

“Consider that that state some day in course of time, if it 
were to run out of the sphere of favourable winds (e¢ dpayor), 
will fall into the abyss.” 

1112. 

ov yap TL THS ons ovvEeK’ eoTpaTevoaTo 
\ Ld e , a , 

YUvalkos, woTrep OL TOvOU TrOANOU TrAEM. 

I understand @omep of movov ToAd0d Tré@ to be a hit at 
the meddlesome and fussy character of the Atride. 

“For Ajax did not go on the expedition at all on account of 
your wife, like those who are full of much ado,” meaning by 

that, Menelaus himself, who was meddling with the burial of 
Ajax, a matter with which he had properly no concern. 
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1396, 1397, compared with Heb. vi. 6. 

ta 8 adda Kal Evyrpacce Kel twa otpatod 
Oérers xopmifew, ovdev adyos EEoper. 

In this passage I think twa otpatod must be taken as the 
subject and not the object of xouifew, which again I think is 
used intransitively in the sense ‘exequias ire’, “And if you 
wish any member of the army to attend the funeral, I shall feel 
no annoyance.” That is to say, although Teucer objects to 
Ulysses attending Ajax’s funeral himself, yet he is perfectly 

willing to allow him to send a representative to do so. If I 

were to supply an object to couifew, it would be Tov vexpéy, for 
which compare Eurip. Andromache 74. 

This is one of those curious uses of a transitive verb in an 
intransitive sense, which illustrate the employment of dvaxar- 
vigety in the sense of renewing [a covenant] in Heb. vi. 6, where 
I translate, “For it is impossible that those who have been 

- once illuminated...... and have fallen away should renew [their 
covenant] again in the direction of repentance, by [re]cruci- 
fying for themselves the Son of God, and putting him to open 

shame.” 

A. H. WRATISLAW, 
School Hall, Bury St Edmunds. 

12—2 



ON PLATO, THEATETUS 207 E. 

CurtTIUs grounds his opinion that the Greek aspirates were up 
to the period of classical literature, if not much later, genuine 

aspirates or double sounds—that is, not spzrants, on the follow- 
ing five considerations : 

1. The moveability of the aspirate as shown, e.g. in redu- 
plication-syllables and in the Ionic «@odv, &c. as compared with 

Attic yitdv. 
2. The representation by foreigners of the aspirates by the 

corresponding tenues, as in the case of the Scythian in Aristo- 
phanes, Thesmophorazusae—rrépe for dépe. 

3. Latin transcription—e.g. tesaurus, Corintus, where t 
stands for Greek 0. 

4. The mention by Dionysius of Halicarnassus of the mpoo- 

OnKn TOD Trev MaToOS. 
5. The fact that modern Greek in some dialects gives the 

tenuis for the older aspirate—e. g. éxw for éyw, Tédw for Oéro. 

Now any additional evidence on this point coming actually 
from the Classical period of Greek literature would be especially 
important: and it seems to me that the passage in question 
goes a long way towards supplying this deficiency. The ques- 

tion is there asked whether a man could be said to have real 
scientific knowledge of (éri/ctac@au) the first syllable of the 
names @caityntos and Oecddwpos, if in the one case he were (by 
accident) to spell it right © +, and in the other wrong T +e. 
The example seems to derive its whole point from the ease with 
which such a mistake might be made by an unlettered person ; 
while the improbability of the mistake "is increased and the 
@j7a and tad more widely separated and less likely to be con- 
founded, if we assume that the @ had a pronunciation somewhat 
like modern Greek @ or our own hard th in thin. 

E. S. ROBERTS. 



ON THE SO-CALLED ARABICUS MONS. 

THE Ancient Atlas of Dr Smith and Mr Grove, just completed, 
contains a sheet of ‘Geographical Systems of the Ancients’. 
They are drawn by Dr Karl Miiller. In the Herodotean sys- 
tem there is a mountain range marked as ‘Arabicus Mons’, 
starting from above Heliopolis in Egypt, running parallel with 
the Arabicus Sinus, and ending in a ‘Thurifera Regio’ West of 
the opening into the Southern Sea, among or South of the 
Ethiopians :—in Africa as we should now call it. And its 
length is set down as “60 dierum iter.” 

In accordance with this, so far as it goes, Smith’s Dictionary 

of Ancient Geography has a title ‘Arabiae or Arabicus Mons’, 
which is said to be “the name given by Herodotus to the 
range of mountains which form the Eastern border of the Nile 
valley, and separated it from the part of Arabia West of the 
Arabian Gulf.” 

The invention and denomination of this mountain range 
has arisen from what I conceive to be a misunderstanding of 
Herodotus, Book I1. 8. 

> 

Amo 8€ “HXiov rods, advo iovte orewn éote Atyuttos. TH 
» \ a > Uf > la lA ee ES J \ pev yap THs ApaBins otpos waparétata, hépov am apKtou mpos 

pecapBpins Te Kal voTou, aiel avw Teivoy és THY EpuOpny Kadev- 
, , = b] lel e / Mv e 3 \ / 

pévnv Oaraccav’ év TO ai ALOoTOpias Everot ai és TAS Trupapidas 
tal ‘ 3 , , \ a > i: 3 \ 

Katatpnbeica tas ev Méude. Tavtn pev \jryov avaxayTre: €s TA 
a an € elpntat TO ovpos’ TH 5é avTd éwuTod ott paKpoTaTtoy, ws eyo 

A a 33 PANT a! \ 

éruvOavouny, S00 pnvev avTo elvat THs 600, aw nods pos 
¢ A \ \ x \ wA i ? na X\ , éotrépny, Ta Sé Tpds THY NO ALBavwTopopa avTOV Ta TéppaTa 

elvat. 

Herodotus goes on to say that this mountain and a corre- 

sponding one, on the Libyan side of the valley, make Egypt 
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narrow for about “four days’ sail;” 76 & évOedrev adtis evpéa 
Aiyutrrés éote. 

Quite a different interpretation of this passage is that im- 
plied in Niebuhr’s condensation of it (Geography of Herodotus, 
English Translation, Oxford, 1830): “The Arabian chain of 

mountains from West to East measures two months’ journey 
(i.e. 12,000 stadia), from the edge of the valley of the Nile to 
the region of frankincense.” He adds, “I say from the edge of 
the valley of the Nile, because the Gulf is considered as inland, 
and not as the boundary of the country.” 

Had the passage in Herodotus stood alone, _ should even 
then have thought no other interpretation tenable. An Ara- 
bian mountain, of which the longest range is described as 
Easterly, comes to a termination at the Mokattam quarries, 

and thence turns South ; and so, with the corresponding Libyan 
range, makes the valley of the Nile narrow for four days’ 
journey up the stream: what becomes of it after this he does 
not distinctly say. 

But there is another passage, which seems to me to remove 

any possible doubt where this West and East range is to be 
looked for. . 

In Book 1. c. 158, describing the course of the canal in- 
tended by Necho to connect the Nile and the Red Sea, which 

started from the river near Bubastis and the modern Zagazig, 
he says: “éyeras 5€ xatumepOe tod mediov”—that is, to the 
South of the Eastern part of the plain of Lower Egypt—“o 
xara Méuduy teivov otpos, év TO ai ALOoToplar Evetor”’—the very 
words of the former passage, and he proceeds to say that the 
canal was carried along the foot of this mountain range “am 
éomrépns axpy mpos THY Ao,” after which “reiver és Suachayas, 

> x . 

hépovea aro Tod ovpeos Trpds pecauSpinv Te Kal voTov avepov és 
Tov KoNTrov Tov "ApaBuov.” The low land at the head of the 
gulf is treated as a mere transverse valley, and the range con- 
tinues Eastward into Arabia. In truth, Herodotus and the 

other Greeks who visited Egypt, must have been much more 
familiar with this West and East line of hills—or more cor- 
rectly, I imagine, this northern boundary of the mass of inter- 
sected table land lying between the Nile and the Gulf, than 
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with the eastern bank of the Nile valley. The views of Gebel 
Geneffeh, Attakah, &c. strike the modern traveller on the Suez 

canal; and Murray’s Guide tells us of spots whence the addi- 
tional prospect of “the granite peaks of Sinai” combine with 
them to form “a really magnificent coup d’ceil.” It is, I con- 
ceive, at the end of a two months’ journey in this direction — 
that Herodotus was told we should scent the odours of the 

- frankincense. 

Niebuhr states a difficulty, without dwelling on it, in recon- 
ciling this datwm for determining the incense country with the 
other in Book 111. 107, that it occupies the extreme South of 
Arabia. I do not think it is necessary to picture the range to 
oneself as running due East: neither, on the other hand, do I 

_ suppose it possible to draw a map of the habitable world from 
the data of Herodotus which should be thoroughly self-consist- 
ent. But I think it quite clear that he placed this region in 
what we call Arabia, and not in what we call Africa. No doubt 

he extends Arabia West of the Gulf, where, then as now, there 

were Arab tribes bordering on Egypt and Nubia: but he does 
not carry it far South (see vir. 69). On the large scale, the suc- 

cession Westward of the nations occupying the shores of the 
Southern sea is, in Asia, Persians, Assyrians, Arabians; and 
then, after the narrower strip, where Palestine and Egypt sepa- 

rate the northern and southern seas, comes Libya (Iv. 39, 41). 
And the frankincense region is in the éoyatu) of Arabia; gold, 
elephants, ebony, and the long-lived Ethiopians in that of 
Libya (111. 107). 

There is another passage pertinent to this question, which 
seems to me to confirm these inferences; but it is not so con- 
clusive as it might be, owing either to our ignorance or to a 
corruption of the text (IL 75). Herodotus tells us he went to a 
place ths "ApaBSins cata Bovtoty mod pardiota Kn Kelwevos 
where flights of winged serpents arrived every year from this 
frankincense region (111. 107), and were stopped and destroyed 
by the ibises at the mouth of a wady debouching into a large 
plain which joins on to the plain of Egypt. The only known 
Buto is here out of the question, being far away in the Western 
Delta. But the description certainly seems to point to the hills 
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flanking the Eastern Delta, between Cairo and Suez, or beyond 
the Suez Canal; and even if we suppose the spot to be South 
of Cairo, the wady must then run into the Nile valley from the 

East. 
beyond Meroe’. 

1 If we could ascertain the posi- 
tion, we might ascertain what it was 

that Herodotus really saw there which, 
‘with mind prepossessed, he accepted 
as heaps innumerable of serpents’ 

bones and vertebre (dxdv@as). The 

nummulites which, singly and in con- 
glomerated masses, strew the path 

and compose the soil on the way to 

It seems impossible to imagine the inroad to come from 

the Beni-hassan tombs, at once struck 

me as possibly his vertebra. The same 

fossils are said to be Strabo’s ** petri- 

fied lentils” on the platform of the 
Pyramids: but I forgot to look for 
them when there. In all probability 

there are many other localities where 
they are equally conspicuous, 

D. D. HEATH, Kitlands. 



ON ETH. NICs TL. 

In the Second Book of the Nicomachean Ethics, after it has 

been shown on general grounds that each ‘virtue’ or excel- 
lence is a ‘mean state’ between excess and defect, a chapter 

follows in which this position is confirmed by a list of the 
several Virtues and corresponding Vices. This list gives by 

anticipation, in a summary form, the results afterwards arrived 
at by the discussion of the Moral Virtues in Books III and IV. 
I propose to show that it is not only founded on the subse- 
quent discussion (which we should expect to be the case) 

but also that it is of later date, and probably not the work 
of the same author. I shall then endeavour to point out the 
bearing of this conclusion on the disputed questions regarding 
the composition of the Nicomachean Ethics. 

1, The terminology of the chapter in question (11. 7) 
is more complete than that of Books III—IV. In particular 

there are several characters which have no specific name given 
to them in the later place, e.g. 

a. In it. 2, § 7, the defect answering to cwdpoctvy is 
said to be nameless, ‘for such incapacity of feeling (dvascOnaia) 
is not human’; but no name is proposed for it. In 1. 7, the 
term avaicOntos is adopted. 

6. In Iv. 6, the mean between the dpeoxos and the 
dvcKoXos is said to have no name, but to be ‘most like friend- 
ship’ (éoue 5é€ warvora gpidia). In UW. 7 it is spoken of as 
guAla, as though that were a well understood term. 

ce. InIv.7,a ‘nameless state’ is discussed which is ‘the 

mean of adafovera’, It is described by circumlocutions,— 
6 adnGevtixds, of adnOevovtes and the like—and in one place 
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(Iv. 8, § 12) is said to be wept adndeav. In u. 7 the term 
a@dOera is definitely adopted (7 weardrns addnOera reyéo Ow). 

In all these cases a new term is adopted by the writer of 
1. 7, out of materials and hints contained in Books III and IV. 
Language which in these Books is used in a loose, illustrative 
way, is now strict and technical. And I cannot but think 
that the new uses of the words qiAla and adnOea are very 
harsh and unlike the manner of Aristotle. 

2. The three ‘social habits’ are treated in Book IV in 
a manner which is professedly tentative and unsystematic. 
The discussion of mpadrns suggests the habit which is ‘like 

Friendship’: then follows 1 adafovetas pecorns, with an 
apology for introducing ‘mean states’ that are not properly 

speaking Virtues: then e’tpavedia. At the end, however, 
there is a short recapitulation (c. 8 § 12), in which the 
three habits are more accurately distinguished; Ssadépoves 
dé Ore 1) dv trept adrnGevay x.7.r. This classification gives 
us the new order ad\nOea evtparedia gidia: and is adopted 
ready made in Il. 7, wept pev ovv TO aGAnOés x.7.r. Even the 
change of expression from wep) aAnOeav to rept Td adnbés 
may be accounted for by the fact that the Virtue itself is now 
called aA7nOeva, and consequently could not be said in the same 
sentence to be wep) adndeav. 

3. The opening words of the chapter under discussion— 

Sef Sé todTo py povov KaOdrov AéyecOat aGAXA Kal Tois Kal? 
éxaora épapucrrev—offer a use of the phrase ta xa? éxaora 
which it would be difficult to justify from Aristotle, and 
which is inconsistent with the use of the same phrase in the 
next words of the sentence—zrepi yap ta xa?’ Exacta ai mpakeis. 
The ‘particulars’ with which action ‘has to do’ are those of 
individual cases. To confuse these with the several kinds 
of Virtue (ta pépn ths adperys) is the mistake of a clumsy 
imitator of Aristotle. : 

4, The expression Aoyixal dpetai at the end is noted by 
Sir A. Grant as post-Aristotelian. 

5. The dvaypady mentioned at the beginning of the 
chapter seems to be a catalogue or table. It is referred to 

" 

a ee ee 

a ee _ 
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also in the Eudemian Ethics, 1228 a 28, SceiAowev 8 ev tH 
Siaypadyn mpotepov Opacos Kai go8ov évavtia: cp. 1230 b 12, 
and 1231 b 8. It is not like Aristotle to make use of a list 
of the kind, much less to found an argument upon it as though 
it were something well known and accepted. 

6. The references to Book II contained in Books III 
and IV are in favour of this view. 

Note especially the words at the beginning of the discus- 
sion of Temperance in Book III: ore pév otv peodtns éatt 
mept 1Sovas 7) cwhpocuvn eipntat nuiv’ TTov yap Kab ovy 
Opuoiws éotl mept tas Ai(qras, i.e. ‘we have said about Tem- 
perance simply that it is about pleasures (and that was 
enough), for it is not about pains in the same way.’ This 

is therefore a reference to I. 2,§7, and ignores 11. 7, where 
the words #rTov Sé€ Kat Twept Tas AVTas are evidently taken 
(and spoiled by the omission of ovy owotws) from 11. 10, § 1. 

The reference at I11. 6, § 2 may also be to I. 2, and proves 
nothing in favour of 11. 7. 

The only references to 11. 7 are the following :— 

mL. 7, § 7, elpnrar & jpiv év tots mpotepoy bTt ToAXa éoTW 
dvevupa. 

Iv. 4, § 1, caOarep év tots mpadtois €rXéyOn. 

Iv. 4, § 3, ws Kal ev Tols mpwtots EXéxOn. 

It can hardly be accidental that these three references 
are all parenthetical, and may be struck out without affecting 
the sense in the least; whereas the two other references, at 

11. 6, § 2, and m1. 10, § 1, are indispensable to the context. 
These arguments seem to show conclusively that 11. 7 was 

composed after Books III and IV; and that, even if it should 

be thought that the difference of authorship is not established. 
It will be found, in fact, that not merely the substance but the 

language of 11. 7 is taken servilely, clause by clause, from the 
longer discussion. | 

To this rule however there is an exception which leads to 
some important inferences. 

The agreement between 1. 7 and the discussion of the 
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Virtues in Book IV extends as far as the mention of aidas, 
and then suddenly stops; the last words of 1. 7, which answer 
to anything in Book IV, are ézauwveiras 5& Kal 6 aidjnpov 

-(§ 14). The account of the extremes answering to aidds, 
with the whole doctrine of véueous, announced in . 7, are 
wanting in Book IV. Now if the summary of I. 7 is derived 
from the longer discussion —if it is not a ‘programme’ but 
a recapitulation—it follows that the writer had before him 
the missing conclusion of Book IV. 

If, however, it is admitted that the last pages of Book IV 
are lost, a considerable d& priori probability is gained for 
Sir A. Grant’s theory of the Eudemian authorship of Books 
V—VII. We have seen the Nicomachean context fail; the 
burden of proof rests with those who tell us where it is re- 
sumed. 

The reference in It. 7 to the discussion of Justice is 
very brief, but seems to point to something different from 
the existing Book V. The words are—repi 5é Suxarocvvns, 
érrel ovx amas AéyeTal, weTAa TadTa Sieddpevor Tepl ExaTépas 
€poduev TOs pecdtntés ciow. That is to say, ‘we shall dis- 
tinguish two senses of the word Justice, and show how each 

kind of Justice so distinguished is a mean state.’ Instead of 
this, the two senses distinguished at the beginning of Book V 
are Universal and Particular Justice, whereas the two kinds to 

which the law of pecdtns is (somewhat differently) applied 

are Distributive and Corrective. Hence the passage of Il. 7 
seems to point to a Nicomachean Book V of somewhat simpler 
plan than the extant book. On the other hand it is possible 
that the writer of 11. 7 has himself confused the plan of the 
book. The distinction of Universal and Particular Justice 
must be due to Aristotle himself. 

D. B. MONRO. © 
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THE LEGEND OF THE CHAPMAN OF SWAFFHAM 

CHURCH. 

I q@tve the English form of this legend in the words of Sir 
Roger Twysden, as quoted in Blomefield’s ‘History of eal é 
8vo. ed. Vol. v1. pp. 211—213. 

“The north aisle of Swaffham Church is generally reported 

and believed to be built by John Chapman, a tinker of this 
town: the history of it I shall here transcribe from Sir Roger 

Twysden’s Remembrances, MS. p. 299, published by our great 
antiquary, Mr Hearne of Oxford, and shall then give my 
opinion on it. 

“The story of the Pedlar of Swaffham Market is in sub- 

stance this*: ‘That dreaming one night if he went to London, 
he should certainly meet with a man upon London Bridge, 
which would tell him good news; he was so perplext in his 

mind that till he set upon his journey he could have no rest; 
to London therefore he hastes, and walked upon the Bridge for 

some hours, where being espied by a shopkeeper and asked 

what he wanted, he answered, ‘You may well ask me that 
question, for truly (quoth he) I am come hither upon a very 

vain errand,’ and so told the story of his dream which occa- 

sioned the journey. Whereupon the shopkeeper replied, ‘ Alas, 
good friend, should I have heeded dreams I might have proved 
myself as very a fool as thou hast; for’tis not long since that I 
dreamt that at a place called Swaffham Market, in Norfolk, 
dwells one John Chapman, a pedlar, who hath a tree in his 

back side, under which is buried a pot of money. Now, 
therefore, if I should have made a journey thither to dig for 

1 Tho, Caii Vindic, Antiq. Acad, Oxon., Vol. 1. p. 84, Append, 
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such hidden treasure, judge you whether I should not have 
been counted a fool” To whom the pedlar cunningly said, 
‘Yes, verily; I will therefore return home and follow my » 
business, not heeding such dreams henceforward.’ But when 
he came home (being satisfied that his dream was fulfilled), he 

took occasion to dig in that place, and accordingly found a 
large pot full of money, which he prudently concealed, putting 

the pot among the rest of his brass. After a time it happened 
that one who came to his house and beholding the pot, ob- 
served an inscription upon it, which being in Latin he inier- 
preted it, that under that there was another twice as good’. 

Of this inscription the pedlar was before ignorant, or at least 
minded it not; but when he heard the meaning of it he said, 
“Tis very true, in the shop where I bought this pot stood another 
under it which was twice as big ;’ but considering that it might 

tend to his further profit to dig deeper in the same place where 
he found that, he fell again to work and discovered such a pot 
as was intimated by the inscription, full of old coin; notwith- 
standing all which, he so concealed his wealth that the neighbours 
took no notice of it. But not long after the inhabitants of 

Swaffham resolving to re-edify their church, and having con- 
sulted the workmen about the charge, they made a levy, 

wherein they taxed the pedlar according to no other rate but 

what they had formerly done. But he knowing his own ability 
came to the church and desired the workmen to show him their 
model, and to tell him what they esteemed the charge of the 

north aisle would amount to; which when they told him, he 
presently undertook to pay them for building it, and not only 

that, but of a very tall and beautiful tower steeple. This is 
the tradition of the inhabitants, as it was told me there. And 

in testimony thereof, there was then his picture, with his wife 
and three children, in every window of the aisle, with an 
inscription running through the bottom of all those windows, 
viz. ‘Orate pro bono statu Johannis Chapman...Uxoris ejus, et 

1 The common tradition is, it was Or as some will have it: 
in English rhyme, viz. : ‘*Under me doth lie 

“Where this stood Another much richer than I,” 
Is another as good;” 
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Liberorum suorum, qui quidem Johannes hance alam cum fe- 
nestris tecto et...fieri fecit.’ 

“Tt was in Henry the Seventh’s time, but the year I now 
remember not, my notes being left with Mr William Sedgwicke, 
who trickt the pictures, he being then with me. In that aisle | 

is his seat, of an antique form, and, on each side the entrance, 

the statue of the pedlar of about a foot in length, with pack on 
his back, very artificially cut. This was sent me from Mr 
William Dugdale, of Blyth Hall, in Warwickshire, in a letter 

dated Jan. 29th, 1652—38, which I have since learned from 

others to have been most true. 
“ROGER TWYSDEN.” 

_ Blomefield remarks that the story is to be found in Johannes 
Fungerus’ “Etymologicon Latino-Greecum,” pag. 1110, et 1111, 

where it is told of a man of Dort in Holland. Blomefield also 
adds that the north aisle of the church was certainly built by 
John Chapman, who was churchwarden in 1462; but he thinks 

that the figures of the pedlar, &c., were only put “to set forth 
the name of the founder; such rebuses are frequently met with 
on old works.” ; 

The story is also told in Abraham de la Pryme’s diary 
(Noy. 10, 1699) asa “constant tradition” concerning a pedlar 
in Soffham, alias Sopham, in Norfolk. 

As Fungerus’ book is not a common one, I subjoin the 
passage to which Blomefield alludes; it occurs in the article 

somnus. The copy of the “Etymologicon Latino-Grecum” in 
the University Library bears the date ‘Lugduni, 1607, 

“Rem que contigit patrum memoria ut veram ita dignam 
relatu, et sepenumero mihi assertam ab hominibus fide dignis 
apponam. Juvenis quidam in Hollandia, Dordraci’ videlicet, 
rem et patrimonium omne prodegerat, conflatoque re alieno 
non erat solvendo, Apparuit illi quidam per somnium, monens 
ut se conferret Campos*: ibi in ponte indicium aliquem fac- 
turum, quid sibi, ut explicare se posset illis difficultatibus, 

instituendum foret. Abiit eo, cumque totum fere diem tristis 
et meditabundus deambulationem supra predictum pontem 

1 Dort. 2 Kempen. 
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insumsisset, misertus ejus publicus mendicus, qui forte stipem 
rogans illic sedebat, guid tu, inquit, adeo tristis? Aperuit illi 
somniator tristem et afflictam fortunam suam, et qua de causa 
eo se contulisset. Quippe somnii impulsu huc se profectum, 
et exspectare Deum velut a machina, qui nodum hune plus 
quam Gordium evolvat. At mendicus, Adeone tu demens et 

excors, ut fretus somno, quo nihil inanius, hue arriperes iter? 

Sti hujuscemodi nugis esset habenda fides, possem et ego me 
conferre Dordracum ad eruendum thesaurum sub cynosbato 
defossum horti cujusdam (fuerat autem hic hortus patris som- 
niatoris hujus,) mihe itidem patefactum in somno. Subticuit 
alter, et rem omnem sibi declaratam existimans rediit magno 
cum gaudio Dordracum, et sub arbore preedicta magnam pe- 
cuniz vim invenit, que ipsum liberavit (ut ita dicam) nexu, 

inque lautiore fortuna, dissoluto omni ere alieno, collocavit.” 
We see by this extract that the story is one by no means 

confined to Norfolk, but equally current in Holland and pro- 
bably elsewhere on the continent. It is evidently an old legend, 
located by popular fancy in several widely distant spots (just 
like that of Whittington and his cat), and it has only become 
connected with Swaffham as an attempt to explain the for- 
gotten mystery of the figure of the chapman and his pack in 
the parish church. 

Modern research has shown that a very large proportion of 
the popular legends of Europe can be traced in their oldest — 
forms to the East, and especially to the early Buddhist writings, 

as fables and stories were continually used by the Buddhist 
teachers to illustrate and popularize their doctrines. I have 
not succeeded in tracing this at present to India or. to a 
Buddhist source; but I have found it in the great Persian 
metaphysical and religious poem called the Masnavt, written 

by. Jaldluddin, who died about A.D. 1260, and therefore it may 
very probably have come to him from a still more Eastern 
home. 

I subjoin a translation of the legend as it appears in the 
Masnavt, only slightly compressing it, and omitting the long 
metaphysical and mystical digressions with which the author, 
more suo, continually interrupts the course of the story. 
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In his prose title prefixed to the chapter, he tells his readers 
that the man is sent to Cairo to learn that “a man’s treasure is 
only to be sought in his own house, though he may have to go 

to Egypt to find it.” 

A certain heir in Baghdad possessed boundless wealth ; 

He wasted it all and was left destitute and forlorn. 
(Hereditary wealth is never faithful, 
For unwillingly it parted from him who is gone.) 
When he became empty, he remembered God, 
And began to say ‘O God, look upon me;’ 
He said ‘O God, thou gavest me wealth and it is gone; 

O give me wealth again or send me death.’ 
And one night he saw a dream, and an angel’s voice said to him, 
‘In Cairo shall thy wealth be found ; 
‘In a certain place is a great treasure ; 

‘Thou must go to Cairo in search for it.’ 
When from Baghdad he came to Cairo, 
His back became hot as he saw the face of the country, 
In his hope that the heavenly voice would prove true, 

That so he might find a treasure there to banish his sorrow. 
The voice had said that in a certain street in a certain place 
A treasure of marvellous value lay buried. 
But of provisions, little or much, he had none left ; 

And he began to beg of the common people. 
But shame and spirit seized the hem of his garment, 
And he began to gather himself up for endurance ; 
And then again his appetite fretted with hunger, 
And he saw no escape from showing his want and begging. 

At last he said ‘I will go out softly at night, 
‘ That in the darkness I may not feel shame at begging. 
‘Like a night-mendicant I will pray and beg, 
‘That they may throw me half a dénk from the roofs.’ 
In this thought he went out into the street, 
With this intent he wandered hither and thither. 
At one moment shame and honour stopped him, 
At another hunger said to him ‘beg.’ 
One foot forwards, one foot backwards, for a third of the night, 

Journal of Philology. vou. v1. : iS 
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Saying, ‘shall I beg or shall I lie down with parched lips? 
Suddenly a watchman seized him, 
And angrily beat him with fist and stick. 

By chance it had happened that in those dark nights 
The inhabitants had been greatly vexed with robbers, 
And the Caliph had said, ‘Cut off that man’s hand, 
Whoever wanders abroad at night, though he were my own 

kinsman.’ 

And the minister had sternly threatened the watchmen, 
‘Why are ye so pitiful towards the robbers ? 
It was at such a time that the watchman saw him and smote 

him, 

With blows of stick and fist without number. 
The poor man shrieked and cried aloud for help, 

‘Strike me not,’ he said, ‘that I may tell thee my true story,’ 
He answered, ‘I have given thee a respite, speak on ; 
Tell me how thou hast come out by night. 
Thou art not of this place, thou art a stranger and one un- 

known ; 
Tell me er in what treachery art thou engaged. 
The officers of the court have blamed the watchmen, 

Saying, ‘why are the thieves now so many ? 
Their number is made up of thee and thy friends, 
Disclose at once thy evil companions. 
If not, I will take on thee the vengeance for all, 

That the men in power may be no longer blamed’ 
The other replied, after many oaths, 

‘I am no house-burner or purse-stealer ; 
I am no robber or lawless liver: 

I am a stranger to Cairo—a man of Baghdad.’ 
Then he told the story of the dream and the hidden treasure of 

gold, 
And the heart of the watchman opened at his truthfulness, 
The heart is at rest in upright speech, 
As a thirsty man finds rest in water. 
He answered, ‘thou art no thief or villain, 

Thou art an honest man—only an owl and a fool. 

For such a fancy and dream to take such a journey, 
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There is not 4 barley-corn’s worth of reason in thy head. 
Times upon times have I seen a dream, 
That in Baghdad there is a treasure hidden, 
Buried in such a street, in such a quarter,’ 

(And lo! that was the very street of this distressed one,) 
‘It is in such a house, go thou and find it,’ 
(And lo! the enemy mentioned his own name as that of the 

house,) 
‘Times upon times have I seen this dream, 
That there is a treasure in a place in Baghdad ; 
But in spite of the vision I never stirred from my place, 
And thou from a dream wilt only find weariness of foot.’ 
He said to himself, ‘the treasure is in my own house ; 

“Why then should I have poverty and sorrow here ? 
I have been dying of beggary on the top of a treasure, 

Because I was in ignorance and behind a veil,’ 
At the good news he became drunk with joy and his pain was 

gone, 
Silently he uttered a hundred times ‘ Praise to God,’ 
Back to Baghdad he returned from Cairo, 
Making prostrations and bowings, and uttering thanks and 

praise ; 
All the way amazed and drunk with joy at the wonder, 
At this reverse of fortune and strange journey of search. 

E. B. COWELL. 

13— to 



MODERN GREEK BALLADS FROM CORSICA. 

THE village of Cargese, which is situated on a headland on the 
west coast of Corsica, about a day’s journey north of Ajaccio, is 
still inhabited by a colony of Greeks, who have been settled in 

the island for two centuries. Their history is as follows, When 
the Turks had made themselves masters of Crete in 1669, they 

proceeded to attack the district of Maina in the south of the 
Morea, the central promontory that forms a continuation of 
Mt. Taygetus, and ends in Cape Matapan. The Mainotes from 
the strength of their mountain fastnesses have always been an 
independent race, and might even then have resisted success- 
fully, had not one of the factions into which they were divided 

sided with the Turks and betrayed their country to them. 
When further resistance became impossible, one of their leaders, 
John Stephanopoulos, accepted an offer of the Genoese to pro- 
vide them with a home in Western Europe, and emigrated by 
sea with a band of-about 1000 souls, in the autumn of 1675. 

They were planted by the Genoese in Corsica, the object being 
to employ them as an outpost against the natives, who were 
always ready to rise against their foreign masters. One of the 
conditions required of them was, that they should acknowledge . 
the supremacy of the Pope, but they were allowed to retain 
their own form of worship. At first they were established in a 
place called Paomia, a short distance from their present abode, 
but in 1731 they were forced to abandon that site, owing to 
repeated attacks on the part of the Corsicans, whose enmity 
they had incurred as partisans of the Genoese, and took refuge 
in Ajaccio. Subsequently, in 1774, when Corsica had passed 
into the hands of France, they were placed at Cargese, which 
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place they have occupied up to the present time, except during 
the period from 1790 to 1814, when their neighbours, taking 

the opportunity of the French revolution, again drove them out; 
and when they returned, a part of the colony preferred to re- 

main behind in Ajaccio. . 
In the course of a journey in Corsica in the early part of 

1872, I visited this remarkable community, which now consists 

‘of about 400 persons. The Greek that is spoken there, is 
almost identical with the ordinary Romaic of the mother 
‘country, the only perceptible difference being in the soft pro- 
nunciation of the gutturals, which, however, prevails throughout 
‘the islands of the Aigean. This is the language of the older 
inhabitants, though they speak Corsican with equal or greater 

_ readiness, but the younger generation are for the most part un- 
‘acquainted with Greek, and seem to wish to ignore their nation- 
ality, as interfering with their advancement. One of them even 
said to me ‘‘ Weare not Greeks.” The elders on the other hand 
shew great enthusiasm for anything Greek, and one remarked, 
that the old Greek dirges, which are sung at funerals, would 
move lim to tears, while he was not at all affected by the 
modern Corsican ‘ones. The French government for some years 
past has paid a sum equivalent to £25 a year to one of the 
priests of the village for teaching Romaic in the school, but, as 
he observed to me, this can do but little towards arresting the 
disuse of the language, as it is only taught for an hour a day. 
It is evident that the Greek of Cargese will soon be extinct. In 
the Church Services, however, it is retained, the old Greek ser- 

vice-books and evangelia which they brought over with them 
being still used, and the Greek rite observed, except in certain 
particulars. The dress of the priests also is that of the Greek 
Church. The names of the people are almost all Greek: thus 
my host at the inn was called Corfioti, and the ordinary Modern 

Greek terminations of names in axe and ozrovdos are the most 
usual, The most intelligent person whom I met there, was the 
priest already mentioned, Papa Michael Stephanopoulos; he 
spoke Greek fluently and well, though of course without the 
refinements which of late years have been introduced amongst 

the educated classes at Athens and Constantinople. 
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In the course of conversation with Papa Michael, I enquired 
whether any Greek popular songs existed at Cargese, and he at 
once recited to me fragments of several, one of which I recog- 
nized as corresponding to a ballad in Passow’s Popularia Car- 
mina Graeciae recentioris. Accordingly I requested him to 
collect and write down for me a number of such songs, stipu- 

lating that they should be only such as were still sung by the 
residents there. After the lapse of a month or two, he for- 
warded to me those which I now publish, written in Greek 
characters, often difficult to decipher, and with numerous mis- 

takes of spelling, but generally intelligible. The spelling I 
have thought it better to correct, especially in the case of homo- 
phonous vowels and diphthongs, as otherwise the reader would 
find it a mass of confusion; but anything that appears like a real 
dialectic peculiarity, I have for the most part retained. After 
receiving them, I learned that a collection of ballads from 
Cargese had been published in the Pandora of Athens for 

December 1, 1864, by M. Pappadopoulos, who obtained them 
from a native of that village, who visited Athens. ‘These com- 
prise six ballads and fifty-seven distichs, and on comparing them 
with mine, I find that one of the ballads, viz. that entitled 

‘H xan pava, and three of the distichs, are the same in both, 
but I have thought it worth while to print mine in full, because 
the differences in the two versions of the ballad are well worth 
comparing, shewing as they do that the versifying power is still, 
or has been until lately, alive among the people, for it is only 

orally that these songs are handed down, whether in Greece or 
elsewhere. Most of the poems that I give here have their 
counterpart in Passow’s collection, a fact of great importance, 
because it implies that many of the Greek ballads are as much 

as 200 years old; for this colony seems to have been entirely 
cut off from communication with the mother-country, at all 
events until quite lately, and the character of the correspond- 
ences and differences between the songs from Corsica and those 
of Greece Proper, is such as clearly to shew that there has 
been no borrowing; besides which, the priest writes to me that 
they are compositions, “ which the inhabitants of Cargese sing 
as dirges and ballads” (d7rod e866 of évtomiot pupodoyodvTat Kat 

| 

7 
‘ 
7 
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tpayovoodv). About one however I have some doubts, viz. 

No. 3, which appears to me too polished in style for an ancient 
poem. On the general characteristics of the Romaic ballads, I 
may be allowed to refer to the essay on the subject in my 
Researches in the Highlands of Turkey (Vol. 11. p. 224). 

Li 

THe CRUEL MOTHER. 

[This is the story of a youth, who is driven away from home 
by his mother’s unkindness, and prophesies her distress when 
she hears of his death. It is sung as a dirge (wupordyiov), and 

is one of the most favourite Greek ballads, eight different speci- 
mens being given of it in Passow’s collections (Pop. Carm. Nos. 
CCCXLIII—CcccL.). The present ballad presents resemblances to 
all of these, but does not correspond exactly to any of them. 
See also Pappadopoulos (No. 4) in Pandora, ubi supra, p. 416.] 

, U / b DJ x / fA Aréyvers pe, pava, Sidxvers pe, K eyo pwicélw Oddo, 
va Taw va Spo Ta KaTEpya, TA TAEO Wr KapaPia. 

A \ ’ TA a \ a / 

va otabys pnvas va pw bons, ypovouvs va pod piAnons, 
9 b] fal ’ ¢ 4. °° ray n fate see / € \ a iA 

v ép04 « 7 axord) T at Tvopy.od, rod’y’ rperny Eoptn Tod ypovov, 
“ \ > \ Bi NY. a \ / 

va was Kal pes [ol|tHy exKANoLav, va “wTHs va TpocKuyycns, 
va idjs Tov TOTOV pov eVKaLpoy Kal TO oTacide pov ddeLOD, 

va idns Kal Tovs cuvTpogovs pov, mos Talfouv Kal yedoodve. 
TOTE oe Tap 1 TiKpa Gov Kal TO Tapatrovd cou, 

va Tapys TO OTpaTL oTpaTi, T Wpaio TO cTavpodpomu' 

OédXouv Kaobv Ta waTLa Gov, THPalovTas THY OTpaTaD, 
/ lal A) h 4 a \ U 

Oérouv WiBodv Ta yeiéa cov, pwTévTas Tors SiaParats. 

diaBatass Tov SvaBaivete, THY OTpaTav Tod TepVaTe, 
\ y JLEN \ \ vines: oo , pony eldeTe "Va KANO vEd, "VA Buoppho oTpaTLorTy ; 

° b) x i tf ed ny +) U la) \ x / 

kK ov TO ela, K OU TO aTravTnaa, TOVME Va TO yrwpitw; 
a \ / 

S65 pov onuddia Tod Koppmiod, Eros Kal TO yvwpiow. 

OTe TWepirdata éyopeve, K bTE EaTEeKE éTpayovda, 
K av éutrawe Kal orov yopov, cay aidovs améra’ 
andro Alyy’ Arov aT6 Koput, toto cay KUTApioct, 
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K éiye Kal KadoTavo marnrt, 76 Ppid. cay yairan, 
3 \ t \ \ \ , + 
elye TO att oav Tpoxoy, Kal TO oTpiptoTtidovpps 
elye oTO SadxTuAo [ |? wavépio Saxrunride 
mov "Aapme TAO TO SaxTUAOY Tapa TO SaxTUAALEL. 
Oe Bpadds *yeis TO cidayev [o]t7s BapBapids thy dppor, 
patpa Tova TO Tpwyave, Gompa TO TpLyupifay, 
K &va tovdl, Karo TrovAl, Sev HOcrXe va ayn. 

, \ \ alee: ak eee , ' 
gaye, Tov, KANO TrovAl, am’ avdpewpévou TAT, 

va Kauys THY TO hrepd Kai Tian THY Tévva, 
va yparw aotny ptepodkra cov Tpia ypvod ypaypartia, 
é&va va S@s THs wavas pov, K ado THs adepPis pov, 
TO TpiTov, TO aTEpVOTEpoY, Va Tas TIS TOOnTHS ou, 
va TO avayvevn 7) ava mov, va Kxain 4 adephn pou, 

‘ \ > / £. > \ \ yj ¢ fa) 4 . va TO avayvervn n adephy, va KrAain 9 ToOnTH pov, 
va TO advayvovn 7 TOoOnT), va KAain 6 KOcpMoS OXos. 

TRANSLATION. 

You drive me away, mother, you drive me away, and I shall 
depart—to go in quest of the ships, the tallest vessels—you will 
have to wait months before you see me, years before you speak 
to me—till the feast of St George arrives, which is the first 
festival of the year:—then go to the church, there enter for 
prayer—that you may see my place vacant and my seat empty 
—that you may see my companions how they sport and laugh.— 

Then your sorrow, then your grief will come upon you—so that 
you will betake yourself to the road, to the fair crossroad.—Y our 

eyes will burn, as they look at the road—your lips will mutter, 
as they question the passers-by—*Ye travellers who pass by, 
who travel along the road—have ye seen a fair youth, a hand- 

some soldier ?”—“I have not seen him, I have not met him; 
how should I recognize him ?—~give me a description of his 

1 orpiprorgiovgpt. Thisword is not here, as the line is imperfect : the cor- 
found in any dictionary, but a Greek responding line in Passow, No. ceel., 

gentleman informs me that it is a line 13, is elye kat or dxpoddxrvdov 
very rare expression for cheveux bou- mavdpacov daxruN& (cf. ecexliv. 13, and 

clés. ceccxly. 14). 
2 There is evidently some omission 

a 

: 

a 

| ) 
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person, so I shall recognize him.”—“ When he walked, he used 
to dance, when he stood still, he used to simg—and when he 

entered the dance, he would fly like a nightingale :—in person 

he was tall and slight, just like a cypress ;—his hair was chest- 
nut, his eyebrows like a band—his eyes like wheels and his 
hair curly ;—on his finger he had a lovely ring,—but the finger 

outshone the ring.’—“Last evening we saw him on the shore of 

Barbary ;—black birds were feeding on him, white birds were 
flying round him—but one bird, one lovely bird, would not eat. 
—‘Eat, thou bird, thou lovely bird, of the hero’s shoulder—to 

make thy wings grow an ell, thy feathers a span;—that I may 
inscribe on thy wing three golden letters :—one for thee to give 
to my mother, another to my sister—the third, the strongest, 
for thee to take to my sweetheart :—that my mother may read 
it, and my sister may weep—that my sister may read it, and 

my sweetheart may weep—that my sweetheart may read it, and 
the whole world may weep.” 

g. 

THE BRIGANDS. 

[This is the story of a recognition. A young merchant falls 
into the hands of brigands, and is killed by their captain, who 
ultimately discovers that he is his brother, and then kills him- 
self. There are two ballads on the subject in Passow (Nos. 
CCCCLKXXVII. and CCCCLXXXVIIL.) entitled Of Xapapises, “The 
Brigands,” which closely correspond to this in the treatment of 
the subject, but present few resemblances in the wording, though 
here and there phrases and parts of lines are identical.] 

Ilpaypatevtns KatéBawe Thy TepiTotapitta’ 
> / ¢€ L \ ee) 5 / € V4 \ , 
apxifer 6 véos Kal Tpayouvdd, apyifer 6 véos Kal réyel, 
dév eivat Kréftais Tod atrepva, Sev eivat yapaynoes, 

, 4 

THY Tpaupatia va Tapouve, K euéva va TKOTdCOUY. 
’ 

Kal akopa 0 Oyos EoteKe, Kal  TUYTNY) aToKpaTet, 
0 e , yy N e A , 

éswvav ol KrdéEptats Ecwvay, Kal ol yapapndes POavov», 
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Tv Tpaypatiay érjpave K éuéva eoxoTecay’ 

apatos Tod Sides tv arabia, 6 adAXos THY KovTapea, 

6 tpitos 6 otepvdtepos Tod Sides thy xapatea. 
Kal éroTe p éeoxoTocave, Tialvouy Kai pe pwTodve, 

Sid més pas, wés pas, vedthixe, TODO ely Ta yoviKa cou; 

kaka Caxovia Tov ’yeTe, TOD Koco of avdpempévot, 

TOpa TOD Me TKOTWCATE, TiaivoUY Va pe PwTodVE 
Twpa ToD pe TO elrrate, Va cas TO papTUpncw 
 pava wou ota yada’ K adévtns pov [orn od)" 

K ely’ adeppov avdpiavotepoy Kai 76 "ahpav ot Todpxot, 

Ta yévela Va cov Aitrave, ’éya TAS Hoovy KeEivos. 
oxudtes opiytayxamiates TO Kal TO poryopidaTo, 

kat amo Td xépu Tialves TO, Kal oTO ylaTpO TO TaeL 

ylaTpé Tov ylatpeas TrodXous, yatpeyre Kal TovTO. 
'yo THY oTabla ylaTpe’w TI), THY KOVTAaPEa TEPYO 77), 

TOUTH THY mavpoxapatia ylatpemov dev Eye. 
\ a ” Cee > \ / xpvad payaips EByade am’ apyupo dyxapt, 

aTov ovpavov TO érréaTaXe, oT oTHOOS TOD TO Baddeu 
aupe, uyn pov, o7d Kado patd we T adepho pov. 

TRANSLATION. 

A merchant went down by the river bank ;—the youth began 
to sing, the youth began to say—“There are no klephts for me 
to meet, there are no robbers—to steal my goods and kill my- 
self."—Hardly had he ended speaking and the sound of his 
words ceased—when they came, the Klephts came, and the 
robbers arrived ;—they stole my goods and killed myself.—The 
first dealt him his sword, the next his lance,—the third, the 

strongest, gave him a stab—And when they had wounded me 
to death, they proceed to ask me—“Come tell us, tell us, young 
fellow, whence do your parents come?”—“Bad customs are 
yours, ye heroes of the world—now that ye have killed me, to 

1 ora yiddwa: thishasno meaning, corresponding to dm’ ré Takara in 

and is evidently the corruption of a Passow eccclxxxvii. 23. 
proper name, perhaps “Idywwa: or 2 The conclusion of the same line 

perhaps the original was ord Tadard, in Passow iso xupys wou dg’ 77 Ilod. 
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proceed to question me:—so now that ye have mentioned it, 
come let me declare it to youu—My mother lives in Galata, my 
father in Constantinople ;—and I had a very brave brother, but 
he was carried off by the Turks :—were it not for your beard, I 
should say that you were he.’—He bent down, he clasped him 
closely, and kissed him tenderly—then took him by the hand, 
and led him to a physician.—“Physician, as you have healed 
many, heal also this man.”——“The sword I can heal it, the lance 
I can cure it ;—but this dreadful stab can not be cured.”—He 
drew his golden sword from its silver scabbard;—he raised it 

aloft to heaven, then thrust it in his breast.—“Depart, my soul, 

with a blessing, along with my brother.” 

3. 

[Compare Passow: No, DCXXXVI.] 

els @patov meptBoraKe pet avOn oTodcpévo 
play taxwin SiaBaivw va tapayopnOa, 

/ / ah \ / yupifm, Tpuyupifm pes TO TepiBodakt, 
kat T avn Tod w adpécovy otéxopat Kal Oewpod' 
Brérw Kai pla Bpion Katw oé KuTrapicot, 
mod “motile Ta Sévdpa pe TO KpUd veEpd 

A > / \ / / b] \ £ 

Kal atavw oTd Krovakt KaOETAaL "Va TroUAAKL, 
Kaberas "va TouNdKu Kab yAuKoKENaOE:. 

In a fair garden adorned with flowers—one morning I 
walk to refresh myself;—I walk up and down within the 

garden—and stop to look at the flowers I am fond of :—I see 
too a spring at the foot of a cypress—which watered the trees 
with its cool stream :—and upon a branch a bird was sitting— 

a bird was sitting, and sweetly sang. 
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4, 

[Compare Passow: No. DLX., which however is less graceful 

than the one here given.] 

KAT OTIV apo oe pnuovnce 
aetos éBynke va Kuvnynon’ 
Sév. kuvnyder Aayads Kal aradua, 
ov Kuvnyder TA padpa paria. 
padpa pov patia Kal TOYO pEVA, 
Kat TOS KolwacTe ywpis ewéva ; 

*yo Sev Kolmotuar pnte vuotato, 
pov o evOvpotuar x avactevato. 

Down by the shore of the desert-island—an eagle went out 
to the chace ;—he does not hunt hares or stags ;—the object of 
his chace is dark eyes——O sweet dark eyes, so rich and rare—— 
say, how can ye sleep away from me?—I cannot sleep nor slum- 
ber—but I think of you and lament. 

5. 

er \ Xt , x , A , 

pite vepo otny wopTa cov va Técw va yRuoTpHCO, 

va Bpd apoppy THS wavas cov VY auBa va cé diryjoo. 

Spill water at your door, that I may slip and fall ;—so that 
I may find an excuse to your mother for going up to kiss you. 

6. 

[Compare Pappadopoulos; Nos. 6, 7, and 44.] 

(a) 
éweva 1 Ouvyatépa pou elvat HrLos Kal peyyapt, 

K av Thy ids, Kaxopotpe, yiverat Snwoviapn. 

My daughter is the sun and moon;—and if you see her, 
luckless man, you will lose your senses. 

OS a ait et 



ae 
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(6) 
kai Snuoviapns va yer Kal Ta Kradva’ va Tapa, 
thy Ovyatépa cov ayarad Kal 08 va thve Tape. 

Well, if I do lose my senses and take to the forests,—as I 
love your daughter, I intend to carry her off. 

(¢) 
Kpéuace tals wreEiSes® cou b£ov td mavabvpt, 
va Kapow oxara v’ adveBd va é Gir@ ota xeidn. 

Hang down your braids outside the window—for a ladder 

for me to climb by, that I may kiss your lips, 

1I have followed Pappadopoulos’ the keys,” which gives better sense, 
translation, who renders this by va 2 adekides, for mdetovdas, ‘plaits of 

gpiyw eis ta Sdon. I had myself sup- hair.’ The idea of scaling a wall or 
posed xAadid to stand for kreiid, and tower by the help of a witch’s hair ig 

should have translated, ‘‘yet if I get found in some Popular Tales, 

H, F, TOZER, 
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yiveras S€ téyvn, Stay éx TodAdraY Ths éuTeipias evvonpatov 
pia Kabdrov yévntar wept TeV Cpolwy vTorAn Wis. TO wey Yap 

éyew dorm OTe KadXla kapvovte tTyvdt Thy vdcov Todt cury- 
veyke Kal Lwxpater Kal Kal Exactov ottw ToAXois, éwrerpias 
éotiv' 76 8 Ste act Tots Towicde Kat eidos év agopiobetor, 
Kapvovot THVOL THY voTov, TuYnVEyKEV, olov Tois PrAEypaTwdeoLY 
2 YorwWdeow } TupéTTover Kavow, TExVNS. 

According to the received text the words trois greypatwdece 
7 Yorwdeow H TupéTTover Kavow designate eidn Twa vocodyTwv 
(Berlin Index, s.v. @reypwatedns): so that, whereas éureipia 
determines that a particular medicine is beneficial to Callias 
and Socrates when they are suffering from a particular disorder, 
Téxvn determines that a particular medicine is beneficial to all 
persons who are suffering from a particular disorder, the words 
Kdpvovet THVSL THY vooov being explanatory of Tots Towotcde Kat” 
eldos év adopicOeicr. But is this the distinction which Aristotle 
wishes to make? and is not the use of the adjectives pAeypua- 

Twdeotv and yorwdseow to indicate persons in diseased states 
very strange? Rather, I think, é€uzeipia determines that a 
particular remedy suits Callias and Socrates when they are 
suffering from a particular known disorder: téyvy on the other 
hand determines that a particular remedy suits persons of a 
particular habit (rots tovotcde), when they are suffering from a 
particular known disorder (kapvovor tyvdi tHv vocov). Thus 

the phrase xapvovot tnvdi thy vooov does not explain ois 
totoiade, but corresponds exactly to xapvovte tyvdl thy vocov 
in the earlier part of the sentence. The parallelism having 
been so far complete, it is reasonable to expect that it will be 
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maintained in the exemplificatory clause introduced by olov. 
Now srupértovet ckavow exactly corresponds to kapvovet tyvdt 
tyv vooov. Hence in order to obtain the required sense it is 
only necessary to omit the } which at present precedes trupét- 
tovat. Olov rots preywatddecw 7 yorwddeot TupérTover Kavow 
will then mean—‘for example to persons of phlegmatic or 
bilious habits when they are suffering from the fever called 
kadaos. Cf. Nic. Eth. x. 9,§ 21. ov yap daivovras ot8 iarpi- 
Kol €k TOV ouyypaupatwov yiverOat, KalToL TELpaVTAaL ye réyeW 
ov povov Ta Oeparreipata, adda Kal ds iabeiey av Kal ws Set 
Geparrevery Exactous, Stedopevot Tas &€exs. On this prin- 
ciple the sanitary effects of particular kinds of weather are con- 
sidered in the Problemata (I. 9—12, p. 860), as they affect 
preyuwateders and as they affect yordders. So too Galen (ed. 
Kiihn) x. 651 regards the study of the patient’s temperament 
as a condition of artistic, as opposed to empirical, treatment. 
In the concise statement of the Rhetoric, 1. 2, p. 1356 b 28, 

misunderstanding is hardly possible. 

HENRY JACKSON. 



ON A MS. OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS. (Cansberdge 
University Library, li. v. 44.) 

In a recent work upon the Nicomachean Ethics Prof. Rassow 
has shewn the necessity of a more careful and comprehensive 

examination of the MSS. than any which has been hitherto 

attempted. I wish that I were as hopeful as he seems to be 
of the result of such an examination: but in any case it is 
reasonable that those who have an ancient MS, at hand should 
endeavour to ascertain its history and to determine its value. 
It is something gained if it can be shewn that the further study 
of a given MS. is unnecessary. 

In the University Library of Cambridge there is a MS. 

(li. v. 44) containing the Magna Moralia, the Nicomachean 
Ethics, the Eudemian Ethics, and the CEconomica, written (as 

the note at the end informs us) by the hand of Nicolaus, 
EUTEAOUS AVAYVOTTOU TOV OPEV, aitnoel TOU OcoTinTov povaxod 
kuplov “laxdB, cxevopvdakos pavdpas axpwtnpiov pnvt louvviou 
us, ivd. B, Eres spr, t.e. A.D. 1279. The MS., which formerly 

belonged to Bishop More, was known to Wilkinson, who in his 
edition of the Nicomachean Ethics (Oxford, 1716) occasionally 

cites it as El, z.e. Eliensis. It is also mentioned in the pro- 

legomena of Zell, who is acquainted with it only through 
Wilkinson’s citations, and complains that the latter has neither 
described the MS. nor given a collation sufficient to enable 
others to form an opinion of its worth. Of its externals there 
is an account in the printed catalogue of the MSS. belonging 
to the library. It is, according to Prof. Churchill Babington 

by whom this part of the catalogue was prepared, 

eo 
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“A moderate-sized quarto, on vellum, of 147 leaves, each 

page containing about 26 lines, written in a cursive hand of the 
latter part of the thirteenth century, abounding with contrac- 
tions. Various ornaments and other parts of the MS. are 
rubricated, and numerous remarks in later hands (Greek and 
Latin) occur throughout the volume. From fol. 81—90 the 
MS. is written in a different hand, which appears to belong to 
the fifteenth century.” Catalogue of MSS. University Library 
of Cambridge. Vol. 111. p. 495. 

The lacuna of which Prof. Babington speaks in the conclud- 
ing sentence of the above extract occurs in Nic. Eth. vu. ch. 
4—12 (according to Bekker’s parenthetical numeration). The 

original hand continues to the bottom of the second page of 

- fol. 85, 7.e. the fifth leaf of the quire, which ends with 6 6€ Oepa-. 
Then come the leaves numbered by Prof. Babington 86—89, 
which however, as Mr. Bradshaw pointed out to me, do not 
belong to the original quire, but have been subsequently 
inserted. The later hand in which these four leaves are 
written does not end with the page, but is continued through- 
out the first four lines of the leaf numbered by Prof. Babington 
fol. 90, which is in fact the sixth leaf of the original quire. 
On a closer examination however it becomes evident that of 
these four lines rather more than two and a half are written 
over an erasure, 76U being the last of the words erased. Plainly 

these lines are identical with something more than the first 
two lines of the first interpolated leaf. It would appear then 

that in the MS. copied by the earlier scribe there was a lacuna 
beginning not at the point reached at the end of fol. 85, but 

some two lines and a half further on. Accordingly he left a 
line and a half blank to indicate the deficiency, and then 
continued with the words wardov 8 icacw ot yovels (12 § 2) 

which stood next in the MS. before him. The missing pages 

were supplied at a later period, apparently by the same scribe 
who has throughout the Nic. Eth. collated the text of El with 

that of some MS. less closely related to K®, intoducing into the 
former frequent corrections and alterations. Finding at the 

top of the sixth leaf of the original quire some two lines and 
Journal of Philology. vou. v1. 14 
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a half which it was necessary to erase, together with the line 
and a half left blank, the later scribe has made use of the 

space thus afforded, and has so accurately estimated the amount 
of matter which it was necessary to introduce that he has been 

able, by ‘spacing’ in the last line, exactly to fill the gap. 
Now in the library of the Vatican there is a MS. of the 

three Ethical treatises and the Cconomics, described as ‘ Vati- 

canus 1342’ and called by Bekker P*. It is contained in a 
volume resembling in size and shape a modern octavo, and is 
very closely written with many contractions in a hand not 

unlike that of the Cambridge MS. In the middle of the 

second page of fol. 76 the old hand disappears and is not 
resumed till fol. 82. The new hand is of a much later date. 
The inserted portion begins in the sentence of 6é px) TO Hdd 
AVTLKATAANATTOMEVOL GAA TO YPHoimor, K.T.r., after avTi-, and 
ends with the words os am’ éxeivwy te dvta, a blank being left 
at the end of fol. 81. Thus the lacuna in this MS. is coextensive 
with that in the Cambridge MS., except that in the latter the 

avtt- of the unfinished dvtixatadXatTOmerot has been omitted. 
It would appear then that these MSS., El and P?, are inti- 

mately related, both being descended trom the same imperfect 
MS. But what is the nature of their relationship? That P® 

is not descended from El seems to be indicated by the fact 
that the avti- of avtixatadXaTTOpevos is retained in the former 

but not in the latter, and is proved abundantly by internal 

evidence. Of the remaining hypotheses, (1) that El is descended 
from P», and (2) that P® and El are related through a common 

ancestor, I am inclined to prefer the former. A collation of 

the fifth book, which I have made in the hope that these MSS. 

might throw light upon some of its difficulties, shews that in 

this part of the work P” and El agree in differing from all 
Bekker’s MSS. (K®, L®, M®, O°) in fifty-nine places exclusive of 
differences of spelling, &c. My list includes additions and 
omissions of words and clauses, transpositions, and one or two 

strange perversions; in fact considerable deviations from the 
ordinary text. On the other hand, the discrepancies between 

P» and El are unimportant and precisely such as the writer of 
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El might originate in copying from P®, Of the thirty-five cases 
in which El deviates from P”, fifteen are false spellings mostly 
due to confusion of vowels; five are trifling omissions, and seven 
trifling additions (6é, ra, odv, cai four times), not countenanced 
by any of Bekker’s MSS.; three are corrections of obvious blun-_ 
ders in P”; three are unauthorized variants which give as good 
a sense as the text of P? and the other MSS., but not a better 

one; finally, one is the omission, with O°, of a 76, and one the 

addition, with M”, of a xai*. A cursory comparison of a small 
part of the Eudemian Ethics as presented by El with Bekker’s 
collation of P? gives similar results. 

On the whole my impression is that P® is the very MS. 

from which El was copied. However this may be, there can 

~ be no doubt of its superior value. In fact El contains nothing 

which is not to be found in P? in a more trustworthy form. On 

the other hand, it seems to me that P® is a MS. of some 

importance, inasmuch as it bears a greater resemblance than 

any of Bekker’s MSS. of the Nic. Eth. to the valuable Laurentian 
codex known as K®. If I am not mistaken, P® and K° are 

connected not by direct descent, but through a common 
ancestor, so that the former may occasionally enable us to 
recover readings from which the latter has diverged. It should 

at any rate be collated in X. 5 § 9 sqq., where K? has a con- 
siderable lacuna, 

HENRY JACKSON. 

1 My thanks are due to Signor Swainson, has kindly verified for me 

Guidi, who, at the request of Prof. several of the foregoing statements. 

14—2 
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1. Luscinia. 2. locus. 8. redantruare, or redamptuare, 
or what? 

1. ADELUNG in his dictionary under Nachtigalle has: “Lat. 
Luscinia von Lux und canere, weil er bey Licht singt;” and any- 
thing that Adelung says is entitled to consideration. That the 
syllable cin of luscinia should represent can of canere is consistent 

with what is seen in fidicina; nor can there be a valid objection 
to the presence of an s or the absence of ¢ at the close of the 
initial syllable. First, as regards the s, the analogy of aquae- 
ductus, iwrisdictio, etc., justifies the assumption that a genitive 
may well enter into such formations. Whether agrimensor, 

agricultura, etc., had a long 7, it would be difficult to decide by 
authority, as they are not likely to occur often in poetry; and 
if an instance is found, an editor can print the words divisim, 
as: Nauigia atque agri culturas moenia leges, Lucr. 5, 1448. 

But a long 7 would be required, if, as seems probable, we have a 

genitive in the first element. Again, the second syllable of 
regifugium in the line of Ausonius: Nec regifugium pulsis ex 
urbe tyrannis, has its best explanation in the earlier existence 
of a fuller regisfugium. Precisely in the same way E. whale-_ 
bone, now a disyllable, had at first a longer form, as seen in 
Shakspere’s ‘‘as white as whale’s bone” (Love’s labour’s lost, 5, 
2). Similarly Chaucer (v. 16565 of Tyrwhitt’s ed.) wrote and 
pronounced beddissyde in preference to bedside. Jurisconsultus 
again, and iwrisperitus were in use as well as the more familiar 
forms dureconsultus and iureperitus. Although the disappear- 
ance of the genitival s led eventually in many words to the loss 

of a whole syllable; still intermediate forms frequently present 

—_— en 

a hte. 
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themselves. Vineyard for example is now a disyllabic word; 
but Shakspere (Tempest 4, 1) writes: 

thy poleelipp’d vinéyard 
And thy sea marge, steril and récky-hard. 

In the Gr. nouns ty@vodaryos, oppvockios, Sotpvodwpos, puctoro- 
os, ofuozrous, the o could not be wanted as a ‘Bindevokal,’ but 

was in place as the weakened representative of a fuller os. 
But the very word Nachtigalle, as compared with E. night-in- 
gale tells the same tale of corruption, for the syllable in for en 
of the latter represents a Teutonic suffix of like power; anda 
parallel is seen in the successive forms G. Sonnentag, Chaucer’s 
Sénéday, and the existing Sontag and Sunday, i.e. Solis dies. 
So too the Dan. natt-er-gal Swed. ndkt-er-gal have in the er 
what points to a similar explanation, when we call to mind the 

Norse genitives in ar. Lastly in the name Boozropos, if stand- 
ing, as commonly supposed, for Booo-zropos the o of the case is 
retained, while the o, that should have preceded it, has passed 
away; and strangely enough our own geographical term which 
seems at least to be a literal translation of it, viz. Ox-ford, once 
possessed the suffix in full, Ox-en-ford. Some indeed hold that 
ox- in this word has a different origin, but there still remains 
the fact that the older name had a genitival suffix. 

Let us assume then that luscinia is compressed from lucis- 
cin-ia; so that with the loss of the genitival 1 we should be 
brought to lucscinia; but the harsh combination of consonants 
esc would inevitably be followed by the suppression of the first 

c, as sescenti for sex-centi, escendo for ec-scendo, disco for dic-sco, 

d.dacKxw for d:-Sax-cxw. Nay adwrnf, where we have only a 
xo, would not have been written with'an y, but that the « of & 

was silent. So too when Diomedes (p. 430 Keil’s ed.) tells us 
that lux had a circumflex accent, it is implied that it was 
sounded like the E. loose or lose. 

In form then no sound objection can be taken to Adelung’s 
derivation; but against his explanation, “weil er bey Licht 
singt,” the mind revolts, as utterly opposed to the fact, with 
which the Teutonic nachtigalle and mghtingale are thoroughly 

consistent. Hence I look elsewhere for an interpretation of 
the first syllable of luscinia; and think that I find a step to- 
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wards a satisfactory solution of the difficulty in a comparison of 
two passages from Latin authors, one from Aelius, as quoted by 
Festus (173 A, 1.21 Miiller), the other from the digests 21, 1, 10, 

4. The words of Aelius are: nusciciosum...qui plus uideret 

uesperi quam meridie; while Ulpian writes: Luscitionem eam 
esse quidam putant, ubi homo lumine adhibito nihil uidet. 
Here one writer gives us an adjective, the other a substantive; 
but Festus in the same passage quotes nusciciones from another 
author; and Plautus (Mil. 2, 3, 50) has the adj. luscitiosus. Thus 

it is beyond a doubt that luscitio and nuscitio, luscitiosus and 
nuscitiosus coexisted; and the change of liquid is what is 
familiar to us in lympha and nympha, in detpov and verpov; 

while the disease is simply what we see in the albino, and is 
well expressed in Galen by the term vuxtadr-wy, ‘seeing by 

night only.’ The Lat. adj. Juscus must of course be of kin with 
these; and in fact there is a close similarity of ideas between 
one who has but half the use of his eyes through the defect of 
the albino, and one who has but half a sight from the loss of an 
eye. Luscus then must be for nuscus, which I would deduce 

from nucis-dc-us where oc is the stem of oculus =m of av. It 
may be as well to note that the Gr. vvya and vvytos have the 
desired vowel, and at the same time are without the ¢# All 

this admitted, it is an easy asstmption, that luscinta superseded 

a lost nuscinia, and this a more genuine nuc-is-cin-ia; which 
corresponds in the three parts with night-in-gale. The last 
syllable of this Adelung, no doubt with reason, identifies with 
the old Teutonic Gall Gdllen ‘singen.’ Lastly the change from 
n to 1 in the initial of luscinia was probably aided by the pre- 
sence of an n in the latter part of the word, an instance of which 
principle is seen in the L. festival Lemuria, as standing, accord- 
ing to Ovid for Remuria from Remus’. 

2. The noun locus’ has a striking likeness, setting aside 

1 The Fr. rossignol is admitted to 
be a representative of luscinia or ra- 

ther of a diminutival lusciniolus, and 

so also is one with nightingale. Can 
words be more utterly unlike? 

2 I have just heard that I have 

been anticipated as to the etymology 
here claimed for locus; that in fact it 

has been considered and finally re- 
jected by Corssen, etc., and this chiefly 

on the ground that the root sta- never 

gives up its‘final vowel. This point 
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the first letter, to the Gr. tomros of the same power—can they 
be related, and whence are they derived? I answer that they 
are both derivatives from the same root, that of sisto, sto and 

iornut. This will strike people at first sight as utterly para- 
doxical; but Quintilian’s statement that older forms of locus, 

and lis were stlocus and stlis—the latter assertion being con- 
firmed by the occurrence of sls in inscriptions, as in Mommsen’s 

Corp. Insc. Lat., sl for slitibus (38), and slis (198, 7)—removes 
most of the difficulty. Now stlocus with its fearful collection of 
consonants must once have had a fuller form, something like 
stelocus or stolocus, which brings us near to the Gr. vb. oTedw 
‘set or place, and the G. vb. stell-en and sb. Stelle identical in 

power with locus. The E. stead also, whence instead, =G. an... 
Stelle, must be of the same stock, and if so stand and stood like- 

wise. But this brings us into immediate connection with sto, 
etc. We are often told that sta- is an ultimate root. To this 
however there are several objections. The fact that stare 
denotes a state, and not an act, is in my view fatal to the 

doctrine ; and anyone, who compares sisto with gigno yuyvopas 
TINTH ptyvw, Will at once see, that sesto is a reduplicate verb, 

= st-set-o, of which set is the root; and that s(e)t-a-re owes its 
static notion exclusively to the added a, precisely as cub-a-re 
does compared with cumb-ere of recumbere, etc. If this be right, 
it follows that oreAXw stands for cer-eAX@, in which eX is but 

a suffix. In support of this last point I would refer to several 
examples of verbs so formed. 1. oxedAw, ‘to dry, which I con- 
nect with the L. stccus—2. «-eAxw, which Liddell and Scott 

justly regard as one with the L. pello, referring to the Homeric 
vna kedoat, and the L. appellere (navem).—But here we have 
the awkward result that «. alone is left for the stem—a diffi- 

culty at once removed however by the form ox-eddw of identical 
power; and this of course requires that an older form of the 
L. verb was op-ello. It will be seen presently that not a few 
Greek verbs have lost an initial aspirate, and that such aspirate 
has grown out of a sibilant. If such has been the fate of the 

however is already treated of in my held to be an independent suffix. 
remarks, in which the title of sta- to Hence I leave the paper as it was. 

the name of a root is denied and the a 
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present verb, it may be that we have the same root in the E. 

shove of like power and the Germ. schieben ge-schob-en—3. of- 

€AXw ‘help,’ which, in the view of the two authors just quoted, 

is of the same root with the initial syllable of the L. opus est, 
and so of the L. opem fero; 4. of-eAdXw ‘sweep,’ for which I 
would claim an initial aspirate, lost through the influence of 
the following ¢ (as in eyw), and that again the relic of an s 
(again as in eyw), so that the root was for Greek cod. When 

the L. werro ‘sweep’ is compared with this Gr. vb., we find an 
identity of meaning, and in the erro what may well represent 

the Gr. eAAw. This suggests older forms ow-erro, and sou-erro. 

Looking to the usual interchange of a Gr. ¢ with a Latin b, I 

should have preferred a form sob-erro, which however differs 
but in a slight degree from sou-erro; and then the roots cod of 
Greek and sob of Latin would naturally take for English the 

from sweep'—5. op-edro, as well as oferAw ‘owe.’ Already there 

is much similarity; and still closer would this be, if, comparing 

ofis and exis, Flora and XAwpis, we could believe an older form 

of the present verb to have been oy-eAA@, which in its consonant 

under Rask’s law would duly correspond with the A.-Sax. ag- 

an, whence our vb. owe.—6. 85-eAX@, given by Hesychius, and 

the source of the adj. @deA-upos. Already the form Pédew is 
sufficient to prove that we have only a suffix in the eAw. I 
hold then that $6-eAAw stands for med-ceAXw, so as to be a 
frequentative of a lost wed = L. pedo; for as soon as the e of 
the stem vanished, the 7 being then in immediate connection 

with 6 would of necessity give place to a thick labial. To all 
this I would further add that diminutival verbs with a frequen- 
tative power are in other languages often found with a suffix= 

ed, as L. conscribillo, sorbilo, ventilo, ustulo, cavillor ; E. gamble, 
yambol, sparkle, tickle, whirl. 

The el then of my theoretic set-el-oc-us can cause no further 
difficulty; and it remains to deal with the next syllable, oc. 

Had the word belonged to our own language I might at once 
have claimed this as a diminutival suffix, as seen in bull-ock 
hill-ock, etc.; and the Greek ax* of uv-ax, vp-ax, etc., differs 

from this but little in sound, and has precisely the same power. 
1 Cf. ad-us, sweet. 
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The Latin language again, though it seems at first sight to give 
a preference to the varieties ec and 7c, as mur-ex, sor-ex corre- 
sponding to the Greek nouns just quoted, and foll-ic-ulus, nau- 
ic-ula, ret-ic-ulum, yet in old times employed for the same 
purpose the syllable uc. Thus the familiar acicula geniculum 
are proved to have superseded older varieties acucula genuculum 

by the very fact that they are deduced from acu- and genu-; and 
this is confirmed by the u of the Fr. aiguille, Port. agulha and 
the E. knuckle. But I goa step further. I have elsewhere given 
my reasons for the belief that L. neuters in wm of the o declen- 
sion have in this um a corruption from an older oc, just as we 
have bott-om by the side of butt-ock; and again to the L. pluma 
correspond the three English terms, fluff, flock (as in flock-bed) 

~ and flue; and hence it is that L. adjectives deduced from 
neuters in wm reproduce the guttural, as sebum sebac-eus, 
hordeum hordeac-eus. Thus set-ol-oc-us I hold to contain two, 

perhaps three, suffixes of diminution, and to have had for its 

original meaning ‘that little bit of ground on which one stands;’ 
so that the Germ. stand-punkt, had it retained its first physical 

meaning, would have well represented the idea. It may be 
useful too to note that in our adopted phrase locus standi, we 
have the two ideas brought together. 

3. Festus (270 B. 32 Miill.) has the following: 
Redantruare dicitur in Saliorum exultationibus, cum praesul 

ampiruavitt, quod est, motus edidit, ei referuntur invicem 
idem motus. Lucilius: “praesul ut ampiruet, inde vulgus re- 
damplavit at +.” Pacuvius: “Proaererendat+ gratia: simul 
cum videam Graios nihil mediocriter redamptruare, opibusque 
summis persequl.” ; 

To this there is appended in ‘emendations:’ 1. quod cum pr. 
amptruavit, 2. amptruat inde: ita volgus redamptruat ollim, 

3. Promerenda. 
That the passage is fearfully corrupt is of course evident; 

but some of the corrections seem not very satisfactory. Let us 
see if a better view can be taken. Now first of all it is clear 

that the four varieties, 1 antrua-, 2 ampirua-, 3 ampla, 4 

amptrua-, must have proceeded from some common form; and 
as ampirua- occurs twice, and amptrua- differs from it very 
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slightly, it has clearly the first claim upon our attention. But 
more than this, Ampiruare suggests what is to my mind a 
satisfactory origin for itself. I have elsewhere drawn attention 
to an Umbrian preposition ampr or ambr, as occurring in the 
inscriptions edited by Aufrecht and Kirchhoff, ampr-ehtu= 
ambito (p. 142, 1. 11), ambr-etuto =amb-eunto (142, 1. 22) ete.; 
and I have urged that this preposition is in fact a comparatival 
form of the familiar am ‘round;’ and indeed itself enters into 

the formation of amfr-actus equal in power to circwm-actus; 
and lastly that it corresponds to au¢-is,.itself a comparative. I 

would therefore translate empirua-re by the words “to make a 
pirouette.” Nay as this Fr. word stands I believe without an 
etymon, I would ask whether it may not be deduced by decapi- 

tation from the word before us. But independently of my 
comparative amper, I would offer the alternative of deducing 
ampiruare from am-ped-uare, from ped- ‘foot.’ 

It remains to see how far the suggested form fits in with 
the passages quoted by Festus. Premising that ide in the 
old language was then cut down to a monosyllable (perhaps in), 
as deinde, proinde, to dein, proin, and what should have been 

utrinde-que to utrinque (cp. Ter. Ph. 4, 3, 76: Inde simam: 
uxori tibi opus esse dixero); and further that such a pronuncia- 

tion may well be admissible for Lucilius, I would suggest as a 
possible reading: “cum uiderit ipse Praesul ut ampiruet, inde 
(pronounced as im) uolgu’ redampiruabit, where the b alone in 
place of v differs from the text of Festus. It is true that I have 
dropped the at. Perhaps however, this was intended as a cor- 
rection of the last syllable of ampiruet, and this would give us: 

Praesul ut ampiruat, inde u. r.; and so render unnecessary the 
three words I have prefixed. Then for Pacuvius we should 
have 

Prémerenda gratia. 
Simfl cum uideam Grdios nil medidcriter 
Redampiruare opibisque summis prdésequi. 

i.e, 24 lines of good Senarii; with an acceptable metaphor. 

T. HEWITT KEY. 
Unty. Cotu., Lonp., 

Oct. 10, 1875. 



ON THE POSITION OF THE GUESTS AT A ROMAN 

DINNER TABLE. 

THERE are several contradictions in the accounts given of the 
position of the guests at a Roman dinner by Yates (Smith, 
Dict. of Ant. s. v. Triclinium), Rich (Dict. of Gr. and Rom. 

_Ant. s. v. Lectus Tricliniaris), and Andrews (Lat. Dict. s. v. 
accumbo). All agree as to the order of the couches and of the 

places on each couch as in the diagram 

medius 

| 6 | 5 | 4 

7 3 

imus 8 2 summus 

9 i 

each of the numbers 3, 6 and 9 being designated by Yates and 
Rich as imus on their respective couches, by Andrews as ulti- 
mus. Again it is agreed that the lectus medius was the most 
honourable, but the most honourable seat on it is, according to 
Yates, No. 4, according to Rich, No. 6, according to Andrews, 

No. 5, though he says that No. 6 was usually occupied by the 
consul or other magistrate, if present, that he might be able 
to attend without trouble to any official business that might 
occur. Moreover, according to Yates, the host usually occupied 
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No. 8 as a convenient (?) place for giving directions, while 
Andrews assigns No. 7 to him, as does Rich. On each couch 
the most honourable place was the middle according to Yates 
and Andrews, the former allowing that an exception may be 
made in the case of No. 4, while according to Rich the most 
honourable at each of the side couches were Nos. 1 and 7 
respectively. 

We now come to the interpretation of a fragment of Sallust 
preserved by Servius (ad Verg. Aen. I. 698) which is as follows; 
“Tgitur discubuere: Sertorius inferior in medio; super eum L. 

Fabius Hispaniensis senator ex proscriptis; in summo An- 

tonius ; et infra scriba Sertorii Versius ; et alter scriba Maecenas 
in imo, medius inter Tarquinium et dominum Perpernam.” 
They are thus placed by Yates; Sertorius at No. 6, Fabius at 
No. 5, Antonius at No. 1, Versius at No. 2, Maecenas at No. 8, 
Tarquinius at No. 7 and Perperna at No. 9. Here “inferior in 
medio” must surely mean No. 5, as Rich takes it, and not 
No. 6, as Yates thinks, taking the expression as equivalent to 

_imus. There were only seven guests present and only two on 
the lectus medius, so Fabius should be placed at No. 4, and 
Nos. 3 and 6 would be unoccupied. Moreover Tarquinius 
should be placed at No. 9 and Perperna the host at No. 7. 

Next comes the well-known passage in Horace (Sat. 1. 8. 
20—23) 

“summus ego, et prope me Viscus Thurinus, et infra, 
si memini, Varius, cum Servilio Balatrone 

Vibidius, quas Maecenas adduxerat umbras. 
Nomentanus erat super ipsum, Porcius infra.” 

Here Yates places Maecenas at No. 5, whereas he should be 
at No. 6, for Servilius and Vibidius were plainly next to each 
other as appears from vy. 33, 34, 

“tum Vibidius Balatroni, 
nos nisi damnose bibimus moriemur inulti,” 

where the remark of Vibidius is evidently an ‘aside’ to Balatro. 
Here the position of Nomentanus is exceptional. He occupies 
the usual place of the host at No. 7 for the special purpose 
given in vy. 25, 26 

a 

si. 
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“Nomentanus ad hoc, qui, siquid forte lateret, 

indice monstraret digito.” 

The result of a comparison of these passages seems to be 
that No. 6 was the place of the most honoured guest, No. 7 
that of the host, Nos. 2 and 8 the most honourable on their 

respective couches, and Nos. 3 and 9 the least so, while all 

places on the summus lectus were more honourable than those 
on the imus, less so than those on the medius. 

J. H. SWAINSON. 
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THE NORTHERN BUDDHIST LEGEND OF AVALO- 

KITESWARA’S. DESCENT INTO THE HELL AVICHI, 

OnE of the most remarkable features of the Northern Bud- 
dhism, current in Nepal, Tibet, Tartary, and China, as 

distinguished from the Southern, current in Ceylon, Burmah, 

and Siam, is the worship paid to the Bodhisattwa Avalo- 
kiteSwara. 

This Bodhisattwa* is supposed to be the son of the Buddha 
Amitdbha who reigns in the Western heaven, called Sukhavati; 
to him is attributed the famous formula Om mani padme him, 
and he is looked upon as the tutelary saint of Tibet. In China 
he is worshipped under a female form (corresponding apparently 
to the Hindu notion of a deity’s Sakti, or personified power), 
as Kwan-yin or the Goddess of Mercy; and the Rev. 8S. Beal 
has translated the Confessional Service addressed to her, in the 

second vol. (new series) of the “Journal of the R.A. Society®.” 
The name and attributes of Avalokiteswara are entirely 

unknown to the Southern Buddhists; and his worship is one of 
the later additions which have attached themselves to the 
simpler original system, as it spread through India and ulti- 
mately made its way to China and Japan. 

We cannot tell when this new deity first rose on the popu- 
lar horizon; but there are some indications which may help us 
to approximate in fixing the date. Burnouf has remarked that 

1 A Bodhisattwa is a potential ‘le seigneur qui a regardé en bas’ 
Buddha, one who has only one more (Introd. p. 226). 

birth before he attains nirvéna. Bur- 2 Cf. also the Catena of Buddhist 

nouf explains Avalokiteswara as abar- Scriptures from the Chinese, pp. 3883— 

barous Sanskrit compound, meaning 409. 
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the earlier and simpler Northern books contain no allusion to 
this object of worship. “Ce nom n’est pas cité une seule fois 
dans les Siitras, ni dans les légendes de lAvadana cataka, ni 
dans celles du Divya Avadana, tandis qu’il figure au premier 
rang dans notre Lotus de la bonne loi” (Introd. p. 115). 

Fa Hian, the Chinese traveller, who travelled in India from 

399 to 414 A.D., expressly says (ch. xvi.) “men who belong to 
the Great Translation worship the Prajn&é Paramité, Manjusri 
and Avalokiteswara;” and in a subsequent chapter he describes 
himself as invoking AvalokiteSwara when exposed to a storm 
during his homeward voyage from Ceylon to China. Hiouen 
Thsang also (who travelled in India in the seventh century) is 
well acquainted with this saint, and mentions him in several 
‘places. He finds his statue in Kapisa, south of the Hindu 

Kush, and in a monastery in Udyana, and in Kashmir: and he 
also mentions a celebrated statue on the bank of the Ganges, 
famed for its power of working miracles. 

The two best known Northern works which contain de- 
tails respecting Avalokiteswara are the Karanda-vytha and 
the Saddharma-Pundarika; both belong to the collection of 

nine books which, under the name ‘the nine dharmas, is 

regarded with such veneration in Nepal. The latter was 
translated by Burnouf as ‘ Le lotus de la bonne loi ;’ the text of 
the former has been recently published at Calcutta, in a native 

series of Sanskrit books. The editor does not mention where 
he found the original MS., from which he has printed his text; 

but it was probably one of the many MSS. presented by Mr B. 
H. Hodgson to the Bengal Asiatic Society, between 1824 and 

1839. : 
The twenty-fourth chapter of the ‘ Lotus’ is devoted to the 

praises of Avalokiteswara. To pronounce his name even once 
is said to be equal in merit to the continual worship of as many 
Buddhas as there are sands in the sixty-two Ganges; and to 

invoke his aid in any difficulty or sorrow brings certain deliver- 
ance. He is also represented as assuming various forms in 

different worlds to proclaim the law of Buddha to different 
creatures; to some he appears under the form of a Bud- 
dha, to others of a Bodhisattwa, to others of Brahma, Indra, 
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Maheéwara or even of a universal monarch, a Brahman or a 
Pig4cha, “in order to teach the law to those beings made to be 
converted by these respective teachers.” The ‘Lotus’ is men- 
tioned by Hiouen Thsang; and when he visits the mountain 
Gridhrakita in South Bihar, he expressly adds that at the 
bottom of the southern edge of the mountain there was a 

stipa, and “here in olden time Buddha poe the book of 
the lotus-flower of the law.” 

The K4randa-vytha has as its principal topic throughout 
the glory of AvalokiteSwara; and towards the end of the book 

we have glowing accounts of the efficacy of the celebrated 
formula attributed to him. The work is found in two dif- 
ferent recensions, the one in prose, the other in verse. The 
latter has been partly analysed by Burnouf (Introd. pp. 220— 

231), but it is evidently the more modern version; the MS. of 
the prose version at Paris, however, was too incorrect for him to 

attempt to translate it. This defect has now been supplied by 
the Calcutta text. 

The peculiar characteristic of Avalokiteswara, as worshipped 
by all the Northern Buddhists, is, that ‘he has declared his 

purpose, under the most solemn oath, to manifest himself to 
every creature in the universe, in order to deliver all beings 
from the consequences of sin*’ 

The first few chapters of the Karanda-vyttha are occupied 
with a description of AvalokiteSwara’s descent into the hell 
Avichi to deliver the souis'there held captive by Yama the 
lord of the lower world. As these seem to me to bear a curious 
resemblance to the apocryphal gospel of Nicodemus, I subjoin a 
translation from the Calcutta text, only occasionally condensing 
the narrative where we have the usual repetitions of the 
Northern Buddhist writings. 

The Kéranda-vytha (or ‘arrangement of the basket of 

AvalokiteSwara’s excellences ’) professes to be a narrative by 
the disciple Ananda, who was present at the original discourse 
as uttered by Buddha, and it therefore commences with the 
usual formula evam mayd srutam, “ thus was it heard by me.” 

1 Beal, Buddhist Catena, p. 383. 
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_ The work opens with the description of an assembly held 
in the Jetavana garden at Srdvasti, where Buddha is attended 
by a vast throng of mendicant followers as well as a still more 
numerous audience from the spiritual world, thousands of 
Bodhisattwas, and sons of the devas, with Indra, Brahma - 

sahampati, the Sun, the Moon, the Wind, Varuna, &c., at their ~ 

head, with countless n4gas, gandharvas and kinnaras, with their 

daughters, and Apsarasas, besides hundreds of thousands of 
lay devotees of both sexes. 

“When the vast assembly was met together, suddenly 
beams of light issued forth in the hell Avichi; and having 
issued forth they reached to the monastery of Jetavana and 
decorated the whole place. The pillars appeared to be inlaid 

- with heavenly gems, the upper chambers to be covered with 
gold, the doors, staircases, &c. to be all of gold, and the grounds 
outside to be filled with heavenly trees, with golden trunks 
and silver leaves, and bung with costly garments, pearl- 
wreaths, and all kinds of ornaments, while the eye wandered 

over lakes filled with water’ and various kinds of flowers, “i 

CHAPTER II. 

“Then in the midst of that assembly a noble Bodhisattwa 
named Sarvanivaranavishkambhin, having risen from his seat, 

and thrown his upper garment over one shoulder and bent his 
right knee tothe ground, putting his hands to his forehead and 
turning reverentially towards Buddha, thus addressed him, ‘I 

am filled with excessive wonder, O holy one; whence come these — 
rays? of what Tathdgata are they the visible majesty ?’ 

“Buddha replied, ‘This is not the majesty of a Tathdgata’; 
O noble youth, the glorious Bodhisattwa Avalokiteswara has 
entered into the great hell Avichi; and having delivered the 
beings there is entering the city of the pretas*; hence is it that 
these my rays have been emitted.’ 

1 This water has a curious epithet, 2 A title of a Buddha, 
ashtdngopeta-vadri;. does this mean 3 The pretas are beings in a state of 
‘water flowing downwards,’ i.e. pro- punishment, and are described as al- 
strate, or ‘endowed with the eight good- ways emaciated and hunger-stricken. 

qualities’ ? 

Journal of Philology. Vou. V1. 15 
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“Then the Bodhisattwa Sarvanivaranavishkambhin ad- 

dressed Buddha, ‘O holy one, what beings are found in. Avichi?, 

there where no joy (véchi) is known, does he preach the law? in 
Avichi, whose iron realm surrounded by walls and ramparts is as 
it were one uninterrupted flame, like a casket of flashing jewels. 
In that hell is the great wailing cauldron, wherein myriads of 
beings are thrown; just as kidney beans or pulse sweat rising 
and sinking in a pot full of boiling water, so do these beings 
endure corporeal pain in Avichi. How then, O holy one, does 
the Bodhisattwa Avalokiteswara enter there?’ 

“Buddha answered, ‘O noble youth, just as an emperor enters 

into a garden full of all precious things, attended with all his 
royal pomp, so Avalokiteswara enters into the hell Avichi. But 
his body undergoes no change. When he approaches the hell, it 
becomes cool. Then the guards of Yama, bewildered and 
alarmed, begin to think, ‘What is this inauspicious sign which 
has appeared in Avichi?? When AvalokiteSwara enters, then 
there appear there lotuses as large as chariot-wheels, and the 
cauldron bursts open, and within that bed of fire a lake of 
honey is manifested. 

“Then Yama’s guards, seizing all manner of weapons, swords, 
clubs, javelins, &c., and all the defensive armour of hell, repaired 

to Yama the lord of justice and addressed him; ‘Let our king 
know that our field of action’ is destroyed and is become a 
place of pleasure and filled with all joy.’ 

“Yama replied, ‘What is the reason that your field of action 
is destroyed ?’ 

“The guards answered, ‘Let our lord also know that an 
inauspicious sign has appeared in Avichi; all has become quiet 
and cool, and a man assuming all shapes at will has entered 
there, wearing matted locks and a diadem and decked with 
divine ornaments, with his mind excessively benevolent, and 
like an orb of gold. Such is the man who has entered; and 
immediately on his entrance lotuses have appeared as large as 
chariot-wheels, and the cauldron has burst open, and within. 
that bed of fire a lake of honey is manifested.’ Then Yama 

1 Asmdkam karmabhémih. 

7 are. 
A ioe ae, 

~~ 
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reflected; ‘Of what god is this the majesty? Of Maheéwara, 

great in power; or Narayana worshipped by the five oceans?, 
or have any of the other sons of the gods obtained by boon 
such preeminent reward, and descended to this place? or 

has some R&kshasa arisen, some rival of Ravana?’ Thus he. 

stood and pondered; and beholding with his divine eye he saw 
no such power in the world of the gods’; and who else can 
have such power? 

“Then again he looked back to the hell Avichi, and therein 

he beheld the Bodhisattwa AvalokiteSwara. Then Yama the 
lord of justice went where he was, and having saluted his feet 
with his head began to utter his praise. ‘Glory to thee Avalo- 
kiteSwara, MaheSwara, Padmaéri, the giver of boons, the sub- 

- duer, best overlooker of the earth, &.” Thus having uttered 
his special praise, Yama thrice circumambulated round the 
Bodhisattwa and went out.’ 

CHAPTER III. 

“Then Sarvanivaranavishkambhin thus addressed Buddha, 

‘When does the glorious Bodhisattwa AvalokiteSwara come 
back ?’ 

“Buddha answered, ‘Noble son, he has gone out of hell and 

has entered the city of the pretas. There hundreds of thou- 
sands of pretas run before him, with forms like burned pillars, 

tall like skeletons, with bellies like mountains and mouths like 

needles’ eyes. When AvalokiteSwara comes to the preta city, 
the city becomes cold, the thunderbolt ceases, and the door- 
keeper, with uplifted javelin, his hand busy with poison, and 
his eyes red with anger, suddenly by his power begins to feel 
the influence of benevolence, ‘I must not have to do with such 

a field of labour.’ 

1 In p. 10, 1. 20, I read balam for ° 

varam; the best Cambridge MS. has a tea qaqa l 

2 IT omit the remainder of this ad- 
aa gafaara a qata dress which extends to a page. 

15—2 
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“Then the Bodhisattwa Avalokiteswara having beheld that 
abode of beings, being filled with compassion, caused ten 
Vaitarant rivers to issue from his ten fingers, and ten more 
from his toes; and likewise in his great compassion rivers of 
water poured from all his pores down to those afflicted beings. 
And when the pretas tasted that water, their throats became 
expanded and their limbs filled, and they were satiated with food 
of a heavenly flavour. Then regaining human consciousness they 
begin to think of worldly things. ‘Alas, happy are the men 
of Jambudwipa who can seek cool shade, who can always live 
near their parents and wives; who can cut the sacred staves, 
and repair the broken and crumbling monasteries, and shattered 

topes; who can always wait on those who recite, write, or 
read the sacred books, and behold the miracles and various 

wonder-works of the ‘lath4gatas, Pratyeka-buddhas, Arhats, 

and Bodhisattwas.’ 
“Thus meditating, they abandoned their preta bodies of 

punishment and became capable of attaining their desire. 
Then from Avalokiteswara there issued the precious royal stitra 
of the ‘great translation, the Kdéranda-vytha. Then having 

split with the thunderbolt of knowledge the twenty-peaked 
mountain of the delusion which teaches that the body exists’, 
they were all born in the Sukhavati world as Bodhisattwas 

named ‘Akankshita-mukhah. Then Avalokiteswara, when these 
beings were released and born in the land of the Bodhisattwas, 
went out again from the city of the pretas,’ . 

CHAPTER IY. 

“Then Sarvanivaranavishkambhin said to Buddha, ‘Does 

Avalokiteswara still delay to come?’ 

“Buddha answered, ‘Noble son, he is maturing the experi- 

ence of many thousands of myriads of beings; day by day he 
comes and matures them; there never was such a manifestation 

1 For this curious phrase cf. Burnouf, Introd. p. 268, and Childers’ Pali 
Dict. sakkdya, 
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of the Tath4zatas as there is of the glorious Bodhisattwa Avalo- 

kiteSwara.’” 
Buddha then describes an assembly held in a former eon by 

a Buddha named ‘Sikhin, who sees AvalokiteSwara coming to 
him with a present of heavenly flowers from Amitébha. The | 

Buddha ‘Sikhin asks where he is performing his works of merit. 
Avalokiteswara replies that he is visiting the innumerable hells 
in the universe, and that he has resolved that he himself shall 

not grasp the perfect knowledge of a Buddha until all beings 
have been not only delivered from punishment, but are settled 
in the world of Nirvdna. 

If we now turn to the second part of the Apocryphal Gospel 
of Nicodemus, we find a curious parallel to this legend. 

The two sons of Simeon, who are described as having been 
raised from their graves at Christ’s death, are brought before 
the chief priests. They then call for ink, pens, and paper, and 
relate how they were in Hades with the fathers, when suddenly 
“at the hour of midnight, upon those dark places, there arose, 
as it were, the light of the sun and shone, and we were all 
lighted wp and saw one another.” Satan then goes to Hades 
and tells him of Jesus, his crucifixion and death, and bids him 

hold him firmly when he comes. Hades replies that Christ had 
lately rescued Lazarus,—“I conjure thee both for thy benefit 
and mine, not to bring him hither; for I think that he is 
coming here in order to raise up all the dead. And this I say 
to thee, By the darkness which we keep, if thou dost bring him 
hither, none of the dead will be left to me.” 

While Satan and Hades were thus talking together, there 
came a great voice like thunder, quoting Ps. xxiv. 7: “And 

when Hades heard, he said to Satan, ‘Go forth if thou art able 
and resist him.’ Therefore Satan went forth. Then said Hades 
to his demons, ‘Secure well and firmly the brazen gates and the 
iron bars, and hold down my bolts, and stand upright and watch 
everything ; for if he should enter here, woe will seize us... On 
hearing these things, the forefathers all began to reproach him 



 ¥ 
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saying, ‘All-devouring and insatiate, open that the King of Glory 
may come in.’...The voice therefore came again, ‘ Lift up the 
gates.’ Hades hearing the voice a second time, answered as 
forsooth not knowing and said, ‘Who is this King of Glory?’ 
The angels of the Lord said, ‘The Lord strong and mighty, the 
Lord mighty in battle.’ And immediately at this word the 
brazen gates were broken and the iron bars were crushed, and 
all the dead that were bound were loosed from their bonds, and 
we with them. And the King of Glory entered as a man, and 
all the dark places of Hades were lighted up. Hades straight- 
way cried, ‘We are conquered, woe unto us.’... Then the King of 
Glory seized the chief ruler Satan by the head, and delivered 
him to the angels and said, ‘ Bind with irons his hands and feet 
and neck and mouth.’ Then he delivered him to Hades and 

said, ‘Take him and keep him safely until my second coming.’ 
Then Hades took Satan and said to him, ‘ Beelzebub, inheritor 

of fire and punishment, enemy of the saints, by what necessity 
hast thou contrived that the King of Glory should be crucified, 
that he should come hither and spoil us? Turn and see that 
none of the dead is left in me; but all that thou didst gain by 
the tree of knowledge, thou hast lost it all by the cross.’” 

Christ then blesses all the fathers, beginning with Adam, 

and rises with them in triumphal procession to Paradise, where 
he delivers them to the archangel Michael. 

Is the resemblance ofthe two legends accidental, or is 

it possible that, in the Buddhist account, we have one of those 

faint reflections of Christian influence (derived perhaps from 
Persian Christians settled in western and southern India) which 
Professor Weber has endeavoured to trace in the doctrine of 

faith as taught in the Bhagavad Gita, and some of the medizval 
schools of the Vedanta? Much must depend on the date of the 
Apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus. Maury and Cowper would 
place it as low as the fifth century; but Tischendorf with 

greater probability would refer it to the second’. Even if the 
present form in which we have the legend is interpolated, much 

1 Que omnia conjuncta ejusmodi haustum vel transcriptum putem. 

sunt ut libellum nostrum ex antiquis- Evang. Apocr. p. 73. 
simo scripto apocrypho secundi seculi 
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of it must surely be of an early date; and we find direct allu- 

sions to events described there, in the Pseudo-Epiphanius’ 

homily ‘in Sepulchrum Christi, and in the fifteenth sermon of 
Eusebius of Alexandria’. At the same time we have no reason 
to suppose that the Buddhist legend was connected with the 
earliest worship of Avalokiteswara. It is not alluded to by the 
Chinese travellers in India; and the date of the Kéranda-vytha 
can only be so far fixed, that it seems to have been translated 
into Tibetan in the ninth century’. 

1 The phrase in Athanasius’ third Res, xx. p. 530) it is said to have been 
sermon in Arios reminds one of the translated by’Sdkya-prabhé and Ratna- 
legend, though it may be only a rhe-  _rakshita; the former is associated in 

torical phrase, dAN ovdé O€uis wddkw yp. 516 and p. 530 with Bandé-yé-shés- 

elretv Seckigy Tov Kvpiov, dv of muAwpol sdé, one of the well-known Tibetan 

Tou “Adou mrntavres ckadijxay rov"Adnv. translators of the 9th century (p. 527). 

2 In Csomo Korosi’s paper (Asiat. 

E. B. COWELL. 



NOTES UPON I. THE ROOT 4K; IL THE ROOT MAGH; 

III, THE WORD ARE. 

I. ON THE ROOT AK. 

THE Indo-European root ak is not a very easy one to deal with, 

because there would seem to be more than one root of that 
form. Besides this, there is a root agh which seems to have 
been nearly allied to it; and beyond this again, there seem to 
have been more roots than one of the latter form. All are 
more or less represented in English, but it is by no means easy 
to distinguish them. For the sake of convenience, I take them 
in the order in which they are presented by Fick, and it will 
be understood that I do not undertake to mention all their 

derivatives in the various Indo-European languages, but only 
endeavour to mention such as Are actually represented in our 
own language. ~ 

To begin with ak. Here Fick cites at least four different 
roots, three in his Indo-European word-list, and a fourth in his 

European list. The first three are ak, to see, ak, to pervade or 

pierce, and the nasalised root ak or ank, to bend. The fourth 
is ak, to be colourless or dark. The first two he supposes to be 
identical, and indeed, very little is gained by separating them, 
The notions of seeing and piercing are easily connected, as in 
our word sharp-sighted, or in the word eye, as applied to the hole 
inaneedle. It is also better to consider the second ak before 
the other, as presenting what was probably the more original 
idea. I therefore rearrange his order to that extent, and pre- 
sent the first three forms as meaning (1) to pierce; (2) to see; 

(3) to bend. The derivatives of ak, to pierce, are seen in the 
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Latin acer, sharp, acidus, sour, and acuere, to sharpen. From 
acer, we have acerbity ; closely connected with which are acrid, 

acridity, acridness, acrimony, acritugle. 

From acidus, we have acid, acidity, acidulate ; and in close 

connection, acetic, acetous, acetate, and other terms, chiefly. 

chemical. 
In connection with acuere stand the Latin acutus, acwmen, 

and acus. Hence the English acute, acuteness, acumen, acu- 

puncture, &e. 
The Latin acer becomes aigre in French; whence the 

English eager, eagerness. Hence also vin aigre, sour wine; or, 
in English, vinegar. 

From the Latin acus comes the diminutive aculeus. Hence 
the French azguille and aiguillette. -Aiguille is a word of fre- 
quent occurrence in the descriptions of Alpine scenery. <At- 
guillette has produced aglet, a word familiar to readers of 
Elizabethan literature, and occurring in Shakespeare in the 
compound aglet-baby. Spenser spells it aygulets in one of the 
finest stanzas he ever wrote, which is moreover remarkable for 

wanting half the last line. See F. Q. 11. 3. 26. 
Mr Peile, in his Greek and Latin Etymology, 3rd ed. p. 104, 

adniits the close connection of this root ak with the AS. eggzan, 
to incite, or egg on. This seems to me to admit of direct proof. 
For we must certainly connect the Latin acies with acus, and 
the Latin acies is obviously identical with the A.S. ecg, the 
edge of a sword, the very word which we now spell edge. The 
verb eggian is a mere derivative of this, signifying to apply an 
edge or point, hence to incite. This accounts also for the double 

form of the verb in English; we not only find to egg on, but 
also to edge on. Other derivations in A.S. are, apparently, egl, 
a sprout of corn, or a beard of corn, represented by the Essex 
word ails, meaning beards of barley. Also eglan, to inflict 
pain; a verb which is commonly used impersonally, as in the 
phrase me egled, i.e. it ails me. Also eglian, to feel ill, our 
modern to ail. 

More strictly, in accordance with Grimm’s law, we should 

find the Latin c replaced by a Gothic h. Accordingly we find 
the AS. eher, often contracted to eér, which is our ear in the 
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sense of an ear of corn. In Meso-Gothic we have ahana, a 

sprout or ear of corn, used in the sense of chaff in Luke 3. 17. 
This is the word which we now spell awn. Here too I should 

place the word awl, A.S. dl, which may be a contraction of a 
theoretical form ahal, signifying the piercer, in which the primi- 
tive sense of the root has been most exactly preserved. Another 

received meaning of the root ak (to pierce) is to attain to, to 

hasten ; whence the Sanskrit asva, for akva, a horse, Lat. equus, 

represented in English by equine, equitation, and equestrian. I 
quote from Mr Peile (p. 104) the opinion that Professor Curtius 
seems to be right in attributing to this root our word hammer, 
which seems to have acquired an initial aspirate to which it 
had no proper right, and is to be compared with the Lithuanian 
akmen and the Sanskrit a§man, meaning a hard stone. 

I now come to the second ak, meaning to see. This is, 
probably, merely the same root in a different application. At 

any rate, it gives us the Sanskrit aksha, Lat. oculus, A.S. edge. 
Hence not only the English eye, but the Latin-English oculist 
and ocular. A very interesting derivative of eye is the name of 
the flower which we call the daisy; the A.S. name was deges 
edge, i.e. the day’s eye; an etymology which was well known as 
late as in the time of Chaucer. Another derivative is seeh in 
window. In Middle-English this word was understood as mean- 
ing wind-door, and was sometimes spelt windore; but the ori- 

ginal meaning was wind-eye, as testified by the Icelandic vind- 
auga, in which both elements are perfectly preserved. The 
A.S. names for window were eage-pyrl, an eye-hole, or eage-duru, 
an eye-door. The latter form accounts for the confusion be- 
tween eye and door in the word window. 

We have also the word eyelet, not really of A.S. origin, but 
from the French q@illet, a diminutive of ezl, from oculus. 

From the root ak, to bend, we have the Sanskrit afch, to 
bend, and the Latin angulus and ancora. Hence our angle, 
angular, and anchor. There is also an A.S. angel, the meaning 
of which is a fish-hook. Whether it was a borrowed or a cog- 
nate word it is hard to say. At any rate, it has given us the 
words angler, angling, and to angle. 

From the root ak, to be colourless or dark, is said to be 
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derived the curious Latin word aquilus, meaning dark brown. 
The feminine aquila was used to designate a particular bird, 
passing into French as azgle, and thence into English as eagle. 

Closely connected in form with the root ak is the root agh. 
To this have been assigned three different senses; viz. agh, 
to say; agh, to choke; agh, to covet. All three are represented 
in English. 

Agh, to say, gives Lat. aio and adagiwm ; whence adage. 
Agh, to covet (which I take next) gives the Lat. egere 

which appears in indigent. 

Agh, to choke, is a far more prolific root, the ree of 
which are liable to confusion with those of ak, to pierce. Hence 

the Lat. angustus, narrow; in connection with which we have 
anxious, anxiety, anxietude, and anger. ‘There is also an AS. 

ange, vexatious, with its derivation ang-negl, a sore beside a 

nail, known in later English as an angnail, agnazl, or (by an at- 
tempt to give it a new meaning) as hang-nail. 

Hence also the Lat. anguwis, a snake, and anguilla, an eel. 

Cognate with anguilla is the Anglo-Saxon dl (contracted from a 
theoretical ahal) now spelt eel. Thus the two words which we 
now spell eel and awl were once spelt alike, and it is difficult 
to distinguish between them. In the same way we have, in 
Greek, not only éyis, a viper, but éxivos, a hedgehog. The 

former, éyus, must go with anguis and the Sanskrit ahi, from 
the root agh, to choke; but possibly éytvos, almost natural- 

ised in the form echinus, is to be referred to ak, to pierce. 
Beside the form echinus we have the interesting word igel, 
still preserved in German as the name of a hedgehog. Unless 

it may still be traced in some of our provincial dialects, the 
word is now out of use; but it occurs in the contracted form _ 

yl in a remarkable specimen of Anglo-Saxon which is said 
to shew traces of the dialect of East Anglia. When king 

Edmund of East Anglia was murdered by the Danes, we are 
told that his tormentors tied him to a tree, and threw javelins 

at him “till he was all beset with their shootings, as the 
bristles of a hedgehog, even as was St Sebastian ;” or, in the 
original, “oBSet he all wes biset mid heore scotungum, swylce 
yles burste, swa swa Sebastianus wes.” 
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From the same root agh, to choke, is derived the Mcso- 

Gothic. agis, terror, preserved in English in the form awe. 
Also the good old Anglo-Saxon word ece, an ache or pain. © 
This word was always spelt ake (with k) in Middle-English, 
until Greek became known amongst us. After that time, it 
was spelt ache in conformity with the spelling of the cognate 
Greek word dyxos, though the word was not borrowed from the 
Greek at all, but only derived from a common source with it. 

I wish here to record my conviction that nothing has so 

much obscured the etymology of English as the notion, still 
widely held, that we have few native words in our language, 

and that it is absolutely necessary to “derive” everything from 

a Latin, Greek, or Sanskrit root. The truth is rather that we 

have hundreds of native words which can only be fairly traced 
by comparing them with Indo-European roots, from which in 
many cases they can be derived without much error, and with 
which they ought always to be connected, where such a con- 

nection is fairly practicable. 

Il. On THE RooT MAGH, 

In dealing with the root magh, I may remark that I was 
led to investigate it in order-to distinguish clearly between the 
different uses of the English word main. It is remarkable that 
we have two words of the form main, one a substantive and 

the other an adjective, which have come to us from different 
sources, and aré yet nearly related to each other. The sub- 
stantive, used in the phrase “with might and main,” is of 
native origin, but the adjective, used in the phrase “the main 
chance,” was borrowed from the French. The history of the 
words is quite clear. The substantive is the A.S. megen, 

might, from the verb magan, to be able. The adjective is the 
old French maine or magne, great, from the Latin magnus. 

But the Latin and A.S. roots are identical, viz. mag-, being 
cognate with each other. The Indo-European root is magh, 

to be great, or powerful ; whence we have Sansk. mahat, great, 
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Gk. péyas, Lat. magnus; and from the last of these, the 

O. Fr. maine, Eng. main as an adjective. We also find 
Meeso-Goth. magus, a boy (lit. one who is coming to his 
full strength), AS. meg, a relation, either male or female, 
whence Mid.-Eng. may, always used to mean a girl; also A.S. 
megd, a maid, with its diminutive maiden. From the same 
root is the important A.S. verb magan, G. mégen, Eng. may. 
To the same root we can trace the Gk. unyavn, a machine, and 

A.S. macian, to make. In Sanskrit mah means to honour; 
compare Lat. mactus, honoured, mactare, to honour. Other 

derivatives are Gk. peyados, Goth. mikils, A.S. micel, Eng. 
mickle; Gk. pnKos, length; A.S. megn, strength, now spelt 
main. Also Goth. mahts, A.'S. meht, miht, Eng. might. Also 

- much, more, most; Gk. paxpés, long, &. And I can enumerate 

many more words which are obviously from the same root, viz. 

major, mayor, maxim, master, magistrate, magnate, magnify, 
majesty, mechanics, &c. I conclude by tracing the word mata- 
dor, which must also be included. The Lat. mactare means 

(1) to honour, (2) to sacrifice, (3) to kill) Hence the Spanish 

matar, to kill, and matador, the “killer” of the bull in the 
Spanish bull-fight. Perhaps some more may be added; but 
these will shew how important the knowledge of such a root is 
in the tracing of English etymologies. It may also be observed 
that the strong similarity between the derivatives of the root 
magh in various languages is due to the fact that the letter 
m is extremely persistent as an initial, being unaffected by 
Grimm’s law. The substance of the present note upon this 
root is printed in a note to my edition of the Two Noble Kins- 
men, Act I. Sc. 1. 1. 116. 

III. ON THE worD ARE. 

In the Old Northumbrian version of the Gospels pre- 
served in the Durham MS. (MS. Cotton, Nero D. 4) the 
modern English are is represented both by aron and by sind. 
Though these forms have at first sight no resemblance, they 
are, of course, both due to the same form, the Indo-European 
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asantt. The syllables asan give aron, and the syllables santi 
give sind. But the really interesting point is, that the word 
aron actually contains the root-vowel a (in as-), which is 
missing in the Sanskrit santi and in the Latin sunt, and only 

imperfectly represented in the Greek eiciv and the Icelandic 

eru. The old Northumbrian dialect has had considerable in- 
fluence upon that Midland dialect which has come to be recog- 

nised as standard English; and amongst other things, has ex- 
cluded the word ben, and given us the word are in its place. 
In the MSS. of Chaucer we find three forms, viz. arn, ben, and 
beth. The point to which I wish to draw attention is the ex- 
treme antiquity of such a form as are; and to suggest that there 
is a vast number of forms in English which bear similar marks 
of having been preserved, without great loss, from the Indo- 

European period. This is, perhaps, admitted in theory; but 
I am sure that it is constantly ignored in practice. When 
etymologists are employed upon English, they commonly forget 
that they often have to deal with very antique forms. It is 
impossible, I suppose, to assign any very precise date. But 
when we notice the completeness of a language like the Meso- 
Gothic, which had forms of its own in the fourth century, and 
can trace back the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, to centuries 

preceding the Christian era, I would ask the question—Is it 

not speaking very much within bounds, to suggest that a word 

like are (understood as a corruption of aron or asan or asanti) 
must be at least 3000 years old? I very much doubt if the full 
importance of English has been recognised, even by Germans. 
The fragments of Gothic are very imperfect, and do not contain, 
for example, any such word as aron, but only sind. The Low- 
German languages are but imperfectly represented by their 
written remains. It is notorious that many words in daily use, 
obviously of Anglo-Saxon origin, are not found in our oldest 

MSS. I draw the conclusion that in the modern dialects, of 
English, Danish, Swedish, and in the Icelandic, there must be 

many forms of extreme antiquity, some of which may not have 
varied very widely from the original type; and I suspect that 
it is in this direction that least has been done to illustrate the 
original Indo-European speech. 
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I will add one more illustration from the same Northum- 
brian glosses. We have, in the one word am, the suffix m or 

mi, representing the first personal pronoun. But in the old 
Northumbrian we have further examples of the same suffix in 
the words zc doam, I do, Mark xi. 29; ic beom, I be (or rather, — 

I shall be—for it has a future force), Mark ix. 19; and ic 

geseom, I see, Mark viii. 24. These I have already noted in 
my preface to St Mark’s Gospel, p. xxxi. 

W. W. SKEAT, 



SELECT PRIVATE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES, WITH 
INTRODUCTIONS AND ENGLISH NOTES BY F, A. 
PALEY, M.A., AND J. E. SANDYS, M.A. PART L 

_ Ir is, I suppose, the fact that there are a larger number of 
highly trained classical scholars in England than in any other 
country, and it is probably the fact also that the proportion of 

these who make contributions of value to Classical Philology is 
smaller in England than elsewhere. Even among our produc- 

tive scholars, there are not many who care to undertake any 
task involving more than a few months’ work: and the out- 
siders, who ought to form an intelligent critical audience, are 
content, for the most part, to utter their criticisms in lectures 

or conversation, and leave the public expression of opinion to 
the ‘indolent reviewer’ of the weekly papers. Such a book as 
that before me has, in all probability, been carefully read by 
some twenty or thirty men of matured scholarship, any one of 
whom would have been able to suggest some improvement, and 
so, with little trouble to himself, have helped to advance the 

cause of classical learning in England. If I am not mistaken, 
the Journal of Philology has always sought to be especially the 

organ of sober detailed criticism of this kind, avoiding all 
approach to the windy generalities and aesthetic affectations 
which are so popular in other quarters. What is perhaps still 

to be desired is that there should be a more systematic over- 
sight of all publications which come within its province, so 
that any writer who had done really honest work might feel 
sure of finding here a fair and appreciative judgment, and what 
is of yet greater importance, of getting substantial help for 
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future editions. I do not of course assume that the suggestions 
of the critic should always be accepted by the author, but if 
they are worthy of being admitted into the Journal, they 
ought at least to,direct his attention to points in which it 
is desirable that he should strengthen his position or alter » 
his manner of expression. 

Turning now to my immediate subject: I think there can 
be no question that this edition of the Private Orations far 
surpasses any that have gone before it, and that it will com- — 
pare favourably with the English editions of any portion of 
Demosthenes, excepting only the masterly edition of the De 
Falsa Legatione by Mr Shilleto, which, in point of exact 
scholarship and familiarity with the language of the Orators, 

- seems to me to stand altogether alone. It is a matter of 
satisfaction that the younger editor, as we may infer from the 
three volumes which have appeared with his name—the Select 
Orations of Isocrates, and the first and second parts of the 
Private Orations of Demosthenes—has already marked out for 
his own a definite portion of the field of classical study, thus 
setting an example of that division of labour which is so much 
needed among English scholars, and which, seems so difficult to 
achieve. Mr Sandys’ notes exhibit the good sense and sound 
scholarship which we naturally look for in any work of his, 
and they have the further merit of embodying the latest results 
of the researches of Arnold Schaefer and other distinguished 
German philologists. In the present volume, however, it is 
only the work of revision which has fallen to Mr Sandys, the 

bulk of the notes being due to Prof. Paley. In the second 
volume the parts of the editors are reversed. 

It is fortunate for the students of this generation that Mr 
Paley has not practised the self-restraint which has been just 

- commended in his coadjutor. No-editor of the present day has. 

taken so wide a range as he has done. Personally I am dis- 
posed to regret that he has preferred to turn his attention 
to Demosthenes rather than to the Lyric poets. If he had 
made use of his special knowledge of the language of the Epic 
and Tragic poets to provide us with an, edition of the link which 
connects them, I think that his services would have been even 

Journal of Philology. vou. VI. 16 
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greater than they are. But beggars must not be choosers, and 
where so much has been done, it would be ungrateful to com- 
plain because something else remains undone. 

The observations which follow are almost entirely confined 
to those passages in which I thought I saw my way to a more 
satisfactory explanation than that given in the notes. Where 
I was dissatisfied with the note but could suggest nothing 
better, I have said nothing. Once or twice I have mentioned 
where I thought a note might have been added with ad- 
vantage. 

IIpos Popylwva, 908. 6. 

édaverca Popyiovt eixoot vas aupoteporAovp eis Tov Idovrov 
él érépa vroOnkn. 

Mr Paley translates “I lent the defendant twenty minae for 
the double voyage to Pontus and back, on the security of twice 
that amount of goods”; adding “the meaning of émt érépa 
biroOnkn has been doubted, but the context leaves it pretty 
clear that it is a brief legal phrase for éf’ érépm tocovT@”. 
On p. 63 (c. Lacr. 930) Mr Sandys suggests that “this singular 
phrase should be emended ézi édevOépa dzroOn«n ‘on an unem- 
cumbered security’ ”. 

I think the phrase is correct as it stands, and that it means 
‘on a separate, distinct, independent security’, besides the ship 
and the cargo put on board. Allusion is made to this independent 
security, p. 909, obte tiv earoOnknv mapécxeto ovTe TA YOHwaT 
évéOer’ eis THY vadv, where Ta ypyuata are the Tetpaxicxyiriov 
goptia a&ia referred to in § 6. I cannot understand Mr Paley’s 
note on the second passage. There is another allusion to this 
security in p. 914, évOévde e&émret ove evOéuevos eis thy vadv 
Ta Xpnpata Kal vTroOnKny ovK éxwv, where Mr P. gives no note, 
but, from the summary ‘he left Athens without sufficient goods 
as a security’, I should suppose that he gives an explanatory 
force to Kai. 

p- 916 § 81. dvedopuevos ‘taking up the bond.’ Rather 
‘getting back’. 

p. 917 § 36. wémrpaxra avr. ‘The usual Attic construc- 
tion with this passive perfect (or aorist). We find it first in 
Aesch, Suppl. 960’. But why call it Attic? The agent is 
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commonly expressed in the passive by the dative both in 
Homer and Herodotus. 

p. 918 § 38. apye eis OnBas, ‘entered Thebes’. So 
(p. 999 § 16) wap7rOov eis Tapvvas, is translated ‘entered T.’, 
where Prof. Kennedy’s more correct version is ‘went on the - 
campaign to’. Literally it will be ‘ was marching along to’. 

p-. 919. 40. I think there should be a new paragraph after 
atroBarwpev. The sentence which follows is merely introduc- 
tory to the general summing up of the case, not in any way 
explanatory or confirmatory of what precedes. 

p- 921. 47. The construction of this difficult sentence 
would be clearer if the mark of interrogation were deferred to 
the end vzroraBoir’ civar, the previous clauses being separated 
_by colons. There are three pairs of antitheses opposed by pev 
and 6&. “How monstrous it would be that you should attach 
weight to a disputed statement, while you refuse to believe 
what is agreed to by both parties; that Lampis should come 
forward to give evidence of that which he formerly denied, and 
you should refuse to give the evidence of your verdict though 
fully convinced of the fact; that you should not listen to 
Lampis when he speaks the truth, but place implicit confi- 
dence in the story which he was bribed to tell”. There seems 
to be a confusion in the note on ov« éoté padprupes, ‘ While you 
by deciding that his first evidence was true, and that P. did not 
pay, decline to become witnesses of the fact in my favour’. It 
is not ‘by deciding’ but in spite of their knowledge: the anti- 
thesis is, “ Lampis offers himself as a witness of what he knows 
to be false, you refuse to be witnesses of what you know to 

be true”. . ; 
p. 921. 49. 708 vmép tév atroctepoupévar, K.T.X. This is 

translated in the note ‘ our assertion, &c.’ Of course it is ‘that 

part of the evidence of Lampis which tells in favour of the 
injured party’, viz. his first statement that he had. not been 
paid. 

p. 923. I think that Mr Sandys makes too much of the 
peculiarities of style in the speech against Lacritus. Surely 

Totywpuyéw is not more harsh than the expressions which 
Aeschines finds fault with (c. Ctes. p. 77 § 166), duedoupyodcr 

16—2 
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THY TOA, popwoppapovpeOa and the rest. Nor can I agree 
with the instances of ‘lax diction’ which Mr Paley adduces, 
e.g. p. 924. 4, ov adv éyovtos = érrel ovK dv éyot, boTis Sidwow 
=rTov Sidovta. p. 925. 7, dws adv évepyol dow, ‘that they might 
be engaged in a trading enterprise’, They are ordinary con- 
structions, of which examples can be found in the grammars, 

And why should, § 5, Bon@etre ta Sixaia be considered ‘an 
anomalous accusative’? Itisasimple cognate. . 

p. 925.7. ov8 6 Opacupundys. The ovdé is not intended to 
contrast T. with his brother (as the note says) but with the 
speaker Androclés. 

P. 926.10. There is a misprint in the note on él > Baaee 
xocias. For 220 read 225, and ‘twenty-five’ for ‘twenty’ 

below. 
p- 928. 17. ovroat S& Adxpitos jv 6 éEnyntys. Note. ‘Per- 

haps we should transpose the article, which should not be used 
with the predicate, reading o A. jv éEnyntys’. But the article 
is of course not wanted with the proper name (see § 15, odtoot 
Aadxpttos again), and the predicate being coextensive with the 
subject may perfectly well take the article, which gives it 
additional definiteness, 

§ 18. dar cis TaXavTov dpyuplov Thy TYunv eivat KabioTa- 
pévnv. Note. ‘According to the market value. Cf. ris xa@e- 
ornkvias Tyuns’. Ido not see how such an interpretation was 
arrived at, or what was the geod of referring to the perfect to 
explain the sense of the present. Wolf and Schaefer rightly 
explain eivat xabiotayévnv = xabictacba, and so Kennedy 
translates ‘so that the price of the wine would amount to a 
talent in, money’. 

p. 929.19. I cannot ‘agree with the statement in the note 
that the double article ta xepdpyua ta Tpicxidva denotes irony. 
In none of the passages quoted does it denote anything more 
than a wish to be exact. 

p- 980. 22. rovadra tovTwy éotl Ta Kakouvpynpata. Note. 
‘For the use of the article, cf. Aesch. Theb. 646, road? éxelvwv 

éotl takeuvpyata’. It was hardly worth while to go so far as 
Aeschylus for an illustration of this simple sentence when we 
have in the next page ai wév mavoupyiat Tovadtar Tév avOpd- 
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mov tovtwy elaw. The same might be said of the note on 

durdaata, p. 1289. 
§ 23. Note. ‘It would seem from this that lending on ému- 

davercpos was as illegal as borrowing’. But there is nothing 
about illegality in the text: Aratus simply says that he should ~ 
not have lent money on the security offered, if he had known 
it was already mortgaged. 

p. 931. 25. Note. ‘xai—pddora seems the syntax intended’, 
But «ai would be quite correct without pddiota, ‘It was here 
also that they showed their insolence (wadsora) in the highest 

~ degree’. 
ovK elyouev OToV KpaTotwev Ews KopicaiueOa. In direct 

speech the 1st optative would be a deliberate conjunctive, the 
"2nd would appear as €ws dv xouiocdpe8a. The note is likely to 
be misleading to young scholars. 

p- 932. 29. émripereic Oat Oras av atroNaBowev. A note 
should have been added pointing out the difference between 
dws with the opt. and drs av with stibj. and opt. 

p- 941.52. Summary. ‘Terms of the law violated by taking 

the ship first to Chios’. Rather it would seem to have been 
brought first to Thieves’ Harbour and afterwards taken to 
Chios. Observe the perf. catnyméva in 53. 

§ 54. It is said in the note that ‘there seems to be some- 
thing wrong in this passage’, The construction is set right by 
substituting a comma for a period after tovrwy. The general 
meaning will then be, “goods lent from Athens for the return 
voyage have been disembarked at Chios, proving the truth of my 
remark that the city itself loses through the losses of its 
capitalists. That you are involved in our misfortune is plain, 

for when a man disobeys your laws and sends off your property 
to Chios, is he not injuring you as much as us ?” 

p. 964. 26. Note. ‘In late Greek catetyev seems to mean 

lodged or kept there’. avrod is the genitive governed by «x. in 
the sense of took Pee of. See Schaefer in loc., and Rost 
and Palm’s Lex. 

p. 966.1. Kal amndraypévov. Note. ‘These words seem 
an interpolation. The passive would require a change of sub- 
ject. Nor does it seem likely that the passive could here have 
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been used in the medial sense, which is wholly inappropriate’. 
Schaefer gives the true explanation on 578, 15, to which he 
refers in his note on this passage. Translate ‘having got rid 
of, being quit of, the whole matter’. 

p. 969.11. dndds 8 eywv ols Aéyw TovToas. Note. ‘The 
dative of respect or reference’. These terms are extremely 

vague: an accusative of respect one has heard of, but Curtius 
knows no such dative, and though Madvig uses the phrase 
‘dative of reference’ for Curtius’ more exact ‘dative of inter- 

est’, this is not the signification given to it here, if we may 
judge from the quotation, in which a dative occurs with ya- 
Aetras héperv. Ishould have no hesitation in calling it a ‘causal 
dative’, 

p. 971. 16. Note. ‘The dy is attracted as usual to the 
negative. See Shilleto on Thuc. 1. 76. 4’. But nothing is 
said there of attraction to the negative; the anticipation of av 
is simply attributed to “the desire of the Greeks to show as 

early as possible that ‘a sentence is intended to be contingent”. 
p. 975. 28. tadra mas eveot éuol wempayOar TO un) Ta- 

povtTt Kal mept av Evépyou xatediddow; Mr P. seems uncertain 
as to the force of xal. It seems to me to join the two reasons 
why the speaker was not responsible for the proceedings com- 
plained of: Ist, he was absent: 2nd, Euergus had been already 
found guilty. Either clause would have followed wempay@at 
with equal propriety, though there is perhaps a little awkward- 
ness in coupling them together. 

p- 980.46. Note. ‘é£jraoras, he has had the matter inves- 
tigated’. I think there can be no doubt that é€. is used m a 
passive sense here. See the quotations in Reiske’s Index or 
Rost and Palm. . 

§ 47. éyew. The opposition of yadremdv to padioy proves — 
that jv is common to both, and prevents our supposing an inde- 
finite subject as suggested in the note. 

§ 48. It is not clear what use of the future is said to belong 
to the later Attic and to be confined to the Ionic form, I do 
not think the metaphor in vzrooreAddpevor is either nautical or 
military. The meaning is simply ‘without concealment’ (put- 

ting a thing under). 
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p- 994.14. raOpa. Note. ‘She had also sworn privately (and 
apart from the consideration of a bribe)’. I do not see any 

occasion for the words in brackets: why need xal mean more 
than ‘she had even gone so far as to swear’? 

p. 998. 10. There is a misprint in the note: for ‘present’ 
_ read ‘indicative’. 

p. 1001. 23. ov dv. Can there be any doubt that the geni- 
tive is attracted to the antecedent dependent on xatadXar- 
teaOat, and does not ‘depend on the sense of vrepi’? 

p. 1011. 8. There should be a comma, not a full stop, after 
Th éavtov. I forgot to mention that in p. 966 the comma 
should be moved from tovtwy to Tovrovi, connecting mpds with 
the previous yeyevyuévwv, and reserving tapeypaydayuny for the 

- following clause. 
§ 10. For the construction of ouoroye followed by the infi- 

nitive with ov, it would have been better to have referred to 

Madvig, § 205. Similarly for the use of the Perfect instead of 
the Aorist in later Greek (pp. 906 and 994), Winer’s Grammar 
should have been referred to, ed. Moulton, p. 136. 

§ 11. mpds tov Scautntnv dmnvtnce. Note. ‘We might ex- 

_ pect mpds To 5. but it is easy to supply €A@odca’. I cannot see 
the use of a note like this. Nobody who had any acquaintance 
with the usage of the verb, or with the common phrases Aayxeiv 
mpos apxovta, pos SiattnTv, could have expected a dative, 
which I imagine is without example. In this very speech we 
have the same construction repeated in §§ 17, 38, 39. 

A few lines below, for ov& os read ovd’ as. 

p. 1012.14. rods maidas tods Siakovous tovs Tod Tatpos 
eEatpérous érroincauefa, Note. ‘Hither tovs waidas or tovs 
Siaxovous reads like an interpolated gloss’. On first reading 
one is certainly disposed to consider that dsaxovous was a gloss 
to prevent a mistake as to vraiéas (and this is rather confirmed 
by the various readings), but a reference to the index shows 
matoa Siaxovoy 1155, oikérnv Sudxovoy 13859; and it seems pro- 
bable from other passages that 8:dxovos was a term applied to a 
superior class of servants. Cf. Sturtz, Lex. Xenoph. s. v. 

p. 1018. 17. tore. Note. ‘Before the second arbitrator 
Boeotus did appear’. After the death of Solon each party brought 
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a suit against the other. Boeotus appeared in court as plaintiff, 
but made no appearance as defendant. This is shown by the 
antithesis wep) pév ody ov obTot por édixafovTo nv & eyo 
todtov édiwxov. It is this second suit, not that before Solon, 

to which tore refers. 
p. 1018.18. avré Mavribéw. Note. “ As Mantitheus, 7.¢. 

by an altered name. (Or perhaps ‘with Mantitheus himself’, in 
ironical allusion to Boeotus being somebody else)”. I think 

av7® must have the emphatic meaning here, but I cannot 
accept the ironical allusion. Translate “I prosecuted him as 
being actually Mantitheus, under the actual name M.” 

p- 1018. 13. pmdev adcxodvtos. Note. ‘Here pa is used, not 
ov, because the case is hypothetical and represents ef xai pndéev 
ndixouv. Schaefer’s reading ovdév is also correct, as asserting 

the present consciousness of innocence as a fact’. I-do not 
think it is right to speak of this as a hypothetical case, and 
certainly ef cat pndév ndixovv would give a different sense to 
that required. If Schaefer’s ovdév is not accepted, I think all 

we can do is to impute this use of yu) to carelessness, and num- 

ber it among the exceptional cases referred to by Madvig, § 206, 
‘b, rem. 1. But the usage of later Greek makes it more pro- 

bable that ovSév (which occurs in some MSS.) was changed to 
pndév than the reverse. 

§ 34. I should understand evs as referring back to 
atpaypov in § 32. 

p. 1019. 37. dznperov. The circumstances referred to are 
obscure, but the explanation given in the note does not seem 
to me probable. The text says nothing of rousing the anger of 
Cammes. I should suppose that Boeotus charges Mantitheus 
with having recovered money due to his father in Mytilene, 
in order that he, B., may claim a share of it, which of course he 

could not do if it were money supplied by Apollonidas and other 
friends of Athens for the purpose of levying a force against the 
tyrant. Such a demand might be represented as helping 
Cammes against the Athenians. Surely A. Schaefer is wrong 
in thinking Ameinias an enemy of Athens. Mantitheus would 
not then have mentioned his connexion with him. 

p. 1022. 48. In Summary, read for ‘feelings’, ‘failings’, twice. . 
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p. 1024. 54. adn afvovtTw. Note. ‘He will not himself 
have any just grounds for having said them at all’. Rather “he 

will be unable to bring forward any fair plea”. 
p. 1026. 59. aorepa 7) wn. Note. ‘More correctly perhaps 

7) ov, since it is a direct question of fact. But we may say that 
it is equivalent to ere 7) uy’. As ov is allowable after ceive this 
does not help us much. Jelf (§ 875, obs. 3), followed by the 
editor of Madvig (§ 284), says that ‘when the 2nd member of 

the disjunctive question is negative, this is expressed by 7 ov, 
if the predicate, and by 7) mu, if only a. part of the sentence is 

negatived’, I do not think this is borne out by facts. Of 
course 7) is often required by the mood of the verb under- 
stood: where this is not the case, 7 is allowable after wotepa, 

_just as in any interrogative sentence which expects a negative 
answer; but I think it is rarely used without some special 
inducement, such as we find in this sentence, in the desire to 

avoid a second ov. 
p- 1283. 23. ti NaBovtes 7d BéBatov. The force of the 

article should have been noticed in this and in the similar 

passage (§ 15). It is not simply ‘what security’ but ‘ what 
as our security’. 

p: 1284.5. Note. ‘éf gre. An abbreviation for ém’ éxeive 
wore (or at least equivalent to it). Similarly oles te is toodTos 
olos wate’. It is a pity this note should have been inserted. 
Unless an editor can give a better account of a construction 
than is to be found in the grammars, he should content 
himself with a reference to them. It is unnecessary to say 
that there is no such construction as tolodtos olos wate: 
even if we assume that ofos is inserted by mistake, how is it 
easier to understand an infinitive after éore than after ofos ? 
The true explanation of é¢’ ore is that it is an abbreviated 
expression for é7i tovT éf’ Ste, which was followed originally 
by a future indicative, but as the idea of result got more and 
more associated with the infinitive, the latter in process of time 
became the more usual construction. 

p. 1285. 8. ouvetiunOy. Mr Paley, proposing to read éze- 
tiunOn, does not notice that Suidas recognizes the ordinary 

reading. Prof. Kennedy translates ‘the price was manipu- 
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lated through such letters’, Ido not quite see how this sense 

can be got out of cuvtiyuaw, and I think the context re- 
quires a word expressive of the result of manipulation, rather 
than of manipulation itself. If we consider what would be 
the natural consequence of selling only in the dearest markets, 
it would tend of course to equalize prices everywhere. May 
not this be the meaning of cuvtiuaw, to price together? An 
indirect effect would probably be to raise prices at Athens, 

where they had been kept down by artificial restrictions. 
§ 10. épas 8 ovv. This extremely awkward sentence 

seems to me more unlike Demosthenes than anything in the 
Lacritus. Thére are many minor points besides, e.g. the use of 
oupTTo@pa and axapiaios (surely the right reading), which make 

me doubt the genuineness of this speech. The analysis in the 
note does not seem to me satisfactory. I think that, after the 
parenthetical statement of the breach of contract by Parmeni- 
scus, A\aBov ydp—arrodidsora, it was intended to describe the 

insolent behaviour of the partners when called upon to make 
some reparation (cf. § 12 ottws bSpictixas éypycato), but the 
sentence breaks down under the accumulation of clauses, just 
at the point where the appeal of the plaintiff to the partners is 
about to be introduced. As Schaefer’s reading caradpovncas 
is mentioned, it would have been as well to add that he 
suggests mépas dé, AaBov yap (omitting odv) after the pattern 

of rexunpwov 8é. 
xaQeornkvias. I shouid be inclined to take this ‘ prices were 

quiet, not rising’. And similarly I should translate amayye- 
Aodvra tavOévde KaectnKdta above, ‘ to report that prices here 
were steady’. The attraction from évOade to évOévde seems to 
me more natural if we take xaeornxéta as predicate, than if 
we translate, as in the note, ‘market prices here’. In the 

latter case the connexion of év@évde is rather with «a@. than 
with the verb of motion az. 

p. 1286.10. Must not the word éwiBarns have had some 
technical sense which does not appear in our lexicons? It 
seems hardly possible that ordinary passengers should have been 
liable to the severest punishment if they changed their destina- 
tion. I understand it of an agent sent in charge of goods. 
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p. 1287.18. It would have been well to note that ovdéy 
PadAXor is adverbial, ‘not a whit the more for that’. 

p- 1287.13. aoraBeiv. Note. ‘To take in part, to take 
as an instalment’. I doubt very much whether any example of 
such a meaning could be found. The force of the passage 
quoted from the Nubes depends entirely on ovtws. The mean- 
ing there is, I believe, the same as in all the passages in which 
it occurs in this speech, viz. ‘to get back what is due’, the 
exact opposite to dodobvat, which occurs in this very section. 
The other passages are §§ 12, 16, 30, 32, 33, 41, 46, and though in 

several of these passages reference is made to this note, there is 
only one (16) where it seems to me that the meaning here sug- 
gested is at all suitable, though even there it is not by any 
means necessary. 

§ 14. do tavtopatov. I do not think that this could 
mean ‘volunteered advice’. For the reasons given by Schaefer 
I take it in the same way as Kennedy. 

KkaQoporoyetv. I do not think cata can have the force sug- 
gested in the note, either in this word (‘to accept as full pay- 
ment’) or in catayopafw (‘to purchase goods against, as a set-off 

to, a sum of money’). This meaning of ‘against’ is expressed 
by avti not xara. Thus we have avtayopafew in p. 930. 24. 

dudae Topevopévovs. This phrase is no doubt commonly 
used of hostile meeting, but there is nothing in its nature to 
confine it to such; and the context here requires it to be 
taken in the sense ‘ready to meet him half-way’. 

p. 1288.16. os éroluwv dvtwy. This is one of the few 
cases in which I should be disposed to follow Reiske against 
Schaefer, taking éroiuwy as referring to nuav. I do not see 
that it has any force if referred to tév avtiNeyouévav. The 
note speaks of ‘a kind of attraction to judv’, but does not give 
any further explanation. In the simplest form the sentence 
would run déodpev, ws Eroupot Cvtes, KptOnvat, which, thrown 
into the absolute, becomes d&ovvTwv ws étoipwv dvTwY Kp. 

p. 1289. 20. Scamempaypévos. Note. ‘This is rather re- 
markable in the sense of dvamrpaéapevos. But Demosthenes is 
fond of using perfect passives in the middle sense’. This again 
is likely to mislead: Scvavrempaypévos is the perfect middle and 
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appears as such in all the better grammars. As for the middle 
use of this particular verb being ‘remarkable’, plenty of 
examples will be found in the Indices to Demosthenes, Plato, 
and Xenophon. It is curious that the two former seem never 
to employ the active voice. 

p. 1289. 21. As the form mpocyetv is admitted in the text, 
there ought to have been a note to justify the omission of the 
o. As far as I know, the form is not noticed in any commoner 

books than Lobeck’s Phrynichus, p. 673, Path. 11. 143, Paral. 17. 
p. 1293. 35. Why should 7d ddvevov 7d dpyatov ‘the origi- 

nal debt’ cause a difficulty, (except indeed on the view stated 

in p. 929, that the double article denotes irony)? The use of 
To apxatov for ‘the principal’ presupposes the fuller form. In 
any case I should object to the emendation proposed in the 
note; as also to the very uncalled for wovxiiwy instead of 

moAnov in § 37. - 
p. 1294. 40. xal yap todro. Instead of referring to tex- 

pnpov 82, it would have been more to the purpose to quote 

p. 268, § 122, xalrot wal rodro with Holmes’ note. 

J. B. MAYOR. 
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ON THE MEANING OF A PASSAGE IN CICERO, ORATOR 
c. 48, COMPARED WITH QUINTILIAN, INST. ORAT. 
xi. 10, § 27°. 

THERE can be little doubt that many of the notes in rival 
series of later German Editions of the Classics are borrowed 

wholesale and systematically from each other, the choice of 
points for illustration and explanation, the illustrations and 
explanations, and even the words and structure of the notes 
often being nearly identical throughout, so much so, that were 
it not for the prefaces and indices, one would be tempted to 
think that Piderit and Jahn or Halm and Richter are but dif- 
ferent names of the same persons. Probably this is done by 
express or tacit understanding between the respective pro- 
prietors and editors on the principle of ‘give and take ’— 
sumimus ingue vicem praebemus mutua—and does not concern 
the public directly: still some disadvantages connected with it 
should be pointed out; the loss to the student of fresh criticism 
on new points; of independent rival criticism on points and 
theories already mooted; the factitious weight given to one 
editor's views by the apparently independent support of 
another; the consequent tendency to perpetuate old mistakes 

and encourage a somewhat servile rote-repetition of criticism, 
now-a-days perhaps too prevalent. Strange errors are not 
only made, but left unnoticed. Critics of the twentieth century 
will think but little of our scholarship when they find a mistake 
like the following, in a well-known and useful edition. “Und 

wenn Cicero nicht lange darnach mit unzweideutiger Beziehung 
auf den Orator, in einem Antwortschreiben an ebendenselben 

Cornificius erwidert ‘hin und wieder richte ich mein Augen- 

1 Read before the Cambridge Philological Society, December 2, 1875. 
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merk darauf, euch zu grossen Rednern zu machen’ so war 
diess nicht blos in Scherze, sondern in gewisser Beziehung auch 

ernstlich gemeint.” [Cic. Orator. Piderit, 1865, pref. 1, § 17.] 
The passage referred to is as follows:—quod extremum fuit in 
ea epistola quam a te proxime accepi, ad id primum respon- 
debo. Animum advorti enim hoc vos magnos oratores facere 
non nunquam. [Cic. ad Fam. x11. 18. 1.] 

Except for such hurried bookmaking, and for a careless ac- 
ceptance of anything that appears in print, it would be hard to 
understand how an old mistake with regard to a passage in 
Cicero and in Quintilian on the usage of Greek characters in 
their alphabet, could have been perpetuated in successive modern 
editions. The two passages are as follows :—(1) Cic. Orator, 
XLVI. 160, nec enim Graecam litteram adhibebant, nune autem 
etiam duas—and (2) Quint. Inst. Or. x11. 10. 27, Jucundissimas 
ex Graects litteras non habemus,—the question being whether ® 
and T are meant (as Jahn and Piderit and others hold), or Y 

and Z. The reasons for thinking the latter are as follows. 
(1) Under the head of what Cornificius calls ‘elegantia’, 

Cicero is here considering the question of the proper forms and 
pronunciation of certain words [cf. § 149, “ut cohaereant extrema 
cum primis, eaque sint quam suavissimis vocibus”]. Among other 
points the omission of the aspirates with consonants by older 
and more correct writers, e.g. ‘triumpos’, ‘ Kartaginem’, ‘ sepul- 
cra’, ‘coronas’ (sometimes evidently ‘choronas’), ‘lacrymas’— 
the last three allowed by popular usage in Cicero’s time. “So 
too,” he continues, “‘ Burrum’ for ‘Pyrrhum’, ‘ Bruges’ for 
‘Phryges’, nec enim Graecam litteram adhibebant, nunc 
autem etiam duas; and having to say Phrygum, Phrygibus, 
it was absurd either on the one hand to use a Greek letter 
even for Roman inflexions [read with Madv. ‘etiam barbaris 

casibus”| or to adopt the Greek form only in the nominative.” 
That ‘duas’ does not mean ‘®’ and ‘YT’ seems almost 

certain, because (i) if the word ‘Phryges’ is referred to, as it is, 
‘utramque’ would then have been used; (ii) ‘litteram’ would have 
been ‘litteras’; (iii) ‘litteram’ must surely be a character and 
not a sound; if so, ‘litteram’ must be ‘®’ or ‘T’: but as ‘®’ 
the character was not used subsequently, ‘®’ can neither be 
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alluded to in ‘litteram’ or ‘duas’. Therefore ‘litteram’ must 
mean ‘YT’. The sentence runs on—“It was absurd in those 
times to say ‘Phrygum’ &c. instead of ‘Brugum’ i.e. Greek ‘T’ 
with Latin ‘-wm’, or to say nom. ‘ Phryges’—gen. ‘ Brugum’, 
and still in spite of that we now say both ‘Phryges’ and 

‘Pyrrhum’ [instead of ‘Burrum’|”. It will be noticed that 
these two coupled together are both examples of the usage 
of ‘y’ and not both of ‘@’. 
~ Corssen therefore very properly says (p. 6) on this passage— - 

** Cicero can only have meant by the two Greek letters Y and Z”’. 
Cf. also Corss. p. 12—“ Y and Z always counted as Greek letters”. 
Cf. Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 93; Quint. m 4. § 9; Ritschl zur 
Gesch. des Lat. Alphabets in Rhein. Mus, 1869, 1—32; Priscian 
1. 8, p. 45 Krehb. 

(2) And now to reconcile this with the passage in Quin- 
tilian and Quintilian with himself and Corssen with himself. 

Quintilian, in talking of the inferiority of Latin generally to 
Greek in the way of eloquence, says :—“ Latin to begin with is 
harsher actually in its sounds—the sweetest of the Greek letters 

we do not possess, (i) one a vowel, the other a consonant, the 
sweetest in utterance in their language; (ii) these we borrow 
when we use their names; (iii) and then the oratio somehow 

brightens up as in ‘Ephyris’ and ‘Zephyris’; (iv) write these 
words in our characters, you get something heavy and outlandish, 
and fresh letters come in, harsh and uncouth; (v) and these are 
unknown to Greece; (vi) for that letter too [‘et illa’] which 
comes sixth in our alphabet is very harsh.” 

It is agreed on either side that Y is one of the letters here 
meant, as in Cicero. The question left is, whether the second 
is Z or ©? and this can only be settled by trying to see how 
either fits each clause. 

(i) Can ‘ph’ (probably a hard aspirated sound) be called 
“jucundissima ex Graecis littera”? I see no reason why ‘Z’ 
should not be (spirant is surely not used philologically, of a 
‘spirant’ exclusively). 

(ii) Did the Latins borrow ‘®’ for Greek names? If it 
is replied that the sownd is meant, then surely they borrowed 
not only ‘®’ but ‘th’ (@), ‘ch ’(X), and the “nune autem 
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duas” should have been ‘quatéwor’ or more. It is true of Z 
in Quintilian’s time, for Z, found in very early inscriptions, 
had fallen out of the language, and had been replaced by 

S or SS; cf. ‘comissor’, ‘Atticisso’, ‘Saguntum’, [cf. Corssen, 

p. 295, &c.] “exceptions in Plautine MSS. being due to copyists”. 
(iii) How can the usage of ‘ph’ be said to brighten up the 

‘oratio’ in ‘Ephyris’ and ‘Zephyris’? The argument that 
there is no need for adding ‘Zephyris’ except to give an in-— 
stance of the ‘Z’ is fair, though weakened by the fact that 
we find afterwards “servum et cervum”; certainly a Roman 

could hardly have used the instance ‘ Zephyris’ without thinking 
of Z as a Greek letter, and might intelligibly talk of its use as 
adding something to the oratuo. 

(iv) “Write these words in Roman characters” &c.; we 
get EFURIS,—SEFURIS. The assumption that Quintilian 

is here talking of the two first-named letters, and those only, 
is gratuitous, and the source of the mistake; that he is talking 
of these, i.e. ‘S’ and ‘Y’ and also of a third, ‘F’, is shewn by 
the words “nam et illa” which follow, which of themselves 

almost prove that F and ® were not alluded to before. 
Corssen then (p. 137); when he says on this passage: ‘“ Quin- 
tilian finds the Latin sounds F and U when compared with ® 
and T harsh” can be referring only to the last part of this 
passage and not the first. 

(v) The letters then unknown to Greece will be V and F: 

the two jucundissimae litterae first mentioned being Y and Z. 
For it is incredible that F, which Cicero calls ‘insuavissima 
kittera’, should be the Latin equivalent of what Quintilian calls 
‘jucundissima, litera’, though it might well represent roughly, 
as it did in the fourth century A.D., the hard sound of ®, 

The question still remains whether “nunc autem duas” in 
Cicero is not suspiciously like the gloss of a commentator refer- 
ring either to the passage of Quintilian or to the later usage of 
of F for PH? If not, it is a very meagre and pointless digres- 
sion of Cicero’s. 

J. E. NIXON. 

Kine’s Cotnecr, CAMBRIDGE. 



SOME REMARKS ON THE GOTHIC PARTICLE -H, -UH'. 

THAT the -h, -u-h, -que,—which are always enclitics, but only 
added to parts of the verb, to pronouns and particles, never to 
substantives—have been derived from the interrogative, origin- 
ally demonstrative root ka, kva, and stand in closest relation- 

ship with Skr. kd, Zd. ca and also the Greek ré, and Lat. que, 
which are all likewise enclitic, is placed beyond doubt both 
by their sound and their employment. The Indo-Germanic 
primitive form of the particle was therefore ka, and corre- 
sponding to it is the Gothic -h, where the vowel must have 
dropped off. In this form the particle appears in all mono- 
syllabic words which end in a vowel, and in those polysyllabic 
words whose final vowel is long. On the other hand, -uwh follows 
forms terminating (as to sound) in a consonant, and such poly- 
syllabic words as terminate in a short vowel (a), with suppres- 
sion of this short vowel. An exception to this rule is made in 

some cases of hvaz-uh and hvarjiz-uh, quisque, in those, viz., 

whose datives (mase. sing.) are, not hvammuh, hvarjammuh, 
as one would expect to accord with pammuh, but hvammeh, 

hvarjammeh. The accusatives masc. are not (corresponding 
to panuh) hvanuh and hvarjanuh, but hvanoh and hvarjanoh. 

The nominative and accusative neuter of hvarjizuh, namely 
hvarjatoh, also differ from patuh. Hva-h is formed regularly 

from hvazuh; the t-form of the neuter does not occur in ~ 
Gothic in this pronoun, 

1 Read before the Cambridge Philological Society, December 2, 1875. 

Journal of Philology. vou. vt. 17 
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See hvammeh: Me. 14. 49; Lk. 2. 41; 6. 31, &c. 

» pis-hvammeh: Mt. 4. 25; Lu. 4. 6. 

» hvarjammeh: Lu. 19. 26; Rom. 12. 3, &c.. 

» ainhvarjammeh: Lu. 4. 40; Skeir. vir. 6, &e. 

» hvanoh: Lu. 9. 238. 

», hvarjanoh: Lu. 9.14; 16. 5, &e. 

» hvarjatoh: Mc. 9. 49; Skeir. v1. b. 

These forms are antiquarian. In them the law of final sounds 
has operated incompletely or not at all. For hvammé-h would 
be equivalent to an original kasmdi-ka ; the t probably dropped 
off; but while @ is elsewhere shortened (hvamma, pamma), it 
has here preserved its length before the -h suffixed. In like 
manner is it with the accusatives hvand-h, hvarjané-h, and with 

hvarjaté-h, only that in these the other substitute of an original 
d is seen. Scherer (Zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, . 
p. 107 ff.) deals with the remarkable a which, as a support to 
the consonant sounded at the end of a word, is added to the 

neutral -t, to the accusative mase. of the pronominal declension, 

and to the Ist and 3rd persons plural of the conjunctive. 
I quite agree with him if he explains this supplemental 
element from its primitive am, which also occurs in Skr. in 

the pronominal declension; for example, in td-am= Lat. id, 

am-am =Old Latin im, em, more recently ewm. That this a 
is to be put down for the Gothic as originally long (4 is like- 
wise used as the substitute for, the dropped nasal, cf. O.N. 4d, 
4= ana, in) is clear, not only from the forms cited, hvan-é-h, 
&c., but especially from the fact that short a could not have 
existed in consequence of the law of final-sounding vowels. 

How then is -uwh, as connected with -h, to be explained ; if, 
as no one can doubt, the latter represents the original and, | so 
to speak, more organic form ? 

Bopp (Vergleichende Grammatik, m1. 213) has explained 
uw as an auxiliary vowel. But in forms-like panuh, tddjuh, and 

the like, this vowel would surely not be at all necessary. On 

this account Sonne (Kuhn’s Zeitschrift x11. 289), with whom 
Scherer (Z. G. d. D. Sp. p. 374) agrees without reserve, gives 
another explanation. He recognises in u the prominent par- 
ticle u frequently added as an enclitic in the Veda, especially 
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in cases of pronouns, which is confessedly contained also in 
the Greek 6-v-to, to-U-ro =sa-u-ta, tad-u-tad. To me, this 
explanation is not convincing. If we proceed from words 
ending in a consonant, as hvas, anpar, in, pis, gap, then the 

particle following them, whenever it consisted only of the 
aspirate h, could only with difficulty be made audible; and 
we find the origin of an intermediate sound to be natural. If 
this be the origin of the uw, the absence of any ‘Brechung’ 
is clearer. And might not pammuh, patuh, panuh be formed 

after the analogy of such current forms? Yes, we may perhaps 
be allowed to consider the accusative also, and the neuter, as 

quite normal. For we may suppose a time in which the neuter 
sounded as thad, the accusative than (cf. pan =tum); and to 
these the particle was joined with the auxiliary vowel. When 
then gradually, in the neuters in -¢ and in the accusative, an a@ 
was suffixed, and the dative also abridged its termination to 

a, the rule was followed in the continuance of pat-u-h, pan-u-h, 

as compared with pat-a, pan-a; so that all polysyllabic word- 

forms generally, which had their termination in a, would add 
the particle in the form -wh. 

Scherer (l. c. p. 8374) deems it inadmissible to identify -h, 
-uh with the Latin -que (consequently also with the Greek ze, 
Skr. kd). It may, according to him, only be compared with 
the Latin -ce, -c; “the primitive form kva would have produced 
hu.” But we are by no means bound to admit that, in the 
particle, the same substitution of the aspirate for the guttural 

must have occurred as in the interrogative pronouns. 
To postulate a special demonstrative root ka beside the like 

sounding interrogative is not at all requisite (cf. Curtius, No. 
650). So -que and -ce, -c, ultimately proceed from the same 
root. And is their original identity not made probable by the 
co-existence of ne-c and ne-que, a-c (=at-c) and at-que ? 

As regards grammatical form, we may consider the par- 
ticle -ka as coinciding with the root -ka. Perhaps, however, 

it may also be conceived as an abbreviated instrumental case ; 
the Greek xai is the locative of the same root. (Cf. Curtius, 
No. 27.) 

Now with respect to the employment of -uh, it serves (1) as 

17—2 
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a copulative conjunction in the sense of the Latin -que. It is 
also not seldom used where, according to our ideas, the union 
of two actions by means of a conjunction would not be needed ; 
thus, after the participle, e.g. jah athaitands sumana magive 
frahuh ; Lu. 15. 26. 

Like 7é and “que, -uh can appear between prepositions and 
cases, e.g. inuh jainamma mela; Mt. 11. 25. 

That inu-h = ohne, like the Latin absque, admits with special 
readiness the enclitics (always in the Gospels) is acknowledged. 
Also in inuh pis, “therefore,” and in duh-pe, dup-pe, which are of 

similar meaning, the connection with the preceding is, almost 
without exception, indispensable. The negation nz contains, 

through the suffixed -h, the meaning “and not,” “nor,” “not 

once,’ and agrees in form and meaning with the Latin ne-que, 

Osc. nei-p. As being conspicuous, and probably as being true, 
is to be taken along with it the absence of ‘Brechung’ of the 
2 in nth. 

(2) -wh follows other conjunctions, whose sentence-joining 

power it strengthens. It is affixed to the preceding word, 
in that case, only in -uwh-pan, -up-pan, which, like pan alone, 

may be translated dé. Similarly, but more rarely, -wh is joined 
to ip= autem, but so that it is added to the verb of the sentence 
(2p standing always at the beginning); e.g., ip Jesus gapuh, Mk. 
10. 38; zp ts vissuh, Lu. 6. 8. In compound verbs, -wh seems 
to appear between the preposition and the verb. At least this 

position is observed in the two instances hitherto cited as 
appropriate (ip Jesus uzuhhof, Join 11. 41: and tp is ubuhvopida, 
Lu. 18. 38). Once -wh is directly joined to the conjunction 

which it strengthens. It is indispensable in ja-h, «ai (cf. at- 
que), at least in the Gothic; but the O.S. ja, ge, gt, A.S. ge, show 
the unsuffixed form. To the interrogative -w an -/ is occasionally 

added, by way of supplement, in the double interrogation, 
The simple paw (% av) receives -h but seldom, aip paw (} av 
not at all. In sve-pauh and pauh-jabaz, it is never omitted, nor 
perhaps even in andizuh—azppau (either—or) ; but there is only 
one case in point to show this (Lu. 16. 13). 

In the adverbs nu-h, panuh (tunc), paruh, paproh, svah 

(sic), -h is prominent; cf. Gr. r0-re, mo-re, Dor. +é-xa, and 
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generally the -re which is added to numerous conjunctions and 

adverbs. 
(3) -uwh stands in the demonstratives. The simple demon- 

strative pronoun and article sa, so, pata contains, through the 
suffix, the strengthened meaning hic, or even isque. Sah, soh, 
patuh, translate especially otros, kat avtos, éxetvos, and not 

rarely the relative 6s; cf. Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, tv. 445. 

(4) Of swmzuh only some cases occur; the nominative of 
the sing. and plur. swmzuh (sumsuh, 1 Cor. 7. 7) sumath, 
and the dative summamuh (1 Cor. 12.10). Then again, with 
-uh-pan, -up-pan, the dative plural is sumaimup-pan ; the accus. 

is swmansuh-pan, and the neuter sumup-pan (sing. Rom. 9. 21; 
plur. 2 Tim. 2. 20). These suffixed forms are employed in 
enumeration (85 wev—os dé, GAXo.—aAro. Sé, &c.), and indeed 
sums either takes -uh in both members, or (only in the second) 
-uh, or -uh -pan; cf. Schulze, Gothisches Glossar. p. 328. 

(5) Interrogative pronouns, in fine, become indefinite by 
means of -uh, with which again the Latin -gue harmonises. 
Thus hvaz-uh, was, quisque; hvazuh saei, sahvazuh saei, pis- 

hvazuh saet (e1, izer), quicunque ; with the adverbs hveh=certe, 
pishvazuh per=ubicunque, pishvaduh pader or per = quocunque. 
Also hvaz-jizuh =“ everyone,” éxactos was ; ainhvarjizuh, unus- 
quisque, els Exaotos. The dative ainhvaparammeh also war- 
rants ainhvaparuh =“ each of two” (Skeir. 10. b); while hva- 
paramma is used indefinitely, and consequently for hvaparam- 
meh. : 

The existing German dialects know no more the pronominal 

suffix -h. Of the conjunctions some traces only have been 
preserved (in composition). O.H.G. jo-h=et, que, indi joh = 
atque, is the Goth. jah; O.H.G. no-h, O.S. no-h, Goth. ni-h, 
originally na-ka: and if O.H.G. doh is to be put down as equi- 
valent to the Goth. pauh, pauhjabai, this would be the third 
citable remnant of the suffixed particle. O.N. né=neque bears 
witness by the length of the vowel to an earlier ne-h. 

Another suffix is pointed to by the O.S. ja-c=et etiam, 
ne-k = neque, O.N. na-c, né-c, in nok-kurr, aliquis, nak-kvas, 

aliquid, &c. (Grimm, Gr. 11. 71), and o-k, et etiam, in so far as 

it stands for jo-c. This -k is the prominent particle ga, Greek 
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yé, Dor, ya, Slav. ze, Lith. gi, gu (Skr. aspirated gha, ha, ht), 
which, as is well known, is contained also in m-k, pu-k, si-k ; 
cf. Schleicher, Compendium, p. 629; Scherer, Le. p. 241. We 
have to admit it likewise in the Goth. a-k=sed, au-k= nam, 

enim. 
In the next place, as regards ak (O.H.G. oh, Gr. 111. 277; 

O.S., A.S. ac), it has its nearest affinities in Ecclesiastical 

Slav. a= et, ut, sed, vel (Scherer, 1. c. p. 285); to which probably 
the Lith. 0, “and, but” (Greek &é, cf. Schleicher, Lithauische 
Grammat. p. 329) will belong. This a may, as Scherer admits, 
be identical with the Skr. @, which as a preposition means ad, 
but stands also as a conjunction= “thereto, further, also, and.” 

As the O.H.G. ouh, auh, O.S. 6k, A.S. edc, have the mean- 

ing etiam, quoque, it is maintained that there is a verbal origin 
for auk in the root auk—“ to increase;” cf. Gr. 11. 274. Against 
this derivation, however, contends quite decisively the meaning 
of the Goth. auk (for). To me a pronominal origin seems much 
more probable. The Greek ad “again, on the other hand,” 

av-te, av-tap, “further, yet,” Lat. au-tem, are offered for formal 

comparison. We may, I think, be allowed to regard the Zd. 

ava, Eccles. Slav. ovi:, tlle, as the fundamental root; which is 

perhaps also contained in the Greek av-rd-s. I admit that neither | 
the meaning of auk (cf. besides the Latin nam, enim with ana, 
“ille”) nor of ouwh agrees with that of ad and autem. Yet this 
is no reason for making the suggested connections untenable. 
Certainly no one holds the opinion that auk is to be identified 
with owh, although the one is nam, the other etiam. Words 

and particles of this kind are originally of general signification, 
which can easily become fixed in different ways. - 

R. DAHLMANN. 



WAS HOC NOMINATIVE AND ACCUSATIVE INVARI- 

ABLY LONG? 

In emending some passages of Lucilius, which will be found 
in Mr Wordsworth’s Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin, 
p. 320, I have assumed that hdc (nom.) was at the time when 
Lucilius wrote sometimes short. Mr Munro denies this. ‘Hoc 
(nom. and accus.) was to Lucilius as long as hoc (abl.) or his or 

hos or huic or haec; and so it was to Plautus and Terence as 

well” Academy for July 3, 1875, p. 17. 
Mr Munro’s statement is sufficiently explicit. Not to 

Lucilius alone, but to Plautus and Terence also, hoc nom. and 

accus. was metrically the exact equivalent of hoc abl., as well 
as of his, hos, huic, haec. The decisive tone of this assertion 

appears to me to be in striking contrast with the admitted 
difficulties of comic prosody. 

The large work of C. F. W. Miiller, Plautinische Prosodie, 
776 pages in all, is from first to last a discussion of exceptions 
to the ordinary rules of metre. With this fact to start with, 
dogmatic assertions, even when they come from acknowledged 
masters in the craft, must be received with caution. Suppose 
it could be satisfactorily shown that no iambic or trochaic line 
in Latin ends with an iambus of which hdc forms the first half ; 
and suppose on the other hand numerous instances could be 

adduced of undeniable hic, we should still be very far from the 
conclusion that hoc was in the Roman tragic and comic writers 
invariably long. All that we could reasonably infer would be 
that hoc was felt to be a sufficiently defined quantity in the 
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direction of long against short to make its position in a place 

where none but a short syllable was admissible avoided. 

That hoc is often used long is of course undeniable. 

Ad. 232. Nune si hoc omitto ac tum agam ubi illine rediero. 
And, 1. 8.17. Sine omni periclo: nam hoc haw dubiwmst quin 

Cremes. 
11. 5. 4. Ipsum adeo praesto video cum Dauo: hoc agam. 

Bacch. 111. 3.18. Nego tibi hoc annis viginti fuisse primis copiae. 

On the other hand I do not know any instance where a line 
ends with hoc est, hdc ut or similar iambi. But what is the case 
in the other parts of the verse? Are we to set down all the © 
numerous cases where hoc is scanned short as merely short 
virtually ? Is an anapaest like the following from the Bacchides 
M1533; : : 

Hoc hoc est, quo pectus peracescit, hoc est demum quod percrucior, 

to be treated as if made up of three originally long syllables, 
of which the two first are slurred over and thus shortened ? 
Will Mr Munro assert that it is impossible to draw distinctions 
between cases where hoc is treated as short and cases where it 
is short really? To me, 1 confess, this seems uncritical; it is 

at least worth while to see what may be said on the other side. 
Mr Munro writes ‘It is exceedingly common for these latter 
poets to treat all such monosyllables, when preceded by a short 
monosyllable, or by a pyrrhic with the last syllable elided, 

exactly like the final syllables of iambi. Thus we find near the 
beginning of the Andria two consecutive lines commencing 

thus, “Et id grétum.” “Sed hoc mihi molestumst ;” where id 
and hoc are slurred over just as the manu and bonis already 
spoken of’: viz. in manu gessit gloriose, and Ex Graecis bonis 
Latinas fecit non bonas. 

That many instances of hoc shortened in this way occur in- 
Terence and Plautus, is shewn at length by C. F. W. Miiller, 
p. 324 sqq. 

Aul. 11. 9.7, Sed quid hoc clamoris oritur hinc ex proxumo. 
Hee. 97. Sed quid hoc negotist ? 

Men, 350, Scin quod hoc sit spinter ? 
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Pseud. 479. Sed quid ais? quid hoc quod te rogo ? 
1179. Scilicet solitum esse. H. Sanine estis? B. quid hoc 

quod te rogo ? 
and so 930, True. 1. 2. 18. 

Similarly pp. 319—326 hane hune hine hic (nom.), p. 390 
hac haec has, p. 393 hic (adverb), p. 398 huc and hoc (adverb), 
p- 400 huic; his, hdc (abl.) hitius are doubtful, hi unexampled. 
But it must not be supposed that there is no difference in the 
frequency with which each of these is shortened; hiinc is com- 
mon, and so are hine hic (pronoun and adverb), hoc (nom. and 
accus.): hiic haec are not very infrequent ; but the rest are rare, 
possibly indeed not genuine. Surely this difference is signi- 
ficant, it corresponds to a felt difference in the weight of the 
syllable; hos has hae hi his hoc abl. were not in Plautus and 
Terence exactly on a par with hune huic hic hoc (nom. and 

accus.) because there was more to be got over by the ear: quid 
hic huic was tolerable, guid huie hic was not. I would not put 

aside the commonness of hic hoc hunc in the language of every- 
day life as contributing to shorten them twenty times where 
hac haec has his hoc (abl.) are shortened once: but this is 
hardly in itself sufficient to account for the disproportion. 

The result of a comparison of C. F. W. Miiller’s instances is 

that hdc is considerably commoner than hic (nom. sing.), hic 
rather commoner than hiinc: hdc occurs thirty times, for 

hic rather over, htinc rather under, twenty. Now Diomedes 

p. 430 Keil ranks hic and hoc together as communes syllabae. 
He says Sextus (the sixth case where a syllable is common) est 
cum pronomina hic vel hoc ¢ littera terminata vocalis statim 
subsequitur, quoniam in his pronominibus e¢ littera crassum et 
quast geminatum continet sonum. Est enim in hoc tam prima 
pedis syllaba longa quam tertia brevis. Hic uir hic est tibi 
quem promitti saepius audis. Similarly Probus de ultimis 
syllabis p. 258 Keil Posswnt etiam vidert communes eae syllabae, 
quae c littera terminantur, hic vel hoc ; quarum de natura dispu- 

tatum est. Hae enim syllabae apud Vergilium et longae et breves 
ponuntur st a vocali excipiantur. Longae sunt in his ‘pro 
Iuppiter; ibit Hic ait’ et ‘Hoc tllud germana fuit;’ 
alibi autem breves, Hic uir, hic est, tibt quam promitti 
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saepius audis. He refers in the words de quarum natura 
disputatum est to p. 221 Keil where c is stated to form an ex- 
ception to the other mute letters bd g hk q p t in representing 

a double consonant as in the lengthened hoc and hie. 
How did Diomedes and Probus arrive at this conclusion ? 

Certainly not from Virgil, who has two instances of hic, none. 
of hdc: nor from his predecessors Catullus and Lucretius, or 

the poets who followed Virgil, so far as they are known to us, 
It must have been, I think, from the earlier poetry: the Comic 
and Tragic Writers, and Lucilius. The laws of prosody as 
enforced by the hexameter poets from Ennius onwards made it 
impossible to treat hunc hanc haec as short under any circum- 
stances ; they could not have been so used by Lucilius, they 
could not have been mentioned by the grammarians from this 
point of view. This makes the fact of hic and hic being 
placed by Probus and Diomedes on a level more remarkable 
and significant. The light which modern criticism has thrown 
on the metres of Terence and Plautus is misleading when we 
return from it to the point of view of the grammarians. To 
them hunc hine, &c. would always have represented a long 
syllable; hence if hic and héc was an inference from the comie 
writers and Lucilius, it must have been obtained, not from such 

lines as those mentioned by Mr Munro, e.g. quid hdc quod te 
rogo, In hic biduom (though such scannings or slurrings may 
have contributed to form such inference), but from actual or 
supposed shortenings in accordance with the ordinary laws of 
prosody. From this point of view examine a line like Adelph. 
EY.0..10 

Quid hoc est negotr? hoc est patrem esse, aut hoc est filiwm esse ? 

Here hoc is used three times, once necessarily long aut hoe, 
once presumably hic ést patrem esse; what is its quantity in 

the third case, quid hoc est? It can hardly form one syllable 
with est, Quid hocst: is it a long vowel slurred and treated as 
short? This is certainly not the most ready or natural inference. 
Analogy is a tolerable guide in such cases and the parallel case 
of hic would at once suggest itself. Hic (nom.) could be in- 
differently long or short; it was used under conditions and in 
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circumstances not distinguishable from those of hdc; it was a 
natural conclusion that hoc was indifferently long or short also. 
Quid hoc est was, I believe, to Probus and Diomedes not dis- 
tinguishable from Quid hic est, i.e. a strict anapaest. Can it 
be demonstrated that it was anything different to Terence 
himself? Compare again the following lines. 

Pers. 544: Hospes ille qui has tabellas attulit. D. Hicinést? 
T. Hic ést. 

And. 236: 

Hocinést humanum factu aut inceptu? hocinest officcum patris ? 

Adelph. 702 : 

Hic non amandus? hicine non gestandus in sinust ? hem. 

Adel. 237 : . 

Hoecine illo dignumst ? hocine incipere Aeschinum ? 

In all these cases hicine hocine seem to have their first syllable 
shortened except in the second hocine of Ad. 237. Now 
reasoning from Pers. 544 it would be a natural conclusion that 
hicinest was short because hic was short: and vice versa it 
would be no less natural an inference from Ad. 237 where 
hécine is followed by hécine that hoc itself was both long and 
short. In other words if we were called upon to pronounce 
upon the quantity of hoc in Terence and Plautus from their 
works alone, it would be a plausible inference that it stood on 
the same ground as hic, and might like hic be a short syllable. 

But if this is a fair inference from a comparison of hic hoc 
in the scansion of the comic writers, it is not less justifiable on 
other grounds. There seems to be no reason for supposing that 
the stem ho- was originally long. If it were, how is it that it is 
short in hodie, apparently an abbreviation of hoc (abl.) die. 
How is it that hiic is admitted as a disyllable by Statius S. 1. 
1. 107 Laetus huic dono videas dare tura nepotes, I. 185 Falsus 
huic pennas et cornua sumeret aethrae Rector, as expressly 
stated by Priscian x1. 14? For even if Statius wrote Laetius 
huic, Fulsas huic, there must have been good ground for Pris- 
cian’s assertion per dihaeresin wdetur protulisse? That is to 
say, he must have found this reading in MSS. which he con- 
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sidered to be authoritative. Even huius (hotus) was believed 
by Lachmann, on Lucr. 11. 374, to be scanned with the first 
u short in Eun. v. 5. 10 Quidquid huius factumst, Heaut. 111. 
2. 40 Siquid huius simile, And. 1. 6. 8 Propter huiusce 
hospitai consuetudinem, cf. Wagner, Introd. to Aulularia, p. 
XLVI. Whether in these cases huius, or a shorter form huis, 

was used by the poet, makes little difference; in either case 
the syllable was short. Short, I say, not shortened; which 

prejudges the question. Nothing can be inferred from the 
ordinarily long u of huius cuius as to the original length of the 
stem; and if it is asserted that hi-us ciius preceded hiiius 
ctiius, hitic cit preceded hiiic cit, as @& preceded &, some proof 
of each one of the assertions should be produced of a more 
convincing kind than any which I have seen. Corssen, I am 
aware, considers hoc to have been originally hod-ce then hé-ce 
hoc (1. 457) ; he compares it with quocirca which he conceives 
to have been originally quod circa. This is to explain a doubt- 
ful etymology by another as doubtful; it is possible guo circa is 
a causal ablative followed by a preposition expressing the same 
idea, but syntactically independent ‘for which along of it’: at 
any rate there seems to be no reason for this inserted d in 
ho-d-ce, except the wish to account for the syllable being 
ordinarily, and therefore presumably always, long. Starting 
from a different point of view, viz. that hoc is used by the comic 
writers in situations metrically so similar to hic as to raise a 
question whether the two words did not stand on exactly the same 
footing, I should be willing to admit the ablatival d as an expla- 
nation of the undoubted length of the ablative hoc: but I should, 
for that as well as other reasons, be inclined to deny it in the 
nom. and accus., where its introduction seems arbitrary. For, we 
must remember, supposing hoc like hic to have been originally 
short, the tendency of final c to lengthen syllables, as well as 
the natural length of hic (adverb) and hoe (abl.), would be quite 
enough to account for hoc becoming like hic regularly long: as 
indeed the short hic in three passages of Lucretius, two of Virgil, 
one of Tibullus’ is no indication of the ordinary usage of classical 
poetry, in which both hic (nom.), and hic adverb are equally 

1 See L. Miiller de Re Metrica, p. 343. 
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long. Even L. Miiller who denies hdc in Lucilius admits the 
possibility of héce (XXIx. 98), by which I presume, he intimates 
‘that the word does not stand on a par with hoc abl. but may, 
by an artifice, be used short. 

The two passages quoted by this authority for hdc are too 
doubtful to be of any great weight. The first from Seneca’s 
Phoenissae 550 

totus hoc exercitus 
Hoc utrinque populus omnis hoc vidit soror 

is not the MS. reading, if Richter and Peiper’s apparatus 
criticus may be trusted. The other, Priap. 51. 28, Ht nos hoc 

ipsum quod minamur invitat is improved in sense as well as 
in metre, by the correction which Biicheler adopts Hoc nos et 
ipsum: if hdc was admitted, it is against the metrical rigour 
usually observable in this collection. The MSS. too are late 
and not very good of the Priapia, and in such a dislocation 
of monosyllables is a frequent phenomenon. Hoc therefore 
may be counted here as a bare possibility, and no more. 

The case is very different with Lucilius. He occupies an 
altogether peculiar place in Latin literature, as removed from 

Ennius on the one hand as from Horace on the other. It is 
true that Horace’s Satires, especially the first book, continually 

remind us of Lucilius; but none of the longer fragments of 
Lucilius could have been written by Horace. To take a single 
instance, the fine description of virtue, thirteen lines in all, 
contains two licences which would have been inadmissible in 
Horace, the elision of final s, and the absence of caesura in 
Deinde parentum, tertia iam postremaque nostra. Again Lucilius 
shortens tamétst just as Plautus or Terence might; to Horace 
such a liberty would have seemed impossible. Speaking gene- 
rally we should not be wrong in saying that his prosody, so far 
as Nonius will permit us to judge of it, was, not indeed fluctu- 
ating or uncertain, but less rigorously fixed than that of 
Lucretius or Horace, perhaps even than that of Accius. Hence 
I hold myself justified, where I emend Lucilius, in admitting 
some things which I should not admit as possible in the stricter 
prosody of later writers. And here I must confess I hold the 
MSS. of Nonius to be most trustworthy guides: and it is from 
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this point of view that, in common with Mr Wordsworth, I find. 
so much to except to in L. Miiller’s edition. The best MSS. 
of Nonius, notably the Harleian, in which I have made a 

very careful collation of about half the Lucilian passages, may, — 
in my experience, generally be trusted as regards the order 

of the words; but words, and parts of words, especially the 
numerous Greek words which occur in every page, are not 

unfrequently omitted, repeated, or mutilated. The passage of 
Nonius which Mr Munro refers to is written in the Harleian 

MS. as follows: 

Non haec quid ualeat quidue hoc intersiet illud; cognoscis 
primum hoc quod dicimus esse poema; pars est parua poesis* 
idem epistola itemque; uis non magna poema é illa poesis 
opus totum totaque illa summa est una OCCIC ut annales 
enni atquestoc * unum est hoc maius multo est quam quod 
dixi ante poema; quapropter dico nemé qui culpat home- 

rum; perpetuo culpat neque quod dixi ante poesin; in uersum 

unum culpat uerbum enthymemate malo cumque, 

ie. as I read it 

Nunc haec quid ualeant quidue hoc intersiet illud 

Cognoscis. Primum hoc quod dicimus esse poema, 
Pars est parua poema. 

Fpistula item quaeuis non magna poemast. 
Illa poesis opus totum ut tota Ilia summast 
Una (TN)OECIC, ut annales Enni. Atque si (h)oc unumst, 
Hoc maius multost quam quod dixi ante poema. 
Quapropter dico, nemo qui culpat Homerum 
Perpetuo culpat, neque quod dixi ante poesin, 
Versum unum culpat uerbum enthymema locumue. 

In the first line I have obelized hoc as not feeling sure that 
Lucilius did not construct interesse® ‘to differ’ with a simple 
ablative, instead of the usual abl. with ab: and I may take the 
occasion to remark that in Lucilius, if anywhere, preconceived 
views of syntax and prosody ought, in my judgment, to give 

1 Over poesis is written poema by a later hand. 
2 See Hildebrand on Apuleius, de Mundo, e. 16. 
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way to the MS. tradition, where it seems indubitable: and this 
for two reasons, first, because Latin was still comparatively 
unfixed and rigid when Lucilius wrote, was being experimented 
upon, and in fact under trial: secondly, because satire, the half- 
way house between the licence of comedy and the rigour of more 
serious poetry, is precisely the place where freedoms of expres- 
sion, construction or metre might seem natural and to be ex- 
pected. In vv. 5, 6 I have followed the MSS. as closely as I can, 
and though I do not profess to think the whole of my emenda- 
tion certain, it at least keeps the order of the words without 
any of the violent transpositions or dislocations (as I think they 
may well be called) of most editors. By reading (MO€CIC 
for OECIC, the rest of the line seems to fall naturally into 

the required form: it will not be denied, I believe, to bear 

a striking resemblance to many of the rougher hexameters 
of Horace’s Satires. The omission of h in hoc is so common 
as to require no illustration. The meaning is ‘that other 
word poesis means an entire work, as for instance the sum 
total of the Iliad is a single zronovs, and as the Annals of 
Ennius are. And so if this is allowed to be one (whole), 

- this one is much greater than the poema of which I spoke 
before.” The passage of Lucilius just treated is supplemented 
by another found in Velius Longus, de Orthographia. It is 
given in Putsch p. 2214 thus. ‘Sed scilicet si hoc sectentur, 
possent etiam plerosque consonantes et omnes semivocales pro 
syllabis ponere, nam apud Lucilium in Ix. (in quo de litteris 
disputat) omnes vicem syllabarum implent, cum dicit: a re non 
multum abest hoc cacosyntheton, atque canina si tibi lingua dico, 
milil ad me; nomen hoc illi est. Item s nostrum, et semigraece 
guod dicimus sigma, nihil erroris habet. Apparet ergo haec 
nihil aliud quam locum syllabae tenere: nec tamen syllabam 
scilicet esse.’ The italics are as in Putsch. The meaning 

is clear: both r and s were words as well as letters; hence 

nomen hoc rlli est is intelligible, to say the least, without 
alteration. Nor does the passage as a whole seem particularly 

corrupt: there is no doubt as to the metre, any more than as to 
the metre of the second passage: nay the i of semigraece is a 
licenee which even to Lucilius and his contemporaries might 
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seem harsh. Hence I accept hoc as short in nomen hoc ili est 
and explain the passage as stated in Mr Wordsworth’s notes, 

To sum up then, I believe that to Plautus and Terence, as 
well as to Lucilius, hoc was only necessarily long in the ablative 
or when it=huc: yet that it was preferably used, either defi- 
nitely long or in doubtful situations where a long or short vowel 
could stand indifferently: that it was however used short by 
the scenic writers and by Lucilius; and that it was from these, 

or their contemporaries such as Accius in his non-scenic works, 
that some of the grammarians concluded that it stood on a 
level with hic prosodiacally. 

R. ELLIS. 

ON THE ARATEA OF GERMANICUS. 

PHAEN. 51 
Cauda Helicen superat tenditatcynos uran. 

So Breysig’s MS. A: the word between tendit and atcynosuran 
is variously supplied in the MSS. pene, stmul, caput. Probably 
it was sinus. 

Phaen. 270 

Quin etiam lyra Mercurio dilecta deorum 

Plurimulum accepte prohs caelo nitet ante labore 
Dewictam effigiem. 

For Plurimulum accepte prohs Haupt conjectured Multwm 
accepta epulis, which after Mercurio dilecta seems to crowd the 
sentence unnecessarily. Perhaps Lumen adepta trahit caelo ; 
nitet a. l. cf. 570 Nullaque nox bis terna minus caelo trahit astra, 
and for the meaning the scholia p. 144 Breysig igitur propterea 
aries duc aquae immortalis mutatus est et.caeli sidera consecutus 
est, 

Prognost. 77 
Vere cauer imbres et fulgera comamenalto 

Read 

Vere cauere imbres et fulgura, Roma, memento. 

R. ELLIS, 



ON THREE GREEK EPIGRAMS IN VITRUVIUS. 

In the discussion on remarkable springs which Vitruvius has 
inserted in the eighth book of his de Architectura there are 
three Greek epigrams, which the two best MSS. of that work, 
Harl. 2767, and Gudianus 69, now at Wolfenbiittel, as collated 

by Rose and Miiller-Strubing in their edition of 1867, exhibit 
in a very mutilated form. The same three epigrams, however, 
are also found in a Greek excerpt entitled xpivas kai Nipvas. 
Kal nya. Kal TroTapmol dco Oavpacta Twa év avtois Eyovaow. 
contained in a MS. of the Medicean Library at Florence 
(56. 1), from which they seem to have been copied into a 
small volume of Greek excerpts from Aristotle and Theo- 
phrastus published by H. Stephanus in 1557. They are also 
printed in a similar but not identical collection published at 

Frankfort 1587. This Greek excerpt, which Stephanus ascribes 
to Sotion, has with more probability been attributed by Rose 
to Isigonus of Nicaea, a writer who lived in the first half of 
the first century B.C., and whose "Amora were used and quoted 
by Varro. (Rose, Anecdota Graeca, p. 10.) 

The Greek MS. at Florence belongs to the 18th or 14th 
century; the Harleian and Gudian MSS. of Vitruvius to the 

9th and 11th respectively. This superior antiquity in the 
Vitruvian MSS. quite corresponds with the superior excellence 
of their readings in those parts of the epigrams where these 
MSS. differ from the Greek extract. This will be clear from 
the third epigram. Rose and Strubing print it as follows: 

or ’ , , A ” \ 
Udata Kpavaevta Bréreis, Eve, TOV ato yepolv 

Aovtpa péev avOpdrroi(s aBraBn éotiv éyew.) 

Journal of Philology. vou. v1. 18 
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a nv dé Badrys Koidns tott vndvos aydady idwp 
(axpa povov Sorryod yxeideos aypdpevos,) 

a’tipap mptotipes é(rt xOovt Sartos dddvres) 
wimtovat, yévuwy oppava Oévtes &n. 

This epigram was written over a fountain at Susa which 

had the property of making those who drank of it lose their 
teeth: and the purport of the epigram was in the words of 
Vitruvius egregiam esse aquam ad lavandum, sed ea si bibatur 

excutere e radicibus dentes. 

In y. 1, the Florence excerpt has téata tadta Prérreis 
poBepa, Eéve, seemingly a different recension from that given 
above from the MSS. of Vitruvius. 

In v. 2, the words in brackets, like the similarly bracketed 
v. 4, and the latter half of v. 5, are absent from G. and H. 

It will not, I think, be denied that each of these three bracketed 
portions is open to suspicion. This is most conspicuous in 
v. 5, where the word dartés is awkward if not meaningless. 
In v. 2 éyew is, to say the least, weak; it is not holding the 
water in the hands, but taking it up for washing purposes, that 
might be supposed to be dangerous. The construction of v. 4 is 
not that of the best Greek, though the peculiar word SoAryod 

has an air of genuineness. Hence when in v. 3 we come upon 
so unusual a construction as 7v 5é Badys roti vydvos Ydwp in 

the sense of swallowing water, we cannot be surprised to find 
that the Vitruvian MSS. present a perfectly different reading. - 

It is as follows :— 

N NA TOM 
HNaem BHOko | 1A0YBOTANHAEOCATMON YAO)P 

The letters written above are the variations of Gud. from 

H. There seems to be little doubt that this verse is 

HN A €MBHC KOIAOY BOTAN@AEOC ACTOMON YAP 

‘But if you step into the mouth-destroying water of the 
weedy hollow;’ dorouov in reference to the destruction of 
the teeth, whether as ‘mouth-destroying,’ or ‘not capable of 
being held in the mouth.’ Who can doubt which is the true 
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hand of the epigrammatist? The single word a@ortopuov is 
conclusive, summing up as it does in one incisive, even if 

somewhat obscure, expression the point, not only of the isolated 
verse, but of the whole epigram. What is more, we can see 
from a comparison of this with the corresponding verse in 

_ the Greek extract how the epigram may have assumed the 
shape which it has there. It is obvious that the verse which 
I have restored from the MSS. of Vitruvius, and which even 

in these is not quite correctly written, came in a still more 
incorrect and imperfect form into the hands of a Greek 
transcriber. He found the outline and filled up the missing 
letters as he thought best suited to the meaning; wrongly, 

and with a very imperfect mastery of Greek, but with sufficient 
attention to the meaning required to make his supplements 
pass as original for a long period of time. Even Rose gives, 
as far as I know, no hint of the importance of this verse as 
exhibited in the two Vitruvian MSS. for determining the value 
of the additions in the Florence excerpt. For if this reading 
of v. 8 is right, it would seem to follow that v. 4 as given 
by the Florence extract is wrong; the sense required is ‘if 

you step into the water high enough to touch it with your 
lips,’ or ‘and then drink some of it;’ to which the Greek verse 
dxpa povov Soduyod yetdeos ayrapevos corresponds but imper- 
fectly, if indeed it is at all defensible. 

I proceed to the second epigram. Vitruvius says: Item est 
m insula Cio fons @ quo qui imprudentes biberint fiwnt in- 
siprentes, et ib est epigramma insculptum ea sententia, tucundam 
eam esse potionem fontis eius, sed qui biberit saxeos habiturum 
sensus. Sunt autem uersus hi. 

HaeatropyxpoytromatocaiBacaaNnaBaincittett | POCOTHNAETIOON 

So they are given in the Harleian. This seems to be letter 

for letter. 

_ “H8é? dard wuypod mopatos MBas av avahaiver TéTpos 6 

THVOE TLV. 

In the Florence excerpt the following variations occur: 
“Héeia yruxpoto worod and at the end of the line ava8andveu. 

18—2 
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The pentameter is filled up by the words wnyy* adda vow, an 
obvious interpolation, which it is surprising the judgment of 

. the latest editors should allow them to retain, even bracketed 

as they are. Instead of dvadgaiver, which I think is beyond 
doubt, they read avinow: a lection which is not justified by 
the slight discrepancies presented by the Gudianus’. The 

Greek words prefixed to the distich are ’Aplotwy 5é 6 wepimatn- 
Tixos dirosogos ev 7H Kio mrnynv dnow datos eivat, ad’ Hs 
tovs mivovtas avaiaOntous yiverOar tats weyais. Hence it 
seems probable that the word zétpos was repeated twice; We _ 
might restore the lacuna conjecturally aétpos [68° avr &€x vod 
méTpos] 6 THVOE TLV. 

The first epigram is as follows: Arcadia uero ciuitas est 
non tgnota Clitoru, in cuius agris est spelunca profluens 
aqua, e qua qui biberint fiunt abstemu. Ad ewm autem fontem 
epigramma est in lapide inscriptum hac sententia wersibus 
graecis, eam non esse tdoneam ad lavandum sed etiam inimicam 

uitibus, quod apud eum fontem Melampus sacrificiis purgavisset — 
rabiem Proeti filiarum restituissetque earum uirginum mentes 
in pristinam sanitatem. epigramma autem est id quod est sub- 
scriptum. 

aypota ov Troipvats TO peonuBpwov nv ce Bapivy 
Sivos av’ éoyatias Kyeitopos épyopuevor, 

THS Mev aTO KpHVYNns apicat Toma Kal Tapa vipdats 
voplacl GTHooY TaV TO Gov aiTroNor" 

5 adda od pnt emt Aovtpa Barns ypol wy ce Kal avipn 
 an(un)vn (Teprrvns) évtos eovta péOns* 
ghevye 8 euny any picaptedov, &vOa Medaprtrous 

Avoapevos AUoons IIpoitidas dpyadéns 
mavta Kabappov Exorrev atroxpvdor, (ed7 dp’ am “Apyous 

10 ovpea tpnxelns AvOev *Apxadins.) 

The case is not quite the same here as in the second and 
third epigrams. Where the Harleian and Gudian MSS. differ 
from the Florence excerpt, they cannot always be said to be 
nearer to the truth. Thus in v. 5 the Harleian has 

NAMACIMHTETTIAOYTPaBaTITExpa 

1 So Rose himself admits p. 7, note. 
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which might suggest Naywaot pnt él Novtpa Badzs xpol, were 
it not that AAAA, which the sense requires, seems to lurk in ama, 

while the n might well be repeated from the end of aézronuov. 
Again, in v. 6, where the Harleian gives tHNHcNTYc, Rose 

may be right in explaining this as the relic of man(un) vy 
(tep7rvns) evtos, though the meaning is somewhat obscure, 
and cntyc might as well represent éyy’s. Nor do I see any 
reason for doubting the genuineness of the concluding words 
of v. 9, and the whole of v. 10, though they are absent from 
both Harl. and Gud. But in v. 8, Avcapevos (avoapevos Harl.) 

seems rightly preferred by Rose and Strubing to Aovaedpevos of 
the Florence extract, and the weak and pointless apyanéns, as 

against apreuéas (aprewecas) of GH stands on the same footing 
as ayAaov in the third epigram against doroyov. In the next 
verse G and H perhaps point to éwixpudov rather than azro- 
xpupov; but the latter word seems to agree better with Pau- 
sanias VIII. 18.7, és rodTo avadvyeiy 76 omndatoy Tas Ovyatépas 
tod [Ipottov paveicas déyovow, as Medayrrovs Ouvaiats Te 
admoppntois Kal Kabappots KatTHyayev és yoplov Kadovpevov 
Aovcovs. The same writer states that the Proetides were cured 
in the temple of Artemis at Lusi: another reason for retaining 

aptepéas in v. 8. 
In v. 10 7AvGov, the reading of the Florence MS. seems 

right, not 7Avdev. Apollod. 1. 9. 12 &s dé tas ev” Apyes yuvai- 
kas e&éunve Arovucos emi péper THe Bacirelas iacapevos avtas, 
éxel peta Biavtos xatéxnoe. I. 2. 2 Tevomevas 5é éupavets 
érNavevto thy Apyelav dracav. Avdis dé thv Apkadiav Kal 
znv Iledorrovynoov SieXodaar peta akoopias amaons Sia THs 

épnuias érpoxatov. If so, the letters ef the MS. as given by 
Rose p. VII, diroxpdd | ayap perhaps represent ai yap. 

R. ELLIS. 



ARCESSO AND ACCERSO. 

[Read before the. Cambridge Philological Society, May 20, 1875.] 

Ir is now generally, if not universally, admitted that the two 

forms arcesso and accerso are both legitimate and well esta- 
blished [Roby, 1. p. 240, Zumpt, § 202, Public School Grammar, 
p. 202]. Many of the older scholars doubted the existence of 

.the latter form, except as a corruption [see reff. in Kritz on 

Sall. Cat. x3. 6]. But (1) it is vouched for by old gramma- 
rians, alike by Charisius (p. 227) and Diomedes (p. 375), who 
endeavour to make out that it differs somewhat in meaning 
from arcesso, and by Velius Longus (p. 2232), and Terentius 

Scaurus, who deny the supposed difference [ep. Ellendt, ad Cie. 
de Orat. 11. 27. 117 not. crit.]. And (2) there is abundance of 
excellent MS. authority in favour of it. In Plautus it is the 
only form found, according to Lorenz on Mostell. 1030 (critical 
note, p. 261); and though Ritschl there (1044 R) silently alters 
it to arcesserem (against BCD, A being here defective), he 

allows it to stand in many. other passages, e.g. Men, 729, 763, 
770, 776, 875, in all which places Brix (against every MS.) 
gratuitously reads arcess-. This cannot be from any change of 
Ritschl’s opinion between 1851 and 1852, for he leaves accersam 
in Most. 1092. A has however arcessitu in Stich. 327, where 

the other MSS. have accersitu; and DZ have arcessere in 

Bacch. 354. 

The evidence of the MSS. of Terence is stated in the 
following table. Where a reference is given without any 
further note, it is to be understood that every MS. collated 
by Umpfenbach gives the form accers-. 
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Andr. 299; 515 arcessitum (B?) P; 546; 581 (G accessit) ; 
690 (G accessor); 741; 848 (arcesse BC, acerse G) ; 979. 

Eun. 47 (arcesso BDG); 100 (arcessi DG); 510 (adcersier 
A, arcessirier DG, accersirier EF); 592 (arcessitur DG); 892 

(arcessitum CP, arcersitum FE). 
Heaut. 948; 1047 (arcessi BC). 

Hee. 184 (accersiri F); 185; 187 (accessunt E, accersivit 
G); 466 (adcersi A). 

Adelph. 292 (accesset E) ; 354 accerse P* cum ADEG (ar- 
cesse BCFP’) ; 620; 699 (arcessas C'DF°GP, accessas CF") ; 
890 (arcessant DG); 904 (accesseris G). 

The only instance in which the evidence of MSS. is in 
favour of arcess- is in the Perioche of Sulpicius to the Heauton 
Timorumenos, v. 6, which naturally does not come into the 

question. In the face of this evidence Mr Parry has the fol- 
lowing astonishing note on Andr, 1. 1.64: “We must un- 
doubtedly read ‘arcesso’ in all cases where this word occurs. 
The form ‘accerso’, which is often met with in common edi- 

tions of the classics is very clumsy (!) and violates all analogy.” 
It is still more surprising to find Dr Wagner also following the 
precedent of Fleckeisen in silently rejecting the form accers-, 
whatever the authority on which it rests’. Surely the value of 
the Bembine is sufficient to make it worth while at least 
to discuss a form, which it gives invariably, and in which it is 

supported by a great preponderance of other evidence. And 

unless there is much better reason than any which I have been 
able to discover for its rejection, it is a violation of the canons 
which since Lachmann have been held by all good scholars as 

binding in Latin orthography, thus to tamper with our autho- 
rities. By doing so we may be—in this case I am inclined to 
suspect that we shall be—obscuring a fact of considerable 
interest in the history of the Latin language. In Caecilius 
Statius (ap. Cic. Tusc. Iv. 32. 68, cp. Ribbeck, Com. p. 77) 
accersirt seems to have more authority than arcessier. This is 

1 Jt is apparently by an oversight Ad. 354, for in his note here he reads 
that Dr Wagner prints accerse in  urcesse. 
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apparently the only instance in which the word occurs in the 
dramatic poets; Catullus does not use it. ; 

In Sallust the MSS. vary more, but the form accers- has 
apparently the weight of authority in its favour in Cat. 40, 6; 
52,24; 60,4: Jug. 39,2; 43,3; 62,4; 84,2; 109, 4: Hist, 
Fr. 1. 51, 6 (Vat. 1. 2,3): 11. 94. The latter fragment is quoted 
by Priscian, and accersi is found in all the MSS*. 

In Vergil we find the word (or words) in four passages : 
Georg, Iv. 224 (accersere R): Aen. v. 746 (accersere MR); VI. 
119 accersere MRy’c’, arcersere P, arcessere y’c’b: xX. 11 arces- 

site (without variation apparently). 
In Horace there does not seem to be strong authority for 

accerse in Ep. 1. 5, 6, or in Ep. 11. 1, 228, though Orelli on the 
latter passage quotes one MS. of saec. x. in favour of it. 

In Cicero, the texts used in Faceiolati’s Nizolius give 15 
instances of accersio or accerso, 15 of arcessio or arcesso (the 

’ pres. ind. being then supposed to vary between the i- and the 
consonant conjugations). Most editors (e.g. Kayser, Baiter, Halm 
and Orelli) read uniformly arcess-, but Ellendt on De Orat. I, 
27,117, defends accers-, and has the same form in Im. 24, 92, 

38, 156, ‘bonis libris addicentibus’, adding indeed on the 

former passage ‘ut solent boni libri’. For other instances of 
strong support for accers- see Kiihner on Tusce. D. Iv. 1, 2, and 
Moser on de Div. 1. 17, 32, 1. 4,11. Unfortunately the appa- 

ratus criticus in Baiter and Halm rarely notices the variation of 
form. Where I have been able to test the references in Nizolius, 

the better MSS. seem generally, but not always, to give arcess-. 
In Suetonius Roth (against Casaubon’s note on Jul. 2) reads 

ad accersendam (Jul, 2), ad accersendas (Jul. 58), following as 
he says (praef. p. xxxvi) ‘fidissimum ducem’ in the Codex 
Memmianus. 

In Ovid Riese reads accersite in Met. vi. 652 (arcessite L), 
accersitur Amor. Il. 13, 21, but arcessite (following, I suppose, 

1 Wagner (Orthogr. Verg. p. 417) not this one of the instancesin which, 

writes [Kritzium] ‘equidemmalim ex as Mr Munro says (Luer. 1°. 31), ‘he 
paucis codd, arcessere, quam ex multis has chosen to abandon the safe ground 

accersere Sallustio restituisse,’ but is of evidence and experience’? 
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H) in Met. xv. 640, and in Fast. Iv. 263 (accersite V); arces- 

sere in Amor. 11. 2, 37. Merkel has accersite in both passages _ 

of the Met. 
On Livy 1. 29, Drakenborch writes ‘Stat fere apud eruditos 

accersere verbum nihili esse, posteriori aevo ex librariorum 
ignorantia natum, ejusque loco semper optimo seculo scriptum 
fuisse arcessere’. He repeats the opinion on 111. 45,3; 1x. 9,12; 
XXIv. 2, 4, and quotes J. F. Gronovius to the same effect on 

Xxxvi. 7,17. But in all cases he has apparently some MSS. 
against him. Madvig always (I believe) reads arcess-. 

On Caesar, B. G. 1. 31, Oudendorp writes: ‘ arcesserentur 

ita fide optimarum et plurimarum membranarum semper in 
Caesare...exhiberi pro accers. curavi’. But Dinter in his edition 
of the Bellum Gallicum (Teubner’s series) writes (Praef. p. Xv. 
on I. xxxi. 1) ‘ accerserentur, non arcesserentur sim. scribendum 
putavi ubique, quia hic codd. Ma intermediam scripturam, cap. 
Xxxxiiii. 2 omnes accersitum habent, Vv. xi. 3 C Qa accersi(vi), 
VIL. vi. 3 plerique accerseret.’ 

On Lucan, Phars. Iv. 484, Burmann rejects accersere, adding 
‘vellem doceri unde hoc verbum derivare potuerit’ [Curtius]. 
But Weise retains it. 
In Plin. Epist. vi 25, Keil retains accersamus with Med. 

In Quinctilian the word arcessere seems to be used in 
twelve places, and in only one of them (IL. 4, 31) does Halm 
notice any various form: there A has accersunt. 

In Tacit., Med. 1. has accerserentur in Ann. Iv. 29, but arces- 
sebat in 11.50; Med. 1. has accersirt in Hist. 1 14, accersit 
ib. 38. 

This survey does not profess to be exhaustive: but we. may 

see from it at least this much, that there is plenty of MS. 

authority to support the old grammarians in their assertion of 
the coexistence of the two forms. What then is the relation 
between them? To this several different answers have been 
given, all of them so far from satisfactory that some of our 
best authorities content themselves with stating the existence 
of the two forms, without any attempt to explain them (Roby, 
Madvig, Kennedy, Zumpt, &c.). In the first place the deri- 
vation of arcesso is far from certain. Is it to be explained as a 
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frequentative or intensive from ad-ci-o (Key, p. 88, Roby, § 625, 
Kennedy, P. 8S. G. p. 221), like lacesso from lacio, facesso from 

Facto, capesso from capio? But it does not seem a matter of 

indifference whether the 7 be an element of the root, or simply 
a suffix of the present stem. Dr Kennedy recognizes this, in 
writing ‘arcess- for acci-ess-’; but is there any analogy for | 
such a suppression of the radical vowel? Jncesso does not help 
us much; for we can hardly separate its etymology from that 
of arcesso. It may be that arcesso, as Vaniéek (Etym. Wort. 
p. 80), following the suggestion of Bopp, Comp. Gramm. § 775, 
holds, is for ar-ced-e-sso, and that incesso is. similarly for in- 
ced-e-sso (Mr Roby accepts the latter derivation, but not 
the former). Or is it best to compare arcesso with forms like 
levasso, assuming that the radical z has been, not dropped 
before -esso, but changed into e as in dede-ro for dedi-so 
(Schleich. Comp.* p. 810), the s being doubled, as Mr Roby 
holds, in order to mark the place of the accent, or by a false. 
analogy? Dr Donaldson has probably few followers (except 
Mr Parry, l.c.) in supposing from the perfect and supine that 
we have here a compound of sino (arcesso = ad-ced-sino Varron.® 
303). Schweizer-Sidler (Formenlehre § 199) derives all the 
verba meditativa from abstract substantives in -d%s, but in no 

case do these seem actually to occur; and it is hard even to 
imagine a form which would be a satisfactory bridge between 
cieo and arcesso. Whichever of these etymologies we adopt. for 
arcesso, it does not seem to me that we get a satisfactory ex- 
planation of accerso. Itis true that there are numerous instances 

of an r arising out of a d (Corssen 1°. 238—240), but in no case 
does the r precede an s, and the combination rs seems to have 

been avoided as much as possible by assimilation (ib. p. 242). 
We have instances in abundance of the loss or assimilation of a d. 
before s: but no parallel (I believe) for its change into r. Nor 
will it do to say, with Mr Papillon on Ter. Andr. 299, ‘for the 
change of one s into r we may compare the forms rursus, prorsus, 
quorsum with the Plautine forms russwm, prossum, quossum’. 
For firstly, the true Plautine forms are rusum, etc. (Ritschl 
Proll. Trin. p. civ. Opuse. 1. 544; ep. Corssen 1°, 243 Beitr, 
396), and secondly the change of rs into ss surely does not give 
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us the faintest reason for supposing the change of ss into rs: no 
one can deny that rwrswm (for reverswm) is older than russum. ; 

and it would be bold to maintain that accerso gave rise to arcesso, 

that is, that a word, in which the preposition retains a form, 

which if not primitive (Corssen l.c.) is at least archaic, came 

from one in which it was already assimilated. Others assert 

that, there has been a metathesis (Umspringen) of the ». 
Thus Kiihner in his last (larger) edition of the Tusc, Disp. 
writes (on Iv. 1, 2), ‘Accerso ex transpositione litterae 1 et 
geminatione litterae c natum est. [Similarly Kritz, ad Sall. 
Cat. XL. 6.] Orellius comparat Toscanorum frebbe pro febre, 
wnterpetre pro interprete’. But, to say nothing of the fact that 

both the Tuscan forms seem easier to pronounce than the 
words of which they are corruptions, it is rarely safe to argue 
from phenomena in the later developement, of the Romance 
languages to the pronunciation of early Latin (ep. Wagner, 

Introduction to the Aulularia, p. xXxxIv note 2, Ritschl, Proll. 

Trin. CLY.). Besides, this assumes a priority in date for arcesso 

as compared with accerso, which our authorities, notably the 

Ambrosian in Plautus and the Bembine in Terence, do not 

allow us to lay down with certainty. 
May not the true solution be that the two, forms have no 

connexion with each other? In Ferrar’s Comparative Gram- 
mar, Vol, I. p. 30, among the illustrations of the operation of 

Grimm’s Law, the Skt. root karsh is compared with accersere, 

and with hearse and harrow’. The latter: part. of this com- 
parison cannot well be right. Hearse or herse® carries us back 

to the low Latin hercia, and this possibly to Varro’s hirpex [ep. 

Brachet and Diez, s.v.], while harrow is akin to the O, H. 
German harke [cp. Grimm, Worterb. Iv. 2, 478]; it does not 

seem improbable indeed that hercia (considering its identity of 

meaning) should have been borrowed from the Teutonic word: 
1 The same comparison is given in trace it further, 

Dr R. Morris’s Historical, Outlines of 2 The distinction of the two. mean- 
English Accidence, p. 21, and as the ings by a difference of spelling seems 

writer does not quote Mr Ferrar’s to be observed only for the sake of 

book among his authorities, both have convenience, and to have no philologi- 

probably derived it from some common ¢al significance. Indeed it is, neglected 

source: but I have not been able. to by our older writers. 
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but anyhow the & is an obstacle to considering the comparison 
with karsh entirely sound. But I do not see why the former 

part of it should not be allowed to hold good; so that accerso 
would be a compound of a lost simple verb, formed from a 
primitive root kars, retained in Sanskrit as karsh, draw, tear, 
plough’. Corssen, it is true, finds the Latin correlative of this 
root in a very different form (Beitr. p. 403). Following Pott (E. 
F. 1. 229) he derives from it verrere for *cversere ; while Curtius, 
No. 647 b, holds that it appears in Greek in the Homeric sub- 
stantive téAo-o-v. Vaniéek (Etym. Worterb. p. 38) adds rus (for 
*crus) to the list of its derivatives, and Sonne (Ztschr. x. 108) 
uses the root in the sense of ‘ plough’ to explain xovpéidsos [ep. 
however Curtius in Studien 1a. 255]. But it does not follow 
that because one or more of these etymologies may be sound— 
and the first two are the only ones which seem to me probable 
—that therefore the root cannot also appear in Latin in another 

and a more primitive guise: who would have thought, @ priort, 
that the root of condere and conficere was the same as that of 
é0nxa (Schleicher, Comp.*® 725, Curtius, Etym. 1. p. 79 [E. T.]) ? 
Nor need we wonder that the form -cerso was preserved only in 
a compound, when we remember how nearly -apio and -lacio 
have shared the same fate, and how completely -oleo (grow), 
-perio and -cello have perished. If this etymology be admitted, 
so that we have in arcesso and accerso a pair of words of totally 
different origin, but habitually confounded with each other, 
there is a striking analogy in the case of permities and per- 
nicies. It was long thought that of ‘the former no satisfactory 
explanation could be given (cp. Mr Frost’s Introduction to the 

Annals of Tacitus, ad fin, and Dr Wagner’s note on Plaut. 
Aul. 605), and those who gave it a place in the text of Tacitus - 
did so simply from a desire not to tamper with MS. evidence. 
But recently Schweizer has shown that permities is a legitimate 
derivative from the root mi- perire (Monier Williams, Sanskrit 
Dictionary, p. 780), an explanation which, as Corssen (Beitrage, 

1 The last meaning seems to be  shati ‘he draws’, krshati ‘he ploughs’: 

derived from the notion of drawing a ep. M. Miiller, Sanskrit Grammar, pp. 
furrow: it is expressed, however, by 255, 265, and Fick, Worterb. pp. 247, 
a different infiexion of the root: kar- 1045. 
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p- 67) justly says, has everything in its favour which can 
establish an etymology (cp. Munro, Lucr. 1’. p. 364). 

A parallel, much less close but worth noting, is afforded by 
mollis. It hardly admits of doubt that this word was regarded 
by the Latin poets as a contraction of mobilis, and sometimes 
used accordingly : cp. Lucr. Iv. 790, mollia mobiliter cum alternis 
bracchia mittunt (though in some of the parallel passages quoted 
by Mr Munro it seems to have its more usual force): Verg. 
Georg. 11. 389 mollia oscilla, 11.76 mollia crura ; and especially 
Cic. de Div. 1. 9, 15, mollipedesque boves, perhaps = eidizrodes Bées, 
although in Aratus, whom Cicero is here translating, Bdes has 
no epithet. Yet there is not the slightest etymological con- 
nexion between mollis and mobilis (Curt. Etym. 1. 406). 

A. S. WILKINS. 



NOTE ON PLAT. SOPH, 262 D. 

Mr ARBLASTER’S substitution of ypdupara for mpdypara-in 
Plato Soph. 262 D is plausible at first sight, but on further 

consideration appears less convincing. 

1. The antithesis between the letters and significant sounds 
is false and confusing, whereas the opposition of things to their 
vocal signsshas the ring of true language. 

2. In the same passage in which it was shown that some 
ideas and some letters had communion with each other and 
some had not, it was also shown, and was made the pivot of 
the argument, that those were mistaken who denied the com- 
bination of “one and many” in concrete reality: p. 251, ov« 
edvtes ayabov Néyerv AvOpwrrov K.t.rX. Cp. Phileb. 14 D, E. 

3. In strictness, no doubt (and hence comes the plausi- 
bility of Mr Arblaster’s conjecture), this combination should be 
spoken of as the union of rpadyya and mpakis,—see below, 262 £, 
cuvbeis mpadyya mpate 8: ovopuatos Kal pnyatos. But that 
Plato’s language is not tied to this degree of accuracy is shown 

by his use of ovéuara in 261 D to include both nouns and verbs, 
which are distinguished immediately afterwards as dvéuata and 
pnuata: 262A. It is probably because this distinction has now 
been made, that the phrase ra THs pwvis onueta is used in the 
passage under discussion, so as to include both noun and verb ~ 
in one expression. 

4. It follows that mpaywata here may mean things or 
objects (including letters, musical notes, &c.: p. 253 B) as distin- 
guished alike from words and from ideas. Now it is precisely 
in this sense that mpayuara is used in Polit. 278 D (where the 
illustration of the letters or crovyela again occurs) wetaTiOéweva 
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& eis tas Tay mpayyatav paxpdas Kab pr pgdiovs ovdAdaBas 
TAUTa TADTA Tad ayvoel ; 

5. This direct appeal to reality and to the verdict of common 
_ sense occurs frequently in these later dialogues even in the 
midst of dialectical arguments. It is Plato’s short method with 
the unideal, on his losing patience with them, and may also be 
regarded, in common with several other traits, as an approxima- 

tion to the manner of Aristotle. Other instances are Soph. 263 
(the passage immediately following this), and Phileb.62B. See 
also Thezt. 201 A. . 

_ Those who care enough for the Sophistes to read these 
remarks may be glad to have their attention called to three 
lines of the Divina Commedia, in which the main doctrine of 

this dialogue is expressed with admirable succinctness: Para- 
diso XIII :— 

Ché quegli @ tra gli stolti bene abbasso, 
Che senza distinzion afferma o niega, 
Cosi nell’ un, come nell’ altro passo. 

LEWIS CAMPBELL. 
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GREEK LEXICOGRAPHY. 

[Read before the Cambridge Philological Society, 17 April, 1872.] _ 

WE may contribute to Greek lexicography in three ways. 
I. By posting up, carrying forward, what has been already 

collected. Those who are accustomed to study historically, 
know how seldom this is done; how much material, hidden in 
older books, is entirely unknown to later writers*. In a lexico- 
grapher one would suppose such carelessness to be impossible, 
as his predecessors’ labours lie before him in alphabetical order : 
but we cannot go far without finding a very large amount of 
matter ready to hand in the older lexicons, which would greatly 

enrich the new. : 
II. We may correct the positive errors of standard lexicons, 
III. We may procure new materials, 
I. Certain lexicons should be treated as standard authori- 

ties, which we desire to supplement, and not to quarry in them 

for material; e.g. in England Stephanus, Liddell and Scott, 
Sophocles, Ducange’s gloss. Gr.; Maltby’s Morell; the lexicons 
to LXX. and N. T., the lexicon of proper names by Pape and 
Benseler. Of these Ducange deserves to be re-edited ; (as do 
Suicer and Porson’s favorite Budé;) we may safely assume of 
all that they will be in reach of all serious students of Greek. 
The other lexicons may be freely used as materials, and if any 

1 Several years ago Mr(now Bishop) Before committing it to the press Mr 
Goodwin read to the Cambridge Philo- Goodwin consulted Baron Napier, and 

sophical Society a proof, by Mr R.L. found that the new proof was more 
Ellis, of a proposition in spherical than 200 years old; the later textbooks 
trigonometry. All present admired had, as usual, been indifferent to the 
its novelty no less than its ingenuity. history of the science, ’ 
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concerted action can be resolved upon, it would be well that 
some one contributor should make himself responsible for 
exhausting their supplies. The principal of these are the 

lexicons of Phavorinus, Scapula with the supplement, Con- 
stantine, the glosses of Cyril and Philoxenus’, Rost-Palm, the 
second editions of Pape and of Jacobitz-Seiler. Each of these 
last three contains a large amount of valuable citations not to be 
found in L.and 8. Perhaps even the lexicons of Dunbar and 
Donnegan should be examined partially, before it is decided 
that they can add nothing to our knowledge. Again the special 
lexicons to individual authors must be ransacked; a certain 
number were used by L. & S., and are named in their original 
preface. But they omitted many, as the lexicon tacticum of 
Rigalt, the lexicon graeco-barbarum of Meursius, with the sup- 
plements of Critopulus. Many school lexicons to the authors 

most read have lately appeared in Germany and should be 
rifled. The most important recent contribution to special 
lexicography is the exhaustive Aristotelian index of Bonitz. 
Teubner promises lexicons to each of the dramatists, and that 
to Sophocles, by Dindorf, has already appeared. A. less pre- 
tentious and complete, but still valuable, lexicon to Sophocles, 
by Ebeling, has been lately published by the firm Ebeling’, 

which has also issued some parts of a full Homeric lexicon by 
La Roche and a number of other known scholars; Déderlein’s 

glossary, Sauppe’s lexicon to Xenophon, and the admirable 
indices to Kriiger’s Xen., Thuc., Arr., are of great service for 
the grammatical part of lexicography. Every one of these 
books ought to be carefully compared with our standard lexi- 
cons, before we can say that we have carried forward all that 
already lies before us in plain alphabetical order. We should 
endeavour to diminish the ara£ Xeyoueva, to supply synonyms, 
references to cognate forms, older examples, and exx. from dif- 
ferent authors, to select the most striking passages in which by 
contrast or construction the force of the word most clearly 
appears, to investigate etymologies. 

II. Our second business is to correct the existing lexicons. 

1 Teubner promises a critical edition of these glossaries 1876. 
2 The publications of this firm have now passed into Teubner’s hands. 

Journal of Philology. vow. v1. 19 
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For this purpose we should -invite cooperation from the many 

corners of the world in which Cambridge scholarship is doing 
its minute work; private tutors and -schoolmasters and under- 
graduates, who, like Dobree, are accustomed to ‘ postil’ their 
lexicons, should be informed that there is a central body pre- 
pared to receive and digest their contributions. Often too 
annotated lexicons may be purchased at the sales of scholars’ 
libraries; many such copies probably lurk in our universities 

and colleges. 
III. New materials, i.e. materials not already digested into 

alphabetical order. These must be procured : 
(a) By reading authors, esp. the less usual authors, frag- 

ments, anecdota, fathers, scholiasts, Jexicographers, musicians, 

mathematicians, tacticians, grammarians, inscriptions; coins. 
(b) By readitig the great collectors as Gataker, Kiister, 

Hemsterhuis, Wesseling, Valckenaer, Ruhnken, Wyttenbach, 

Hermann, Schafer, Porson, Elmsley, Blomfield, Dobree, Hein- 

dorf, Lobeck, Kriiger, Cobet, Madvig; the scholarlike commen- 

tators, grammarians, and lexicographers on the N. T., LXX and 

fathers, as Grotius, Wetstein, Bleek, Liicke, Fritzsche, Meyer, 

Lightfoot ; the collections in illustration of the N. T. grammar 
and lexicography by Kypke, Krebs, Bos, Elsner, Loesner, Winer. 

(c) By ransacking the philological journals and programmes 
which treat often of separate words; also grammars e.g. West- 
phal, Fischer, Matthii, Kiihner, Kriiger, and other ancient or 

modern treatises on the language, history, philosophy, litera- 
ture, music, metrology, metres, natural science, mathematics, law, 

physic, politics, naval and military affairs, archaeology and 
architecture of the ancients. 

Such are some of the materials available for completing our 
Greek lexicons. I think it worthy of the consideration of the 
society whether we might not here imitate the London Philo- 
logical Society and undertake, not a complete Greek or Latin 
lexicon, but a supplement to both. In Bentley’s time Cam- 

bridge gave to the world perhaps the largest literary works 
which have ever appeared from her press, Kiister’s Suidas and 
the Lat. lexicon of Rob. Stephanus by Law and Taylor. Many 
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civilised nations are now forming really national lexicons by 
the combined labours of many collectors; so Italy, Holland, 

Germany, England. Why should not we combine in a Ae 
toupyia to the commonwealth of scholars? Even if we went 
no further than to collect some thousands of new citations, we 

should do good service, and the work would not be wholly | 
lost; it might be printed at any time, for it could never be 
complete, and therefore there would be no reason for delay ; 

or if unprinted, it might be deposited in a library, and serve our 
successors. If the society thinks these suggestions worthy of 

attention, I would suggest that a set of rules should be drawn 
out to guide collectors ; that all citations should be in full and 
on paper of one uniform size; and that steps should be taken 

‘to ascertain what collections exist in public or private libraries 
in England. 

The following list of books’ is taken at random from copies 
that came to fa ; 1t would be easy to enlarge it a hundred- 

fold, but enough is given to shew the abundant resources at 
the command of Greek lexicographers. Great as the services 
of Doctors Liddell and Scott have been (and I cheerfully en- 
dorse Dindorf’s commendation of their lexicon), a little study of 
bibliography would have enabled them to avoid not a few 
errors and to fill up many gaps. 

G. T. A. Kriiger de formula aA 7 et affinium particula- 
rum usu. Brunsw. 1834. 4to. 

J. H. T. Miiller Beitriige zur Terminologie der griechischen 
Mathematiker. Wiesbaden 1860. 4to. 

Riihrmund iiber die Partikeln «év und av. Potsdam 1863. 

Ato. 

N. A. Weichert de discrimine pronominum avtod et avtod 
i. Breslau 1838. 4to. 

A. Wellauer additamenta ad Vechneri Hellenolexian. Bres- 

lau 1828. 4to. 

E. Wentzel iiber px) od mit dem Participium und mit dem 

Infinitiv. Glogau 1843. 4to. 

1 Considerable additions have been made in 1876, as this paper is passing 
through the press. 

19—2 
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Géttling de soloecismo logico rhetorico grammatico. Jena 

1866. 4to. 
Koéhnhorn xadoxayabia ex locis Xenophontis adumbrata. 

Gymn. Progr. Neisse 1852. 
Nesselmann die Algebra der Griechen. Berl. 1842. 
Grasberger tiber acxwdiafew und acxwdacpos im II 

329—333. 
H. L. Ahrens Spas und seine Sippe. Berlin 1866. 8vo. 
M. Hoch lexicalische Bemerkungen tiber den homerischen 

Sprachgebrauch. Miinstereifel 1865. 4to. 
H. M. Flemmer auctarium lexici graeci alarms: I—VI 

(A—K). Hauniae 1830—6. 
Bindseil concordantiae Pindari. Berl. 1875. Ato. 
Ferd. Peter einige Beitriige zu den griechischen Worter- 

biichern’ mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung des Passowschen 
Werkes. Gymn. Progr. Saarbriicken 1855. 4to. 

Fragmentum glossarii veteris graeci ex apographo cod. 
Barocciani ed. Fr. Oehler. Halle 1849. 4to. Other fragments, 
published [by the same?] in Bonn programmes 1846—7. 4to. 

Etymologie von Obstnamen, verfasst von H. Oberdieck. 
Bresl. 1866. 4to. 

Hainebach die Wurzeln FE und EX mit ihren Ablei- 
tungen. Giessen 1860. 4to. 

G. Dzialas rhetorum antiquorum de figuris doctrina. Pars 

prior. Breslau 1869. 4to. 
Geo. Curtius de adiectivis graecis et lat. L litterae ope 

formatis. Lips. 1870. 4to. 
Jul. Caesar de nonnullis artis metricae apud veteres voca- 

bulis, Marburg 1867. 4to. 
de versibus asynartetis. ib. 1864. 4to. 

Brandstiiter de paronymis graecis in (rns. I 11 Progr. gymn. 
Gedan. 1852 etc. 4to. 

Aken commentatio historica et grammatica de particula ay. 

Gustrovii 1854. 4to. 
Dr. Fritsch: Nam, enim, etenim, dpa, yap. Gymn. Progr. 

Wetzlar. 1859. pp. 17 Ato. 
C. Gottling commentatio de drra pronomine graeco, 

Bran. 4to, pp. 8. 1861. 
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H. Ebert de numeralibus graecis. Spandau 1858. 4to. 
_ J. H. T. Miller Beitrage zur Terminologie der griechischen 
Mathematiker. Leipzig Teubner. 1860. 8vo. pp. 40. 

Vetter specimen lexici in musicos Graecos. St. Afra bei 
Meissen. 1861. Schulprogr. 

Ahlwardt Beitrag zu Schneider's Wéorterbuch 1. Olden- 
burg 1808, Greifswald 1813. 4to. 

J. F. Lobeck Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Dialekts des Hip- 
pokrates (Philologus vol. 8). 

Erotiani vocum Hippocraticarum conlectio. Recens., emend., 
fragmentaque adiecit Jos. Klein. Leipz. Dyk. 1865. 

Gasda Beitriige zu einer sechsten Auflage des Wérterbuchs 
der gr. Sprache, begriindet von Fr. Passow. Oecels 1864. 4to. 

Seidel de comparativis et superlativis apud poetas graeco- 
rum epicos. Brandenburg 1862. 4to. 

P. Tzschirner graeca nomina in (© exeuntia. 1. Breslau 
1851. Ato. 

Schrader etymologica. Stendal 1845. 4to. 
Janson de Graeci sermonis vocibus in voy trisyllabis. Gum- 

binnen 1840. 4to. | 
_ W. F. Palmblad supplementa ad lexica Graeca recentiora 

I—x. Upsala 1845—51. 4to. (already in 1851 the printer 
Palmblad published supplem. qu. ad lex. gr. as an exercise for 
his degree). 

C. KE. Finckh, Nachtrége und Berichtigungen zu Pape’s 
Handworterbuch. Heilbronn 1851. 4to. 

O. Band de diipoliorum sacro Atheniens. Halle 1873. 
Richter de particul. apiv et tapos usu Homerico. Leipz. 

1874. 

Nicomachi Geraseni introductionis arithmeticae libri 1. rec. 
Ri. Hoche (Teubner 1866) has a complete index of all but the 
commonest words. 

J. U. Fasi, Berichtigungen und Zusiitze zu Passow’s grie- 
chischem Worterbuch. I 11. Ziirich 1834—8. 4to. Part m 
contains detailed discussions of words and phrases already con- 
tained in Passow, e.g. és yerpev vowov amixécOar (Herodot.) and 
év xetpav vouw (Polyb.). Has not been employed by L. and §. 

Appendix to Jacobitz and Seiler first ed. Leipz. 1843. 
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(Specimen), 

ayyiPros (BA@oKw) coming near, EM. p. 15, 36. Cf. Lob. 
paral. p. 274 and on Buttm. Gr. m 12. 

aicOnraés ‘Plut. (L. & S.). Mor. p. 958c. Sext. Empir. 
adv. math. 1 126. 

axpos Spos and 70 adxpoy an extreme in proportion. Eutoc. 
comm. in Archim.; 7 dxpa (ev@eia) the straight line which is 
such an extreme Eucl. 

Geometrical sense of avaypadw, avayw, avadoyia, avadoyov. 
avaxoXovbéw Sext. Emp. math. 1 215. 
avaroyws with dat. Eucl. opt. 8. 
avravaBaddrw Sext. Emp. math. x 130. 
Mathem. sense of dvturdcyo. 
Tausend griechische Worter, welche in den Worterbiichern 

von'J. G. Schneider und F. W. Riemer fehlen. Aus griechischen. 
Schriftstellern gesammelt von Friedr. Wilh. Val. Schmidt. 
Berlin 1817. 4to. (cites e.g. a@ypumves Eustath. Erot. 177 = 208; 
which is wanting in Didot’s Stephanus, though the editors 
used the tract). 

I add a few words taken from my own collections. I may 
add that I possess copies of Schneider’s lexicon annotated by 

Klotz and others, on which I have not here drawn. 

aBovrevtos Hippol. c. Noét. c. 10 p. 61. 
appoxopmos Sibyll. xv 67. 

aB8pocia schol. Eur. Or. 350. 
aya0ovs Ta todéuia Hdt. 1x 122. 7. 7. dpyeivous Hippocr. de 

aere 33 = 24, 

ayyeidiov Eustath. IL xvii 352. 
ayyedouluntos trapOevias Kai dyvelas Method. sympos. tit. 
ayevyntoyévns Theodoret. h. e. 1 5. i; 
aytolayapitns Cedren, p. 690°. 
aylonrirns (falsa lect. -oxdirns) neue Jahrb. 1870. pp. 748, 821. 
aylodewdwpirns Nicet. Chon. 74 1, 77 13, Georg. Pachym. Mich. 

Palaeol. 71% 
ayiorpeT@s Polyc. ep. Philip. 1. 
aya ayiwv of the Eucharist Fabric. cod. apocr. V. T. 566. 
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dydaoédpav TY Napmrpav KaOédpay gloss. 
dyxovin iq. ayxovn Ion. cod. Townl. ad Il. P 296 beidin OS 

ayyovins Odvatos opOns (Cramer MS. penes me). 
ddea. troumrtixn a. poetic licence. Gramm. ap. Herm. de emend. 

rat. gr. gr. p. 448. 
aderpo0eos Thilo acta Thomae notit. x sq. Phot. cod, 112. 
adngayas schol. Ap. Rh. 1 306.- 
advahopwtépws caten. in Matt. 166 22 (Cramer). 
a0edns Apollinaris in Mai nova coll. vit (1) 16. 
aDepwroparyeiv Eus. praep. VI 10 § 8. 

aitrivoos Bacideds said of Kpovos in a hymn to Isis (Ross 

inser, gr. 11 4 1. 19), 
aipecidrns const. apost. VI 26. 

_axa0aptoméia Arethas in apocal, c. 5 p. 669 é« 7H axabapto 
pi€et see cod. Baroce. 3 év TH axaaptow&ia (Cramer). 

axpiBorextos Ammon. in cat. act. apost. 368 19 é« tis &wbev 
axpiBoréxtou KuptoTntos (Cramer). 

aArnyopws poét. in schol. Aesch. P. V. 418, 
adoyntos schol. Eur. Or. 1156 fin. adoyntov 8& 1d katadhpovnror. 
aweradoros ‘ Basil,” Oecum. on Jac. 5 3. 
apvnoixaxos ‘eccl,’ Clem. ep. I 2. 
apdiroppupos schol. Eur. Or, 1457. 
aporepitw to be ambiguous Clem. hom. 11 25. 
avaB8.o7n schol. Eur. Or. 1691 p. 347 9. 
avadimdacvdfm ‘gramm.’ Bachmann’s anecd. m 15 1. 2, 5, 8; 

p. 141 381. | 
ayadvm Nac wae pos ‘ gramm.’ ib. 11 141. 28. 

avaxawvorrotéw ‘eccl.’ Test. XII patr. Levi 10, 16, 17. 
avaxaprrixos Eust. Il. P 297 6 trav rvevpatov a. Siavdeopés. 

avaotTnpa resurrection Test. xiI patr. Levi 16. 
avdpornia ‘seizure of men.’ Conceptio gloss. 
avdpotperns ‘eccl.’ Cyr. ap. Suid. oradwr. 
avOpwtrorroitos Barn. ep. 2 § 6. 
avovntas schol. Eur. Or. 1502. 
avratrotiOnus schol. Ap. Rh. Iv 1399 fin. 
aurevepryies ‘Diose.’ Barn. ep. 2. 
6 aT uel pLevos Satan. Clem. ep. I 51 in. 

avirreixros ‘Greg. Nyss. Suid.’ Eust. Il. xvi p. 115415. Od. 
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Vv p. 1532 17 (Poppo, who has added many other words from 
Eust.). 

amaptitw schol. Eur. Or. 352 amnpticpévos apiOuds a round 
number, e.g. the thousand ships of the Greek fleet. 

atrAatomeyéOns schol. Ap. Rh. 11 42. 

76 ardwya the veil of the temple test. XII patriarch. Benj. 9. 
atroxpima fable Suid. s. v. Alowzros. Noryorroves. 
atrouaxtéov Kur. Cyc. 561 according to the certain restoration 

of Cobet v. 1? 578. Dele amrouuxréov. 
atooKovoTifw test. XII patriarch. Levi 4. 
atocKopakicpata Hesych. paxn. 
apevaviopcs Phot. cod. 1138. 
apxovOos Steph. Byz. s. v. AépBn. 

appevitw to sail ‘gloss.’ test. XII patriarch. Nephth. 6. 
dpvds nom. ‘only in Aesop’ (L. & S.) schol. Eur. Or. 812 p. 211 

£8) 2121, 15. 

appuTapos Oecum. on Jac. 8 17. 

apxo. Kidrcxins hpfe became ruler of Hdt. 1 107 § 2. 
adoapka orépyata Epiphan. haer. LxIv 44 p. 570. 
do Gevorra.ds schol. Ap. Rh. 1 208. 
aotaciactws Chrys. on Hebr. 4 2. 
doTpoyNnvos a sparrow Boissonade anecd. nova 334. 

avros betw. art. and reflexive pron. is noticed in L. & S. but 
not e.g. Aesch. P. V. 762 apds avrés attod xevodpdvwv Bov- 
Aevpatwv. 921 én’ avtos ave. 

avT6 TovTo ‘ob id ipsum’ Plat. Xen. in Meyer on Phil. 1 6. 
Moulton’s Winer 178. 

avtop@akpéw Bachmann anecd. 1 4 1. 29. 

ages idw etc. N. T. and Epict. Moulton’s Winer 856. In mod. 
gr. ds = ages with conj. regularly.used for imperat. 1 & 8 pers. 

agvépaivw expunge this word. Nauck and Cobet v. 1? 594 read 
in Eur. Ion 97 dasdpuvapevor. 

aypnotouabea Eus. praep. XIV2§5. 18§7. xv1§8. One 
of many words marked in Heinichen’s index as unknown to 
lexicons. 

Ba@os. ta BaOn of the Gnostics Clem. ep. 1 40. 
Bafus. Babeia eipnvn Jacobson on Clem. ep. I 2. 
Baiov. Baia powvixwy test. x11 patr. Nephth. 5 and N. T. 
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BapuBpipnros Boissonade anecd. nova 377 ver. 175. 
Bacire.ov kingdom Lightf. on Clem. ep. II 6. 
Bacraxréov we must endure schol. Eur. Or. 769. 
Bvactinas ‘Schol. Eur’ Etym. s. v. Bia. 
Biorixes a layman Bingham I 5 § 5. 
Bredhapixcs Cael. Aur. tard. 1 § 17. 
Bovrtpiaxcs Theod. Prisc. 11 chron. § 16 praeter consuetudinem 

edacibus, hoe est BovAtusaxois. 
Bpadvopés schol. Eur. Or. 426, where Dindorf cites Theod. 

Prodr. Rhod. 133 1. 

BpaxvtdeOpos Boissonade anecd. nova 376 ver. 153. 
Bpayds tiv Sidvotav Joseph. ant. x1t 4 § 1 p. 83 21 Bekker 

(Sophocles has xm 4 § 1, where the word does not occur). 
yaraxtotpodia schol. Kur. Or. 839. 
yaraxradns. met. Adyous Eus. h.e. Iv 23 § 8. 
yapuxcs. sibyll. vin 5 yauixns mote xiua Oaraoons (cf. Hor. 

urorius amnis). 
yeirovicoa Syntipas 39 19 Eberhard. 

yéwaros full (yéww with Lat. ending) ibid. 9118. 101 25. ef. 
tpéexatos (Zeitschr. f. oesterr. Gymn. 1875 341). 

yepdiakds ‘scapl Kavoves yepSiaxol Kal yaptou Topo.’ gl. 
yvepatevTys schol. Il. K'31 cod. Par. 2681 (Cramer), 
yopyos active Lightf. on Clem. ep. 1 48. 
ypampatiotixn cf. anecd. Cramer Iv 311 5 (Cramer). 
yuvaikoxpatntos schol. Eur. Or. 743, where also -réopar. 
SaxpUppova schol. Eur. Or. 788. 
Saxtvan9pov Themist. or. 21 253 a (Steph. and L. & §. -pa). 
Sapactixcs schol. Pind. O. x11 89 fin. 

dé = Germ. sondern, after a negation Aesch. P. V. 206, 512, 6381, 
1075. 

6 5é where the same subject has gone before Hdt. vu 40. 1x 
6. 52.108. vir6. Kriiger gr. 1 50,1, 11. Hdt.117§ 2 Kr. 
So 7 S5é1xX 110. dpets 5é 1x 60 § 2. vit 22. ef. 1x 111 §1. 

de? it is fated Hdt. x 109 § 1. Iv 79. Kr. ad1 8 §1. 
Sez. Lieberkiihn iiber das Demosthenische ovéde eats dei. 

Jahn’s Jahrb. Suppl. 19 pp. 140—9. 
Sexddvo N. T. Barn. ep. 8 § 3 bis. const, apost. vi 14, vit 4. 

Eus. h, e. 111 15. 
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Sexamrpwrot ann. inst. 1864 97. 
SéiTa. Demokritos in Bekker anecd. 781 has the gen. Sennen 

Sea an army schol. Aesch. Pers. 918. Miiller fr, hist. gr. rv 195. 
(Oberdick in Zeitschr. f. d. oesterr. Gymnasien 1868 879). 

57. H. Heller epist. ad Max. Dunkerum de particulis 78 et 87 
(Philologus vim 254—308). 

diafovvupe to undergird a ship App. b.c. v 91. 
Siaxaiw. Plut. placit. philos. 11 14. schol. Ap. Rh. mu 1192 ryv 

duakexavpéevny (Fevnv). 

Svaxdvicca const. apost. vit 19. 
dvacnkcw ‘ Suid.’ s. v. Bactacas. 

d.apavpa protevangel. Jac. 23 fin. Tischendorf in his n. cites 
dvadpadoat. 

Siyayos married a second time ‘eccl.’ Hippol. haer. 1x 12 p. 290. 
duyveopnov schol. Eur. Or. 633. 

didackadixorata adv. Clem. Al. paed. m1 8. 
diGupov ypayparetov a consular diptych Liban. ep. 941. 
dixpes. Expel this word from Steph. ‘leg. cum cod. Bodl, Roe 

22 f. 536 Sunpeéra’ (Cramer). 
Sikuptos. Timoth. Gaz. anecd. Cramer Iv 264 8 Sixuproé eiow 

ai Baxtpravat Kkapnrot (Cramer). 
Sivotpos. Add to Steph. schol. Ap. Rh. 11 524 év 7@ Sipolpw 

THs TapGévov when the sun has traversed 2 of the sign Virgin. 
gl. diuorpov bessim. 

*Sicoxopov. In the passage of Dionys. Thr. (Bekker anecd, 
783 3) cited by Steph. ‘ dvaxovoy leg. e cod. mus. Brit, 51118 
add.’ (Cramer). 

Surapddoyos Choerob. schol. in Theodos. anecd. Cramer Iv 414 
10 (Cramer). 

Svotaxtixas schol. Eur. Or. 632. 
duxoyvapos ib. 890. 
deydvora Jos. bell. 1v 6 2. Isid. Pelus. ep. 1 370. 
dupvyéw ‘eccl.’ Clem. ep. I 23. 
Supvyla ‘ Byz.’ Herm. 1 mand. 9. 
Soypatoypados inscr. Lesb. in Hermes vii 408. 
Soputéxyvnats Hes. s. v. épyavn. 
Sovxnvapios Kus. h. e. vil 30 § 8. 
SovAevtpia gloss, Eur. Or. 261 in cod. Monae. 560 (Dind. p, 350). 
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Soypiat schol. Eur. Or, 140. 
_Spopaiws ibid. 1416. 
Spdcov épwros atafoveav Nicet. Choniat. Andronic. 1. 
Svavdpixds corp. inser. gr. 3979. ann. inst. 1852 156. 
dveavodeuvtos Sever. Antioch, in cat, ad 8. Joan. ev. cod. Coisl. 

23 (6 goiwE) tpayvs éott Kal avavrns Kal SvcavddevTos 
(Cramer). 

Suvopevis schol. Eur. Or. 38, 316. 
dvopixdtatos Ptolem. geogr. 11 3 § 18. 
Swdexaxodwr scriptor apocryph. pro pontificis tunica talari hya- 

cinthina. Jacobson on Clem. ep.155. This is the reading 

of some mss. in the protevang. Jac. 8, but Tischendorf’s text 
has tov dwdexaxaddwvor. 

70 Swdexatrpopytov Epiphan. de mens. et pond. 4. 
éyept’ Heraklit. in philosophum. 283. 
eiopaptrupéw schol. Kur. Or. 812 p. 212 10. 
érevoghovTns ib. 1140. 
*EXvodv ‘the Most High’ Sanchon. in Eus. praep. 1 10 § 14, 
éuBayvv anecd. Cramer IV 309 26 és Kai Ta mapadoya on- 

pevoda bat ypn, ws TO EuBayvy (Cramer). 
éupéptuvos schol, Eur. Or. 93 p. 59 2. 
éupovOorevm Cramer anecd. Oxon. I 374, Boissonade anecd. 

nova 220. 
éupiroywpéw Athan. de decr. Nic. 26. 

evdexaypappatos Ath. 455°, Dele dexayp. Cobet v. 1. 221, 
évOéopws Theodoret. h, e. V 9. : 
évvaxioxidot DS. XVII 66 p. 597°. 
é&aevdov KoAAVptov Boissonade anecd. nova 370. 
éEdpparta Tov Bopetov moXov elevations of the N. pole Hipparch, 

in Ptol. 1 geogr. 4. 7 
éfarravthéw Hesych. s. v. é&nvt[A] neva. 

éfevvavtitw schol, Eur. Or. 1645, where also the act. éviavtive. 
For tovs catexopévous éridvoes read T. Kk. emia wet, 

éEvtrootpédw Socr. h, e. 11 17 6. 
émayxuritw schol. Eur. Or. 1476. 
érravaxriBavos schol. Theocr, XIv 64. 

émeyxpavis Galen 111 673. Vv 603, Nemes. p, 204 5, 

émrnppevos schol, Kur. Or. 809. 
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érvyapwBpevya schol. Eur. Or. 477. cf. ib. 585 p. 163 6 ot yap 
emvyapPpevev avopi avépa. 

érumeurrtéov Alexand. de fig. 1 (Spengel het m1 10 18). 
éemicvrroyifouat Theodoret. on Hebr. 4 3. 

éritoutxws Theon Smyrn. 183. 

épwtouwpatoTAoKkocuvGetos Syntip. 40 18 Eberh. 
érnptxos Syncell. an. 215 p. 358. 
érupcopus schol. Theokr. id. 1x 19 (in neue Jahrbb. xcut 102). 
evyveotas schol. Eur. Or. 1393. 
evodwtepov TropevOaor Julian. ep. 43. 
evopyntos Clem. Al. str. vil p. 842 4. 

evtAoéw schol. Hom. Od. & 162—4. (cf. Cobet in Mnemosyne 
1873 19). 

EvotaOcavoi Sozom. 111 20 4. 
evyavdns Polemon in Ath. 436%. 
evoynua schol. Eur. Or. 814. 
*Edeois a work of Aischrion cited by Tzetz. on Lykophr. 588. 
éyOpa. Lys. fr. 261 Sauppe tyv ’Epzredoxdéous éyOpav. 
éyw. éyewv vrrovinv to be suspected Hdt. 1x 99 § 2. 
éxacaov évew ib. 102 § 1 )( wAéov ib. 70 § 1. 
Hdt. 1x 84 yes 8é twa parw Atovvcopavyns Garrat Mapdonor. 

ef. v1 94. V 66 Krercbévns Aoyov Eyer thy IvOinv ava- 
metoat. cf. VIL 3. 

Also datis éyes twa. Kriiger on Hat. ¥ 66. 
év atopin eiyovro Hdt. 1x 98 § 1. cf. 87§ 2. vir1385§3. Iv 

131 § 1. 3 
éyew eis to refer to. Hdt. vi 143 § 1. 1x 43. 
Eyer Oar Epyou only one ex. in L. & S. 

mavOavw a bold candidate for public favour, strong in the 
analogy of pavOave, AavOave schol. Eur. Or. 763, 1121. 

The following words, or special exx. of them, are wanting in 
L. and S. but I struck them out of the list on discovering them 
in Stephanus or Sophocles. aPSavavoos and -vaicws, a8porépas, 
ayeras, ayéXacpa, ayedoTpodos, aypikos, aypoa, ayxytBadns, 
abdvatpavwtos, advowmntos, aOAoTras, alviéis, axatacodioTos, 
axavynola, axepaioatvn, axpovapia, adafovws, avadatos, avdpo- 

KOpos, averixapis, avTiTaddouat, 6 admelpactos, apeavita, 
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apua Oardoons, applrictos, aoxédacTos, apiroFevéw, yaunrixas, 
yauifouat tive of the bride, yvwpodorns, yutoBepos lit., daecpa 
(cited by L. & S. from Lykophron, though used by Aesch. fr. 
271 Nauck), daxtudodopos, decéptwp, Siavobeva, Siacaipe (lit.), 
Siayapaxtnpifw, Svaxyupa, Siporptaios, durdoxapéia, Soxis mathem., 
Suvcwréw, évtetupwpévws (dele in Steph. the reference to schol. 
Ap. Rh., and under évruvas read 1 264 for I 624), évreruT@das. 

Tavpotpécwros (vads) is not (L. & S.) ‘bull-faced, front-de- 
_ boeuf,’ but ‘with the figure head of a bull;’ so xpsompdcwmos 
in the place cited. Under xuvnyéris read xuvnyérns for xuvn- 
yevns. Under mapa C17 for ‘schol. Ap. Rh. 158’ read Schafer 

_on schol. Ap. Rh. m1 158. So under porvvw the reference 
should be to Schafer, not to the scholiast; under xcataiBatus to 

schol. on I 533 (not 553). For evavréw read evavtaw. Under 
vootos in Od. Vv 334 read vécrov, as it is rightly given s. v. 
értpaiowat. Under éri B11 dread éyec in Eur. Med. 694 for 
éxyes. Under yndds ad fin. y7An should be oxytone. The bar- 
barism connection occurs several times, yet under avdxAacws the 

true form reflezion. ‘At Athens’ is given as "A@nvyow, ‘at 
Thebes’ correctly as On8now. Under azaipw and other com- 

pounds of alpw the a of the fut. is marked short ; see Cobet v. 1? 
606—7. dmdgovos ‘unnatural murder ;’ this interpretation is 
very doubtful; see Hermann. dpa 2 fin. for ‘Soph. Ant. 268’ 

read 628. Seiin for ‘Hdt. 7 176’ read (as under dia) 7 167. 
évTés in Xen. Cyrop. I 4 23 is followed by to€evparos. Oedx«Tu- 
xos for ‘schol. Eur. read schol. Eur. Or. @uvyatpoyovos for Nonn. 
D. ‘12 74 read 12 47. xaxdOupoos ‘to explain SvcOupaos Eur. 
Or. 1492,’ where cOvpsoe is the reading of all mss. and edd. 
Kaddws for é&/aor read é&taor. Katatpéxw 11 DCass. Lxt 10 is 
cited (after Stephanus) as an example of the construction with 
the dative : Cobet v. 1. 629 by citing the words rév cuvdvtav 
tois Suvacrais Katatpéxwv has exposed this error. «Alv@ II 4 
for ‘Soph. Fr’ read ‘Soph. Tr.’ ¢.e. Trach. xovpspov joined with 

Kapa, not with oidnpov (in Eur. Or. 966) by Elmsley and all 
later editors. peraSaddqo II | fin. the emendation petaraPety 

(Cobet v. 1.* 572) commends itself, and should probably be 
adopted also in the passage of Plato cited. perépyowar IV 2 fin. 
for ‘Eur. Cycl. 820’ read Eur. Cycl. 280. 

JOHN E. B. MAYOR. 
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NOTES ON VIRGIL. 

By way of welcome to Dr Kennedy’s Virgil, which in a 
small compass contains a vast amount of teaching suitable 
for students of every age, I have copied out my notes jotted 
down from time to time on the Bucolics and Georgics. Most of 
them trace the influence of Virgil on later Latin writers, and 
may serve as supplements to the collection contributed by 
W. Ribbeck to his brother's edition. Others illustrate the poet’s - 
language ; a few deal with some of the ‘vulgar errors’ in natural 
history or magic, which, partly under the sanction of so revered 
a name, remained current in Europe until or after the renais- 
sance. There is pressing need of a Bochartus rediuiwus—of a 

complete account of the mythology as well as the history of 
plants, animals, minerals in antiquity. Sir G. C. Lewis con- 
templated such a work and made some contributions to it in 
Notes and Queries; few Englishmen could have brought wider . 
reading to the task. 

Dr Kennedy in his preface speaks of the sortes Vergilianae; 
on these see a book now too much neglected, Hofmanni lexicon 
s.v. sortes, Fabricius-Schaffhausen bibliogr. antiq. 610—1, Sir 
T. Browne vulgar errors v 21 § 21, Greg. Tur. hist. Fr. 1 37, 
Becker-Marquardt rom. Alterth. 1v 112, Du Resnel in mém, de 
Yacad. XIX 287 seq. Fleury hist. eccl. b. xx c. 45 fin. Burck- 
hardt Kultur der Renaissance 528. In that strange book, the 
life of Lackington the bookseller 58seq., may be seen the 
Methodist form of the superstition. 

Buco.tics. 

Translated by Beattie. [The translations which I notice _ 
below, are, I think, all‘ collected in the British Poets of Chal- 
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mers. Most of them, no doubt, are worthless, but it is desirable 

to have a complete list in order that a selection may be pub- 
lished. Many scholars would welcome such a book critically 
edited. ] 

Ecl. 1 1 Ambr. hexaém, 11 31 § 4 quam patulae fagi. 
» 84 ib. Iv 9 § 34 sed tam cauendum ne nobis in sermone 

dies quartus occidat. cadunt enim umbrae maiores de mon- 

tibus, lumen minutur, wumbra cumulatur. 
11 13 ib. Vv 22 § 76 quam dulcis etiam in eaxiquo svandae 

gutture cantilena, quarum cantibus medio aestu arbusta rum- 

puntur, eo quod magis canorae meridianis caloribus, quo puri- 
orem aerem id temporis attrahunt spiritu, eo cantus resonant 
clariores. Cf. Bas, hexaém. hom. 8 p. 78°. 

1 45 Prop. 1v=11 9 14 at Myos exiguum flectit acanthus 

iter. 
» 64 Catull. Lxv 19 missum sponsi furtiuo munere malum. 

Aus. epist. 23 16—17 et pudibunda suos malo commisit amores 
| wirgo nec erubuit tacituro conscia pomo. Cf. anth. Pal. vit 406 3. 

Iv Translated by Beaumont. Cf.Tillemont mém. eccl. Iv 331. 
Iv 46 Symm. laud. in Gratian. 9 sv mihi nunc altius euagart 

poetico liceret eloquio, totum de nouo saeculo Maronis excursum 
uati similis in tuum nomen exscriberem. dicerem de caelo 
rediisse [ustitiam et ultro uberes fetus iam grauidam 
spondere naturam. nune mihi in patentibus campis sponte 
seges matura flauesceret, in sentibus uua turgeret, de 

quernis frondibus rorantia mella sudarent. quis haec sub 

te negaret esse credenda, cuius indoles multa iam praestitit et 
adhuc spes plura promisit? et uere, si fas est praesagio futura 
conicere, iamdudum aureum saeculum currerent fusa (s7c) 
Parcarum. In the old edd. of Tac. Agr. 1 fin. was the reading 

cursaturus temporada. 

1v 58 Theoer. 1 3. Hdt. v1 105. anth. Pal. vir 703 2 Ovpous 

6 cupitwv Iaves icov dcvaxe. 
vI translated by Roscommon. 
vi 2 Martian. Capella 1 § 28 Kopp. 

, 15 Ruhnken on Rutil. Lup. u § 7 cwiws uenae non san- 

guine sed uino sunt repletae. 
vil 4 anth, Pal. v1 96 2’Apxades awhorepo.. 
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vil 33 Prud. c. Symm. 1 111—4 hie deus e patrio praenobilis 
Hellesponto | ...sinum lactis et haec uotorum liba quotannis 

accipit. 
» 36 Stat. Th. x 229 cui fetura gregem pecoroso were 

nouauit. 
vil anth. Pal. y 205. Lines 17—61 are translated by Walsh. 
|; oo Lior, 6. 15.108. 

» 80 Zach. Grey on Hudibras m1 2 331. Gent. Mag. Sept. 
1860 380 sq. Bayle dict. s.v. Cayet n. C. Hardwick’s preface to the 
very interesting ‘lament of Eleanor Cobham’ (Communications 
to Camb, Ant. Soc. 1 178—190). Warton-Hazlitt hist. Engl. , 
poetry 1 260—2. See an instance of this superstition from the 
fourteenth century in Fleury xci 40. 

> , 108 Aus. epist. 24 132 credimus? an qui amant, ipsi 
sibi somnia fingunt? 

1x 29 Sir T. Browne vulgar errors I 25. 
», 47 DIONAEI PROCESSIT CAESARIS ASTRVM Aug. doctr. Chr. 

11 § 32 sidus, quod appellamus Luciferum, honori et nomini 
Caesaris Romani dicare conati sunt. et fortasse factum esset atque 
isset in uetustatem, nisi auia eius Venus praeoccupasset hoc 
nominis praedium. 

» 54 Browne vulgar errors III 8. 
x 50 anth. Pal. vir 406 epitaph on Euphorion. 

GEORGICS. 

19 Aristoph. Cocalus fr. 7. 
,, 17—18 Stat. s. 1 2 18°et de Maenalia uolucer Tegeaticus 

umbra. 
» 45 Ambr. cited on 299, 

» 100 Aug. de ordine 11 § 15 alii autem pit et boni atque 
splendido ingeno praediti, qui neque nos deseri a summo Deo 
possunt in animum inducere et tamen rerum tanta quasi caligine 
atque commicztione turbati nullum ordinem uident, uolentes sibi 
nudari abditissimas causas, errores suos saepe etiam carminibus 

conqueruntur. gui st hoc solum interrogent, cur Itali semper 
serenas hiemes orent et item semper Gaetulia nostra misera 
sitiat; quis eis facile respondebit? 
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1 126 Bent]. Hor. s, 113 262. . 
» 209 Bynes. epigr. 1 5—6 (Brunck fer 1 449) 

OKETTEO Telpea TAaVTA pos avtvya, THS ere Titav 

vinta Taravrever Kal paos épyopévors. 
» 299 (cf. 45) Ambr. hexaém. Iv 4§ 19 impiger depresso 

aratro terram scindit agricola, nudus arat, nudus serit, nudus 

sole feruente tostas aestu in area terit fruges. 
» 857 Quintil. vit 3 § 47 sensu plerique obscene intellegere, 

mist caueris, cupiunt...et ex uerlis, quae longissime ab obscenitate 
absunt, occasionem turpitudinis rapere. siquidem Celsus kaxéuda- 
tov apud Vergilium putat: incipiunt agitata tumescere. 
quod st recipias, nihil loqui tutum est. See Rhein. Mus. 1 575. 

» 3861—4 Ambr. hexaém. v 13 § 43 nec uos praeteribo, mergi, 

quibus ab assiduitate mergendi nomen hoc haesit; quomodo saepe 
mergentes aurarum signa colligitis et praeuidentes tempestatem 
JSuturam propere medio reuolatis ex aequore et ad litorum 
tuta cum clamore contenditis. quomodo etiam fulicae refugi- 
entes guam praesenseritis commotionem maris in uado luditis. 
ipsa ardea, quae paludibus inhaerere consueuit, notas deserit 

sedes imbresque formidans supra nubes uolat. 
», 863 Prop. 1v=111 10 6 ponat et in sicco molliter unda 

minas. 
» 378 Ambr. hexaém. 111 1 § 4 ex omni igitur palude, whi quasi 

ranae ueterem querellam canebant, congregata est fides. 
11 64 Bentl. Hor. c. 11 15 5. 
» 76 77 Symm. laud. Gratiani 6 wirentibus ramis artifer 

rusticand: alienum germen includit, ut nouella praesegmina 

coagulo libri uuidi inolescant. 
» 94 Sen. ep. 83 § 27 (of the sage) sz temptantur pedes, 

lingua non constat: quid est, quare illum ewxistimes in parte 
sobrium esse, in parte ebrium? 

» 121 Ambros. hexaém. v 23 § 77 where he is speaking of 

the silkworm ex his foliis mollia illa Seres depectunt 
uellera, guae ad usus sibi proprios diutes uindicarunt. 

» 146 Verg. catal. vi 7 8 corniger haud aries humilis, sed 

maxima taurus | uictima sacratos sparget honore focos. 
» 173 Tertull. apol. 10 Saturnum ttaque, si quantum litterae 

docent, neque Diodorus Graecus aut Thallus neque Cassius 

Journal of Philology. vou. vt. 20 
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Seuerus aut Cornelius Nepos neque ullus commentator eiusmodi 

antiquitatum aliud quam hominem promulgauerunt, si quantum 
rerum argumenta, nusquam inuenio fideliora quam apud ipsam 

Ttaliam, in qua Saturnus post multas expeditiones postque Attica 
hospitia consedit, exceptus a Iano uel Iane, ut Salit uolunt. mons 
quem incoluerat Saturnius dictus, ciuitas quam depalauerat Sa- 
turnia usque nunc est, tota denique Italia post Oenotriam 
Saturnia cognominabatur. Cf. id. ad nat, 112. Schwegler 
rom. Gesch. I 213 n. 5. 

11 212 Philox. gl. glarea Toros yépaos ALOWSys aropos ev To B’ 
Tov yewpyikev. When Lowe gives us his promised edition of 

the glossaries, we shall learn whether this gloss is due to anti- 
quity or to the renaissance. 

+ , 220 cf. Ruhnken on Ov. her. 11 90. 

,, 223 Ambr. hexaém. 1 8 § 28 etiam nunc palustri uligine 
terra inhorrere consueuit, nec patiens est uomeris, ubi infusus 
terris wmor exundat. 

» 224 Prop. v= 5 5 nec mihi mille iugis Campania 
pinguis aretur. 

», 242 gl. cola fpwyordyov (Rudorff payorcyiev) épyadetov 
TleaTHpos Anvod év B’ yewpytKar. 

» 250 VEL vi 174 quam nec dea lassat habendo. 

» 284—7 Quintil. vit 3 § 9 nullusne ergo etiam frugiferis 
adhibendus est decor? quis negat? nam et in ordinem cer- 
taque interualla redigam meas arbores. quid illo quin- 
cunce speciosius, qui in quamcunque partem spec- 
taueris, rectus est? sed protinus in id quoque prodest, 
ut terrae sucum aequaliter trahat. 

» 314 Aug. c. Acad. m1 11 § 26 Non enim uideo quomodo 
refellat Academicus eum qui dicit: ‘hoc mihi candidum uideri 
scio; hoc mihi iucunde olere scio; hoc mihi sapere dulciter scio; 
hoc mthi esse frigidum scio.’ Dic potius, utrum per se amarae 
sint oleastri frondes, quas caper tam pertinaciter appetit. O 

hominem improbum! nonne est caper tpse modestior? nescio 
quales pecort sint, mihi tamen amarae sunt. quid quaeris 
amplius? Sed est fortasse aliquis etiam hominum, cut non sint 
amarae. Tendisne in molestiam? num quidnam ego amaras 
esse omnibus dixi? mihi dixt, et hoc non semper affirmo. quid si 

a 

re 
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enim alias alia causa nunc dulce quidpiam nunc amarum in 
ore sentiatur ? 

11 323—345 translated by Crashaw. 
» 325 326 Varr. 1. 1. v § 67 Jovis Iuno coniue et is caelum 

haec terra, quae eadem Tellus. Aug. c. D. 1v 10 tempus igitur 
colunt, gui Saturnum colunt, et rex deorum Iuppiter insinuatur 
“natus ex tempore. quid enim indignum dicitur, cum Iuppiter et 
Iuno nati dicuntur ex tempore, si caelum est ille et illa 

terra, cum facta sint utique caelum et terra? nam hoe quoque 
in libris suis habent eorum docti atque sapientes: neque de fig- 
mentis poeticis sed de philosophorum libris a Vergilio dictum est 
tum pater...descendit, id est in gremium telluris aut 
terrae. 

» 411 Cic. Brut. § 287 orationes autem...ego laudare 
soleo ; imitart neque possim, si uelim, nec uelim ~fortasse, si 

possim. 
, 437 Theophr. h. pl. mt 15 § 5. schol. Ap. Rh. m 942. 

Vib. Seq. p. 28 Oberl. All edd. should cite the prov. (appar- 

ently a comic fragment wanting in Meineke) mvéov és Ku- 
Twpov Hyayes (Eust. Il. 1 206 p. 88 3). I have found it in 

Cerda, but not in Forbiger. VFl v 106 pallentemque 
Cytoron. Cf. the comm. on Steph. Byz. 

» 458 seq. translated by Cowley. Ambr. hexaém. m1 9 § 41 
diuerso munere fulcit agricolas, quibus Deus, si bona sua 

norint, wniuersa donauit. V 8 § 23 beata est, si bona sua 
nouerit, cwm ueritate paupertas. 

» 462 Ambr. hexaém. 111 5 § 23 bene mari plerumque com- 
paratur ecclesia, quae primo ingredientis popult agmine totis 
uestibulis undas uomit. Compare Cicero’s complaint Att. m 
14 § 2 basilicam habeo, non uillam, frequentia Formianorum 
...sed omitto uulgus: post horam quartam molesti cetert non 

sunt. : 
» 466 Stat. Ach. 1 307 308 lactea Massagetae weluti cum 

pocula fuscant | sanguine puniceo uel ebur corrumpitur 
ostro. 

» 506 Paulin. ep. 36 ad Macarium (bibl. max. patr. VI 225") 
quit purpura fulgent, qui gemmas (read gemma) bibunt, 
‘toga fulciuntur palmataque pinguntur, 
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ul 8 Plin. ep. Vv 8 § 3 diebus ac noctibus cogito, si qua 

me quoque possim tollere humo: id enim uoto meo 
sufficit, ulud supra uotum uictorque uirum uolitare per 

ora. 
» 13 Ov. Pont. Iv 8 31 32 nec tibi de Pario statuam, Ger- 

manice, templum | marmore. 
» 21 Quintil. virt 3 § 8 sterilem platanum tonsasque myrtos 

quam maritam ulmum et uberes oleas praeoptauerim? § 10 
surgentia in altum cacumina oleae ferro coercebo: im 
orbem se formosius fundet et protinus fructum ramis pluribus 

feret. 
» 82 Theophr. char. 21 p. 187 Ast. 
» 28 Bentl. Hor. s. 17 28. . 

» 43 Sen. Med. 54 rumpe zam segnis moras. Plin. ep. 
v10=11 § 2 proinde aut rumpe iam moras. 

», 44 Macar. Iv 5 (in ‘paroemiogr. 11 166 Leutsch) "Eraipios 
immos Kal Eperpiaxds kvwv' ért tév a&iwv éraivov. 

» 92 Prud. c. Symm. 1 96—98 aduena quos (deos) profuugus 
gugnens et equina libido | intulit Italiae. Tuscis namque ille 

puellis | primus adhinniuit simulato numine moechus. 
» 98 proelia Apul. met. 11 16 17. 

», 125 Saluian. gub. D. vii p. 154 (Par. 1684) eorum pecudum, 
qu mariti gregum appellantur. Aus. idyl. 13 f. 

», 186 208 Aus. lud. vir sap. pr. 9 10 nowt equus plausae 
sonitum ceruicis amare; | nou et intrepidus uerbera 
lenta pati. 

» 225 Antipater in schol. Ap. Rh. 1 89 tov adxyuodratov 
év TH ayédn Tadpov pioyerOat Tacais tais Bova, érépw Sé py 
éritpérrety, ef un TLS GAXos Oappnoas TH éavTodD Suvaper avTLCTH 
ate’ TOTE yap Hv KaTaywvionTat, ovKéTL TANOLALEL avTals. 

» 251 Apul. apol. 57 f. est quidem Crassus iste summus 
helluo et omnis fumt non imperitus, sed profecto pro studio 
bibendi, quo solo censetur, facilius ad eum Alexandriam wint 

aura quam fumi perueniret. 
» 283 Ov. her. V 136 quaesiérunt. 

» 328 Ambr. hexaém. v 22 § 76 quam dulcis etiam in 
exiguo cicadis gutture cantilena, quarum cantibus medio 
aestu arbusta rumpuntur, eo quod magis canorae meridianis 

es A 
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caloribus, quo puriorem aerem id temporis altrahunt spiritu, eo - 
cantus resonant clariores. 

lit 337 RoscIDA Martian. Capell. 1 § 14 with Kopp’s note. 
» 347 [Quintil.] decl. 3§ 16 nemo nostrum recusat itinerum 

laborem nec iniustum super arma fascem. : 
» of2 testamentum Galli cuiusdam ciuis Romani-in Bruns 

fontes iuris ant. Rom.* 208 uolo autem omne instrumentum 
meum, quod ad uenandum et aucupandum curaut, mecum cremart 
cum lanceis...retibus plagis...formidinibus, Sen. de clem. 
112§5 sic feras lineae et pinnae clusas continent. easdem 

a tergo eques talis incessat: temptabunt fugam per ipsa, quae 
Sugerant, proculcabuntqve formidinem. Sen. Oed. 758 of 
Actaeon metwit motas zephyris plumas. Eng. ‘blancher, 

» 405 Theophr. char. 21 p. 185 Ast. 
» 550 Prop. 11 1 60 Phoenicis Chiron lumina Phillyrides. 
Iv translated by Addison, except the episode of Aristaeus. 

» 19 Ambr. hexaém. v 21 § 69 uli fugiens riuus per 
gramina. . 

» 116—148 translated by Hamilton. 

» 153—218 quoted by Ioan. Sarisb. pol vi 21. 

» 158 Ambr. hexaém. v 21 § 69 cernas omnes certare de 

munere, alias inuigilare quaerendo uictum. ° 
» 159—161 ibid. tlic ludus alacris tuuentutis, illic cam- 

pestre exercitium, wlic curarum remissio. opus ipsum suaue ; 
de floribus, de herbis dulcibus fundamina castrorum prima 
ponuntur. guid enim aliud est fauus, nist quaedam castrorum 
species ? 

», 161—164 ibid. quis architectus eas docuit hexagonia illa 

cellularum indiscreta laterum aequalitate componere ac 
tenues (tenaces?) inter domorum tecta ceras suspendere, 

stipare mella, et intexta floribus horrea nectare quodam 
distendere? 

» 165 166. ibid. (cernas) alias sollicitam castris adhibere 
custodiam, alias futuros explorare imbres et speculari 
concursus nubium. 

» 179 anth. Pal. vI 239 5 6 Oeins & éopordkov yopov dmre- 
Tov, ev dé wedcypod | véxrapos éumAncals KnpoTayeis OaXapas. 

» 191—196 [Quintil.] decl. 18§ 17 praeuidere tempesta- 
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tes nec dubio se caelo tradere nec ultra uiciniam nubilo 
tendere. tam si leues iniquior aura rapuit, ad dirigendos in 
destinata cursus modico lapilli pondere librare pennas. 
Philes de anim. propr. 578—581. 

Iv 197 seq. spontaneous generation of bees Ambr. hexaém. 
V 21 § 67 neque inter se ullo concubitu miscentur nec libidine 
resoluuntur nec partus quatiuntur doloribus et subito 
maximum filiorum examen enuttunt, e foliis et herbis ore 

suo prolem legentes. Aug. gen. ad litt. x § 18 Creator 
...aptbus donauit, ut sic operentur generationem filiorum, 
quemadmodum cerae speciem liquoremque mellis. Rufin. in 
symb. apost. 11 col. 350° Migne apes certe nescire coniugia 
nec fetus nixibus edere omnibus palam est. Saluian. 
gub. D. Iv p. 73 (Par. 1684) apes, cwm fundamina fauis 

ponunt (Verg. ver. 161), uel cum e floribus natos legunt, 
qua causa uel thymum iam nisi studio et cupiditate mellis, 
uel flosculos quosdam nisi futurae sobolis caritate sectantur? 
[Quintil.] decl. 13 § 16 tam primum futurae laudabilis witae 
digna principia ; non illas libido progenerat domitrixque 
omnium animalium Venus... solae omnium non edunt 
fetus, sed faciunt. This declamation is full of reminiscences 

of the fourth Georgic, and deserves to be compared with it 

in detail. 
» 210 on the queen* (or king) bee see Bas. hexaém. hom. 

VIII 4. 
» 212—218 Ambr. § 71 regem suum summa. protectione 

defendunt et perire pro eo pulchrum putant. incolumi 
rege nesciunt mutare iudicium, mentem inflectere: 
amisso fidem seruandi muneris derelinquunt atque ipsae 

sua mella diripiunt. 
» 225 Vell. 11123 § 3 of Augustus mox cum omnem curam 

fata wincerent, in sua resolutus initia...animam caelestem 
caelo reddidit. See Ruhnken ad loc. Burm. on VFI. mr 380. 

Barth on Claud. 3 cons. Hon. 109. 
» 237 238 Ambr. hexaém. v 21 § 69 fin. habent tamen spicula 

sua et inter mella fundunt uenenum, si fuerint lacessitae, 
animasque ponunt in uulnere ardore uindictae. 

,, 281—5 Plut. Cleom. 39 § 2 weritras pev Boes, objxas 
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5é immo. xatacarévtes é€avOodcr. Sext. Emp. Pyrrh. 
hyp. 114 § 41 zep) pev obv tds yevécess, Ott TOY Soar TA wey 
xopis wiEews yiyverat Ta & ex cuptAoKAS. Kal TOV ev Ywpls pi- 
Eews yryvopévav Ta wey ex Tupos yiyvetat...ta 8 éx Cowv ontro- 
Mévav ws médAtocal Tavpwv Kai odyKes trav. Aug. de 
moribus Manich. 17 § 63 de apibus certe fama est celebrior, 
quod de boum cadaueribus oriantur. 

Iv 428 Arnob. 1 10 pluit mundus aut non pluit: sibimet 
pluit aut non pluit, et quod forsitan nescias, aut uliginem nimiam 
siccitatis ardore decoquit aut longissimi temporis ariditatem 
plumarum effusionibus temperat. 

» 453—527 translated by Sheffield. 
» 464—527 translated by Harte.’ 

_ y 470 anth. Pal. vit 9 8 of Orpheus cat rov axndnTtov Oupdv 
é0eX Ee Avpa. 

» 049 EXCITAT ARAS the recollection of this passage would 
save many a student from a flat and inadequate rendering 
of excito used metaphorically. Add to White’s lexicon Sen. ep. 
91§13 (of a city) quae fortasse consumpta est, ut in melius 
excitaretur. Curt. Iv 3 § 8 turres in medio excitatae. VII 

6 § 26 munimenta excitata. VIII 2 § 24 excitatam molem 
subito cernentes. 

AENEID. 

_ A few places in the Aeneid have gained much in perspicuity 

and force by an improved punctuation. 
I $21—324 In 1859 Madvig published in the Danish 

Journal of Philology a note on this passage, which now appears 
with some additions in his kl. philol. Schr. Leipz. 1875 414—7. 
With two good mss. he reads maculoso and omits the comma 
after lyncis, thus avoiding the absurdity of dressing a huntress 
in a wild-beast’s skin, relieving Virgil (with guidam in Priscian) 
from the illogical alternative errantem aut prementem, and 
bringing together what sense and rhythm require to be 
joined ‘ the track of spotted lynx or foaming boar.’ 

s 
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cum tibi sollicito secreti ad fluminis undam 
litoreis ingens tnuenta sub ilicibus sus 
triginta capitum fetus enixa racebit, 
alba, solo recubans, albi circum ubera natz. 

Nauck (Zeitschr. f. Gymn. XxIx 76) omits the comma after 
alba. For solo recubans, taken by itself, is superfluous after 
tacebit, and cannot serve as a third ‘sign. How greatly the 
rhythm is improved by the change, is evident. 

» 433 434 

praeterea siqua est Heleno prudentia, uate 
siqua fides, animum st ueris implet Apollo. 

, By removing the comma after prudentia to the end of the 
line Nauck (ibid. 75) greatly adds to the force of the passage. 

Iv 416 417 

Anna, uides toto properari litore, circum 

undigue conuenere. uocat tam carbasus auras, 

It is true that Gellius several times joins circwm undique, 
but Nauck (ibid. cl. x 118 portis circum omnibus instant) 
here reads litore circum. 

v 289 290 

circus erat; quo se multis cum milibus heros 
consessu medium tulit exstructoque resedit. 

Nauck (ibid. 76 cl. Suet. Caes. 34 sessum transit) reads 

consessum supine, and interprets exstructo ‘auf einer errichteten 
Erhohung. Gossrau had before conjectured consesswm, citing ~ 
the reading of some mss. consessu in medium. 

vi 122 123 quid Thesea, magnum quid memorem Al- 
ciden ? 

Nauck (ibid. 75) again pushes the comma forward to the © 

end of the line. So also Dr Kennedy, Forbiger, Wagner, but 
not Haupt. 

JOHN E. B. MAYOR, 

CAMBRIDGE; PRINTED BY C. J, CLAY, M.A. AT THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 
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